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Grammar and Information Structure of Kakataibo

Daniel Valle Arevalo, PhD
The University of Texas at Austin, 2017

Supervisor: Patience Epps

This dissertation provides a synchronic basic grammatical description of the San
Alejandro dialect of the Kakataibo language and a more in-depth study of the expression
of information structure, specifically, focus and topic. Kakataibo is spoken by
approximately 1500 people in the Peruvian central Amazon region. This work represents
the first attempt to analyze the expression of information structure in a Panoan language.
The first part of this work describes the grammar of the San Alejandro dialect of
Kakataibo. The first chapter describes the phonology of Kakataibo, including contrastive
segments, syllable structure, morphophonology, prosody and loanwords. The next four
chapters focus on the morphology of the language, particularly nouns, adjectives and
verbs, including as well discussion on the descriptive concepts such as morpheme, word,
and clitic. The next two chapters describe the formation of simplex and complex clauses,
respectively. The second part of this work contains two chapters dealing with the
expression of information structure in Kakataibo. The categories of focus and topic are
discussed in each chapter.
The San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo shows five vowels and fifteen
consonants. Tone is distinctive only in a handful of monosyllabic words. Stress is
phonetically realized by duration. In terms of the morphology, Kakataibo shows mixed
vi

features between isolation and polisynthensis, verbs being more polysynthetic than
nouns. Kakataibo is mainly agglutinating with some instances of fusion. Kakataibo is
characterized by a relatively large morphological inventory, although the ratio of
morphemes per word is relatively low. The highest morphological complexity occurs in
the verb having subsytems for expressing valency-adjusting, associated motion, metrical
tense, among others. Kakataibo shows a relatively large set of enclitics; second-position
enclitics express clause-level meanings. The clause in Kakataibo requires a clitic complex
in second position and a main clause verb in final position; the position of all other
elements of the clause is highly dependent on information structure. Subordinate clauses
are marked by a large set of switch-reference suffixes as well as the set of nominzing
suffixes.
The expression of focus in Kakataibo relies mainly on syntactic and prosodic
features. Focused phrases are obligatorily overt and are associated with the sentence’s
edges, left or right, depending on the syntactic constituent over which focus has scope.
Focus is associated with the highest intensity in the sentence whereas pitch tends to, but
does not necessarily, associates with focus. Topic in Kakataibo tends to be associated
with the subject and may or may not be overt depending on the particular type of topic.
Kakataibo does not have a specialized position for topics.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

This dissertation provides a synchronic basic grammatical description of the San
Alejandro dialect of the Kakataibo language and a more in-depth study of the expression
of information structure, specifically, focus and topic. Thus, the goals of this work are
two-fold. First, the grammatical description of the San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo
aims at complementing the work on the Lower Aguaytía dialect of the language by
Zariquiey (2011a) and highlighting the differences amongst them when relevant. This, in
turn, contributes a more fine grained account of the dialectal variation occurring in an
Amazonian language, which is not very common in this part of the world. Secondly, the
study of information structure in Kakataibo, building on the grammatical description,
gives a detailed account of the way in which focus and topic are expressed in an
Amazonian and less-studied language, which traditionally have received little attention in
the theoretical and empirical studies of this field of linguistics. This, in turn, aims at
providing empirical evidence for confirming or revising current theoretical views of these
central information structural concepts.
Kakataibo is spoken by approximately 1,500 people (Frank 1994), although this
number may have increased in the last decades, in the departments of Ucayali and
Huánuco in the eastern foothills of the Peruvian Andes. Kakataibo people live in nine
native communities scattered along the Aguaytía, San Alejandro and Sungaroyacu rivers
and their tributaries. Map 1 displays the location of the territories of the Kakataibo native
communities (INEI).
1

Map 1. Territory of Kakataibo native communities (Peruvian Ministry of Culture)
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The main subsistence activities practiced by the Kakataibo people are fishing,
slash-and-burn agriculture, hunting, gathering, and recently, temporary labor jobs in nearby cities and in the wood extraction industry. The main crops cultivated by Kakataibo
people are manioc, banana and cacao, the last one mainly for trading. Some families raise
poultry and pigs and in some communities cattle is raised collectively. Electricity and
sewer services are lacking in Kakataibo communitites, although some of them have very
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recently gained access to mobile cellphone service via an antena installed in the
communities.
Kakataibo is learned by every child raised in a Kakataibo native community and
children are usually monolingual in Kakataibo until the age when they start attending
formal education classes, when they learn Spanish. Kakataibo people are bilingual in
Kakataibo and Spanish with some people speaking a third language, e.g. Shipibo-Konibo.
Men and women show different degrees of bilingualism, where the first group tends to
show a better command of Spanish; age also seems to be a factor inversely affecting the
speaker’s fluency in Spanish. The Kakataibo language is used as the main means of
communication in the native communities on a daily basis. However, people switch to
Spanish when the interlocutor does not speak Kakataibo. Unfortunately, this is common
within the classroom since most teachers in Kakataibo communities do not speak the
language, although this situation is recently improving due to the increasing number of
Kakataibo teachers. In the city, Kakataibo people have fewer spaces to use their language
and, thus, make use of Spanish much more frequently and in more contexts than within
the community. With the increasing access to the cities in recent years, more Kakataibo
people opt to live temporarily in the cities for work. The use of Spanish shows an effect
on the speech of Kakataibo people, especially younger ones, who incorporate many
lexical and syntactic strategies from Spanish into Kakataibo. Although the Kakataibo
language is transmitted intergenerationally, it is moderately endangered because of its
relatively small population size and the rapid socio-linguistic changes affecting it,
specifically more migration into the cities and lack of actual bilingual education.
As aforementioned, Kakataibo belongs to the Panoan language family,
comprising approximately thirty languages spoken on the border between Peru, Brazil
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and Bolivia with a total population of approximately 40,000 – 50,000 speakers (Fleck
2013). Kakataibo has been analyzed as a highly diverging language within this language
family, and, thus, has been classified as either the only member of a first order branch
within Panoan (Loos 1999; Shell 1965, 1975; Valenzuela 2003; Valenzuela and
Guillaume 2016) or as an independent second order branch (Fleck 2013) based on lexical,
phonological and morpho-syntactic comparisons. Thus, Kakataibo seems to have
independently undergone some phonological and grammatical innovations that set it apart
from the core or ‘main branch’ of Panoan languages.
In addition, different varieties of Kakataibo seem to have made independent
innovations, giving support for a dialectal distinction among them. Based on
phonological and lexical data, Zariquiey (2011b) distinguishes two main branches within
Kakataibo: the Aguaytía/Sungaroyacu dialects, spoken along the rivers with the same
name, and the San Alejandro/Nokamán dialects, spoken along the San Alejandro and
Pachitea rivers. In turn, the Aguaytía/Sungaroyacu branch divides into the Bajo Aguaytía
dialect and the Alto Aguaytía/Sungaroyacu dialects, which at the same time, splits into
the Alto Aguaytía and Sungaroyacu dialects. As for the San Alejandro/Pachitea branch, it
divides into the San Alejandro dialect and the Pachitea dialect.1 Figure 1 graphically
summarizes the dialectology of Kakataibo. One of the goals of the present dissertation is
to deepen the understanding of the internal variation within Kakataibo by studying a
different dialect from what has already been described, namely the Lower Aguaytía
dialect (Zariquiey 2011a), complementing that description and highlighting the dialect
variations. It should be noted that the Lower Aguaytía and San Alejandro dialects
represent two extreme points within Kakataibo dialects, making the study of the San
1

Note that the Pachitea dialect in Zariquiey’s proposal (Zariquiey 2011b) corresponds to the uncontacted
Kakataibo group known as kamano by the Kakataibo people and for which linguistic data is not available.
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Alejandro dialect a more useful tool for the understanding of the internal variation within
this language.
Figure 1. Kakataibo dialects (Zariquiey 2011b:9)

While the dialects of Kakataibo share most of the phonological and grammatical features,
it will be shown in this study that the San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo differs in
fundamental respects from other dialects of the language, mainly the Lower Aguaytía
dialect for which a detailed description is available. Here I briefly sketch the linguistic
profile of the San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo.
In its phonology, the San Alejandro dialect has five contrastive vowels and 15
consonantal segments. The preferred syllable type is CV and there is an overall tendency
to delete phonological consonant codas. Stress is marked mainly by duration and
sometimes coincides with pitch. Furthermore, pitch is contrastive in a handful of monosyllabic words with the vowel /o/.
5

Bound morphemes in Kakataibo tend to be clitics, which may attach to more than
one lexical class, with a much smaller set of affixes. Clitics always follow their host
(enclitics) while affixes may precede (body-part prefixes) or follow their host. The verb
exhibits the highest morphological complexity, both in terms of the number of functional
slots it hosts and the number of dedicated verbal morphemes. However, the verb tends to
have between 3 – 4 morphemes attached to it in connected speech. In contrast, nominal
morphology comprises a much smaller set of morphemes, all of them enclitics. In
addition, Kakataibo shows a set of obligatory second-position enclitics expressing
sentential meanings such as person, mood and evidentiality.
The San Alejandro dialect shows a morphological split-ergative alignment
triggered by the referential status of the NP. A further morphological split in the
alignment system is motivated by the focal status of the NP. In all other respects (e.g.
subject agreement, control), the San Alejandro dialect shows an accusative alignment.
Note that this dialect does not show a tripartite alignment as other dialects of Kakataibo
do, e.g. Lower Aguaytía dialect.
Constituent order in the clause in Kakataibo revolves around two obligatory
elements in most constructions: the main clause verb and the second-position clitic
complex. The main clause verb occurs pervasively in final position, except in some
instances of narrow focus. Second-position enclics tend to follow the clause’s first
constituent, but they may sometimes occur clause-initially. The overt presence and
position in which core and non-core arguments occur does not seem to depend on
syntactic grounds, beyond the constraints stated above, but rather is highly motivated by
information structural factors.
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As occurs in other Panoan languages, Kakataibo shows a very complex system of
switch-reference suffixes with 19 of them. Switch-reference marked clauses constitute
the most frequent strategy for combining clauses in Kakataibo connected speech.
Furthermore, Kakataibo has four (clausal) nominalizing suffixes, the use of which is
pervasive in discourse and represents the second major clause-combining strategy in the
language. Clausal nominalizations serve a wide array of functions including noun
modification, complementation, verb modification and limited main clause functions.
The second major goal of this work is to provide a more in-depth understanding
of how some of the grammatical properties of Kakataibo described in the first part, e.g.
constituent order, are used in order to fit the communicative needs of the interlocutor in a
given context. In order for communication to develop, speakers add information to the
common ground, that is, the set of propositions assumed to be shared by the speaker and
hearer (Stalnaker 1974). However, the manner in which information is presented at a
given point in discourse does not follow a random pattern but rather is dependent on the
need to facilitate the flow of information, which in turn depends on the speaker
considering the hearer’s current state of information (Krifka and Musan 2012a). Thus, the
first part of this work studies the general processes by which meaning is expressed; the
second part of this work aims at understanding how this meaning is organized (or
packaged) for use in connected speech, or how the information is structured (Chafe 1976;
Halliday 1967, among others).
The study of information structure has a long tradition of research in Germanic,
and to a lesser extent, Romance languages (Lambrecht 1994; Zubizarreta 1998, among
others); however, languages from other parts of the world have largely been excluded in
the literature in this sub-field (cf. Fiedler and Schwarz 2010 for African languages;
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Vermeulen 2012 and references therein for Japanese). In the case of Amazonian
languages, very little is known about information structure, mainly due to a lack of basic
grammatical descriptions of these languages, something that has greatly improved in the
last two decades. The largest effort for studying information structure as a single research
area on Amazonian languages to the best of my knowledge comes from Van Valin and
Everett, who describe aspects of the expression of information structure in four
genetically unrelated Amazonian languages (Banawá, Karitiána, Suyá and Wari).2 The
present work addresses this lacuna and presents the first study of information structure in
a Panoan language by describing the expression of focus and topic in Kakataibo.
The present study of information structure follows a quantitative approach in
order to account for tendencies in the languages due to the high level of interspeaker
variation attested in the data, which in turn derive from the many different factors at play
in the expression of information structure. As aforementioned, the information structural
categories of focus and topic are studied here. Focus and topic in Kakataibo are expressed
by more than one phonological and morpho-syntactic strategy each and there is not
always a one-to-one correspondence between form and function; rather, statistical
preferences are found. Focus in Kakataibo can be expressed by extraction or in situ
depending on which grammatical constituent the focus scopes over. The position of the
focused constituent relates to that of the highest intensity, but not necessarily highest
pitch, as is more frequent cross-linguistically. Evidence has not been found to suggest a
dedicated focus position or focus marker in Kakataibo. In terms of topic, continuing
topics exhibit the least amount of grammatical material (e.g. zero marking or agreement)
whereas new topics show the most grammatical marking (e.g. overt NP), predicted by the
2

This work is available only electronically at:
https://wings.buffalo.edu/linguistics/people/faculty/vanvalin/infostructure/Site/Intro.html
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accessibility hierarchy (Givón 1983). Topics in Kakataibo tend to be grammatical
subjects; however, Kakataibo does not show a preferred topic position, with the exception
of a slight preference for middle position for changing topics. This last fact is crosslinguistically unusual in that topics tend to be conceived of as occurring at the sentence’s
peripheries (Primus 1993).
In order to understand the grammar and information structure of Kakataibo, I
followed the fieldwork and methodology described in the following paragraphs. The
work presented here is based on a series of field trips to the native community of Sinchi
Roca, along the San Alejandro river, from 2009 to 2016, comprising a total of
approximately 16 months living in the native village; the longest stay in the native village
lasted 7 months. In addition, three speakers were invited to work with me in the city of
Lima for three months. During this time, I was able to listen to the language every day
and observe its use in different contexts. I participated in the Kakataibo life as much as
possible, such as agriculture, fishing, hunting, playing soccer and drinking masato
(manioc beer), in order to observe the language as it is used in everyday communication.
I was also given a Kakataibo name (Untin) by the oldest speaker in the community,
which allowed me to insert myself into the community’s life much more easily.
Supported by an ELDP grant (#IGS165), I recorded in audio, and partially in
video, a corpus of more than 120 hours of spontaneous speech produced by more than 50
male and female Kakataibo speakers. From these recordings, a subset of approximately
22 hours of spontaneous speech was translated into Spanish, English or both, and then
these texts were analyzed to the morpheme level using the software FLEX for parsing.
This digital corpus of transcribed texts amounts to 13,000 sentences containing
approximately 121,516 words. This material corresponds to approximately 182 texts
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representing a wide spectrum of speech genra including both conversations and
monologues, the latter including traditional stories, procedural texts, biographic
narrations, etc. The totality of this corpus has been sent to ELAR for archiving where it is
currently partially available (at https://elar.soas.ac.uk/Collection/MPI178612) and the
remaining part of the deposit is being assimilated by the system. This deposit is entirely
open access for anyone to learn more about the Kakataibo language and check
empirically each of the claims made in this work. This corpus is complemented by
thousands of elicited sentences focusing on particular aspects of the language.
Furthermore, overheard sentences, which were checked with a native speaker, constitute
the last major source of input for this work. Finally, a lexicon of more than 2,000 lexical
roots plus hundreds of morphemes were collected during this time. In addition, a series of
experiments were run focusing on the information structural categories of focus and topic
(see also the introduction for Part II of this thesis) in order to narrow down the variables
that might influence them in connected speech. The data collected in this way was then
statistically analyzed using the freeware R (R Core Team 2015).
Sentential examples in this work are given in four lines, as in (1). The first line
provides a compromise between a phonological and phonetic transcription. The second
line in the examples show a morphological breakdown of the sentence, accounting for all
the phonological and morpho-phonological processes. In this line, clitics (separated by
‘=’) and affixes (separated by ‘-‘) are distinguished from each other. The third line gives
glosses to the morphemes. A free translation is given in the fourth line. In addition, a
code for identification of the sentence in the corpus follows the free translation, appearing
between parentheses ‘()’. The identification code begins with the text name as it appears
in the archiving database. Then, the speaker’s initials appear in capitals separated by a
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dash from the name. Next, the date of when the text was recorded appears in a yearmonth-day format, again separated by a dash, followed by the Kakataibo ISO code.
Finally, the paragraph number and the sentence number within that paragraph are given
for the example sentence. Note that borrowed words that have not been adapted to the
phonology of the language, mainly from Spanish, appear in italics in the transcription
line.
(1)

ya nunkána
ñu bari
kwani.
ya nun=ka=na
ñu bari-i
kwan-i
ok 1PL=A/S=VAL=1A/S thing look.for-A/S>S:SE go-IPFV
‘Ok, we go hunting.’ (Ir_a_cazar-LG-2012-10-19-CBR.1.1)

The writing system adopted here is presented in Table 1and follows the officially
accepted alphabet by the Peruvian government with some modifications suggested by the
speakers of the San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo in order to conform to the variants of
their own speech. Notice that the official alphabet does not provide a grapheme for some
phonemes of the San Alejandro dialect and some graphemes of the official alphabet do
not show a corresponding phoneme in this dialect. This mismatch is due mainly to the
phonological innovations attested in the San Alejandro dialect. Note that borrowed words
are given in this work as they written in the donor language.

This dissertation is organized into two parts. Part I covers topics on phonology and
morpho-syntax, with a strong focus on the morphology of the language. Chapter 2
discusses briefly the phonology of the language without aiming to be very deep or
theoretically-oriented. Chapter 3 discusses the theoretical tools, such as suffix and clitic,
necessary to develop the description on the next chapters. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the
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morphology of verbs and nouns, respectively. Chapter 6 discusses the properties of clitics
in the language. Chapters 7 and 8 study simplex and complex clauses, respectively. Part
II covers the study of information structure in Kakataibo. Chapter 9 provides a discussion
of the category of focus whereas Chapter 10 deals with the expression of topic in
Kakataibo. A summary and conclusions are discussed in Chapter 11.
Table 1. Kakataibo writing system

IPA
p
t
k
kw
s
ʃ
ɖʐ
tʃ
ts
ɾ
m
n
ɲ
w
a
e
ɨ
i
ʊ
u
ɹ
j
ʔ

Official alphabet
p
t
k
k
s
sh
x
ch
ts
r
m
n
ñ
b
a
e
ë
i
o
u

This study
p
t
k
kw
s
x
ch
r
m
n
ñ
b
a
ë
i
o
u
d
y
’
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PART I: GRAMMAR
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Chapter 2: Phonology

This chapter is an overview of the phonology of San Alejandro Kakataibo. The main goal
of this chapter is to present a description of the basic phonological and phonetic features
of the language as it is synchronically used in every day communication. The chapter
begins with a discussion of the segmental phonology, which includes a phonetic
characterization of each of the consonant (§2.1.) and vocalic (§2.2.) segments. Notably,
this dialect of Kakataibo shows three approximant segments in contrast to other dialects
that show only one (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:74). The next section discusses how these
segments combine together to form syllables (§2.3.) and reviews the general tendency in
the language to not have overt coda segments, even when they are phonologically
allowed. The prosodic properties of stress and pitch are discussed next (§2.4.). Notably,
Kakataibo has innovated a tonal contrast for a small set of monosyllabic words
containing the back central /o/ vowel. Next, the phonological processes occurring at
morpheme boundaries are the subject of Section 2.5. The criteria for establishing a
phonological word in the language is discussed in §2.6. and some basic intonational
patterns are presented in §2.7. Finally, the phonology of loanwords, which mainly come
from Spanish, is discussed in §2.8. The phonology of Kakataibo is very complex and the
discussion presented in this chapter does not aim to fully answer all the questions with
respect to it. These topics will need to be further explored in future research.
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2.1. CONSONANTS
Kakataibo has 15 consonant phonemes. These segments are shown in Table 2 below. The
orthographic symbols for those segments different from IPA are given in angle brackets
(the orthography used in this dissertation is discussed in §Chapter 1).
Table 2. Kakataibo consonants

Stop
Fricative
Affricate
Tap
Nasal
Approximant

Bilabial
p

m
w <b>

Alveolar
t
s

Retroflex

Palatal

ɖʐ <x>

tʃ <ch>

ɹ <d>

ɲ <ñ>
j <y>

ɾ <r>
n

Velar
k kw <kw>

Glottal
ʔ <’>

2.1.1. Stops
There are five stop segments in Kakataibo. The stops do not show a voicing distinction,
as all of them are voiceless. Minimal and near-minimal pairs suggesting the phonological
status of each of these segments are given in Table 3. Each of these segments is discussed
next. The stop consonants may function as syllable onset and as phonological syllable
coda only for /t/ and /k/. However, these phonological codas never surface as such
phonetically (see §2.3).

The voiceless bilabial consonant /p/ gets labialized when preceding the central high
vowel /ɨ/, as shown in (2)c-d in contrast to (2)a-b. Otherwise, this stop does not show
further variants with respect to voicing, manner of articulation, etc.
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Table 3. Stops minimal and near minimal pairs

/’/
‘anu ‘paca’
‘inu ‘jaguar’
‘apu ‘chief’

(2)

a.
b.
c.
d.

/p/
/t/
panun ‘frog (sp.) tanu ‘suri’
pinu ‘humming
bird’
tapu ‘raft’
pupu ‘owl’
putu ‘dust’
chupa ‘cloth’
chuta ‘person
name’
xupan ‘plant
xuta
(sp.)’
‘grandfather’
pën- ‘shoulder’ -tën ‘to touch’
-pën- ‘hit’
tënë ‘hold’
-tan ‘GO.IMP’

pani
binpin
pëi
ëpë

[ˈpa.ni]
[ˈβin.pi]
[ˈpwɨ.i]
[ˈɨ.pwɨ]

/k/
kanu ‘beam’
ki-nu ‘to sayA/S>S:FE’
kapun ‘to fold’
puku ‘stomach’
chuka ‘to wash’

/kw/

xuka ‘to peel’
kën- ‘to
liquidate’
kënë ‘to fence’
-kan ‘3.PL’

kwën ‘to want’
kwënë ‘design’
kwan ‘to go’

‘huicungo (tree)’
‘guayava’
‘leaf’
‘yarina (palm)’

The alveolar stop /t/ does not show variations on its phonetic properties but it shows a
zero allophone when occurring at the end of the syllable, (3). Note that /t/ may be overtly
realized when followed by certain bound morphemes (see §2.5.3.2).
(3)

tita
tëtëk
chitunti

[ˈti.ta]
‘mother’
[tɨ.ˈt!]́
‘hawk’
[tʃi.ˈtun.ti] ‘skirt’

abat
‘aput
pipit
rabët
tot

[a.ˈwá]
[ʔa.ˈpú]
[pi.ˈpí]
[ɾa.ˈb!]́
[tó]

‘run!’
‘shiringa’
‘bird (sp.)’
‘two’
‘pona’
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The voiceless velar stop /k/ occurs as such only at the beginning of the word, (4). This
phoneme shows a voiced allophone [g] when occurring in between voiced segments (5),
including vowels, approximants and nasals, within the same phonological word (see
§2.6). Notice that this voicing does not take place at the (phonological) word boundary,
as suggested by the contrast in (6). The first word of this example displays /k/ as part of a
clitic but still part of the same phonological word triggering the voicing of that segment;
/k/ is not part of the same phonological word in the second word example preventing the
voicing from taking place. In addition, the segment /k/ is elided when occurring at the
end of the syllable (7), similarly to /t/. Notice that the voicing rule does not apply to loans
that have not been fully incorporated into the language (see §2.8) in which /k/ stays
voiceless, as in (8).
(4)

kinu
kana
kanti

[ˈki.ni]
[ˈka.na]
[ˈkan.ti]

‘hole’
‘parrot (sp.)’
‘bow’

(5)

muka
rëkin
inku
xunka

[ˈmu.ga]
[ɾɨ.ˈgí]
[ˈiŋ.gú]
[ˈɖʐuŋ.ka]

‘poison’
‘nose’
‘moquicho’
‘blow’

(6)

uni=ka=a
añu kupi

[ˈu.ni.ga]
‘man’
[ˈa.ɲu ˈku.pi] ‘what for’

(7)

‘ayak
kapëk
unpok

[ʔa.ˈyá]
[ka.ˈp!]́
[uŋ.ˈpʊ́]

‘frog (sp.)’
‘alligator’
‘insect (sp.)’

(8)

kakao
seco

[ka.ˈka.o]
[ˈse.ko]

‘cacao (from Spanish cacao)’
‘dry’
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The glottal stop /ʔ/ shows a restricted distribution in that it only occurs at the beginning
of the word as syllable onset. Minimal pairs contrasting these segment with other stops
were presented in Table 3 above. Minimal pairs contrasting this segment with nothing are
shown in (9).
(9)

/’/ ~ ø
‘aku ‘tree (sp.)’
‘inu ‘jaguar’
‘anu ‘agouti’
‘ëd ‘to swallow’
‘ok ‘tapir’
‘unu ‘to sew’

aku
inu
a=nu
ëd
o
u=nu

‘there (away from speaker and hearer)’
‘kind of spear’
‘there (3=LOC)’
‘see’
‘sparrow’
‘there (that=LOC)’

The phonological status of /kw/ lends itself to alternative analysis that need to be
discussed. The sequence kw may be viewed at least in the following ways:
(10)

a. kw is a sequence of consonants CC forming a consonant cluster.
b. kw is a sequence of consonant and vowel CV.

Analysis (10)a challenges the basic syllabic pattern on the language (C)V(C), as
discussed in §2.3. Under this view, consonant clusters would have to be incorporated into
the existing syllable types. However, this syllabic pattern would be restricted to only the
sequence kw; no other combination of consonants may occur as syllable onset. In
addition, this alleged consonant cluster would be constrained to only occur in word-initial
position. These facts suggest that the consonant cluster analysis of (10)a demands more
rules to account for the data instead of simplifying the analysis.
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The main difficulty with analyses (10)b is that it allows for complex syllabic nuclei (e.g.
diphthongs), which do not constitute a valid syllable structure in the language (§2.3).
Since each vowel is the nucleus of a syllable, an analysis such as (10)b is untenable
unless changing the syllabic properties of vowels, which, in turn, would require a new set
of stress rules (see §2.4). Furthermore, acoustic evidence suggests that the segment kw
behaves differently than a sequence CV in terms of the pitch pattern associated to the
vowel(-like) segment. Vowel sequences in which one of them gets high pitch show a
sharp descend of f0 as it approaches the following vowel, e.g. [ku.ˈí] ‘cloud’ in Figure 2.
In contrast, when kw occurs as part of a CV syllable, the f0 is spread throughout the vowel
and the vowel-like portion of kw showing the same pattern, for instance, high throughout
it, e.g. [ˈkwan.ti] ‘to go’, as in Figure 3. This piece of evidence suggests that kw is part of
the same syllable as the following vowel that acts as the nucleus of it.
Figure 2. kuin [ku.ˈi] ‘cloud’ pitch track.
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Figure 3. kwanti [ˈkwan.ti] ‘to go’ pitch track.

2.1.2. Fricatives
There is one fricative segment in the San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo: the voiceless
alveolar /s/. This contrasts with the set of fricative segments in the Lower Aguaytía
dialect, which shows three fricatives /s/, /ʃ/ and /ʂ/ (see Zariquiey 2011a:74). Table 4
shows minimal pairs in the San Alejandro dialect contrasting this fricative /s/ with other
alveolar segments in different positions in the word. The alveolar fricative occurs at the
beginning of the syllable word-initially and word-medially as well as at the end of the
syllable only in the words bis ‘grab’ and nis ‘stand up’ and the verbal suffix -kas
‘desiderative’. When occurring in coda position, the alveolar fricative gets dropped, e.g.
=ka=a bis =VAL=3A/S grab [ka βi] ‘get (it)!’, unless it resyllabifies as a syllable onset
with a following bound morpheme. Historically, the fricative /s/ derives from the
alveopalatal consonant /ts/ still attested in other dialects of the languages by a process of
dropping of the stop segment.
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Table 4. Minimal and near-minimal pairs distinguishing /s/

/s/
sëpa ‘tar’
si ‘fire’
tasi ‘stick used to propel canoe’
kasi ‘pet vocative for peccary’
masi ‘cold’

/t/
/r/
tëpa
‘yellow-footed rëpa ‘snout’
tortoise’
ti ‘to lean’
ri ‘kind of hammock’
tari ‘cushma’
ka-ti ‘tell-FUT.NMLZ’ kari ‘sweet potato’
mari ‘agoutí’

2.1.3. Affricates
There are two affricate consonants in this dialect of Kakataibo, the alveopalatal /tʃ/ and
retroflex /ɖʐ/ affricates. Mininal and near-minimal pairs contrasting the affricate
consonants with each other and with the alveolar approximant /ɹ/ are given in Table 5.
Note that the alveopalatal affricate /ts/ is not present in this dialect of Kakataibo, although
it does occur in the Lower Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey 2011a:74, 86) as well as other
Panoan languages such as Shipibo-Konibo (Valenzuela 2003:95) and Matses (Fleck
2003:72, 84-87).

The phonological status of the affricate phonemes /tʃ/ and /ɖʐ/ might be challenged by
regarding them as consonant sequences CC instead of single phonemes. This alternative
analysis falls into two main problems, however. The first relates to the individual
segments that would make up the sequence tʃ and ɖʐ, respectively. In the case of the
sequence tʃ, while /t/ is a phoneme in Kakataibo, /ʃ/ is not a phonological unit in this
dialect. The sound ʃ is present in my database in only two words: kimiʃa ‘three’, a
Quechua loan probably through Shipibo-Konibo, and Maʃioka ‘river name’, a hispanized
form of the Kakataibo toponym madi-oka sand-river (see §4.4.3.5). In the case of the
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sequence ɖʐ, none of the segments /ɖ/ or /ʐ/ are phonological units in this dialect of
Kakataibo. It should be noted that the Lower Aguaytía dialect does show a voiceless
retroflex fricative phoneme /ʂ/ (see Zariquiey 2011a:74, 89-90), which seems to be
historically related as the source to the phoneme /ɖʐ/ in the San Alejandro dialect. The
second problem with analyzing the sequences tʃ and ɖʐ as two different phonemes instead
of one, respectively, is the need to change the syllable structure in the language from
(C)V(C) to (C)(C)V(C), allowing for a consonant cluster, which is restricted to only those
segments (see §2.3). Note that tʃ and ɖʐ cannot be part of a consonant sequence occurring
in two different syllables, e.g. *Vt.ʃV or *Vɖ.ʐV. Because of these problems, the
sequences are better regarded as affricate segments in Kakataibo.
Table 5. Affricates minimal and near-minimal pairs

cha=nu
chana
chai
bachi
pëchi

/tʃ/
/ɖʐ/
‘on the big’
xanu ‘woman’
‘bird (sp.)’
xana ‘hot’
‘brother in law’ xain ‘sugar cane’
‘spider web’
‘feather’
baxa ‘person name’
xara ‘tar’

/ɹ/
danu ‘aroma’
badi
pëdi
bada
dara

‘grass’
‘spit out’
‘huasa’
‘get surprised’

The affricate /tʃ/ only occurs as the syllable onset in word-initial and medial positions.
This segment does not show significant allophonic variation, as shown below.
(11)

chirápa
champu
ichibi
xoncha

[tʃi.ˈɾa.pa]
[ˈtʃam.pu]
[ˈi.tʃi.βi]
[ˈɖʐʊn.tʃa]

‘rainbow’
‘cricket’
‘zapote’
‘mythical character’s name’
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The retroflex affricative /ɖʐ/ is characterized by showing relatively low friction on its
fricative phase; rather, it shows a vowel-like spectrum displaying formants. This
phoneme occurs as syllable onset at the beginning and middle of the word and as a coda
in the middle and final position of the word, (12). The phoneme /ɖʐ/ is realized as a
retroflex approximant [ɻ] when functioning as the coda of a syllable, (13).
(12)

xana
xanpa
kaxu
xuntaku

[ˈɖʐa.na]
[ˈɖʐam.pa]
[ˈka. ɖʐu]
[ˈɖʐun.ta.ku]

‘hot’
‘pate’
‘back’
‘wife’

(13)

‘unpax
charax
chëxka
këxtu

[ʔum.ˈpaɻ]
[tʃa.ˈɾaɻ]
[ˈtʃɨɻ.ka]
[ˈkɨɻ.tu]

‘water’
‘kingfisher’
‘bird (sp.)’
‘make double’

2.1.4. Tap
The phoneme /ɾ/ constitutes the only flap segment in Kakataibo. Table 6 shows evidence
for the phonological status of /ɾ/ by contrasting it with other alveolar consonants.
Articulatorily, the alveolar tap /ɾ/ is characterized by having only one closure and release
of the articulators. The segment /ɾ/ may only occur as syllable onset, both word initially
and medially, as shown in Table 6. The alveolar tap does not show allophonic variation in
the sample.
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Table 6. Tap /ɾ/ minimal and near-minimal pairs

/ɾ/
bari ‘sun’
ri
‘rope (sp.)
raë
runu
ridi
karu

‘get domesticated’
‘snake’
‘thread’
‘firewood’

/t/
-ti
‘future
nominalizer’
taë ‘foot’
-tunu ‘get tired’

/s/
basi ‘egg’
si ‘fire’

/ɹ/
badi ‘grass’

duñu ‘wind’
didi ‘coatí’
kadu ‘turn back
on someone’

2.1.5. Nasals
Three nasal phonemic segments are distinguished in Kakataibo: /m/, /n/ and /ɲ/. Table 7
presents minimal pairs contrasting these three segments. All three nasal segments may
occur as syllable onset at the beginning and middle of the word. However, only the
alveolar nasal /n/ may occur as syllable coda.
Table 7. Nasals minimal pairs

/m/
mo
‘trunk’
maë ‘abandoned land’
ma
‘already’
manë ‘metal’
bama ‘die’

no
naë
na
nanë
bana
nu
a=nu

/n/
‘non-Kakataibo person’
‘dig, farm’
‘nestle’
‘huito’
‘speak’
‘first person plural’
‘where’

/ɲ/
ño ‘white-liped peccary’
ñaë ‘fruit (sp.)’
ña ‘female cousin’
ñu ‘thing’
añu ‘what’

There have not been any allophonic variations for the bilabial segment /m/ in either
position of the word where it occurs, as shown in (14).
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(14)

manë
umë
ama
inmi

[ˈma.ˈnɨ]
[ˈu.mɨ]
[ˈa.ma]
[ˈim.mi]

‘metal’
‘bombonaje (tree)’
‘no’
‘blood’

The alveolar nasal occurs as both syllable onset (15) and coda. When occurring in coda
position, the phoneme /n/ copies the point of articulation of the following segment, (16).
In addition, the segment /n/ is realized with a palatal point of articulation when preceded
by a high front vowel /i/ and receives an enclitic starting with a vowel, i_=V(C), as
shown in the contrast in (17). Finally, as most other coda consonants in the language, the
alveolar /n/ is sometimes dropped in connected speech leaving a high tone on the
preceding vowel, (18). Older speakers tend to pronounce the /n/ coda more than younger
generations, although both groups do elide it.
(15)

nëa
sanëd

[ˈnɨ.a]
[sa.ˈnɨɹ]

(16)

‘anpa
manchá
nënkët

[ˈʔam.pa] ‘big fly (sp.)
[man.ˈtʃa] ‘horn’
[nɨŋ.ˈg!]́
‘long’

(17)

pudën=an [ˈpu.ɹɨ.nan] ‘sloth, A function (see §4.4.1.1. =n ‘A/S’)’
untin=an [ˈun.ti.ɲan] ‘bird (sp.), A function’

(18)

pudën
baran

[pu.ˈɹ!]́
[wa.ˈɾá]

‘trompetero (bird)’
‘unchala (bird)’

‘sloth’
‘squash’

The palatal nasal /ɲ/ occurs at the beginning and middle of the word, but only as the
syllable onset, (19). No further allophones of this segment have been registered in my
data sample.
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(19)

ñapon
ñupa
duñu
mëñu

[ɲa.pʊ́]
[ˈɲu.pa]
[ˈuɹ.ɲu]
[ˈmɨ.ɲu]

‘sábalo’
‘afasi’
‘wind’
‘swim’

2.1.6. Approximants
The San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo shows three approximant consonants: /ɹ/, /j/ and
/w/. Minimal pairs supporting the phonological status of each of these segments are
presented in the following tables below. Note that other Kakataibo dialects only show one
approximant segment, /β̞/ (Zariquiey 2011a:74, 91-93), corresponding to /w/ in the San
Alejandro dialect. The approximants /ɹ/ and /j/ historically have derived from the
segments /s/ and /ʃ/ at least partially, respectively, still present in other dialects of
Kakataibo.
Table 8. Minimal and near-minimal pairs distinguishing /ɹ/

dëpa

/ɹ/
‘to burn’

badi ‘grass’
madi ‘sand’
bada ‘huasa’
dani ‘dew’
tada ‘to nail’
madat ‘bad’

/t/
tëpa ‘yellow-footed
tortoise’

/s/
sëpa ‘tar’
basi ‘egg’
masi ‘cold’

bata

‘sweet’

tata- ‘braid’
matá ‘hill’

Table 9. Minimal and near-minimal pairs distinguishing /j/

/j/
yuka ‘fruit (sp.)
kaya ‘bat’
ayu ‘younger sister’

/ɲ/
ñuka ‘to ask’
añu

/tʃ/
chuka ‘to wash’
kacha ‘sour’

‘what’
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rëpá

/ɾ/
‘snout’

bari
mari
bara
rani
tara

‘sun’
‘agoutí’
‘bullet’
‘feather’
‘rotten tree’

Table 10. Minimal and near-minimal pairs distinguishing /w/

/w/
bi
‘mosquito’
baka ‘water’
bain ‘doncella (fish)’
baba ‘grandkid’
bëi ‘shibi’

/p/
pi
‘to eat’
paka ‘arrow (sp.)’
=pain ‘first’
pëi

/m/
mi
‘you’
ma=ka ‘aready=VAL’
main ‘bury’
bama ‘to die’

‘leaf’

The approximant /ɹ/ occurs as syllable onset at the beginning and middle of the
word (20) and as a coda word-medially and finally, (21). In those environments, this
segment was not found to show allophonic variation. However, when occurring as the
syllable coda at the end of the word, the approximant /ɹ/ tends to drop, especially when
following the high central vowel /ɨ/, (21).
(20)

dinan
mëdi
mëd
sanëd

[ɹi.ˈnan]
[mɨ.ˈɹi]
[mɨɹ]
[sa.ˈnɨɹ]

‘think’
‘tamal’
‘soil’
‘unchala (bird)’

(21)

sanad
‘unsëd
uad

[sa.ˈná]
[ʔun.ˈs!]́
[u.ˈá]

‘rodent (sp.)’
‘(finger) nail’
‘ajosacha’

The approximant /j/ only occurs as the syllable onset in both word-initial and
medial positions, (22). This segment shows a limited distribution in that it does not cooccur with the vowels /i/, /ʊ/ and /ɨ/ within the same syllable. No further allophones for
this segment were found in the dataset.
(22)

yami
maya
kaya
kayu

[ˈja.mi]
[ˈma.ja]
[ˈka.ja]
[ˈka.ju]

‘ax’
‘to return, to give back’
‘bat’
‘country man’
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The approximant /w/ only occurs as syllable onset at the beginning and the middle
of the word, (23). This approximant is realized as a bilabial fricative [β] when preceding
a high front vowel /i/ within the same syllable, (24). In addition, the approximant /w/ has
a restriction of not occurring before the high back vowel /u/ within the same syllable, e.g.
*wu.
(23)

bënë
bëba
baba
dëbë

[ˈwɨ.nɨ]
[ˈwɨ.wa]
[ˈwa.wa]
[ˈɹɨ.wɨ]

‘husband’
‘to arrive’’
‘grandchild’

(24)

bi
binun
xabi
pabit

[βi]
[βi.ˈnun]
[ˈɖʐa.βi]
[pa.ˈβí]

‘mosquito’
‘peach-palm tree’
‘crotch’
‘ear’

2.2. VOWELS
Kakataibo has five vocalic phonemes, as displayed in Table 11 (cf. Zariquiey
2011a:74 for the Lower Aguaytía dialect, which shows an innovated /e/ vowel phoneme).
Kakataibo does not further distinguish vowels in terms of features such as nasality or
duration. Table 12 presents minimal and near-minimal pairs supporting the phonological
status of these vocalic segments. Vocalic segments may only function as the nucleus of
the phonological syllable, although they may surface as dipthongs phonetically (§2.3).
Table 11. Kakataibo vowels

High
Mid
Low

Front
i

Central
ɨ <ë>

Back
u
ʊ <o>

a
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Table 12. Vowel minimal and near-minimal pairs

/i/
ni [ni] ‘forest’

/ɨ/
në [nɨ] ‘um’

/a/
na [na] ‘nest’

pi-ti [pi.ti] ‘to
eat’

pët-ti [ˈpɨ.ti] ‘to
get undress’

mi [mi] ‘2’

mëd [mɨd]
‘soil’
rë- [ɾɨ] ‘nose’

pa-ti [ˈpa.ti] ‘to
smash with
hands’
=ma [ma]
‘NEG’
=ra [ɾa] ‘INT’

ri- [ɾi] ‘go
many people’

/o/
no [no] ‘nonKakataibo
person’
poti [ˈpo.ti]
‘beads’

/u/
nu [nʊ] ‘1PL’
pu-ti [pʊ] ‘to
lay’

mo [mo] ‘trunk’
ro [ɾo] ‘heal;
medicine’

ru [ɾʊ] ‘howler
monkey’

The vowels /i/, /a/ and /u/ do not show significant allophonic variation in the
sample. The following examples illustrate their distribution.
(25)

kini
bai
adin

[ˈki.ni]
[ˈwa.i]
[a.ˈɹí]

‘hole’
‘path’
‘paujil (sp.)’

(26)

kana
ain
damat

[ˈka.na]
[a.ˈin]
[ɹa.ˈmá]

‘parrot (sp.)’
‘3 POSS’
‘abstain’

(27)

chunu
pui
kamud

[ˈtʃu.nu] ‘swallow’
[ˈpu.i]
‘feces’
[ka.ˈmuɹ] ‘shushupe (snake)’

The vowel /ʊ/ highness is very close to that of /u/, making the first to be
confounded with the latter in fast speech (see Table 13 below), particularly when
preceeded by /m/, as in ukëmo in (28). Most younger speakers pronounce [u] instead of
[ʊ] in that context, which suggests an ongoing sound change.
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(28)

oro
xëox
tot
ukëmo

[ˈʊ.ɾʊ]
[ʐɨ.ˈʊʐ]
[tʊ́]
[ˈu.gɨ.mu]

‘loro machaco’
‘tangarana (ant)’
‘pona (palm)’
‘river’s opposite bank’

The high central vowel /ɨ/ is sometimes pronounced as /i/ in non-stressed position
in colloquial and fast speech by some younger speakers mainly, as shown in (29) for the
word ‘achiote’ in the examples below. This is also demonstrated in the data shown in
Figure 13.
(29)

ënë
nëa
‘ësëd
maxë

[ˈɨ.nɨ]
[ˈnɨ.a]
[ʔɨ.ˈsɨɹ]
[ˈma.ʐi]

‘this’
‘trompetero (bird)’
‘louse; fever’
‘achiote’

Table 13 below displays a scatter plot of the F1 and F2 values for stressed vowels
from a male (45 years of age) and a female (28 years of age) Kakataibo speaker. The
vowels come from words from a set of 150 words, 30 tokens for each vowel, from the
100-word Swadesh-list complemented by extra words in order to fill the 30-word set for
each vowel. The target words occurred in the frame sentence ënkana ____ ñui ‘I tell
____’ in order to prevent prosodic effects of words occurring in isolation. Each phrase
was uttered three times by each speaker, but only the second repetition was selected for
the acoustic analysis. In this figure, the F1 values for /u/ and /ʊ/ stand out for their
proximity, which supports their occasional perception as the same segment, as mentioned
above. In addition, the F1 value for the high front /i/ and high central vowels /ɨ/ present
some overlap for both speakers.
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Table 13. Kakataibo vowels formant plot

2.3. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE
The canonical syllable structure in Kakataibo is (C)V(C). CV syllables are the most
common while VC syllables are the least frequent type in the language. Any syllable type
may occur in any position within the word, e.g. initial, medial and final, as shown in
Table 14 below. Closed syllables in medial position are much less frequent than closed
ones occurring at middle or the end of the word.

Any consonant phoneme may function as the syllable onset. The consonant /ʔ/ is
restricted to word-initial position only, but the other consonants may be onsets wordinitial and medially. The consonants /t/, /k/, /n/, /ɖʐ/ and /ɹ/ may phonologically be codas,
but only the non-plosive consonants /n/, /ɖʐ/ and /ɹ/ are allowed to surface as coda
phonetically, (30). The consonants /t/ and /k/ are dropped when occurring in coda
position leaving a high tone in the vowel functioning as nucleus of the same syllable. The
consonant /n/ is usually dropped in connected speech when occurring as a coda wordfinally, but speakers mantain it in more careful speech. However, a handful of words are
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resistant to this more general pattern in that they almost always show the nasal coda
consonant, e.g. ñuín [ɲu.ˈín] ‘spirit’, ‘ituín [ʔi.tu.ín] ‘fast’, nukën [nu.ˈgɨn] ‘1PL
O/POSS’.
Table 14. Syllable structure in Kakataibo

Initial syllable
anë
[ˈa.nɨ]
uxë
[ˈʊ. ʐɨ]
ë.chit [ɨ.ˈtʃí]

‘name’
‘testicle’
‘to pull up’

Non-initial syllable
kaúri
[ka.ˈʊ. ɾi]
pëi
[ˈpwɨ.i]
Norua
[ˈnʊ.ɾu.a]

CV

‘uxë
ku.nu
ba.ka

‘moon’
‘callampa’
‘water’

ba.ba
[ˈwa.wa]
‘grandchild’
bëd.ku
[ˈwɨɹ.gu]
‘eyebrow’
chi.ma.pu [ˈtʃi.ma.pu] ‘ash’

VC

ëdpud [ɨɹ.ˈpuɹ]
an.pa [ˈam.pa]
un.pok [un.ˈpʊ́]

‘isango’
‘big fly (sp.)’
‘insect (sp.)’

ku.in
[ˈku.in]
‘cloud’
pu.ëd.kan [pu.ˈɨɹ.gan] ‘snake (sp.)’
na.ku.ax [na.ˈku.aɻ] ‘comején’

CVC

‘ëdku
kun.pa
nëdba
tën.tu

‘paucar’
‘rope (sp.)
‘estoraque (tree)’
‘to bend, to fold’

un.kin
xë.nan.ti
në.pax.ta
u.di.mëd

(30)

kanak
bënat
apan
charax
‘unsëd

V

[ˈʔʊ. ʐɨ]
[ˈku.nu]
[ˈwa.ga]

[ˈʔɨɹ.gu]
[ˈkum.pa]
[ˈnɨɹ.wa]
[ˈtɨn.tu]

[ka.ˈná]
[wɨ.ˈná]
[a.ˈpá] ~ [a.ˈpan]
[tʃa.ˈɾaɻ]
[ʔun.ˈsɨɹ]

[ʊŋ.ˈgí]
[ɖʐɨ.ˈnan.ti]
[nɨ.ˈpaɻ.ta]
[ˈu. ɹi.mɨɹ]

‘taricaya turtle’
‘leaf’
‘person name’

‘collared peccary’
‘bombizana’
‘sachapato’
‘otter’

‘thunder’
‘young’
‘elderly’
‘kingfisher’
‘(finger)nail’

The only CV syllables not attested in lexical items in my corpus are do, ñi and xi,
with the exception of tadora ‘wood’, a Spanish loan. The syllable xi occurs in inflected
verbs, e.g. ki-a-x-i [ki.ˈá.ʐi] ‘(S/he) said’. The syllable ñi is not attested at all in my
database.
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Syllable sequences CVCCV are never syllabified as consonant clusters; the
consonants are assigned to different syllables, one as a coda and the other as an onset, e.g.
kënti [ˈkën.ti] instead of *[ˈkë.nti] ‘clay tray’. A syllabication pattern like CCV would
require adding a new syllable type to the set of possible syllables in Kakataibo (see Table
14 above). In addition, sequences of the type CCV never occur word-initially, but rather
only word-medially, which suggests a restricted distribution for a syllable type –
something that does not occur with the other syllables in the language, as seen above. The
only syllable clusters recorded correspond to loanwords that have not been fully
assimilated to the Kakataibo phonology (see §2.8), e.g. cuatro (from Spanish) ‘four’,
estrechá (from Spanish) ‘surround’.
Out of the 25 possible two-vowel combinations, the data show that Kakataibo
allows at least 19 of them. These are listed and exemplified below (31)-(35).
(31)

piin
xabionkë
‘iu
pia
ië

[ˈpi.in]
[ɖʐa.βi.ˈʊn.gɨ]
[ˈʔi.ʊ]
[ˈpi.a]
[ˈi.ɨ]

‘hummingbird’
‘woman, wife’
‘owner’
‘arrow’
‘heavy’

[ii]
[iʊ]
[iu]
[ia]
[iɨ]

(32)

xëikitëëtxëaxëokëun-

[ˈɖʐɨ.i.gi]
[tɨɨ]
[ˈɖʐɨ.a]
[ˈɖʐɨ.ʊ]
[kwɨ.ˈu]

‘whistle’
‘work’
‘drink’
‘knit’
‘string’

[ɨi]
[ɨɨ]
[ɨa]
[ɨʊ]
[ɨu]

(33)

chai
naëraun-

[ˈtʃa.i]
[ˈna.ɨ]
[ɾa.ˈú]

‘brother-in-law’
‘dig’
‘wrap’

[ai]
[aɨ]
[au]

(34)

koo
noimi

[ˈkʊ.ʊ]
[ˈnʊ.i.mi]

‘wrap and tie’
‘mahogany’

[ʊʊ]
[ʊi]
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(35)

Uu kona
nuiruë
tuati

[ˈu.u ˈkʊ.na]
[ˈnʊ.i]
[ˈɾʊ.ɨ]
[ˈtʊ.a.ti ]

‘mythical character’s name’
‘follow’
‘stone ax’
‘shotgun’

[uu]
[ʊi]
[ʊɨ]
[ʊa]

As noted in §2.2, each vowel in Kakataibo functions as the nucleus of a syllable.
Evidence from this was presented in the form of pitch patterning in vowels receiving
stress in contrast to those without it, as in the examples above. Alternative analyses for
treating vowel sequences may include the following:
(36)

a. VV are diphthongs, pertaining to the same syllable.
b. VV correspond to a new syllable type (C)(V)V or (C)V(V).
c. VV are long vowels, if having the same quality.

The analysis under (36)a is discarded because sequences of two vowels may show
stress on either of the vowels depending on the segmental context in which they occur.
Compare the vocalic sequence [uɨ] in the words ruë [ˈɾu.ɨ] ‘stone ax’ and ruë=n [ˈɾu.ˈɨn]
‘stone ax=INST’. In the first word, [ˈɾu.ɨ], the stress occurs on the first syllable since the
second syllable is open, whereas in the second word, [ˈɾu.ˈɨn], the stress falls on the
second syllable since it is closed. This behavior is not expected if the vowel sequence
were treated as a single unit by the phonology. Analysis (36)b adds a new type of
syllable: (C)(V)V or (C)V(V). One difficulty with this analysis is that it makes the
prediction that a syllable of this type would attract stress and pitch if occurring as the
second syllable from the left, a syllable that would be considered heavy (see §2.4 for the
stress assignment rules). However, this is not borne out since the Kakataibo phonology
treats the vowels in a vowel sequence as pertaining to two different syllables for
assigning stress and pitch. Thus, analysis (36)b wrongly predicts that the word nënëiru
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[ˈnɨ.nɨ.i.ɾu] ‘rheumatism’ would have the stress structure as in *[nɨ.ˈnɨi.ɾu], considering
the segments nɨi as a second heavy syllable. Assuming analysis (36)c implies adding 19
more phonological segments to the inventory of Kakataibo vowels, which adds more
complexity to the system. In addition, the same argument for discarding argument (36)b
applies here in that the sequence of vowels would be treated as a heavy syllable, but the
stress rules do not support this hypothesis. In summary, the acoustic properties of vowel
sequence as well as their treatment by other phonological realms support their treatment
as segments functioning as the nuclei of different syllables.

2.4. STRESS AND PITCH
Stress and pitch have different acoustic correlates in Kakataibo. Stress is manifested by
longer duration of the vowel, greater intensity and a more defined formant spectrum.
Pitch is realized by a higher f0 as opposed to lower f0. These two categories usually
occur in the same syllable, but not necessarily so (see also Zariquiey 2011a, §4.3.), as
will be discussed below. In mono-morphemic words, the co-occurrence of stress
(duration) and pitch (higher f0) in the same syllable is contrastive. However, this
discriminatory property of stress/pitch is restricted to the following minimal pairs in my
sample, (37). It should be noted that the verbs marked with a ‘-’ cannot occur by
themselves in discourse (see more on verbs that cannot function as bases in §5.2.2).
(37)

kúin
báin
runtu
rái
táin
tana
tui

[ˈku.in]
[ˈba.in]
[ˈɾun.tu]
[ˈɾa.i]
[ˈta.in]
[ˈta.na]
[ˈtu.i]

‘strength’
‘hill’
‘cricket (sp.)’
‘other wife’
‘salt’
‘continue’
‘be pregnant’

kuín
baín
runtú
raítaín
taná
tuí35

[ku.ˈí]
[wa.ˈí]
[ɾun.ˈtú]
[ɾa.ˈí]
[ta.ˈí]
[ta.ˈná]
[tu.ˈí]

‘cloud’
‘doncella (fish)’
‘tetrix’
‘slide off’
‘arrow cane’
‘side’
‘explode’

Although stress and pitch phonologically play a small role in distinguishing
lexical units, their discriminatory function is much more widespread in terms of the
phonetic realization of lexical items in connected speech. That is, words that are not
distinguished in the lexicon by stress/pitch are distinguished phonetically only by this
feature. For instance, the words pupu ‘owl’ and puput ‘cocona (fruit)’ are pronounce
[ˈpú.pu] and [pu.ˈpú], respectively, where the only difference among them is the position
where stress/pitch falls. Section §2.5.1 deals with the phonological processes leading to
change of stress/pitch.

The assigning of stress and pitch follow different rules depending on whether the
word is mono-morphemic or poly-morphemic. In mono-morphemic words, stress and
pitch coincide in the same syllable. That is, they occur together as the realization of
stress/pitch. The rules for assigning stress and pitch in mono-morphemic words are
summarized in (38) below.
(38)

a. Stress/pitch falls on the second syllable from the left if it has a coda.
b. Otherwise, the first syllable from the left attracts stress/pitch.
c. Lexical pitch overrules the rules (a) and (b).

For instance, the word isi ‘other’ shows the vowel’s longest duration and highest pitch in
the first syllable, as shown in Figure 3 below. In contrast, when the second syllable is
phonologically closed, this becomes the longest one and attracts the highest pitch, as
shown below for the second syllable of the word bënsit ‘slim’ in Figure 4. As evidenced
in these words, longest duration and highest pitch coincide in the same syllable in monomorphemic words.
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Figure 3. isi [ˈí.si] ‘other’

Figure 4. bënsit [wɨn.ˈsí] ‘slim’

One consequence of the stress/pitch assignment rules illustrated in (38)a-b is that
the vast majority of mono-morphemic words show stress/pitch within the first two
syllables from the left. Actually, the only mono-morphemic word that shows stress/pitch
beyond this threshold is the name of a folktale character kanchanpúxëkërë, which shows
the highest pitch and largest length in the third syllable.
It should be noted, however, that around three percent of mono-morphemic words
show stress and pitch in a syllable unpredicted by rules (38)a-b; these are the words that
show lexical pitch. In all of these words, the longest vowel, corresponding to stress, is
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that of the first syllable from the left but the highest pitch may or may not occur in the
same syllable. Rule (38)c aims to account for this. These lexically-assigned pitch words
show certain deviations with respect to those words that receive stress/pitch
phonologically by rules (38)a-b. For instance, set (39) shows the pitch in the first syllable
even though the second syllable is closed, which violates rule (38)a. The words in (40)
violate (38)b in that they show the pitch in the second syllable even when this syllable is
open. The words in (41) violate the constraint of (38)a-b of having the highest pitch
within the first two syllables from the left and the constraint of (38)b of having the pitch
in the first syllable if the second one is not closed. The group of words in (42) makes the
same violation of the stress rules (39)a-b with the difference that the former words have a
foreign origin.
(39)

Lexically-assigned pitch: highest pitch in initial syllable; second syllable is closed
táin
[ˈta.in]
‘salt’
báin
[ˈwa.in]
‘hill’

(40)

Lexically-assigned pitch: highest pitch in second syllable, second syllable is open
‘anáka
[ʔa.ˈna.ga]
‘younger sibling’
achúi
[a.ˈtʃuj]
‘one’
‘unpáxo
[ʔum.ˈpa.ɖʐʊ] ‘panguana’
chuchúbi
[tʃu.ˈtʃu.βi]
‘tree (sp.)’
churúbi
[tʃu.ˈɾu.βi]
‘dale dale (fruit)’
kumúbi
[ku.ˈmu.βi]
‘fruit (sp.)’

(41)

Lexically-assigned pitch: highest pitch not in the first two syllables (from the left)
padión
[pa.ˈɹi.ʊ́]
‘signal, mark’
xabiónkë
[ɖʐa.ˈβi.ʊ́n.gɨ] ‘wife’
‘ituín
[ʔi.ˈtu.ín]
‘quick’

(42)

Lexically-assigned pitch: highest pitch in open second syllable in borrowed words
‘uchíti
[ʔʊ.ˈtʃi.ti]
‘dog’
kuríki
[ku.ˈɾi.gi]
‘money’
sontáru
[sʊn.ˈta.ɾu]
‘soldier’
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Since words with lexically assigned pitch show the longest duration in the first
syllable, it follows that stress and pitch may be dissociated in these type of words, but this
is not necessarily so. For instance, the word táin ‘salt’ has the pitch lexically assigned to
the first syllable, which cannot be predicted, resulting in having longest duration and
highest pitch in the same syllable, as illustrated Figure 5below. In contrast, words in
which the pitch is lexically assigned to the non-first syllable show the f0 dissociated from
the lengthening characteristic of stress in Kakataibo. This is illustrated below in Figure 6
with the word ‘uchíti ‘dog’ where the second syllable shows the highest pitch but the first
one is the longest syllable. The disassociation of stress (duration) and pitch in words with
lexically assigned pitch occurs in both native and borrowed words indistinctively.
Figure 5. táin [ˈtá.in] ‘salt’

Figure 6. ‘uchíti [ʔʊ.ˈtʃi.ti] ‘dog’
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The study of the assignment of stress and pitch in poly-morphemic words is far
more complex than that of mono-morphemic words and a more comprehensive
understanding deserves a study in itself. Here I will describe the general patterns and the
exceptions to them will be noted when relevant. Recall that stress is manifested as the
longer duration of the vocalic segment whereas pitch is expressed by relatively higher f0.
In terms of the vowel duration, this phonetic feature tends to occur in the first syllable
regardless of where the highest pitch falls. This is somehow similar to the pattern found
in mono-morphemic words with lexically-assigned pitch. This pattern can be illustrated
with the word abat-ti [ˈaː.ˈwá.ti] ‘to run’, as in Figure 7 below. In this word, the first
syllable is the longest while the second one carries the highest pitch. This prosodic
pattern conflicts with those of rules in (38) because these rules predict that the word
stress falls in the first syllable if the second one is open and that stress and pitch coincide
in the same syllable. One way to account for the prosody of a word like abat-ti would be
to assume that the pitch-assigning rule is applied before the rule that assigns stress, as
illustrated below in (43).
Figure 7. abat-ti [a.ˈwa.ti] ‘to run’
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(43)

Phonological level:
Pitch assignment:
Stress assignment :
Phonetic level:

/abat-ti/
a.bá.ti
aː.bá.ti
[ˈaː.wá.ti]

In addition to this general trend, some suffixes lexically have a high tone that may
override the pitch assigning rules of (38) by lowering this phonologically assigned pitch
or showing a secondary high pitch. One of these suffixes is the verbal suffix -pún
‘hodiernal 1’, which shows a lexical high pitch on its only vowel. For instance, consider
the word rëtë-pun-i [ˈɾɨ.tɨ.ˌpu.ni] ‘kill-hodiernal1-imperfective’ as displayed in Figure 8.
According to the stress and pitch assigning rules discussed above, it is expected that this
word shows stress, realized by longer duration, and pitch in the first syllable from the left
since the second syllable is open. However, what is found in this word is that the longest
duration falls on the third syllable accompanied by a high pitch, which cannot be
accounted for by the stress and pitch rules, and a second high pitch appears in the first
syllable but with a shorter duration than the third one.
Figure 8. rëtë-pun-i [ˈɾɨ.tɨ.ˌpu.ni] ‘kill-HOD1-IPFV’

One way to account for this pattern would be to argue that the third syllable
receives a secondary stress since it occurs as the nucleus of the second trochaic foot.
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However, words that contain -pún not occurring in the third syllable also show a high
tone in the vowel of this verbal suffix, as evidenced in the word rëtëtëkënpunia. In this
word

rëtë-tëkën-pún-i-a

[ˈɾɨ.tɨ.tɨ.gɨnˌpu.ni.a]

‘kill-iterative-hodiernal1-imperfective-

non.proximate’ (Figure 9), the highest pitch falls on the first syllable and the second
highest pitch falls on the fifth syllable (with a difference of Hz86). If a rule of secondary
stress/pitch assignment were in use in Kakataibo, it would predict that the third syllable
would receive pitch, as in rëtëpúni. However, it is found that the third syllable shows a
short vowel and a low pitch. Given the fact that the suffix -pún always carries a high tone
(and usually the longest vowel in the word) regardless of the position in which it falls, it
will be treated here as having a lexical high tone.
Figure 9. rëtë-tëkën-pun-i-a [ˈɾɨ.tɨ.tɨ.gɨnˌpu.ni.a] ‘kill-ITR-HOD1-IPFV-N.PROX’

The list in (44) records other bound morphemes that carry a high pitch. However,
note that this list is not exhaustive and future research will help shed light on the prosodic
properties of Kakataibo bound morphemes.
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(44)

-mí
-tánkëxun
=rá(su)
-bësín
-tán

[mí]
‘CAUS’
[tán.gɨ.ɖʐu] ‘A/S>A:PE’
[ɾá.sʊ]
‘DIM2’
[wɨ.sín]
‘bringing A’
[tá]
‘IMP.GO’

Pitch in the cases discussed thus far show a flat pattern, as seen in the figures
above, which is distinguished according to the relative height of it in comparison to other
syllables. However, pitch also plays an important role in a handful of monosyllabic words
with the vowel /o/ as its nucleus. All of these words have an underlying coda consonant
that does not surface if there is anything attached to the root, as seen in (45). These words
show a rising-falling pitch instead of a high-level or high-falling pitch when occurring
without extra morphology, which may discriminate between lexical items in terms of
their phonetic realization. This contrast is illustrated with the words tót [tʊ̂] ‘pona palm’
and to [tʊ] ‘wildcane’. Figure 9 and Figure 10 below show their corresponding pitch
tracks. The prosodic properties of these words with a rising-falling pitch seem not to be
predicted by the stress/pitch rules given in (38). These words are predicted to show a
high-level or high falling pitch, but they fail to do so. One way to explain the pitch
pattern of these words would be to assign two vowels /toot/ instead of /tot/, projecting
their own syllables, to these words. In this way, the rising pitch in the second part of the
vowel would be predicted by the rules in (38); however, it is not obvious whether the
nucleus of this syllable would be longer or not than the previous one since these vowels
share the same quality. Note that there is not an obvious length difference between the
vowels of monosyllables having a rising-falling pitch and the other monosyllabic words.
To this point, there is not compelling evidence from which to choose one of these
alternative analyses. Other monosyllabic words ending in a phonological coda consonant,
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which elides phonetically, e.g. bis grab ‘grab!’, do not show this rising-falling pitch that
only the words in (45) demonstrate.
(45)

‘ok
tok
nok
tot
chot
xon

[ʔʊ̂ː]
[tʊ̂ː]
[nʊ̂ː]
[tʊ̂ː]
[tʃʊ̂ː]
[ʐʊ̂ː]

‘tapir’
‘pona palm’
‘howler monkey’
‘pona palm’
‘shuyu (mollusk)’
‘parrot’

Figure 9. tót [tʊ̂] ‘pona palm’

Figure 10. to [tʊ] ‘wildcane’

2.5. MORPHOPHOLOGICAL PROCESSES
2.5.1. Segment reduction processes
2.5.1.1. Vowel deletion
Vowel deletion occurs at morphemic boundaries within a phonological word when two
vowels or more of the same quality are immediately adjacent, e.g. Vα # Vα > Vα. When
this happens, one of the vowels is deleted without leaving any change in duration or pitch
in the remaining vowel, as in (46). This process is pervasive in the language and
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sequences of two vowels of the same quality are only found within a single morpheme,
e.g. tëët- ‘work’.
(46)

=ka=a
ñui-i-i

[ka] =VAL=3A/S
[ɲu.i] ‘narrate-IPFV-PROX’

2.5.1.2. Consonant deletion
Similar to vowel deletion, consonants are deleted when two identical consonantal
segments are adjacent in a morphemic boundary. Stress and pitch assigning rules take
place before this process occurs, if they occur within the first two syllables from the left
(see §2.4 above).
(47)

kwan-nuxun [ˈkwa.nu.ʐu] go-A/S>A:FE
xamëx-xun [ʐa.ˈmɨ.ʐu] pluck-A/S>A:PE

2.5.1.3. -on ‘HST’-triggered vowel deletion
The suffix -on ‘hesternial’ deletes the last base vowel if it is an /a/ or /u/ if the suffix -on
directly precedes the base. When the verbal base ends in /o/ the same-vowel deletion rule
applies (§2.5.1.1 above). This rule of base vowel deletion takes places after the rule that
deletes consonant codas, as noted above. Otherwise, it would be expected that the
consonant coda blocks this process. The examples in (48) show the application of this
rule whereas the examples in (49) show instances of bases having non- /a/ or /u/ vowels
in the last syllable.
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(48)

ka-on
abat-on
kwan-on
piku-on

[kʊ]
[a.ˈwʊ]
[kʊ]
[pi.ˈkʊ]

‘tell-HST’
‘run-HST’
‘go-HST’
‘take out-HST’

(49)

ki-on
asin-on
nëtët-on

[ki.ˈʊ]
‘say-HST’
[a.ˈsjʊ] ‘go in-HST’
[nɨ.ˈtɨ.ʊ] ‘get lost-HST’

2.5.1.4. -akë ‘REM.PST’-triggered vowel reduction
The vowel sequence /oa/ tends to be reduced to /o/ when the individual segments pertain
to different morphemes, as shown below.
(50)

o-akë-x-a
ro-akë-x-a

[ˈʊ.gɨ.ʐa] ‘do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX’
[ˈɾʊ.gɨ.ʐa] ‘cure-REM.PST-3-N.PROX’

2.5.1.5. Identical syllable reduction
In sequences of identical syllables at the morpheme boundary containing either of the
verbal suffixes -bësin ‘COME transitive’, -bian ‘GO transitive’ (§5.4.2.2),

-bëkin

‘iterative 2’ (§5.4.3.6) as the second morpheme, one of the identical syllables may, but
not always, get deleted, (51).
(51)

bis-bësin-i
bis-bian-i
bis-bëkin-i

>
>
>

[ˈβisini]
[ˈβiani]
[ˈβigini]
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2.5.2 Segment addition processes
2.5.2.1. Glottal insertion in word boundary
A glottal stop, manifested as glottalization or creakiness, is inserted between words that
end and start with vowels of the same quality, as in (52). While this process is very
frequent in spontaneous speech, it is by no means without exceptions. That is, this
process of glottal insertion does not take place in slower or more careful speech.

(52)

bana adë́ rabi [‘wa.na̰ .a.ˈɹɨ.ɾa.βi]

2.5.2.2. Glottal insertion in interrogative sentences
One of the most characteristic patterns of interrogative sentences, besides their f0 contour
(§2.7 below), is that they show a glottal stop, which may also be realized by creaky voice
or an unreleased glottal stop, at the end of the utterance. This process is very frequent in
spontaneous conversations, but tends to be less so in more formal settings. Note that the
presence of the sentence-final glottalization is not a necessary condition of an
interrogative sentence. The sentence below ‘aidama okinkara ‘aia? ‘Are (they) doing (it)
badly?’ illustrates this phenomenon (Figure 11). The lowest arrow points to the
glottalization of the vowel while the higher arrow points to the late release of the glottal,
which does not form part of the utterance.
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Figure 11. ‘aidama okinkara ‘aia? ‘Are (they) doing (it) badly?’

2.5.3. Segment re-arrangement and modification
2.5.3.1. Metathesis
Metathesis occurs when a vowel and the alveolar nasal /n/ occur next to each other at a
morphemic boundary pertaining to different morphemes and the morpheme containing /n/
is not final (cf. Zariquiey 2011:212-213). For instance, the nasal of the iterative suffix
-tëkën switches positions with the initial vowel of the following suffix -akë ‘remote past’
and the latter suffix is not final within the grammatical word, as shown in (53) below. In
contrast, metathesis does not take place if the morpheme with the initial vowel is wordfinal, as in example (54). While the restriction of not occurring word-finally holds for the
vast majority of instances of metathesis, there are a handful of exceptions to this pattern
in my database as in (55) below, which are shared by all speakers.
(53)

puta-tëkën-akë-x-a [ˈpu.ta.tɨ.gɨ.aŋ.gɨ.ʐa]

‘throw-ITR-REM.PST-3.N.PROX’

(54)

puta-tëkën-a

[ˈpu.ta.tɨ.gɨ.a], *[ˈpu.ta.tɨ.gɨ.an] ‘throw-ITR-PFV’

(55)

ri-kin-a

[ˈɾi.gi.an]

‘go.in.group-SOC.APL-PFV’
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2.5.3.2. Syllabification block
As discussed in Section 2.3. Syllable structure above, the most common syllable pattern
in Kakataibo is CV. Suffixes beginning with the vowel /i/ form a CV syllable with the
coda consonant of the last syllable of the previous morpheme, as in (56). However, the
majority of the suffixes, which begin with the vowels /a/, /ë/, /o/ and /u/, do not form CV
syllables in this fashion, as in (57). In contrast, the coda deletion rule (§2.1) applies if
adequate. The only exception to this pattern occurs with the stative suffix -a (58).
(56)

so-t-i
bis-i

[ˈsʊ.ti]
[ˈβi.si]

‘sit-REFL-IPFV’
‘grab-IPFV’

(57)

so-t-a
bis-a
bis-anan
bis-ëxan

[ˈsʊ.a]
[ˈβi.a]
[ˈβi.a.na]
[ˈβi.ʐa]

‘sit-PFV’
‘grab-PFV’
‘grab-REFL-REC’
‘grab-REC.PST’

(58)

so-t-a

[ˈsʊ.ta]

‘sit-REFL-STAT’

2.5.3.3. Suppletion
Suppletion is restricted to only four lexical items, as shown in (59). Notice that three of
these items are verbs and the fourth one is a clitic =ëd ‘EVID’, which has developed out
of the verb ëd ‘to see’. In the case of the verb ‘to see’ and its historic related evidential
enclitic, the vowel /ë/ surfaces when the syllable of which the vowel is the nucleus has a
coda. In all other instances, the root vowel is realized as [i]. In the case of the verbs u ‘to
come’ and ‘i ‘to be, they are realized as their suppletive forms a and ‘a, respectively,
only when they are followed by the suffixes -i ‘imperfective’ and -i ‘A/S:S:SE’. The verb
‘to be’ has also a suppletive form for third person in the imperfective ‘ikë.
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(59)

ëd
=ëd=na
u-ti
‘i-ti
‘ikë

[ˈɨɹ]
[ˈɨɹ.na]
[ˈu.ti]
[ˈʔi.ti]
[ˈʔi.gɨ]

‘see’
id-i
‘=EVID=1A/S’
=id=a
‘to come’
a-i
‘to be’
‘a-i
‘be.imperfective.3’

[i.ɹi]
[i.ɹa]
[a.i]
[ʔa.i]

‘see-imperfective’
‘=evidential=3A/S’
‘come-imperfective’
‘be-imperfective’

2.6. PHONOLOGICAL WORD
The main criterion for identifying a phonological word in Kakataibo is the co-occurrence
of a high pitch and long duration on a single syllable. If there is only one syllable with the
high pitch and long duration, all other syllables form part of the same phonological word
with said syllable, regardless of whether these syllables occur to the right or left of the
stressed syllable, as in (60). The limits between phonological words are indicated by a
blank space in the examples below. If there is more than one syllable with high pitch and
long duration, non-stressed syllables tend to form part of the same phonological word as
the stressed syllable from its left, as shown in (61).
(60)

abat-pun-i-a [a.wa.ˈpú.ni.a] ‘run-HOD1-IPFV-N.PROX’

(61)

abat-tëkën-pún-i-a [a.ˈwa.tɨ.gɨm ˈpú.ni.a] ‘run-ITR-HOD1-IPFV-N.PROX’

Although stress and pitch provide the main criterion for distinguishing
phonological words, other phonological processes, which have the prosodic word as their
domain, help to delimit this phonological unit. Phonological processes that help in
identifying the phonological word include the insertion of a glottal stop in between words
(§2.5.2.1), the presence of the phoneme /kw/ and the voicing of /k/ within the limits of a
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prosodic word (§2.1). The presence of the glottal stop, or creaky voice, in between
vowels delimits two prosodic words as well (see §2.1.1). In a similar fashion, the
presence of the consonant /kw/ signals the beginning of a new word since this segment
occurs only word-initially. The voicing of the velar stop between voiced segments is
restricted to the phonological-word domain: this process does not apply beyond its limits.

As occurs in many other languages, a prosodic word and a grammatical word are
not always isomorphic. In Kakataibo, clitics may form their own prosodic word in
spontaneous speech. Clitics such as =kama ‘plural’, =ka ‘validational’, =id ‘evidential’
may form their own prosodic word according to the rules sketched out in this section (see
also Aikehnvald 2003:40 for Tariana where clitics may also form a prosodic word). In
addition, suffixes such as -pún ‘hodiernal 1’ and -tankëxun ‘A/S>A:PE’ show the
property of phonological words of forming a prosodic unit with the syllables to the right
of them, particularly in grammatical words with six syllables or more.

2.7. INTONATION
Intonational contours help to identify the three main sentence types in Kakataibo, and the
principal clue to distinguish them is found at the end of the utterance. Declarative
sentences usually have an utterance-final falling contour. In addition, declarative
sentences show an unreleased glottal stop at the end of the utterance in spontaneous
speech, a feature that may be shared with sentences in the interrogative mood in some
instances (see §2.5.2.2 above). Interrogative sentences show a non-falling flat
intonational contour at the end of the utterance instead. Note that this intonational contour
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for interrogative sentences is not necessary to convey interrogation; the other main clue
for indentifying the interrogative status of the sentence is the interrogative enclitic =ra
(§6.1.5.). Final non-falling intonation may also suffice as the only clue for marking the
interrogative status of a sentence, though. Some interrogative sentences show a pitch
contour similar to that of declarative sentences without losing their pragmatic effect,
probably because the interrogative clitic is present. Imperative sentences show a sharp
falling contour at the end of the sentence. This falling contour is much more pronounced
than that of declarative sentences and never shows a glottal stop. These three intonation
patterns are illustrated in the Figures 12 – 14 below. It should be noted that these pitch
patterns are characteristic for each sentence type, but there exist variants for each of them
in connected speech that still require further investigation.
Figure 12. mëra isinka tërëkaia. ‘(He) is tying (it) with a rope.’ (LVIII.10.2)
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Figure 13. uidoki anëtikara? ‘How to call (this one)?’ (LVI.13)

Figure 14. mochilaka nanpat! ‘Put down the backpack!’ (Elicited)

2.8. LOANS
The vast majority of Kakataibo loan words come from Spanish, followed by Quechua and
Arawak languages, these last two probably through contact with the Panoan language
Shipibo-Konibo. Three types of loan words can be distinguished in Kakataibo according
to their degree of assimilation to the phonological constraints of the language: fully
adapted, partially adapted and non-adapted. Fully adapted loans have changed their
segments, syllable structure and stress pattern to conform to Kakataibo phonological
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rules. Fully adapted loans usually refer to newly introduced concepts that were brought
into Kakataibo society at the time of contact with national society, as in (62). Older
speakers are the ones who use these words the most; younger speakers use the nonadapted version of these loans. For instance, where older speakers use the word udkuru <
Sp. fósforo ‘match’, younger speakers use simply fósforo ‘match’ without making any
change to the Spanish pronunciation of this word.
(62)

rau
ratu
‘atapa
kanan-

[ˈɾa.u]
[ˈɾa.tu]
[ˈʔa.ta.pa]
[ka.ˈna]

‘nail’
‘dish’
‘hen’
‘win; gain’

< Sp. clavo
< Sp. plato
< atawallpa
< Sp. ganar

The partially adapted loanword set usually keeps a feature of the word from the
donor language, such as keeping stress or a foreign segment, or adds a feature not present
in the source word. Most age groups use these words. The semantic field of most of these
words pertains to newly introduced items, but some loans may also refer to concepts
already present in the Kakataibo culture.
(63)

kakú
kimisha
sontáru
‘auto

[ka.ˈkú]
[ˈki.mi.ʃa]
[sʊn.ˈta.ɾu]
[ˈʔa.u.to]

‘coffin’
‘three’
‘soldier’
‘car’

< Sp. cajón
< Qa. kimsa
< Sp. soldado
< Sp. Auto

Non-adapted loanwords come exclusively from Spanish and are pronounced the
same way they are in the source language. Younger speakers use these words more often
than other generations. The semantic field that these words cover range from newlyintroduced items to traditional Kakataibo culture. While the two other types of loanwords
mainly corresponded to nouns, non-adapted loans include a large number of verbs and
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instances of other word classes such as adjectives and function words. Note that nonadapted borrowed verbs do not take verbal morphology (§6.2.); they require the presence
of an auxiliary verb receiving those morphemes.
(64)

profesor
verde
todavía
pero

[po.fe.ˈsoɾ]
[ˈbeɾ.ðe]
[to.ða.ˈβi.a]
[ˈpe.ɾo]

‘teacher’
‘green’
‘not yet’
‘but’

< Sp. profesor
< Sp. verde
< Sp. todavía
< Sp. pero
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Chapter 3: Types of morphemes and types of words
The present chapter discusses the basic morphological units used to analyze Kakataibo in
this work. Here I distinguish between types of morphemes (§3.1), such as roots and stems
(§3.1.1), and types of words or parts of speech (§3.2), such as nouns and verbs. The main
goal of this chapter is to motivate language internally the morphological units used here
and distinguish them from each other and, at the same time, lay the groundwork for the
discussion of the main word classes in the following chapters (§Chapter 4, §Chapter 5.
Verbs and §Chapter 6).

Morphology plays a central role in Kakataibo grammar since the relatively large
inventory of grammatical morphemes (80 suffixes, 29 prefixes and 39 enclitics) encode
functions that are performed in other languages by independent lexical items such as free
adverbs, auxiliary and modal verbs and other syntactic strategies such as relativization.
Despite having this relatively large set of bound morphemes, grammatical words tend to
contain two to four morphemes in spontaneous speech; single-morpheme words are also
highly attested. Words containing a larger number of morphemes can be elicited but
rarely occur in connected speech. Because of these properties, Kakataibo combines
characteristics of isolating and polysynthetic languages without a clear assignability to a
single category based on the ratio of morphemes per word; rather, Kakataibo is better
analyzed as a mildy polysynthetic language. In terms of the number of meanings (or
sememes) a grammatical morpheme expresses, Kakataibo morphemes tend to encode a
single meaning, e.g. =kama ‘plural’, but portmanteau morphemes, such as subordinating
switch-reference and nominalizing suffixes (§8.2 and §8.3, respectively), e.g. -kin
‘A/S>A:SE’, are also found in the language. Thus, Kakataibo combines properties of
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agglutinating and fusional languages. The majority of morphemes follow their host
(suffixes and enclitics) in Kakataibo whereas prefixes restrict to the semantic category of
body parts (§5.3).
The present chapter is organized into two major sub-sections. In the first, types of
morphemes (§3.1), a discussion arguing for the need of basic morphological units, such
as root, stem, word, etc., and a description of their differentiating properties are
presented. The second part of this chapter, (§3.2), discusses each of the lexical, e.g. nouns
(§3.2.1), adjectives (§3.2.2), verbs (§3.2.3), etc., and functional word classes, e.g.
pronouns (§3.2.6), demonstratives (§3.2.7), adpositions (§3.2.8), etc., in Kakataibo
individually.

3.1. TYPES OF MORPHEMES
The main purpose of this section is to provide a discussion of some of the basic
morphological units used in this work, present the nomenclature used in referring to them
and argue for their distinctiveness based on morpho-syntactic criteria. These criteria
include their ability to occur alone, or not, their degree of boundedness with regard to the
host and their host selectivity.
The most basic unit of morphological analysis, the morpheme, corresponds to the
‘‘smallest recurrent unit of sound/meaning association” (Anderson 1985:159-160), which
implies a one-to-one association between the two domains in general. Most
conventionalized strings of sounds correspond to a single meaning in Kakataibo.
However, there are also instances in which one phonological form relates to more than
one meaning, as is common cross-linguistically. For instance, the enclitics indicating
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comitative case also indicate agreement with the grammatical function of the subject it
modifies, as shown in (65). Morphemes that typically show a one-to-multiple form to
meaning correspondence in Kakataibo include associated motion (§5.4.2), switchreference (§8.2) and nominalizing suffixes (§8.3). Given this association of one or more
meanings to one form, morphemes will be regarded here in a more open way than that
proposed in the quote from Anderson (1985) in order to include this type of
correspondences as well.
(65)

a. kana
ën
titabë
kwani.
=ka=na
ë=n
tita=bë
kwan-i
=VAL=1A/S 1=POSS mother=COM.S go-IPFV
‘I am going with my mother.’ (Elicited)
b. kana
ën
titabëta
‘asa
bisi.
=ka=na
ë=n
tita=bëtan
‘asa
bis-i
=VAL=1A/S 1=POSS mother=COM.A manioc grab-IPFV
‘I am getting manioc with my mother.’

3.1.1. Roots, stems and words
Following Matthews (1974:73), the root is conceived of as ‘the ultimate irreducible form’
of a word, which contains the main lexical meaning. Lexical meaning is considered here
as the semantic content used to refer to the real (or imaginary) world. In contrast,
grammatical meaning relates to the expression of relations among the elements of the
clause. In Kakataibo, roots show this ‘irreducibility’ property and are distinguished from
other morphemes by their ability to occur alone, without needing to be phonologically
dependent on another morpheme. In (66)a-b, the form pi provides the notional component
of eating and at the same time it cannot be further decomposed into smaller units. In
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addition, pi may occur by itself in discouse (66)b. Because of these two properties, pi is
considered here as a root. Note that the suffix -bian GO.INTR in (66)c indicating
associated motion may also be argued as carrying lexical content, in the sense that this
suffix expresses a meaning ‘going’ somehow similar to that of the verb kwan ‘to go’.
However, morphemes like -bian are not able to occur phonologically independently in
discourse, as in (66)d. This suggests that the morpheme -bian is not a root in Kakataibo.
(66)

a.
b.
c.
d.

pi-i-a
pi
pi-bian-i-a
*-bian-i-a

eat-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(S/he) eats.’
eat
‘Eat!’
eat-GO.INTR-IPFV-N.PROX ‘(S/he) goes eating.’

While the generalization that roots in Kakataibo may occur without extra
morphological material in discourse holds for most roots in the language, there are a few
exceptions to this pattern. A small subset of nouns (§4.2) and verbs (§5.2.2) cannot occur
by themselves in discourse, but rather they require further morphology to do so, e.g. the
bound verb *kupu! ‘smoke!’. Thus, they are described here as bound nouns and verbs,
respectively. Bound nouns require a body-part prefix (§5.3) in order to occur in discourse
whereas bound verbs need a body-part prefix (§5.3), a valency-assigning suffix (§5.2.2)
or both in order to appear in discourse. For instance, the verb kupu- ‘smoke’ does not
lexically carry a transitivity value, and can be either intransitive or transitive. Thus, this
verb needs to take one of the valency-assigning suffixes, e.g. -ka TR or -ki INTR, as
shown in (67) and (68), respectively. While these verbal morphemes lack the property of
occurring in discourse by themselves, they still carry the main lexical content of the
word. In addition, the morphological material that attaches to them, e.g. valencyassigning suffixes, is always bound, which suggests that these are not roots on their own.
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Given these properties of certain morphemes in Kakataibo, the generalization about roots
need to be revisited in order to accout for them as follows. Roots in Kakataibo may occur
by themselves in discourse or receiving body-part prefixes, valency assigning suffixes or
both.
(67)

kana
rumë
kupukai.
ka=na
rumë
kupu-ka-i
VAL=1A/S tobacco smoke-TR-IPFV
‘I make the cigar to make smoke’.

(68)

rumëka
kupukia.
rumë=ka=a
kupu-ki-i-a
tobaco=VAL=3A/S smoke-INTR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The cigar is smoking.’

Another property of roots in Kakataibo is that they cannot be attached or
incorporated into another root, which clearly excludes instances of juxtaposition and
compounding (§4.4.4.5). This property of roots distinguishes this type of morpheme from
others such as suffixes and clitics, which need to be attached to a root. However, notice
that certain clitics may occur by themselves in some cases. This property of clitics will
be further discussed in §3.1.2 below.
A bare root or a root plus any non-obligatory affix is regarded here as a stem.
Non-obligatory affixes are those that may attach to a root, but they are not required to so
by the grammar of the language, with the exception of bound roots. Obligatory affixes
only occur with verbs (§5.5) and they are required to attach to the verbal root to express
its function as a main clause predicate or not. Thus, the descriptive category of stem is
mainly relevant for treating verbs, but also applies to nouns and adjectives in Kakataibo
with respect to non-obligatory body-part prefixes.
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The grammatical category of word in Kakataibo is centered on the root; every
root corresponds to one word, except in cases of compounding (§4.4.4.5) and
reduplication. A word may consist of a root by itself, a bare stem, and a stem plus
obligatory morphology and optional clitics, as illustrated below for the root naë ‘dig’.
(69)

naë
naë-mi
naë-mi-xun
naë-mi-xun=ribi

dig
dig-CAUS
dig-CAUS-A/S>A:PE
dig-CAUS-A/S>A:PE=ADD

‘dig’
‘make someone dig!’
‘after making someone dig’
‘after also making someone dig’

For instance, sentence (70) can be divided into five grammatical words, each being based
in a single root. Three of these words correspond to the roots ukëmo ‘inside’, taë ‘foot’
and mëd ‘soil’, which do not receive further morphology in this example. The word
muakëxa is based on the root mua ‘cover’ and the obligatory tense/aspect, person and
stance verbal morphology without having any non-obligatory morphemes. In the case of
sënkabiaxun, the bound verbal root sën- ‘press’ first takes the valency assigning suffix
-ka ‘transitive’, then takes the non-obligatory suffix -bian GO.TR, and finally the
obligatory switch-reference suffix -xun A/S>A:PE. Thus, the beginning of a root and the
beginning of the next root provide a good clue for identifying the limits of a grammatical
word in Kakataibo.
(70)

[…] ukëmo taë sënkabiaxun
mëd muákëxa.
ukëmo taë sën-ka-bian-xun
mëd mua-akë-x-a
inside foot press-TR-GO.TR-A/S>A:PE soil cover-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘…after pressing (him) down inside with (his) foot, (he) covered (him with) soil.’
(Ain_siki_tanki-PP-2012-12-11-CBR IV.1.20)
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Words in Kakataibo do not prosodically attach to other words; rather, words are
cohesive units that always occur together and have a conventionalized meaning (see
Dixon and Aikhenvald 2002). Any change in the order of elements of naëmixunribi digCAUS-A/S>A:PE=ADD in (69) above would yield either an ungrammatical form or a
word with a different meaning, which suggests the conventionalized meaning of this
word. In addition, this word cannot be interrupted or divided by another word occurring
in the middle of it. Such an action would create an ungrammatical form.
The current definition of “word” excludes clitics from constituting a single
independent word because they do not function as a root. That is, clitics do not provide
lexical meaning and do not occur by themselves in discourse. However, second-position
enclitics (§6.1) form a cohesive unit where these clitics follow a particular order, have a
conventionalized meaning and may occur by themselves without attaching to any host, as
in (71), where the clitic complex occurs in isolation at the beginning of the sentence.
Note that the clitic complex ka=na VAL=1A/S does not attach to the following word
kapa ‘squirrel’ as a proclitic, which is evidenced by the lack of k-voicing in kapa. In
addition, the order of the clitics in (71) cannot be switched to *na=ka (§6.1). Thus,
second-position enclitics show a mixed behavior. On the one hand, they may occur
phonologically attached to a host and, on the other hand, they may also occur in isolation.
Given that the properties of second-position enclitics in isolation resemble those of roots
(e.g. free forms), second-position clitics in this role will be treated as grammatical words
as well (see Dixon 2002 for a similar proposal of clitics as words in Jarawara). The
behavior of the second-position enclitics suggests that the category of word in Kakataibo
is better analyzed as a continuum rather than a discrete set of units (see also Tallman
n.d.).
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(71)

kana
kapa
'ai.
=ka=na
kapa
'a-i
=VAL=1A/S squirrel do-IPFV
‘I kill a squirrel.’

3.1.2. Affixes and clitics
Thus far, affixes and clitics have been discussed without having specified the way in
which they are regarded in this work. This section aims to lay out these specifications.
First, affixes are obligatorily bound morphemes that are restricted with regard to the host
to which they attach. In Kakataibo, most affixes are verbal suffixes that are arranged in a
templatic order according to the broader semantic categories they pertain to, such as
valency-changing and TAM (§5.4 and §5.5. Stem-final cf. Zariquiey 2011a:385 where a
non-templatic analysis of verbal suffixes is proposed). However, certain suffixes within
the same semantic category may swap orders with each other yielding the corresponding
changes in scope and meaning. The other set of affixes comes in the form of prefixes
referring to body-parts indicating different functions, such as patient and location (§6.3,
see also Zariquiey 2011a and Zariquiey and Fleck 2012). These body-part prefixes attach
to nouns, adjectives and verbs at the word level.

In contrast, clitics are considered here as morphemes that ‘display prosodically deficient
phonology, anomalous morpho-syntax, or both’ (Anderson 2005:32). In terms of the
phonology, clitics in Kakataibo behave as affixes in that both are phonologically deficient
since both types of morphemes need to be bound, with some exceptions for a few clitics
as discussed above. Thus, clitics can be classified in terms of their phonological
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dependence: some clitics are always required to be attached to a host while other clitics
have the possibility of occurring detached. Different from affixes, clitics may only follow
their hosts; there are no instances of proclitics in Kakataibo. In morpho-syntactic terms,
clitics, but not affixes, in Kakataibo are morphemes that attach to the phrase level instead
of working at the word level, as evidenced with the =n A/S enclitic in (72), which
attaches to the end of the NP regardless of which word class occurs in that position, an
adjective and a noun, respectively. Enclitics in Kakataibo always follow affixes when
both co-occur in a single word.
(72)

[uni ani]=n
[ani uni]=n

man big=A/S
big man=A/S

‘a/the big man (A)’
‘a/the big man (A)’

Enclitics in Kakaibo vary with regard to the selectivity they have in attaching to a
given phrase (§Chapter 6, see also Anderson 2005:75; Klavans 1985). Four main
categories can be recognized. A first group of enclitics attaches only to NPs (§6.3), such
as case and number enclitics. A second group of enclitics attaches to all phrases (nonverbal enclitics, §6.2), such as NPs and AdvPs, but do not occur in second position. The
third group of enclitics concerns second-position enclitics (§6.1), which convey clause
level notions such as validational/informal speech, mood and subject agreement. The last
type of enclitics contains only one member, the negative enclitic =ma, which behaves like
non-verbal enclitics in addition to being able to attach to the main clause verb. Note that
NP and non-verbal enclitics may occur in the same phrase/word, but the NP enclitics
occur closer to the word than non-verbal clitics. However, second-position enclitics do
not combine with the other types of enclitics in the language. The only exception is the
interrogative clitic =ra, which may occur outside the second-position clitic context and
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attach to any phrase. Notice that the clitic complex formed by second-position clitics may
also occur as an independent phonological word, as shown in example (71) above. Table
15 displays the main differences discussed here between affixes and clitics.
Table 15. Properties of bound morphemes in Kakataibo

Affix
Clitic

Order
Precede /
follow host
Follow host

Domain
Word-level

Selectiveness
Host selective

Boundedness
Bounded

Phrase level

Host selective/
unselective

Bounded / free

3.1.4. Obligatory and non-obligatory morphemes
Bound morphology in Kakataibo is distinguished into two main groups according to
whether they “are regularly responsive to the grammatical environment in which they are
expressed” (Bickel and Nichols 2007:169) or not. In other words, the presence or absence
of a given morpheme is triggered by a grammatical rule rather than the
semantic/pragmatic choice of the speaker. In addition, bound morphemes are also
distinguished between obligatory and optional ones. For instance, NPs in Kakataibo need
to be marked for case to indicate their grammatical function; failing to follow this rule of
grammar yields an ungrammatical sentence. In (73), the subject pronoun has to take the
case enclitic =n A/S to indicate this function. In contrast, the first person pronoun in (74)
is marked by the dative =mi since it is the object of a psychological verb (see §5.2.1).
Thus, the assigning of case-mark depends on the transitivity value of the main verb and
the grammatical function performed by the NP. In the case of the case markers in those
examples, they are obligatory since every NP must have them.
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(73)

ënkana
Norua kai.
ë=n=ka=na
Norua ka-i
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S Norua tell-IPFV
‘I tell Norua’.

(74)

Noruaka
ëmi
dinatia.
Norua=ka=a
ë=mi
dina-t-i-a
Norua=VAL=3A/S 1=DAT think-MID-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Norua hates me’.

In contrast, another set of bound morphology is not triggered by the grammatical
environment, but rather is optionally added to convey extra semantic content. One such
set of these morphemes corresponds to the associated motion suffixes (§5.4.2), which are
not obligatory in the sense described above but are used to convey an addition path
meaning associated with the verb, as illustrated in (75) with -bësin COME.TR. Thus, its
absence does not yield ungrammaticality, as shown by (76).
(75)

kana
pibësini.
=ka=na
pi-bësin-i
=VAL=1A/S eat-COME.TR-IPFV
‘I come eating’.

(76)

kana
pi.
=ka=na
pi-i
=VAL=1A/S eat-IPFV
‘I eat’.

Based on the properties discussed above, Kakataibo bound morphemes can be
classified into syntactically relevant and obligatory on the one hand and syntactically
non-relevant and optional on the other hand. These descriptive concepts are useful for
explaining other facts about the language, such as defining a stem (§3.1.1) and
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identifying a grammatical word (§3.1.1). These two types of bound morphemes roughly
correspond to what is regarded as inflection and derivation, respectively, in the literature.
The inflection vs. derivation distinction has been based on a large number of properties
(Anderson 1985, 1992; Dressler 1989; Haspelmath 2002; Payne 1997; Planck 1994,
among others), including relevance to syntax and obligatoriness, which usually trigger a
continuum-like distinction rather that a discrete dichotomy. For instance, the associated
motion marker -bian COME.TR falls within derivation by the obligatoriness criterion,
but it behaves more like inflection under the paradigmatic criterion since this suffix is
mutually exclusive with other associated motion suffixes. Given that there is not a
principled way to choose which criteria are more relevant to the inflection/derivation
distinction, I will not use these labels in this work. Rather, the label ‘obligatory’ will be
used for morphemes that are both relevant to syntax and obligatory. In a similar fashion,
the term ‘non-obligatory’ will be used for those morphemes that combine non-relevance
to syntax and optionality. By making this descriptive choice, I aim to avoid the
methodological problems caused by the inflection/derivation distinction, e.g. namely, ad
hoc used of defining criteria.

3.2. PARTS OF SPEECH
Lexical roots can be divided into different categories or word classes depending on a
number of morpho-syntactic properties that are shared among the members of a given
part of speech class. In Kakataibo, three main word classes are identified: nouns, verbs
and adjectives, of which the first two contain a significantly larger set of members. A
small class of adverbs can also be recognized. While the size of each of these classes
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significantly varies, these word classes share the property of being able to incorporate
new members. In contrast, smaller word classes such as pronouns, demonstratives,
adpositions, interjections and onomatopoeias do no show that property; these are rather
closed classes comprised of a short number of members. The main goal of this section is
to argue for the need of these word classes and their distinguishing criteria relying on
language-internal

morpho-syntactic

tests,

such

as

morphological

possibilities,

headedness, etc.

3.2.1. Nouns
Noun roots in Kakataibo constitute an open word class whose members refer to relatively
time-stable concepts. In syntactic terms, nouns may function as the head of an NP, where
they may serve as verbal and adpositional arguments. Nouns are modified within the NP
by adjectives and also by nouns that precede the nominal head (§4.2). Nouns can be
substituted by a pronoun or zero anaphor. In terms of morphological possibilities, nouns
take prefixes but not suffixes. Nouns may host case and number enclitics, a possibility
shared with other word classes, such as adjectives and numerals, occurring at the right
edge of the NP (§4.4 and §6.3). When taking the locative =nu or dative =mi enclitics,
nouns may take additional morphology in the form of participant agreement enclitics
(§4.4.1.12). Nouns may function as intransitive predicates with the meaning ‘turn into N’
by taking verbal morphology without any additional morphological process, zero
verbalization. In order to function as a transitive predicate, nouns need to be suffixed with
the factitive verbalizer -o.
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Nouns are distinguished into subsets by three main criteria: possessability,
countability and boundness (see the more detail description in §4.2). Nouns divide into
optionally and obligatorily possessed nouns, where the first group is optionally possessed
and the latter group of nouns is (almost) always possessed. Obligatorily-possessed nouns
usually refer to kinship terms (e.g. ë=n kuku 1=POSS father-in-law ‘my father-in-law’),
body parts (mi=n) mëkën 2=POSS hand ‘your hand’) and part-whole (and ain pëchi
3.POSS feather ‘its feather’) relationships while optionally-possessed nouns refer to the
rest. However, there is a growing tendency by younger speakers to not make a clear-cut
distinction between obligatory and optionally-possessed nouns, in which both subsets of
nouns are treated as optionally possessed where an older speaker would treat them
differently. The second main distinction among nouns is based on whether a noun may
take the plural =kama and collectivizing morphology =ina NH.COL and =u H.COL.
Nouns that take these enclitics are considered countable nouns whereas those that do not
take them are considered uncountable ones, e.g. ‘asa=kama manioc=PL ‘maniocs’ vs.
duñu wind, but *duñu=kama. The third distinction yielding noun classes relates to the
noun’s need or lack thereof of further morphology to occur in discourse, as discussed in
§Section 3.1.1 above. Bound noun roots require the presence of body-part prefixes to
occur in discourse whereas the vast majority of nouns do not. Further discussion of the
noun lexical class is found in §Chapter 4.

3.2.2. Adjectives
Adjective roots in Kakataibo express a single, relatively time-stable property or quality
(Givón 2001:53). Syntactically, adjectives typically have a nominal modification function
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being able to occur before or after a head noun. As nouns, adjectives may also head an
NP but only when no overt noun is present (cf. Zariquiey 2011:262 where NPs headed by
adjectives do not occur). A handful of adjectives such as ‘aidama ‘bad’ can be used
adverbially without further morphology while most adjectives need to be nominalized to
serve this function (§4.4.43). Given that adjectives may be the head of an NP, they may
host the same set of NP enclitics that nouns host (§4.4), e.g. case-marking, plural and
collectivizers, etc. In addition, adjectives may function as intransitive predicates by
taking regular verbal morphology without taking any class-changing morpheme and act
as transitive predicates taking the factitive verbalizer -o, as nouns do. As noted here,
nouns and adjectives share a number of morpho-syntactic properties, which makes the
distinction between them rather subtle. However, a couple of tests support this division.
Adjectives, but not nouns, may be modified by adverbs, e.g. ikun ‘very’. Adjectives, in
their modification function, show a freer distribution in comparison to nouns in that the
former may precede or follow the head noun, but the latter only antecedes it.
Adjectives conform a small class of approximately 60 underived members in
Kakataibo. According to their semantic content (Dixon 1982), adjectives can be classified
into sets such as dimension, age, value, color, physical properties and others. In terms of
their grammatical behavior, there does not seem to be any obvious differences that
suggest distinct adjective classes.

3.2.3. Verbs
The main function of verbs is to predicate states and events. In Kakataibo, verbal roots
cannot occur by themselves in discourse, excepting verbs in the imperative mood (§7.7)
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and loan verbs, which require an auxiliary verb to carry inflection; rather, verbs need to
take obligatory morphology in the form of finite (§5.5), nominalizing (§8.3.1) or switchreference suffixes (§8.2). Verbs show the most complex morphological possibilities in
the language in that they take a wide array of affixes, including body-part prefixes (§5.3),
valency-adjusting (§5.4.1), directional (§5.4.2.1) and TAM (§5.5.1) suffixes, among
others. However, main clause verbs do not take enclitics, except the negative enclitic =ma
(§6.4). In terms of syntactic properties, verbs may function as the head of a VP, and when
functioning as the main clause predicate, they are required to occur only at the end of the
clause, although this syntactic requirement may be overridden by information structural
needs, such as focus (§9.2.1). Verbs are modified by adverbs, a few adjectives (in
adverbial function) and nominalized and switch-reference clauses. Verbs are turned into
nouns by taking any of the four nominalizers (§8.3.1). That is, verbs cannot function as
arguments of a clause without being overtly turned into nouns, with the exception of a
few verbal roots that undergo zero derivation (§4.4.4.4).
The class of verbs divides into two subgroups according to their ability or not to
host obligatory morphology on their own. Most Kakataibo verbal roots function as stems,
ready to receive obligatory morphology. In contrast, a small set of verbal roots require
affixation in order to be able to work as a stem. This last subclass may also be divided
into three subclasses, in turn, according to the type of affixation they require. A first
subclass requires valency-assigning suffixes -ki ‘INTR’/ -ka ‘TRAN’ or -t ‘INTR’ / -n
‘TRAN’ to behave as a stem (see also §5.2.2). The second subgroup requires a body-part
prefix in order to be a stem. The last verb subclass requires both a valency-assigning
suffix and a body-part prefix. The Kakataibo verbal class is summarized in the Figure 15
below.
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Figure 15. Kakataibo verb classes

- Function as a stem
Verbs
- Not function as a stem

- Valency-assigning
- Body-part
- Valency-assigning and
body-part

Verbs in Kakataibo also form subclasses based on the transitivity value they
carry. Most verbs are either transitive or intransitive and a handful of verbs are
bitransitive. There are only a couple of labile verbs. However, a number of cognitive and
psychological transitive verbs, e.g. ëd ‘see’, may be used intransitively by having the O
argument take the dative =mi case (§4.4.1.2). As noted above, some verbal roots do not
have an intrinsic transitivity value, for which they need to be suffixed with a valencyadjusting morpheme to occur in discourse. Finally, loan verbs, mainly from Spanish, do
have a transitivity value, but require an auxiliary verb that agrees in transitivity with
them.

3.2.4. Adverbs
Adverbs in Kakataibo constitute a small closed class, the main function of which is nonnominal modification. That is, adverbs may modify verbs, adjectives and other adverbs,
where the semantic composition does not yield anomaly. Adverbs constitute free
morphemes; they may occur in discourse without further morphology. In terms of their
morphological profile, adverbs do not show any morphology exclusive to them. They
may take non-verbal enclitics (§6.2), though. In contrast to verbs, nouns and adjectives,
adverbs cannot be used predicatively in Kakataibo (cf. Zariquiey 2011); nominal and
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adjectival derivations are used to this end instead. Differently from said word classes,
adverbs do not take body-part prefixes.

Syntactically, adverbs are relatively free with regard to the place in the clause in
which they occur regardless of their semantic scope, e.g. clausal, VP and verb. As it is
cross-linguistically common, adverbs in Kakatabio cover a wide semantic range,
including location bakó ‘below’, ‘ura ‘far’, time bërí ‘now’, nëtëro ‘other day’, manner
‘ituín ‘quickly’, quantification ikun ‘very’ and qualification adë́ rabi ‘truly’. Recall that
some adjectives may also be used to modify verbs, having an adverbial-like function.
Nominalized and switch-reference clauses may also serve as verbal modifiers (§8.2 and
§8.3).

3.2.5. Distinguishing major word classes
The main goal here is to distinguish the four main word classes in Kakataibo based on
functional and morpho-syntactic criteria. Table 16 summarizes the main criteria that
distinguish these word classes from each other. As shown in the previous subsections and
recapitulated in the table below, there is robust morpho-syntactic criteria to argue for the
existence and independent status of these word class categories. Nouns and adjectives are
distinguished from other word classes by their ability to head a noun phrase and receive
NP morphology. In turn, nouns are distinguished from adjectives by their restriction that
they must occur before the head when functioning as a modifier within an NP while
adjectives do not have this restriction. Verbs are mainly distinguished from adverbs in
that the former, but not the latter, may function as the clause predicate and receive
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particular verbal morphology. Verbs are further distinguished from adverbs by their
ability to get nominalized, something that the latter lacks.
Table 16. Word-class distinguishing criteria in Kakataibo

NP head
Predication
Pre-head nominal modifier
Post-head nominal modifier
Predicate modification

Nouns
yes
yes
yes
no
no

Adjective
yes
yes
yes
yes
no/yes

Verb
no
yes
no
no
no

Adverb
no
no
no
no
yes

Prefixation
Suffixation
Host NP-clitics
Host XP-clitics

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
no
no

no
no
no
yes

Receive nominalizing suffixes
Transitivization with -o ‘FACT’
Participant agreement

no
yes
yes

no
yes
yes

yes
no
no

no
no
no

May trigger auxiliary verb
Modification by adverbs
Discourse non-ready

no
no
some

no
yes
no

yes
yes
some

no
yes
no

3.2.6. Pronouns
Kakataibo pronouns constitute a small closed class of free roots. Pronouns are deictic
elements that pick up their reference from the linguistic and extra-linguistic context.
Pronouns in Kakataibo replace the head noun in a NP, but they show much fewer
morpho-syntactic possibilities than nouns: pronouns cannot be modified within the NP
and cannot be possessed. Nonetheless, pronouns take the same set of clitics as nouns, e.g.
case and plural enclitics. Base on their function and morpho-syntactic patterns, three
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types of pronouns are distinguished: personal, demonstrative and interrogative. These are
discussed in turn next.

3.2.6.1. Personal pronouns
There are two sets of personal pronouns in Kakataibo: free and bound pronouns. Free
pronouns are lexical roots that may occur bare in the absolutive case, as shown in Table
17. In order to signal other functions in the clause, pronouns receive case enclitics. Free
pronouns may perform all the functions nouns can, e.g. verbal and adpositional
arguments, except that they cannot act as a possessum in a possessive construction and
cannot take the vocative enclitic. Number is lexically distinguished only for the first
person pronouns; the other pronouns are pluralized by receiving the general plural clitic
=kama, which occurs in between the pronominal root and case marker when present, e.g.
mi=kama=n 2=PL=A/S, for second person plural A argument. Other semantic
distinctions such as gender or social relations are not coded in Kakataibo pronouns.
Table 17. Personal pronouns

Absolutive
Nominative
Dative
Possessive (head)
Possessive (modifier)
Locative
Instrumental
Comitative A
Comitative S

1SG
ë
ë=n
ë=mi
ë=na
ë=n
ë=nu
ë=nun
ë=bë
ë=bëtan

1PL
nukën
nu=n
nu=mi
nukën=na
nukën
nukën=nu
nukën=nun
nukë=bë
nukë=bëtan
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2
mi
mi=n
mi=mi
mi=na
mi=n
mi=nu
mi=nun
mi=bë
mi=bëtan

3
a
a=n
a=mi
ain=na
ain
a=nu
a=nun
a=bë
a=bëtan

3
atu
atu=n
atu=mi
atu=na
atu=n
atu=nu
atu=nun
atu=bë
atu=bëtan

The form of the pronouns is regular in their different functions, except for the first person
plural that shows the suppletive forms nu and nukën, where the first form is used in the
nominative and dative cases while nukën is used everywhere else. Notice also that the
third person pronoun a shows a suppletive form for both the possessive head and
possessive modifier functions.
Of the two third person pronouns included in Table 17 above, a is the most
frequent form by far. The pronoun atu is an archaic form, which is rare in my naturalistic
corpus, and only occurs in few grammatical functions, e.g. nominative and absolutive.
The forms of the other functions of the pronoun atu come from elicitation. The pronoun
atu is attested in all other dialects of the language only with a plural interpretation
(Zariquiey 2011:221, 2011b:25) and other Panoan languages (Shipibo jato third person
plural, Valenzuela 2003:185; Matses aton third person genitive, Fleck 2003:241). The use
of the pronoun atu is mainly restricted to older speakers in traditional stories; most young
speakers do not recognize this pronoun as part of their grammar.
The first singular ë and third person a pronouns usually get a locative adverbial
interpretation when combined with the locative enclitic =nu meaning ‘here’ and ‘there’,
respectively (§4.4.1.7). Distinctive pronouns with a reflexive or reciprocal function do
not occur in Kakataibo; verbal suffixes encode these meanings instead (see §5.4.1.5 and
§5.4.1.6, respectively). However, optionally a free pronoun taking the contrastive marker
=bi may refer to an reflexive argument (§6.2.3), which arguably is a recent innovation
paralleling the Spanish reflexive construction.
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3.2.6.2. Bound pronouns
Bound pronouns in Kakataibo are second-position enclitics (§6.1) that are obligatory in
the clause (see §7.3 for a discussion of the clausehood continuum). The only exception to
this occurs in imperative clauses where bound pronouns are not allowed (§7.7). These
pronouns occur in the second-position clitic complex and their position is fixed within it:
they always occur after the validational =ka, =ri or evidential =id or the interrogative =ra.
The only semantic category distinguished in bound pronouns is person; the same form is
used for singular and plural referents. Table 18 presents the bound pronouns in
Kakataibo. Notice that the bound subject pronoun enclitic =(na)nuna ‘1PL’ attested in the
Lower Aguaytía dialect of Kakataibo (Zariquiey 2011a:482) does not occur in the San
Alejandro dialect. There is no evidence to suggest that this enclitic was ever
grammaticalized in the San Alejandro dialect (Valle 2016).
Table 18. Bound pronouns in Kakataibo

1
=na

2
=(m)ina

3
=a

The occurrence of bound pronouns with referential noun phrases or free pronouns is
mainly triggered by information structural factors (§Chapter 9 and §Chapter 10). In
connected speech, bound pronouns tend to occur without a corresponding free form when
they express a continuing topic. In contrast to free pronouns, bound pronouns may only
function as the A or S argument of the main clause and cannot receive case or number
enclitics.

In contrast to Kakataibo, other Panoan languages do not show a fully
grammaticalized set of bound pronouns, either on the verb or other constituent. In Valle
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(2016), I argue that these pronouns constitute a relatively more recent innovation in
Kakataibo arguably from a pronoun doubling construction still present in some Panoan
languages, such as Shipibo-Konibo. Note that the second person bound pronoun =mina is
undergoing a process of phonological erosion whereby it is reduced to =ina in fast
speech. In the dialects of Aguaytía and Sungaruyacu, but not in the San Alejandro dialect,
a first person plural bound pronoun =(na)nuna has been innovated. This is apparently a
more recent innovation. There are speakers who sometimes pronounce this form as
=nuna.

3.2.6.3. Indefinite / interrogative / negative pronoun
The pronouns ui(na) ~ uini and añu are used for indefinite, interrogative and negative
functions, with human and non-human referents, respectively, in an absolutive function
when occurring in bare form, without a case enclitic. These pronouns will be referred to
here as indefinite pronouns for simplicity, but bear in mind their various functions. The
specific meaning indefinite pronouns have in a given clause is disambiguated by the
properties of the whole construction in which they occur, as will be made clear below.
Indefinite pronouns constitute free roots, which may occur by themselves in
discourse. As personal pronouns (§3.2.1.6 above), ui(na) and añu may head an NP (77)
or modify it (78). In turn, acting as a whole NP, indefinite pronouns may receive different
case enclitics signaling their function as core arguments or obliques within the larger
clausal context. Table 19 below shows these pronouns taking the different case markers.
(77)

uinara
uina=ra

‘apáxa.
‘a-pat-a-x-a
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INDF=INT do-DOWN-PST-3-N.PROX
‘Who planted?’ (Comunicado_sobre_el_cacao-DP.1.13)
(78)

uinakara
‘uchiti u
‘ikë?
uina=ka=ra=a
‘uchiti u
‘ikë
whose=VAL=INT=3A/S dog
that be.IPFV.3
‘Whose that dog?’ (Cómo_Dios_les_enseñó_usar_el_fuego-CBM-1.40)

Table 19. Pronoun ui(na)

Absolutive

ui(na)
añu

‘someone / who / nobody’
‘something /what / nothing’

Nominative

ui(na)=(n)
añu=na(n)

‘someone / who / nobody’
‘something /what / nothing’

Dative

uina=mi
añu=mi

‘around somewhere / whom / nowhere’
‘around somewhere / to what / nowhere’

Possessive (head)

uina

‘somebody’s / whose / nobody’s’

Locative

ui(na)=nu
añu=nu

‘somewhere / where / nowhere’

Instrumental

uina=nun
añu=nan

‘with something / what / nobody’
‘with something / what/ nothing’

Comitative A

uina=bëtan
añu=bëtan

‘with someone / who / nobody’

Comitative S

uina=bë
añu=bë

‘with someone / who / nobody’
‘with something / what / nothing’

Notice that the human indefinite pronoun shows two variants ui(na) and uini. These two
forms can perform the same functions that definite pronouns usually serve. However, uini
is found mostly having a negative intepretation in spontaneous speech, as exemplified in
(79) while ui(na) is found in different contexts. In addition, the variant uini only occurs
as a core argument in my naturalistic corpus; although, in elicitation uini may receive
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non-core case enclitics. With regard to ui(na), it also shows two variants ui and uina in
the absolutive, nominative and locative cases, as shown in Table 19 above. The form uina
is more pervasive in naturalistic data, however. Another source of variation occurs with
regard to the presence or absence of the enclitic =n A/S, also indicated by parentheses.
While the most frequent form of the pronoun ui(na) as subject of a transitive or
intransitive verb is to occur in bare form (77), speakers may also use the form with the
case enclitic ui(na)=n, especially in slow and formal speech. Thus, nominative and
neutral alignment patterns arise for the construction having the pronoun ui(na) depending
on whether the nominative case marker is dropped or not (see §7.1 for a discussion of
alignment in the language).
(79)

uini ë
xukënabi
mi kwantimaka
uini ë=n
xukë=na=bi
mi kwan-ti=ma=ka
INDF 1=POSS brother=POSS=CONT 2 go-FUT.NMLZ=NEG=VAL

mi
mi
2

udai
nitibi
ë kati
u=da-i
nis-ti=bi
ë ka-ti
that=COMP-A/S>S:SE stand-FUT.NMLZ=CONT 1 tell-FUT.NMLZ
banañuma
'ai.
bana=ñu=ma
'a-i
voice-HAVE=NEG be-IPFV
‘…nobody, my own brothers do not have the right to tell me ‘you cannot go, you
(have) to walk like that’.’ (Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidad-AM.1.152)

The different indefinite pronoun readings, indefinite, interrogative or negative, may be
subsumed under a single main function of ‘information gap’ (Bhat 2004:228) where the
speaker seeks information (interrogative function, as shown in (77) and (78) above), does
not have it (indefinite function as in the example in (80) below) or generalizes over a set
of entities (negation function, as shown in (79) above). Note that the interrogative
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meaning of indefinites is usually expressed by other interrogative features of the clause
such as the presence of the interrogative enclitic =ra or the positioning of the indefinite in
initial position (§7.6). However, there seems not to be any grammatical clues to
distinguish the indefinite or negative from other readings. Finally, note that crosslinguistically indefinite and interrogative pronouns tend to show either isomorphism or a
derivational relation (Bhat 2004; Haspelmath 2004).
(80)

ya micro
ënëma
uinabina
aunque sea ën
ya micro
ënë=ma
uina=bi=na
aunque sea ë=n
ok microphone this=NEG INDF=CONT=A/S even
1=POSS
bëchikënabi
instalá
'atëkëni
ya.
bëchikë=na=bi
instalá
'a-tëkën-i-i
ya
son=A/S=CONT install
do=ITR-IPFV-PROX ok
‘Whoever, even my son, does not have to install other microphone, ok.’
(Comunicado-Emilio-3.28)

As can be seen in the table on indefinite pronouns above (Table 19) that ui(na) cannot be
used as a possessor modifier (cf. Table 17 for personal pronouns).
One of the major functions of ui(na) is to act as a content question word where its
function is indicated by the particular case marker that attaches to it. Example (77) above
illustrates the use of ui(na) as the subject of a transitive verb. In (81), this pronoun
behaves as the subject of a copulative verb.
(81)

uinadapi
‘ióxi?
uina=dapi
‘i-on-x-i
INDF=DUB be-HST-3-PROX
‘Who was it yesterday?’ (Comunicado_sobre_bote-RG-1.5)
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3.2.7. Demonstratives
Demonstratives are deictic elements that indicate the relative distance of an object or
location with regard to a deictic center, which usually corresponds to the speaker’s
location (Diessel 1999:36). In Kakataibo, demonstratives constitute a small class of free
roots that may form their own phonological and grammatical word. Demonstratives may
be accompanied by a pointing act, but not necessarily so. This action can be performed
by the finger, lips, head and other body parts. Demonstratives are distinguished based on
two criteria: distance from the deictic center and grammatical function. Table 20 shows
the demonstratives in Kakataibo.
Table 20. Demonstratives in Kakataibo

Pronominal Pronominal/adverbial Adverbial
Near to speaker
ënë
akënë
nëkë
Near to hearer
a
aka
Away from speaker and hearer
u
aku
ukë

In terms of distance, a three-way distinction is made including nearness to speaker,
nearness to hearer (82) and distance from both speaker and hearer (83). In natural speech,
however, the non-near to speaker demonstratives are sometimes used interchangeably
(84).
(82)

bakat u
bakat ‘aia.
bakat u
bakat ‘a-i-a
cow DEM cow do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(What) do they do to that cow?’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_III-127.2)
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(83)

a
radiona
Héctor ë kuakí
ë katëkëxaxi.
a
radio=na
Héctor ë kuat-kin
ë ka-tëkën-ëxan-x-i
DEM radio=INST H.
1 hear-A/S>A:SE 1 tell-ITR-REC.PST-3.N.PROX
‘Listening to it on the radio, Héctor told me it the other day’. (Anuncio politico1.8)

(84)

ën
xukëribi
a
u
'i
ami
banaia […]
ë=n
xukë=ribi
a
u
'i-i
a=mi
bana-ia
1=POSS brother=ADD DEM DEM be-A/S>S:SE 3=DAT speak-A/S/O>O:SE
‘People talking badly about my bother…’ (Queja_sobre_chacra-FB-1.45)

The second distinction is based on the functions the demonstratives may have in
the clause. The pronominal demonstratives ënë, a and u may head an NP (85), as
pronominal pronouns do, and also behave as modifiers within the NP (86). With regard to
their morphological possibilities, demonstrative pronouns follow the same pattern as free
pronouns in that they get pluralized by =kama PL and receive different case markers,
where their morphologically unmarked form encodes absolutive. In contrast to
pronominal demonstratives, adverbial demonstratives nëkë and ukë head an adverbial
phrase, not an NP. This is evidenced by the fact that an adverbial demonstrative may
occur by itself as an answer to a locative wh-question; pronominal demonstratives need
to be case-marked by =nu LOC to occur in this function. As a consequence, adverbial
demonstratives do not take NP-level clitics such as plural and case.
(85)

a
kupikana
ënë
mi kai.
a
kupi=ka=na
ënë
mi ka-i
DEM for=VAL=1A/S DEM 2 tell-IPFV
‘For that reason, I tell you this’. (Anuncio_sobre_titulo_de_la_comunidad-AM.
1.61)
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(86)

ënë barro ënëín
ënë
mëd
ënë barro ënë=ín
ënë
mëd
DEM mud DEM=EXCL DEM mud

ënë
ñutë
ënë
ñutë
DEM clay.pot

a
a
DEM

a ñutë
‘arutankëxu
mëd piákëxa.
a ñutë
‘a-ru-tankëxun
mëd pi-akë-x-a
3 clay.pot do-UP-A/S>A:PE mud eat-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘After putting this only in this clay pot, (they) ate mud ’
(Cómo_Dios_les_enseñó_usar_el_fuego.-CBM.1.57)

The demonstratives akënë, aka and aku combine both pronominal and adverbial
uses. Thus, these demonstratives may head an NP with the concomitant morpho-syntactic
properties of pronouns. In addition, they may function as an adverb without necessarily
being marked with locative case; although, they may receive it in their pronominal use.
These two possibilities are illustrated in (87) and (88), respectively. Notice that these
demosntratives does not seem to be attested in the Lower Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey
2011a:226-229).
(87)

aku nëtëro
inmën
ëdtika
kia.
aku
nëtëro
inmën
ëd-ti=ka
ki-a
there other.day tomorrow see-FUT.NMLZ=VAL say-A/S>S:PE
‘He suggested going there to see (it)’. (Xoncha-AM.1.17)

(88)

hmm akunu
sokë
‘aibiká
ëbi
hmm aku=nu
so-t-kë
‘aibi=ka=a
ëbi
hmm there=LOC sit-REFL-NFUT.NMLZ but=VAL=3A/S 1=CONT
ën
sokë
‘aibika
gaseosa bëóxu
on.
ë=n so-t-kë
‘aibi=ka=a
gaseosa bë-xun-on
on
1=A/S sit-REFL-NFUT.NMLZ but=VAL=3A/S soda
bring-APL-HST dude
‘Hmm, but the one who is sitting down there brought me soda yesterday, dude’.
(Conversación-RM-VIP.121.2)
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Note that adverbial demonstratives only distinguish two distance categories, close and far
from speaker. The demonstratives nëkë and ukë are usually translated by speakers as ‘this
side’ and ‘other side’, respectively. Their actual meaning can be very broad and depends
on the particular points of reference that are taken for comparison in discourse. For
instance, ukë may be used to refer to another turn of the river, another river, another city,
etc.
The pronominal/adverbial demonstratives are phonetically peculiar in that the kvoicing rule (§2.1), that affects this consonant within the domain of the word, does not
take place within the word they project. For instance, the demonstrative aka is
pronounced with a voiceless stop [aka] instead of *[aga]. While these demonstratives
may perform both pronominal and adverbial uses, they are usually found in adverbial
function in spontaneous discourse. The demonstrative akënë is seldom used
pronominally. The demonstratives aka and aku make a further semantic distinction with
regard to humanness where aka is used with both human and non-human referents (89)
whereas aku can only be used to refer to non-human entities (90).
(89)

ma
uinara
ë ‘akinia
uinara
ën
familia
ma
uina=ra
ë ‘a-kin-ia
uina=ra
ë=n
familia
already IND.PR=INT 1 do-SOC.APL-NMLZ IND.PR=INT 1=POSS family
‘akinia
akakunikana
ë ‘akini
‘a-kin-ia
aka=kuni=ka=na
ë ‘a-kin-i
do-SOC.APL-NMLZ DEM=CERT=VAL=1A/S 1 do-SOC.APL-IPFV
‘I am certaintly going to help those who help me, those who help my family.’
(Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-189.2)
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(90)

[…] de ahí aku machitu aku abi
ën
kanti aku ën
de ahí aku
machitu aku
a=bi
ë=n
kanti aku
ë=n
then DEM machete DEM 3=CONT 1=POSS bow DEM 1=POSS
pia
aku nuntinu
‘ikë.
pia
aku
nunti=nu
‘ikë
arrow DEM canoe=LOC be.IPFV.3
‘[…] then, that, machete, that, my bow, that, my arrow, that is in the canoe.’
(Qué_hacía_estos_días-MA.1.8.)

The pronominal and pronominal/adverbial demonstratives can be used as manner
demonstratives when receiving the comparative enclitic =da COMP, e.g. ënë=da ‘this
way’, u=da ‘that way’. In natural discourse, the demonstratives ending in the high back
vowel, u and aku, are preferred over the other demonstratives to perform this function
given their separation from speech act participants. Sentence (91) exemplifies the use of
manner adverbs.
(91)

uda
no
ñu ‘ai.
u=da
no
ñu ‘a-i-i
DEM=COMP non.K.person thing do-IPFV-PROX
‘Mestizo people do things in that way.’ (Anuncio_político-Demetrio-1.101)

In addition to bringing attention to an object in the context, demonstratives also
help to organize the information in running speech. In this way, “demonstratives are used
to keep track of prior discourse participants and to activate shared knowledge” (Diessel
1999:2). The use of demonstratives as participant and information-tracking devices are
further explored in §Chapter 10 under the view of common ground managing within
information structure.
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Synchronically, demonstratives are single morphemes, unanalyzable forms.
However, there are some historical links between the forms presented in Table 20. The
only difference in form between pronominal and pronominal/adverbial demonstratives is
the sequence *ak, which synchronically does not have any meaning. Thus, one could
hypothesize that the pronominal/adverbial demonstratives derive from the pronominal
ones, which is supported by the fact that other Panoan languages, such as Shipibo-Konibo
(Valenzuela 2003:199-200) and Matses (Fleck 2003:259), do not seem to have
corresponding forms for the pronominal/adverbial forms. In the case of the adverbial
demonstratives nëkë and ukë, they share the sequence *kë, which synchronically
corresponds to the non-future nominalizer suffix -kë. Thus, it is very likely that
demonstrative pronominal forms ënë and u got nominalized with -kë non-future
nominalizer, given the pervasiveness in nominalization in Kakataibo (§8.3), and derived
into the current synchronic adverbs. Finally, notice the similarity between the third
person pronoun a and the near-to-speaker demonstrative a in form and function: both are
used to refer back to an entity, which in turn suggests a likely historical link.

3.2.8. Adpositions
The class of adpositions in Kakataibo is comprised of a small number of native
postpositional roots and a few recently borrowed prepositions from Spanish. Given the
small number of adpositional roots and the lack of derivational processes to create new
ones, the class of adpositions is regarded as a closed one. Adpositions indicate the
function of an NP within a larger syntactic context, e.g. the clause. The presence of an
adposition is optional in the clause; verbs do not select for adpositions in Kakataibo.
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Table 21 shows both the native postpositions and the prepositions borrowed from
Spanish. Historically, most postpositions in Kakataibo derive from body part nouns, such
as kaxu ‘back’ > kaxu ‘behind’. However, this process of grammaticalization seems to be
at different stages across dialects (cf. Zariquiey 2011:231-232 for the Lower Aguaytía
dialect), which explains the difference in number and form of postpositions found in
different dialects of Kakataibo.
Table 21. Adpositions in Kakataibo

Origin
Native

Recently borrowed

Adposition
ëma
inmú
kamána
kaxu ~ kaxo
këñu
kupi
nëbë́si
rabána
(ra)padú
tanái
ukëmo ~ ukëmëo
tëmú
tupu
bëmána

‘outside’
‘below’
‘above’
‘behind’
‘comitative O’
‘for, because of’
‘in the middle of’
‘for, reason of’
‘next to’
‘at the base’
‘inside’
‘under’
‘like’
‘in front’

con
por
sobre

‘comitative O’
‘for, because of’
‘about’

Related lexical item
ëma
‘town’
kaman
kaxu

‘up’
‘back’

tupu
‘to measure’
bemána ‘face’

Adpositions are free monomorphemic items that project a complete grammatical
and phonological word. Thus, adpositions are distinguished from case enclitics (§4.4.1)
indicating spatial relations, such as =nu LOC or =mi DAT, by their lack of boundedness
to a host, e.g. morpho-phonological processes that occur within the domain of the word
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do not occur at the boundary between an adposition an another grammatical word. This is
illustrated below by the contrast between the free-standing adposition nëbë́si ‘in the
middle’ (92) and the locative enclitic =nu (93). Note that this enclitic cannot occur by
itself, as adpositions can (92). In contrast, adposition cannot occur attached to another
word, (94). In addition, the k-voicing rule does not apply to postpositions beginning with
/k/, which suggests that the postposition is not phonologically attached to the preceding
word, as in (95) below.
(92)

carretera nëbë́ sika
rakataxa.
carretera nëbë́ si=ka=a
raka-t-a-x-a
road
in the middle=VAL=3A/S lay.down-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘(It) was in the middle of the road.’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IV-ETHB-72.1)

(93)

carreteranuka
rakataxa.
carretera=nu=ka=a
raka-t-a-x-a
road=LOC=VAL=3A/S lay.down-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘(It) was laying down on the road.’ (Elicited)

(94)

*carretera=nëbë́ sika

(95)

min
xukë
këñu mi idakë.
mi=n
xukë
këñu
mi ëd-akë
2=POSS brother COM.O 2 see-REM.PST
‘I saw you with your brother.’ (Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-211.1)

rakataxa. (Elicited)

In terms of the morphological profile, adpositional roots do not take any affix,
which, in turn, distinguishes them from nouns, adjectives and verbs. In addition,
adpositions may take non-verbal enclitics (§6.2), such as =ribi ‘additive’ or =ín
‘exclusive’, but not NP enclitics (§6.3), such as case markers or plural =kama, which
provide a further criterion for distinguishing adpositions from adjectives and nouns.
Furthermore, adpositions can never be possessed whereas nouns can. Consider example
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(96) where the noun phrase bakan sipú ‘on the low end of the river’ has an adverbial
function. However, sipú behaves prototypically as a noun: it takes the enclitic =nu and is
grammatically possessed by the noun baka ‘river’. In contrast, example (97) shows that
tanái is not grammatically possessed and has no locative enclitic, but still indicates a
spatial relation, which suggests that tanái is best regarded as a member of what is called
here the adpositional class.
(96)

anuinká
bakan
sipúnu
kwaxunká…
a=nu=ín=ka=a
baka=n
sipú=nu
kwan-xun=ka=a
3=LOC=EXCL=VAL=3A/S river=POSS low.end=LOC goA/S>A:PE=VAL=3A/S
‘After that, after going to the down part of the river…’
(Como_eran_las_cosas_antes-CBM-1.15)

(97)

dapika
ñu tanái nisaxa.
dapi=ka=a
ñu tanái
nis-a-x-a
DUBT=VAL=3A/S thing base.of stand.up-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘It is standing up at the base of something.’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_III-ET-HB-18.1)

Notice that both spatial adpostions and location adverbs may have a quite similar
function: they both modify a predicate with respect to its location. In Kakataibo,
adpositions and adverbs share a number of grammatical properties, such as occurring as
bare roots, not being able to take any affix and taking only non-verbal enclitics, among
others. However, adpositions, but not adverbs, may take an NP as an argument, as shown
in (98).
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(98)

xëki kamána sotaxa.
xëki kamána so-t-a-x-a
corn above sit-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘(It is) sitting on top of the corn’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_II-ET-HB10.2)

All adpositions have their argument NP occurring without a case enclitic, as
evidenced in the previous examples including an adposition. The only exception to this is
the postposition rabána ‘for, because of’ that usually requires instrumental case on its
dependent NP; but no case marking has also been attested on a few occasions.
(99)

[…] on paranta pëkëkëna
rabána innia
kixu…
on paranta pëkët-kë=na
rabána inn-i-a
ki-xun
banana
ripe-N.FUT.NMLZ for
cry-IPFV-N.PROX say-A/S>A:PE
‘[…] wanting to cry because of (not receiving) the ripe banana…’
(Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-243.4)
The recently introduced prepositions en ‘LOC’ and con ‘COM.O’ borrowed from

Spanish cover functions that other grammatical devices in the language already indicate,
namely =nu ‘LOC’ and këñu ‘COM.O’. However, the preposition sobre ‘about’ (100) has
no corresponding grammatical means of expression. The use of the borrowed
prepositions is much more diffused in younger speakers, but not restricted to this age
group.
(100) ë sobre akamaribikana
banati
‘ai.
ë sobre a=kama=ribi=ka=na
bana-ti
‘a-i
1 about 3=PL=ADD=VAL=1/AS speak-FUT.NMLZ do-IPFV
‘I have to talk also about those things.’ (Discurso_sobre_iglesia-NN-1.32)
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3.2.9. Interjections
Interjections constitute a small closed class of words in Kakataibo. Words of this class
stand as a whole clause and do not take any type of morphology. Interjections project
their own phonological and grammatical words. The interjections found in my corpus are
listed in (101). Notice that almost half of the interjections in this list represent archaic
forms that are not used in everyday speech. However, these archaic forms usually occur
in the speech of characters in traditional stories.
(101) a’á:
ai au:
ará:
arai:
ëëë́ :
o ú:
o sëd:
um:
unjai [unxai]:
úu:

pain (archaic)
pain (possibily from Spanish)
surprise, fear (archaic)
war call (archaic)
pain (archaic)
what a shame, too bad
something bad
agree
war call (archaic)
call on/at somebody

The interjection a’á ‘pain’ is illustrated in (102) from a traditional story where a young
man is hit by an arrow, which was shot by his grandfather who confused him with a deer.
Upon receiving the impact of the arrow, the young man screams a’á!
(102) a’á!
noxuma
noxumara
a’á
no-xun=ma
no-xun-ma=ra
INTERJ non-Kakataibo-A/S>A:PE=NEG non-Kakataibo-A/S>A:PE=NEG=INT
ë banina
mëa
xutá
ë banin=na
më-a
xuta='
1 peach.palm-INST hit-PFV paternal.grandfather=VOC
ki
'aidá
kia.
ki-i
‘ai=id=a
ki-a
say-A/S>:SE then=EVID=3A/S say-PFV
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‘ “Ouch! Not being an enemy, why have you shot me with the peach-palm tree
(arrow), grandfather?”, saying this, (the young man) said, they say.’
(Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-1.16)

The following short passage comes from a spontaneous conversation where A is
narrating his last hunting experience to B. At the end of A’s first conversational turn, B
jokes about A being alone with Machu (nickname) in the forest implicating a sexual
event. A inadvertently agrees with this implicature, so B utters o ú to manifest his
negative valorization of the act. The use of o ú indicates that someone in the speech
context does something wrong or does not meet the expectations. The interjection o sëd
has a comparable meaning, but is mainly used by women and young children.
(103) A: bada ën
primero punterokana
ë bëráma ta
bada ë=n primero puntero=ka=na
ë bëráma tan-a
huasa 1=A/S first
leader=VAL=A/S 1 before try-A/S>S:PE
este bëráma ta
aka Tarahuacánuxu
este bëráma tan-a
aka Tarahuacá=nu=xun
um before try-A/S>S:PE DEM Tarahuacá=LOC=PA.A
anukana
në.
a=nu=ka=na
në…
3=LOC=VAL=1A/S um
‘After trying to (shoot) at the huasa first the other day from Tarahuacá creek,
then…’
B: upí
okira
Machubë.
upit o-kin=ra
Machu=bë
pretty make-A/S>A:SE=INT Macho=COM.S
‘Doing it well with Macho.’
A: Ah. No!
Ok. No.
Yeah. No!
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B: Ah dice.
O ú.
Ok say.3
INTERJ
Ok, he says. Too bad! (Conversación-RM-VIP-189-192)

Some of the interjections in Kakataibo show some phonological features differing
from the canonical phonological rules, as discussed in §Chapter 2. For instance, the
interjection a’á ‘pain’ shows a glottal stop in the middle of the word instead of restricting
it to the initial position. Some of the interjections show vowel lengthening in the last
syllable. Finally, unxai [unxai] ‘war call’ has a velar voiceless fricative segment that is
not part of the consonant inventory of the language.

3.2.10. Ideophones
Cross-linguistically, ideophones are considered as iconic or sound-symbolic words
expressing “a vivid representation of an idea in sound” (Doke 1935). In Kakataibo,
ideophones may project an independent grammatical and phonological word, whose form
conventionally resembles the natural event for which it stands. Ideophone words may
stand for a whole clause or occur as part of it, usually appearing in the same context as
reported speech (§8.4). Members of this word class occur as bare roots and do not receive
any further morphology. The ideophone words occurring in my naturalistic corpus can be
classified into two categories, depending on whether they make reference to sounds of
specific animals or other types of sounds, as shown in (104) and (105), respectively. The
ideophone word lists given below are not exhaustive and other ideophones, especially
those related to animal sounds, do occur in the language. However, their form and
meaning is much more variable across speakers than those listed here. Example (106)
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illustrates the use of xëëë and tish corresponding to the sound of flying and landing,
respectively, of a mythical gigantic hawk.
(104) Onomatopoeias of animals
chu:
sound of hawk
kuchá:
sound of choshna
sëd:
sound of ants walking
taëdkara: sound of manacaraco
turun:
sound of some mammals while eating
yuin:
sound of capybara
(105) Other onomatopoeias
cha
sound of hitting something
tan
fall down
tish
something big like a tree falls down
xëëë
sound of something big flying
(106) […] taran
papaidá
unu
xëëë
tish
tara=n
papa=id=a
u=nu
xëëë
tish
rotten.tree=POSS father=EVID=3A/S DEM=LOC ONOM ONOM
ënënu
rakákë
taran
papa
ënë=nu
raka-t-kë
tara=n
papa
DEM=LOC lay.down-REFL-N.FUT.NMLZ rotten.tree=POSS father
mëi
mëikaidá
abirabi
uá
më-i
më-i=ka=id=a
abirabi
u-a
hit-A/S>S:SE hit-A/S>S:SE=VAL=EVID=3A/S repeteadly come-A/S>PE
anka
tëtëkamó
bakë
a nukë
a=n=ka=a
tëtëk=n
ëo
bakë
a nukën
3=A/S=VAL=3A/S hawk=POSS different offspring 3 1PL.O/POSS
binuxu
tania […]
bis-nuxun
tan-i-a
grab-A/S>A:FE try-IPFV-N.PROX
‘…xëëë! tish! “hitting and hitting on the rotten tree lying down there, coming
(down) repeatedly, the big hawk’s offspring is practicing to catch us”…’
(Tëtëkamëo-LR-1.17)
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While most ideophone words conform to the phonological rules described in §Chapter 2,
the onomatopoeia tish is somewhat deviant from these rules in that it shows an
alveopalatal fricative [ʃ], which is not part of the consonant inventory of the language,
and has this segment as a coda, a position restricted for a few consonants.
Many bird nouns seem to have evolved out of ideophones referring to their
singing. These words usually show a reduplicated from, e.g. bëi bëi ‘bird (sp.)’, kana
kana ‘bird (sp.)’, pux pux ‘bird (sp.)’. In other cases, the onomatopoeic word forms part
of a clausal nominalization (§4.4.4.5) containing the non-future nominalizer -kë attached
to the verb ki ‘to say’, such as pian kikë ‘bird (sp.), lit. (the one that) says pian’, tëtëd kikë
‘bird (sp.), lit. (the one that) says tëtëd’.
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Chapter 4. Nouns and adjectives

4.1. INTRODUCTION
Semantically, nouns tend to refer to a group of time-stable properties, whereas adjectives
refer to a single time-stable property or qualitity (Givón 2001:53). This similarity in the
semantics of nouns and adjectives has some counterparts in the grammatical behavior of
these two lexical classes in Kakataibo. Namely, nouns and adjectives in Kakatibo share a
number of basic grammatical properties. One of the main functions of nouns in Kakataibo
is to serve as the head of an NP, something that adjectives also do in this dialect (cf.
Zariquiey 2011a:259-265 for the Lower Aguaytía dialect, where adjectives cannot head
an NP). Consider example (107) where the first NP, demarcated by square brackets, has
the noun xanu ‘woman’ as its head and the adjective apan ‘old’ as a modifier whereas the
second NP does not have a noun in it but the adjective bënat ‘young’ heads it. However,
the use of an adjective heading an NP is relatively rare in connected Kakataibo speech.
As the only or last element of an NP, both nouns and adjectives may take morphology
cross-linguistically associated with the noun word class, such as case enclitics (§4.4.1),
plural markers (§4.4.2) and other language-specific nominal morphology (§4.4.3). For
this reason, the enclitics that attach to the NP level will be referred to as nominal
enclitics, regardless of whether it is headed by a noun or adjective. Examples (108) and
(109) illustrate a noun and an adjective hosting the =n ‘A/S’ case enclitic, respectively. In
addition, nouns (110) and adjectives (111) may function as intransitive predicates having
an inchoative meaning by solely receiving verbal morphology. Furthermore, members of
these two lexical classes may be turned into a transitive predicate expressing causativity
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when receiving the verbalizing suffix -o ‘factitive’ (§5.4.1.4). In addition, noun and
adjectives, along with verbs, share the property of being able to receive body-part
prefixes (§5.3).3 Because of these shared features among nouns and adjectives, these two
lexical categories will be discussed together in this chapter in order to account for their
similarities.
(107) ya [ xanu apáñumakama]
[ puro bënákamaí]kaina
mi ‘ai.
ya xanu apan=ñu=ma=kama puro bënat=kama=ín=ka=mina
mi ‘a-i
ok woman old=PROP=NEG=PL only young=PL=EXCL=VAL=2A/S 2 doIPFV
‘You, not old women, only young (people) are (dancing).’
(Comunicado_sobre_sembrío_y_fumigación-NN-2012-11-24-CBR.1.106)
(108) porque uní
a rëxun
pia.
porque uni=n
a rëxun
pi-i-a
because K.person=A/S 3 maze-A/S>A:PE eat-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Because people eat (the other’s chickens) after killing them.’
(Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28-CBR.1.107)
(109) bënatanka
‘ó
‘axa.
bënat=an=ka=a
‘ó
‘a-a-x-a
young=A/S=VAL3=3A/S tapir do-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘The young (one) killed the tapir.’ (Elicited)
(110) xanuka
chaxuia.
xanu=ka=a
chaxu-i-a
woman=VAL=3A/S deer-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The woman is turning into a deer.’ (Elicited)
(111) kuínmi
‘iaka
ma
chaia.
kuín=mi
‘i-a=ka=a
ma
cha-i-a
cloud=DAT be-A/S>S:PE=VAL=3A/S already big-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The rainbow) is getting big because of the clouds that were over there.’
(Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-2014-12-02-CBR.269.2)
3

Body-part prefixes are discussed in the chapter on verbs (§5.3. Prefixes), but not in this chapter, mainly
because the distribution of these prefixes is much more wider in verbal roots than in noun or adjective
roots.
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Despite their similaritties, there exist three grammatical criteria in Kakataibo to
distinguish between a noun and an adjective lexical class. The first criterion relates to the
function of noun modification that both nouns and adjectives may have. Adjectives may
modify a noun by either preceding or following it, (112). In contrast, modifying nouns
may only preceed the head noun in this function, (113). That is, in a NP containing two
nouns [N N]NP, the noun on the right always functions as the head and the one on the left
as the modifier. The second criterion distinguishing between nouns and adjectives relates
to the co-occurrence of one of them and the third person possessive pronoun ain. Nouns
modified by this possessive pronoun only get a possessive interpretation. Contrastively,
adjectives being modified by ain are ambiguous having two interpretations, the expected
possessive one and a superlative interpretation, (114). The last distinguishing criterion
corresponds to the process of reduplication. Full reduplication occurs with adjectives
yielding a form expressing meanings such as plurality (115) and intensity. Partial or full
reduplication of nouns has not been attested in the corpus and speakers do not accept
them, e.g. *‘inu ‘inu.
(112) uni bënat
bënat uni

K.person young
young K.person

(113) ‘inu xakat jaguar skin
*xakat ‘inu skin jaguar
(114) ain ‘inu
ain upit

‘young person’
‘young person’
‘jaguar’s skin’
‘jaguar’s skin’

3.POSS jaguar
‘his jaguar’
3.POSS beautiful ‘his beautiful (one)’ / ‘the most beautiful’
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(115) y ademáská
visitantekama bësi bësi mëdnua
bësi bësi
y además=ka=a
visitante=kama bësi bësi mëdnua
bësi bësi
and also=VAL=3A/S visitor=PL
other other land-LOC=PA.S other other
caceríoka
unuxu
‘aia.
cacerío=ka=a
u-nuxun
‘a-i-a
village=VAL=3A/S come-A/S>A:FE do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘In addition, visitors from many many regions, from many many villages are
going to come.’ (Actividades_del_aniversario-MiG-2014-06-10-CBR.1.17)

The morpho-syntactic criteria showing the similarities and differences between
the lexical classes of nouns and adjectives are summarized in Table 22 below. Class
specific properties of nouns and adjectives are discussed in §Sections 4.2 and 4.3,
respectively. Enclitics that attach to the NP level are the subject of Section 4.4. Noun
phrase enclitics, which includes case markers (§4.4.1), number markers (§4.4.2) and
other nominal morphology (§4.4.3).
Table 22. Grammatical properties of nouns and adjectives

Grammatical criterion
Head of an NP
Nominal morphology
Function as inchoative predicate
Function as causative predicate (with –o ‘inchoative’)
Noun modification (following)
Noun modification (preceding)
Superlative (ain + root)
Reduplication
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Nouns
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Adjectives
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4.2. NOUNS
Nouns in Kakataibo group themselves into different nominal classes according to their
morpho-syntactic properties (see also §3.2.1). Thus, nouns are distinguished according to
three parameters: countability, possession and lexical freedom. The criterion of
countability distinguishes between countable and uncountable nouns. Countable nouns,
heading an NP, are able to take the plural enclitic =kama and are modified by numerals,
(116). In contrast, uncountable nouns do not take the plural marker and do not co-occur
in the same phrase with modifying numerals, (117). Countable nouns refer to entities that
can be perceived of as individualized whereas uncountable nouns refer to entities that are
usually conceptualized as not showing clear boundaries among their members. However,
some uncountable nouns may be conceptualized as being countable in certain
interpretations. For instance, the noun baka may behave as a countable noun when having
a specific interpretation such as ‘rivers’ or ‘water bottles’, but never when referring to
‘water’. Note that the majority of nouns in Kakataibo belong to the set of countable
nouns.
(116) bëchikë
in
kaia
ñapon
ñu

‘offspring’
‘tree’
‘bat’
‘sábalo’
‘thing’

bëchikë=kama ‘offspring (pl)’
in=kama
‘trees’
kaia=kama
‘bats’
ñapon=kama ‘sábalos (fish)’
ñu=kama
‘things’

rabët bëchikë
rabët in
rabët kaia
rabët ñapon
rabët ñu

(117) baka
duñu
kanak
karu
madi

‘water’
‘wind’
‘thunder’
‘firewood’
‘sand’

# baka=kama
# duñu=kama
# kanak=kama
# karu=kama
# madi=kama

# rabët baka
# rabët duñu
# rabët kanak
# rabët karu
# rabët madi
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‘two off (pl.)’
‘two trees’
‘two bats’
‘two sábalos’
‘two things.’

The other major distinction of nouns in Kakataibo is based on their tendency to be
possessed or not. That is, two sub-sets of nouns can be identified according to this
criterion: obligatorily possessed nouns and optionally-possesed nouns. Obligatorily
possessed nouns constitute a small set of Kakataibo nouns occurring in discourse as being
possessed, usually marked by a pronoun hosted by the possessive enclitic =n. Nouns of
the obligatorily possessed sub-class belong mainly to kinship terms and other semantic
fields expressing a whole-part relationship, such as body parts. Obligatorily possessed
nouns may occur as being unpossessed in very few pragmatic contexts in which the
possessive relationship seems to be understood. Consider the contrast between the NPs
having the noun tita ‘mother’ in examples (118) and (119). In the sentence in (118) the
obligatorily possessed noun tita is modified by the third person possessive pronoun. In
contrast, this same noun does not occur with a possessive pronoun modifying it in (119)
because the interlocutors of the conversation are siblings who share the possessive
relation making it unnecessary. Notice that in this example, the noun tita ‘mother’ does
not function as a vocative since the speech is addressed to the sibling, not the mother;
actually, the noun tita fills the A argument slot. In addition, speakers tend to reject
obligatory possessed nouns without a possessive phrase and offer instead the possessed
form. In contrast, optionally possessed nouns may or may not occur as being possessed
and speakers accept both forms equally. In terms of their distribution, optionallypossesed nouns account for a much larger set of the Kakataibo lexicon.
(118) aín
tita
kakëxa.
aín
tita
ka-akë-x-a
3.POSS mother tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(He) told his mother.’ (Mito_de_creacion-CBM-2012-11-16-CBR.1.43)
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(119) tita
mi
ñu xutia
ya.
tita
mi=n
ñu xu-t-i-a
ya
mother 2=POSS thing send-REFL-IPFV-N.PROX ok
‘(Our) mother (already) is sending your thing, ok’
(No_pudo_viajar_llamada_telefónica-4-CH-AP-IP-JP-15-08-2014-CBR.23.2)

Finally, a handful of Kakataibo nouns may not form an independent lexical word
and, thus, they may not occur by themselves in speech. These nouns require a body-part
prefix in order to form a full-fledged grammatical word. The obligatory body-part prefix
(§5.3) in these bound nouns specifies the location of the noun. The current exhaustive list
of these nouns in my sample is given in (120). Notice that these bound nouns may
combine with all the members of the set of body-part prefixes.
(120) -chí

‘long hair’

ta-chí
ma-chí

foot-long hair
head-long hair

-xu: ‘lack of hair’

ta-taxu foot-lack of hair
më-taxu hand-lack of hair

-ru

ma-ru
si-ru

‘lack of hair’

‘foot’s long hair’
‘head’s long hair’
‘lack of hair on the foot’
‘lack of hair on the hand’

head-lack of hair
‘bald head’
buttocks-lack of hair ‘hairless buttocks’

4.3. ADJECTIVES
As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, adjectives in Kakataibo behave as nouns
do in some fundamental aspects (see Table 22 above), e.g. they may head an NP, and
they take nominal morphology. However, there exist grammatical criteria to argue for a
distinctive lexical class of adjectives, as observed above. Namely, adjectives, but not
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nouns, may precede the noun they modify, (121). A second distinguishing criterion
between adjectives and nouns is that the latter may undergo full reduplication expressing
plurality and intensity, but the former does not participate in this process. The last
distinguishing criterion relates to the interpretation that adjectives may have when
modified by a third person possessive pronoun. That is, adjectives, but not nouns, may
have a supertlative reading when being preceeded by ain ‘3.POSS’, as in (122).
(121) […] ani uninká
ën
kuku
‘iákëxi.
ani uninká
ën
kuku
‘iákëxi
big K.person=A/S=VAL=3A/S 1=POSS father.in.law be-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘My grandfather was tall’. (Sobre_su_familia-Blanca-Kleber-2014-07-04CBR.1.38)
(122) […] bikëxu
aín
inka baín
‘arutankëxu
aí
xëni
bis-këxun
aín
inka bai=n
‘a-ru-tankëxun
ain
xëni
grab-O>A:PE 3.POSS Inca path=INST do-UP=A/S>A:PE 3.POSS old
‘akëxa.
‘a-akë-x-a
do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] after grabbing them, after (they) put (it) on the Inca’s road, (they) killed the
oldest one (of the big hawks).’ (Tëtëkamëo-LR-2014-07-18-CBR.1.31)
The lexical class of adjectives contains 69 members in my corpus and, thus, is
relatively small when compared to the nominal and verbal lexical classes, which contain
hundreds of members each. Adjectives in Kakataibo express the different categories of
Dixon's (1982) property concepts such as dimension (cha ‘big’, ani ‘big’), age (xëni
‘old’, bënat ‘young’), value (upit ‘good’, ‘aidama ‘bad’), color (tunan ‘black’, uxu(a)
‘white), physical propensity (chadkët ‘thin’, puntët ‘straight’), human propensity (ñudma
‘dumb’) and speed (bëdnët ‘fast’).
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Morpho-syntactic criteria has not been found to argue for differet subclasses of
adjectives. However, some adjectives show idiosyncratic properties. The adjective uxu
‘white’ shows the form uxua, with an added vowel /a/, when following the head noun. In
the Lower Aguaytía dialect, the set of adjectives that show this alternation contain seven
members (see Zariquiey 2011a:336-337), including uxu ~ uxua ‘white’. The Lower
Aguaytía adjectives for the color terms panshin ~ panshian ‘yellow’, ushin ~ ushian ‘red’
and paxá, which exhibit this alternation, have been replaced in the San Alejandro dialect
by the denominal adjectives kana=da yellow.sparrow=COMP ‘yellow’, xot=da
red.macaw=COMP ‘red’ and paxat=da unripe=COMP ‘green’, which do not exhibit any
alternation in their form. The adjectives turúa ‘rounded’ and mamúa ‘spherical’ in the
San Alejandro dialect do not show any alternation, but they do in the Lower Aguaytía
dialect. Finally, the adjective tunan ‘black’ does not show any alternation in the San
Alejandro dialect but it is argued to do so in the Lower Aguaytía dialect.
While most adjectives may precede or follow the noun they modify, a handful of
adjectives may only follow their head noun, (123). An instance of an obligatorily
posthead adjective is given in (124). This class of adjectives roughly corresponds to those
found in the Lower Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey 2011a:338-339). The only exceptions to
these are masi ‘cold, ice’, which in the San Alejandro dialect behaves more like a noun,
and kamë́ ëo ‘a lot, much, many’, which is not attested in the latter dialect.
(123) inñot
isi
madman
xëni

‘new’
‘other’
‘shallow’
‘old’
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(124) ka
ë
xuta
xëni ën
chichi
xëni ë bana
=ka
ë=n
xuta
xëni ë=n
chichi
xëni ë bana
=VAL=3A/S 1=POSS grandfather old 1=POSS grandmother old 1 speak
ñuixuánkëxa.
ñui-xun-akë-x-a
tell-APL- REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘My old grandfather, my old grandmother told me stories.’
(Historia_con_canción.1.26)

Since adjectives in Kakataibo may head an NP, they may serve all the functions that
nouns have, such as verbal complement including copula complement. In addition,
adjectives may modify nouns within an NP and in some instances act as adverbial
modifiers.

4.4. NOUN PHRASE ENCLITICS
Kakataibo shows 21 enclitics attaching exclusively to the NP level illustrated in Table 23
below. Nominal enclitics attach to the right edge of the NP and, thus, serve as a
diagnostic tool for identifying the border of the NP constituent. These enclitics mark
cross-linguistic grammatical features such case (§4.4.1) and number (§4.4.2) and other
more language-specific categories including dimension, intensification, etc. (§4.4.3).
These enclitics organize into four different slots according to their position with respect
to the right edge of the NP, as shown in Table 23. Enclitics from slots 4a and 4b have not
been found to co-occur attached to the same NP and for this reason they are associated
with the same general slot. The enclitic =oka ‘river’ is placed in slot 4a because it usually
follows the proprietive enclitic =ñu from slot 3. The affective enclitic =( ́ ) (§4.4.3.4) only
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occurs in instances of address, which puts it in the same functional category as the
vocative marker = ́, but it is not clear if they co-occur or not. The affective marker does
not co-occur with any other case marker. The participant agreement enclitics (§4.4.1.12)
may only attach after the locative (§4.4.1.7) or dative (§4.4.1.2) enclitics, as suggested by
the greyed out area in the table below.
Table 23. Nominal morphology

1
Dimension

2
Number

=on ‘AUG’ =kama ‘PL’
=u ‘HUM.COL’
=ina ‘NHUM.COL’
=tiu ‘QUANT’

3
Case

4a
Miscellaneous

=n ‘A/S’
=nan ‘INST’
=n ‘POSS’
=na ‘PRO.POSS’
=bë(tan) ‘COM.A/S’
=o ‘ABL’
= ́ ‘VOC’
=da ‘COMP’
=ñu ‘PROP’
=nu ‘LOC’
=mi ‘DAT’

=ira ‘INTS’
=ra(su) ‘DIM’
=oka ‘river’

4b
Participant
agreement

=(’:) ‘AFFEC’
=xun ‘PA.A’
=a ‘PA.S’

4.4.1. Case marking and grammatical relations
Case enclitics encode both core and non-core grammatical relations. The subject
grammatical relation may or may not receive case marking depending on its referential
status (nouns vs. pronouns, §4.4.1.1) or its focused status (§9.2.1), but the O argument
never receives overt marking. The dative enclitic (§4.4.1.2) may express core and noncore grammatical relations depending on the context and the predicate with which it
occurs. The other case enclitics express non-core arguments.
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4.4.1.1. =n ‘A/S’
The enclitic =n attaches to noun phrases being headed by a noun, nominalized clause,
pronoun or adjective functioning as the A or S argument of the clause (see Zariquiey
2011a:313-315 for the Lower Aguaytía dialect where the =n enclitic conflates the
ergative, instrumental and possessive functions and shows a different allomorphic
pattern), depending on its referentiality status. This enclitic has different allomorphs, as
shown in (125), depending on the segmental properties of the stem and/or the whether the
root is borrowed or not. The allomorph =n occurs when the stem ends in a vowel,
regardless of the number of syllables. The allomorph =an occurs when the stem ends in a
(phonological) consonant, even though it may not phonetically be realized as such.4
When the allomorph =an attaches to a noun ending in the sequence /in/, the last
consonant of the noun palatalizes. The allomorph =nan attaches mainly to borrowed
words regardless of their number of syllables and phonological form. The allomorph =në
also attaches to borrowed nouns but occurring in the clause after the set of secondposition enclitics, not in initial position. Finally, noun phrases occurring in non-initial
position may optionally appear without the =n ‘A/S’ enclitic. This instance of differential
case marking will be further discussed below.

4

Note that no words with three or more syllables ending in a consonant have been found in the sample.
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(125) =n; bi=n mosquito=A/S, ‘inu=n jaguar=A/S, puruma=n, mythical.character=A/S
=an; tot=an pona=A/S, kanak=an lightning=A/S,
=nan; primo=nan cousin=A/S, ‘uchiti=nan dog=A/S,
=në; María=në María=A/S, professor=n teacher=A/S,
=Ø
The enclitic =n ‘A/S’ is used to mark noun phrases in A function for both nouns
(126) and pronouns (127) and also for NPs in S function, in this case, however, only for
pronouns (128). This enclitic =n attaches to subjects of copula verbs for both nouns and
pronouns (129). Both nouns and pronous do not get any case mark when fuctioning as the
O grammatical relation, as in (130) for the noun no ‘non-Kakataibo person’.
(126) nonka
bësi papi.
no=n=ka=a
bësi papi-i-i
non.K.person=A/S=VAL=3A/S other carry-IPFV-PROX
‘The mestizo person carries other (thing).’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_II-APT-VP-2015-07-09-CBR.220)
(127) ënkána
ñunoi.
ë=n=ka=na
ñunó-i
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S smoke-IPFV
‘I smoke (the meat).’ (Cómo_hacer_chacra-ET-2012-11-02-CBR.1.34)
(128) ënkana
tikíxa.
ë=n=ka=na
ti-ki-ëxan
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S stay-INTR-REC.PST
‘I stayed the other day.’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28-CBR.1.10)
(129) ënkana
Untin ‘ai.
ë=n=ka=na
Untin ‘i-i
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S U.
be-IPFV
‘I am Untin.’ (Overheard)
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(130) […] aí
xon
kari
batá
ain
xo=n
kari
bata=n
3.POSS red.macaw=POSS sweet.potato sweet=INST
xëami
uaniaka
aí
no
xëa-mi-i
uan-ia=ka=a
ain
no
drink-CAUS-A/S>S:SE carry-A/S/O>O:PE=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS non-K.person
këñuákëxa.
këñu-akë-x-a
exterminate-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] making (him) drink the xon kari’s sweet, after carrying (him), (he)
exterminated his enemy (the non-Kakataibo people).’ (Historia edbabake-LR2012-09-30-CBR.1.14)

The use of the case-marker =n is always warranted when the host NP occurs in
clause-initial position, before the second-position clitic complex, as shown in the
examples above. However, the enclitic =n ‘A/S’ optionally appears when the NP does not
occur in the initial position of the clause, (131). In this example, the A argument no ‘nonKakataibo person’ occurs right before the main clause verb and does not show the case
enclitic =n. When this happens, there are not overt grammatical criteria that allow for
distinguishing between the A and O grammatical relations. This, in turn, creates a neutral
case-marking alignment where none of the grammatical relations receive overt marking
(§7.1). This instance of differential case marking in Kakataibo is related to the
information structural status of the NP in A/S function. That is, narrow focused
constituents in Kakataibo strongly tend to occupy the initial position of the sentence (see
§9.2.1). Thus, when the subject does not occupy this position, which suggests that it is
not in focus, the case enclitic may not be present. Actually, the subject NP occurs overtly
in non-initial position when it has (new/change) topical status (§10.3). The interplay
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between information structure and focus marking is further discussed in §Chapter 9.
Focus and Valle (2014a).
(131) uda
‘aidá
nukën
kayu
no
‘akëxa.
u=da
‘ai=id=a
nukën
kayu
no
‘a-akë-x-a
that=COMP then=EVID=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS relative non-K.person doREM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘The mestizo (people) did that to our people.’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11-CBR
LXXII.1.61)

In addition to marking the A and S arguments, the enclitic =n also optionally
attaches to nouns and adverbs expressing a temporality relation that occurs in the initial
position of the clause. Consider the example in (132) where the adverb nëtëro ‘other day’
occurs twice, once in the initial position of the clause marked with =n and the other
instance in non-initial position being unmarked. Notice that the phrase expressing
temporality may occur in the initial position and not being marked by =n, (133).
(132) nëtëronkana
nëtëro ‘ami
kwani
on.
nëtëro=n=ka=na
nëtëro
‘a-mi-i
kwan-i on
other.day=A/S=VAL=1A/S other.day do-CAUS-A/S>S:SE go-IPFV dude
‘I am going to make (them) do some other day.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-201411-06-CBR.256.3)
(133) nëtërokunikana
kwaúti.
nëtëro=kuni=ka=na
kwan-ut-i
other.day=CERT=VAL=1A/S go-DOWN-IPFV
‘I am going to go down (to the city) some other day.’
(Conversación_sobre_su_chacra-ET-SR-2012-11-05-CBR.4.2)
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4.4.1.2. =mi ‘dative’
The enclitic =mi ‘DATive’ does not show any allomorphs in my sample. This enclitic
expresses two main functions, which seem to be historically related (see also Zariquiey
2011a:320-322). In the first use, the enclitic =mi indicates the vague location of the
referent of the NP to which it attaches and is usually translated as ‘near’ or ‘around’ in
this use. In (134), the use of =mi expresses that the people left the forest at a point close
to the Tarahuacá river but where exactly that happened is not specified. The enclitic =mi
also attaches to pronouns and demonstratives. Furthermore, this enclitic does not have
any restrictions based on the distance from the deictic point expressed by the
demonstrative (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:320-322 where a spatial deictic constraint occurs).
Thus, forms such as ënë=mi this (near to speaker)=DAT, a=mi that (near to hearer)=DAT
(135), which is not allowed in the Lower Aguaytía dialect, and u=mi that (away from
hearer and speaker)=DAT occur in texts and are accepted by speakers.
(134) […] nun
Tarokami
pikuákë.
nu=n
Taroka=mi
piku-t-akë
1PL=A/S Tarahuacá=DAT take.out-REFL-REM.PST
‘[…] we came out (of the forest) near Tarahuacá (river).’
(Vio_a_los_kamano_cuando_era_niño-AP-2014-08-01-CBR.1.29)
(135) bërí ëdnë
ëdnëki
kwabiká
Keke
bërí ëd-nët ëd-nët-kin
kwan-a=bi=ka=a
Keke
now see-LN see-LN-A/S>A:SE go-A/S>A:PE=CONT=VAL=3A/S K.
‘ikë
ami
kwanpunia.
‘i-kë
a=mi kwan-pun-i-a
be-NFUT.NMLZ 3=DAT go-HOD1-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(He) went earlier today around where Keke is going looking and looking during
the night.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR.87)
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The second main function of the enclitic =mi is to introduce an extended O
argument to the verbal argument structure (see also §5.2.1). The O argument introduced
in this way usually has a less affected interpretation than base-generated O arguments. In
(136), the first person pronoun ë is only allowed to occur as a clause argument by hosting
the enclitic =mi. Example (137) illustrates the use of the dative enclitic =mi triggering a
less affected interpretation. It is very likely that this ‘dative’ function of =mi may have
evolved out of the vague location interpretation, which is not uncommon crosslinguistically, following a similar path to Spanish a preposition in its object marker
function.
(136)

[…] ‘aibiká
ëmi
banati
kwënima
ya.
‘ai=bi=ka=a
ë=mi
bana-ti
kwën-i=ma
ya
then=CONT=VAL=3A/S 1=DAT speak-FUT.NMLZ want-IPFV=NEG ok
‘[…] but I don’t want people to talk to/about me.’ (Comunicado-EE-2014-06-13CBR.1.16)

(137) ‘imainu ‘aidamoki
no
kia
‘imainu ‘aidama-o-kin
no
kia
and
bad-FACT-A/S>A:SE non.K.person say-A/S/O>O:PE
kuakima
ëda
ami
‘abaëxa.
kuat-kin=ma
ë=da
a=mi
‘a-bait-ëxan
hear-A/S>A:SE=NEG 1=COMP 3=DAT do-DUR-REC.PST
‘And making it bad, (you) did it to them (the mestizo people) as if you do not
listen to the mestizo (people).’ (Anuncio político-Demetrio.1.39)

In a few cases, the enclitic =mi ‘dative’ expresses an instrumental interpretation (138) in
addition to the other two functions.
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(138) […] nukë
ainsiínká
xanpami piákëxa.
nukën
ainsi=ín=ka=a
xanpa=mi pia-akë-x-a
1PL.O/POSS ancestor=EXCL=VAL=3A/S pate=DAT eat-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘[…] our ancestors ate only with pate.’ (Cómo_vivían_los_antiguos-LG-2012-1108-CBR)

4.4.1.3. =nan ‘instrumental’
The enclitic =nan ‘INSTrumental’ shows different allomorphs depending on the number
of syllables of the stem to which it attaches. However, there is a considerable level of
inter-speaker variability attested in the sample where a word with a given phonological
shape may receive different allomorphs of the instrumental enclitic. Mono- and bisillabic, tetra-syllabic plus words and ending in a vowel take the allmorph =n. This
allomorph may sometimes be realized as zero, which triggers a high tone in the
preceeding vowel of the stem. Tri-syllabic words, and a few bi-syllabic stems, take the
allomorph =nan. This allomorph also shows a variant =na when the NP occurs in noninitial position in the clause. Some bi- and tri-syllabic stems take the allomorph =nën
instead. The instrumental allomorph =an is used with stems ending in a closed syllable.
(139) =n
u=n hair=INST, pia=n arrow=INST
=nan tapiti=nan ladder=INST, kuríki=nan money=INST
=na tuati=na shotgun=INST, pëkët-kë=na get.ripe-NFUT.NMLZ=INST
=nën këxpan=në small.arrow=INST, castellano=në Spanish=INST, ‘atapa=nën
hen=INST
=an anat=an catawa=INST, banin=an peach.palm.tree=INST,
=nun a=nun 3=INST
=tan bauxu=tan joint=INST
=nin, Transmar=nin T.=INST, pretina=nin =INST
=Ø
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The main function of the instrumental enclitic =nan is to mark a non-core
argument NP with the semantic role of instrument for carrying out the event of the
predicate it modifies, as shown in (140). The use of the instrumental enclitic is very
regular in the sense that any NP having a referent being used to accomplish the event
expressed by the predicate will take this enclitic. In this sense, the instrumental enclitic is
usually translated as ‘with’, as in the examples above, but also as ‘on’ (141), ‘through’
(142), etc.
(140) nuntinu
‘ai
ë ‘ituín udkuruna
si bimia.
nunti=nu
‘a-i
ë ‘ituín udkuruna
si bimia
canoe=LOC be-A/S>S:SE 1 quick match=INST fire grab-CAUS-PFV
‘Being (them) on the canoe, I quickly started a fire with matches.’
(Qué_hacía_estos_días-MA-2012-10-15-CBR.1.9)
(141) […] bëríkána
nu radiona
kuá.
bërí=ka=na
nu radio=na
kuat-a
now=VAL=1A/S 1PL radio=INST hear-INST
‘[…] we just heard (that) on the radio.’ (Escuchó_de_fútbol_en_la_radio-SR2012-11-09-CBR.1.2)
(142) […] no
baí
nukuákëxa.
no
bai=n
nuku-akë-x-a
non.K.person road=INST reach-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] the mestizo person arrived (there) through the dirt road.’ (Chunan_tita-ET2012-11-22-CBR.1.18)

4.4.1.4. =n ‘possessive’
The enclitic =n ‘POSSessive’ has different allomorphs, which are conditioned by the
phonological form of the noun to which it attaches or its lexical origin, (143). The
allomorph =a(n) occurs with nouns ending with the alveolar nasal consonant /n/, which
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may also lose its coda nasal consonant. All other Kakataibo native nouns take the
allomorph =n. Borrowed nouns usually take the allomorph =na(n), which may occur
without the final consonant as well. The possessive enclitic may be dropped, leaving a
high tone on the preceding vowel, although this only occurs with Kakataibo native nouns.
Notice that the possessive enclitic =n is clearly differen from the enclitic =n ‘A/S’ in the
San Alejandro dialect as evidenced by their different functions and allomorphic
variations, but there does not seem to be such a distinction in the Lower Aguaytía dialect
where an enclitic =n conveys both functions (Zariquiey 2011a:313-315).
(143) =n no=n tuati mestizo=POSS shotgun, mestizo (person)’s shotgun, xanu=n tuá
woman=POSS offspring ‘woman’s child’, mapuxo=n papa head=POSS father
‘big head’
=nan poso=nan tita well=POSS mother ‘big well’, ‘uchíti=nan u dog=POSS hair
‘dog’s hair’
=a pudën=a bachi spider=POSS mosquitero ‘spider web’, Untin=a nunti
Untin=POSS canoe ‘Untin’s canoe’
=Ø kuku=Ø tita father.in.law=POSS mother ‘mother’s father-in-law’, si=Ø
kwëbí fire=POSS mouth ‘fire’s edge’
The possessive enclitic =n conveys different semantic relationships, and among those
most attested in the corpus are included meanings such as inter-personal relations
(kinship) (144), ownership (145) and part-whole relationship (146), and other
miscellaneous relationships (147). As shown in these examples, the possessive enclitic
attaches to the possessor NP and this possessor phrase obligatorily precedes the
possessum.
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(144) ënënká
ën
chai
‘iákëxa.
ënë=n=ka=a
ë=n
chai
‘i-akë-x-a
this=A/S=VAL=3A/S 1=POSS brother.in.law be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘This was my brother-in-law.’ (Conversacion_sobre_kamano_de_tornavista-ETCB-2012-11-26-CBR.1.3)
(145) ënkana
ën
naënu
ën
‘apati.
ë=n=ka=na
ë=n
naë=nu ë=n ‘apat-i
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S 1=POSS dig=LOC 1=A/S plant-IPFV
‘I plant my farm.’ (Ir_a_cosechar-MiG-10-06-14-CBR.1.17)
(146) ‘aikana
más o menos ën
nami paë tani.
‘ai=ka=na
más o menos ë=n
nami paën tan-i
then=VAL=1A/S more or less
1=POSS flesh pain feel-IPFV
‘Then, my body hurts a little bit.’ (Accidente_en_la_pierna-AM-2012-10-16CBR.1.22)
(147)

[…] como achúi gringona ëmada […]
como achúi gringo=na
ëma=da
like one gringo=POSS village=COMP
‘[…] like a gringo’s town […]’ (Historia_de_murcielago-ET-2012-11-16CBR.1.11)

4.4.1.5. =na ‘pronominal possessive’
The enclitic =na ‘PROnominal POSSeessive’ is used to indicate similar possessive
relationships as those expressed by the enclitic =na ‘possessive’, discussed in the
preceeding section. In addition, the pronominal possessive also attaches to the possessor.
However, the pronominal possessive differs phonologically and in function from the
other possessive enclitic. First, the enclitic =na does not show any allomorphs in my
sample. And second, NPs marked with the pronominal possessive enclitic =na do not
need, and cannot co-occur, with a head noun; rather, the phrase marked by =na stands as
its own head (148).
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(148) navidad
ënënu
bari ënënu
a innuti
porque
navidad
ënë=nu
bari ënë=nu a innut-i
porque
Christmas this=LOC sun this=LOC 3 pass.by-IPFV because
isairakana
ë nona
innúa.
isa=ira=ka=na
ë no=na
innut-a
many=INTS=VAL=1A/S 1 non-K.person=PRO.POSS pass.by-PFV
‘This Christmas this year I am going to spend (it here) because I have (already)
spent many Christmas at the mestizo’s’ (Comunicado_sobre_navidad-MB-201211-17-CBR.1.30)

4.4.1.6. =bë ~ =bëtan ‘comitative’
The enclitics =bë ‘COMitative S’ and =bëtan ‘COMitative A’ express comitative case
with intransitive and transitive predicates, respectively. This comitative case expresses a
togetherness relation in carrying out the predicate’s event between the A or S argument
and the comitative-marked NP. The comitative-marked NP’s referent is foregrounded
into discourse but without reaching the foregroundness of the A or S argument. Examples
of the comitative markers are presented below. Notice that there is not a comitative case
enclitic targeting the O grammatical relation; rather, the postposition këñu ‘with’ serves
this function. This contrasts with the behavior of the corresponding morpheme këñu in
the Lower Aguaytía dialect where it has been analyzed as an enclitic (Zariquiey
2011a:317-318). In the San Alejandro dialect, =këñu is better analyzed as a postposition
because of its morpho-phonological behavior – the lack of voicing of the initial velar stop
/k/, which characterizes clitics and suffixes in this dialect (§2.1).
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(149) ‘atia në ain
pasakamabëtá
bëáxa.
‘atia në ain
pasakamabëtá
bë-a-x-a
then hmm 3.POSS peer=PL=COM.A bring-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Then, (they) brought (it) with the others.’ (Comunicado_sobre_estudio-Franshi2014-06-17-CBR.1.90)
(150) abëtá
kirika ‘akë
uni
bënabë
kwankëxa.
a=bëtan
kirika ‘a-kë
uni
bënat=bë
kwan-akë-x-a
3=COM.A paper do-NFUT.NMLZ K.person young=COM.S go-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘(He) left with the (one he) studied with, with the young man.’
(Historia_de_murcielago-ET-2012-11-16-CBR.1.5)

4.4.1.7. =nu ‘locative’
The enclitic =nu ‘LOC’ expresses precise location with stative predicates (151), goal or
end point (of the movement) with motion verbs (allative, (152) and target of the event
with action predicates (153).
(151) o adapika
Aguaytíanu
‘ikë.
o a=dapi=ka=a
Aguaytía=nu ‘ikë
or 3=DUBT=VAL=3A/S Aguaytía=LOC be.3.IPFV
‘Or that is in Aguaytía, I think.’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_V-ET-HB2015-07-06-CBR.139.1)
(152) […] ain
ëmanu
nukuakëxa.
ain
ëma=nu
nuku-akë-x-a
3.POSS village=LOC reach-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] they arrived to his village.’ (Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11CBR.1.23)
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(153) […] nun
nuntinu
purui.
nu=n
nunti=nu
puru-i
1PL=A/S canoe=LOC put.on-IPFV
‘After taking (it), we put (it) into the canoe.’ (Cómo_preparar_fariña-LG-201210-19-CBR)

The enclitic =nu also shows extended locative meanings in which the location of the
referent of the NP to which it attaches goes beyond physical location. In (154), the =nu
enclitic is used to express the location of a possessed (non-overt) referent of the NP.
Thus, the location of the NP to which =nu attaches is not being specified but rather that
of an entitiy related (by ownership) to that referent. Furthermore, the enclitic =nu, when
attaching to the pronoun a ‘third person’, indicates a temporal relation ‘then’ instead of a
locative one.
(154) […] nunu
empresa kupi tëkë […]
nu=nu
empresa kupi tëët-kë
1PL=LOC company for work-NFUT.NMLZ
‘[…] because the company works in our lands’ (lit. on us)’
(Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.45)
(155) anukana
kuai
kwanpuni.
a=nu=ka=na
kuai-i
kwan-pun-i
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S play-A/S>S:SE go-HOD1-IPFV
‘Then, I went to play (soccer).’ (Conversación_sobre_lo_hecho_el_día_anteriorAP-JP-2012-09-30-CBR.17.3)

4.4.1.8. =o ‘ablative’
The enclitic =o ‘ABLative’ does not trigger the dropping of the preceding consonant of
the stem to which it attaches, as the other morphemes in the language beginning with the
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vowel /o/ do, but it does cause the deletion of the preceding /a/ vowel of the stem. This
enclitic is used to express the source of the movement of the predicate, (156), and is
usually translated as ‘from’. Furthermore, this enclitic may also occur in clauses having a
stative predicate, in which it expresses a more locative-like spatial relation. The
morpheme =o may attach to nouns, pronouns, demonstratives, adjectives and adverbs as
well.
(156) ‘unpáxo
‘urio
‘aí
kwanunka
kwá
‘unpáx=o
‘uri=o
‘a-i
kwan-nu=ka=a
kwan
water=ABL far=ABL do-A/S>S:SE go-A/S>S:FE=VAL=3A/S go
kixu
kakëxa.
ki-xun
ka-akë-x-a
say-A/S>A:PE tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘He said “let’s go in order to go to do (it) from a little further away, from the
river.’ (Historia_de_murciélago-ET-2012-11-16-CBR.1.3)

4.4.1.9. = ́ ‘vocative’
The enclitic = ́ ‘VOCative’ is realized by a high tone and vowel lengthening of the last
vowel of the word to which it attaches and neutralizes when its host ends in a
phonological consonant, even though this final consonant also drops. The main function
of the vocative enclitic in Kakataibo is for address and keeping attention of the
interlocutor. Although the vocative marker occurs more frequently with kinship terms
(157) in naturalistic speech, this marker may, but does not necessarily, also attach to nonkinship nouns such as nouns referring to animals (e.g. ‘uchití dog=VOC) and proper
names (Pedró Pedro=VOC), with certain semantic restrictions (e.g. animacity of the
entity being addressed). In this context, the vocative marker may be realized only by
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duration, without a high tone in the last vowel. Note that in the Lower Aguaytía dialect,
the vocative marker may only occur with kinship nouns (Zariquiey 2011a:274). The
kinship terms for mother tita and father papa optionally show a shortened vocative form
ta and pa, respectively. It should be noted, however, that these forms are not used
exclusively as vocatives, but function as family-oriented endearment terms. In addition,
the vocative marker was not accepted to occur with the generic nouns uni ‘Kakataibo
person, man’ and xanu ‘woman’.
(157) kaina
uá
xutá
karaina
uá
=ka=mina
u-a
xuta= ́
=ka=ra=mina
u-a
=VAL=2A/S come-PFV grandmother=VOC =VAL=INT=2A/S come-PFV
chuchú
kana
ubaiti
mikana
chuchu= ́
=ka=na
u-bait-i
mi=ka=na
female’s.married.sister=VOC =VAL=1A/S come-DUR-IPFV 2=VAL=1A/S
ñu bëxúa
mikana
chupa bëxúa
sabë́
ñu bë-xun-a
mi=ka=na
chupa bë-xun-a
sabë= ́
thing bring-APL-PFV 2=VAL=1A/S cloth bring-APL-PFV daughter.in.law=VOC
kixunká
ë
xuta
kakëxi.
ki-xun=ka=a
ë=n
xuta
ka-akë-x-i
say-A/S>A:PE=VAL=1A/S 1=POSS grandmother tell-REM.PST-3-PROX
‘“You have come. Grandmother, you came. Sister, you were coming. […]. I
brought you (some) things. I brought you clothes, sister.”, saying (this), my
grandmother told (me).’ (Sobre_su_familia-Blanca-Kleber-2014-07-04CBR.1.16)

4.4.1.10. =da ‘comparative’
The enclitic =da ‘COMParative’ attaches to the standard of comparison NP and is used to
express comparison of equality, that is, that something is similar to something else with
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respect to a/some propertie(s). The object of comparion may or may not be overtly
present in the clause. NPs marked with the comparative enclitic =da occur pervasively in
texts functioning as adverbial modifiers, either as such (158) or further combining with
switch-reference suffixes. In addition, they also may head an NP, (159) and modify
another noun.
(158) […] ‘unaxumabi
kamabi
uni
kamabi
xanu
‘unan-xun=ma=bi
=kama=bi uni
=kama=bi xanu
know-A/S>A:PE=NEG=CONT =PL=CONT K.person =PL=CONT woman
uda
ñu ‘axa.
u=da
ñu ‘a-a-x-a
that=COMP thing do-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘[…] men, women did things like those without knowing (what they were doing).’
(Anuncio_político-Demetrio.1.43)
(159) […] ya bësiribi
kamabi
aí
xo pia
xëtada
ya.
ya bësi=ribi
=kama=bi ain
xo pia
xëtada
ya
ok other=ADD =PL=CONT 3.POSS bone arrow tooth=COMP ok
‘[…] (make) the other (leaves) like the arrow stick’s teeth.’ (Hacer_maspute-HGET-2015-07-22-CBR.49.2)

4.4.1.11. =ñu ‘proprietative’
The enclitic =ñu ‘PROPrietive’ expresses meanings such as ‘having, with’, where its
semantic complement is the referent of the noun to which it attaches, as in having/with N,
as in (160). The constituent marked with the enclitic =ñu shows mixed properties of
nouns and adjectives. On the one hand, =ñu-marked constituents may have a noun
modification function, as in the first instance of =ñu ‘proprietive’ in (160), and may also
occur before or after the head noun they modify (161), both properties of adjectives.
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Different from adjectives and similar to nouns, constituents marked with =ñu do not
allow reduplication, neither full nor partial, and do not produce a superlative reading
when being modified by ain ‘third person possessive’. In addition, the constituent hosting
the proprietive =ñu may head its own phrase and may occur without further constituents,
as illustrated in the second phrase marked with =ñu in (161). This contrasts with the
situation found for equivalent =ñu marked phrases in the Lower Aguaytía dialect where
the =ñu-marked element obligatorily occurs with a head noun (Zariquiey 2011a:347348). Note that the enclitic =ñu has only been found to attach to nomimal NPs headed by
a noun; no instance of it has been attested in which it attaches to an adjective heading an
NP in the corpus. In addition, phrases marked with =ñu may serve adverbial modification
functions in some cases in natural discourse, (162), but it is more common for them to
receive a switch-reference suffix when performing this function, e.g. kuríki=ñu-xun
money=PROP-A/S>A:PE ‘having money’. Overall, this suffix is high in productivity and
very frequent in connected speech.
(160) ñuñu
unikuniká
biti
‘ikë
ñu=ñu
uni=kuni=ka=a
bis-ti
‘ikë
thing=PROP K.person=CERT=VAL=3A/S grab-FUT.NMLZ be.3.IPFV
ñuñuma
‘ixunkaina
udabi
tënëti […]
ñu=ñu=ma
‘i-xun=ka=mina
u=da=bi
tënë-ti
thing=PROP=NEG be-A/S>A:PE=VAL=2A/S that=COMP=CONT holdFUT.NMLZ
‘People having things may get (other things), but not having (anything), you have
to deal with (it). ’ (Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10CBR.1.179)
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(161)

[…] uni
kirikañu
kwania
ëdtankëxu
mejor
uni
kirikañu
kwan-ia
ëdtankëxun
mejor
K.person paper=PROP goA/S/O>O:PE see-A/S>A:PE better
kirikañuma
mejor kwantima
‘ai
ya.
kirika=ñu=ma
mejor kwan-ti=ma
‘a-i
ya.
money=PROP=NEG better go-FUT.NMLZ=NEG be-IPFV ok
‘[…] after seeing those people having an ID leave, (you) who do not not have an
ID better do not have to go (to vote).’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-1028-CBR.1.41)

(162) o uni ‘akëxukamanká
ain
tita
në ñuñuma
o uni ‘akëxukamanká
ain
tita
në ñuñuma
or child=PL=A/S=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS mother hmm thing=PROP=NEG
ëbiankë
kupi rëxun
pia.
ën-bian-kë
kupi rët-xun
pi-i-a
leave-GO.TR-NFUT.NMLZ for maze-A/S>A:PE eat-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Or when their mother leaves the kids without anything, they eat (the chickens)
after killing (them).’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28-CBR.1.108)

4.4.1.12. Participant agreement
In Kakataibo, as well as in other Panoan languages, nominal phrases and adverbs
expressing location receive specialized markers depending on the core grammatical
relation they modify —a category that has been labeled as participant agreement
(Valenzuela 2003:371). The participant agreement enclitics =xun ‘Participant Agreement
A’ and =a ‘Participant Agreement S’ in Kakataibo attach to NPs marked with either the
locative =nu or dative =mi, following them and spatial adverbs. The enclitic =xun
attaches to NPs and adverbs adding information about the location of the A argument. In
example (163), the referent of the A argument ‘jaguar’ is located above the tree whereas
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the O argument is placed at a different location. The enclitic =a is used to indicate the
location of the O argument and also the spatial origin or source of the S argument with
intransitive predicates of movement. Example (164) shows that the NP rikan=nu=a adds
information about the non-overt argument ‘fish’, not the second person A argument. In
(165), the participant agreement marker =a indicates the point of origin of the action of
coming. NPs or adverbs expressing the location or goal of movement (166) of the S
grammatical relation do not take a participant agreement marker. Table 24 summarizes
the functions of the participant agreement enclitics in Kakataibo. Notice that some
younger speakers do not use the =a ‘PA.S’ enclitic with NPs or adverbs modifying the O
grammatical relation.
(163) anká
manáxubi
manáxubi
ñuina kainia.
a=n=ka=a
manan=xun=bi
manan=xun=bi
ñuina kain-i-a
3=A/S=VAL=3A/S above=PA.A=CONT above=PA.A=CONT animal waitIPFV-N.PROX
‘The (big jaguar) waits above for animals.’ (Conversación_sobre_cacería- DRPI-ET-2012-11-17-CBR.12.1)
(164) mi
rikánuakaina
ñu mërakëma?
mi=n
rikan=nu=a=ka=mina
ñu mëra-kë=ma
2=POSS net=LOC=PA.O=VAL=2A/S thing find-NFUT.NMLZ=NEG
‘You did not find any (fish) on your net?’ (Conversación_sobre_pesca-ET-DR-PI2012-11-18-CBR.3.2)
(165) ama
a la unakana
umia
upuni.
a=ma a la una=ka=na
u=mi=a
u-pun-i
3=NEG at one=VAL=1A/S that=DAT=PA.S come-HOD1-IPFV
‘No, I came at one from there.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR.10.2)
(166) puentenu
kwá
uni
uruia.
puente=nu kwan-a
uni
u-ru-i-a
bridge=LOC go-A/S>S:PE K.person come-UP-IPFV-N.PROX
‘After going to San Alejandro city (the bridge), the people are going to come up
(here).’ (Instalacion_de_fabrica_de_chiringa-AM-2012-11-22-CBR.1.189)
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Table 24. Participant agreement enclitics

Intransitive
Source
Location/Goal
=a
Ø

Transitive
A
O
=xun
=a

4.4.2. Number
4.4.2.1. =kama ‘plural’
In the enclitic =kama, the initial velar consonant is voiced when following a voiced
segment, as is the case with other enclitics and affixes in between voiced segments within
the word domain. This enclitic is used to express plurality (167), that is more than one
entity of the referent of the NP to which it attaches. However, plurality may be conveyed
without necessarily having =kama being attached to an NP, (168). Notice that the
optionality of the enclitic =kama holds in contexts of predicates with a positive or
negative polarity. The plural enclitic =kama does not co-occur in the same NP where a
numeral, either native or borrowed, is present, (169), presumably because plurality is
already marked, (*bëchikë=kama rabë́). However, =kama optionally occurs in NPs
having a quantifier modifier, e.g. isa uni=kama many K.person=PL.
(167) ‘aiká
bërí unikama
desfilá ‘ibaitia.
‘ai=ka=a
bërí uni=kama
desfilá ‘i-bait-i-a
then=VAL=3A/S now K.person=PL march be-DUR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Then, the people were marching earlier today.’
(Sobre_aniversario_de_la_comunidad-LIG-20-06-14-CBR.1.22)
(168) ënkána
nuncabi
uni
kuaiokë.
ë=n=ka=na
nunca=bi
uni
kuai-o-akë
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S never=CONT K.person play-FACT-REM.PST
‘I have never made fun of people.’ (Anuncio politico-Demetrio.1.114)
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(169) […] ë
bëchikë rabë́ ëbiaëxá.
ë =n
bëchikë rabët ëbiaëxá
1=POSS offspring two leave-GO.TR-REC.PST
‘I left leaving my two kids […].’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28CBR.1.75)

The enclitic =kama may occur by itself forming an independent grammatical and
phonological word, suggested by its carrying of stress in the initial syllable and lack of
the initial velar consonant voicing. In this use, =kama heads its own NP and is usually
translated as ‘everything’. In example (170), =kama occurs by itself, and due to its
enclitic status, it preceeds the NP that it potentially may modify nukën ainsi rather than
following it.
(170) […] udai
kama nukë
ainsi
‘ana
u=da-i
=kama nukën
ainsi
‘a-ana
that=COM-A/S>S:SE =PL 1PL.O/POSS ancestor do-A/S>A/S>SE
‘ana
no
biákëxi.
‘a-ana
no
bis-akë-x-i
do-A/S>A/S:SE non.K.person grab-REM.PST-3-PROX
‘The mestizo people caught (them) doing and doing all (those things) to our
ancestors like that.’ (Cómo_vivían_los_antiguos-MA-2012-11-29-CBR.1.50)

4.4.2.2. =u ‘human collectivizer’
The enclitic =u ‘HUM COLectivizer’ is used to designate a group of individuals
belonging to the same social group. Thus, this enclitic only attaches to common nouns
expressing a human referent. Currently, this enclitic is not very productive and has been
found to occur only with the nouns no=u non-Kakataibo person=HUM.COL ‘mestizo
people’, kamáno=u native people=HUM.COL ‘(other) native peoples’ (171), ipi=u
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Shipibo=HUM.COL ‘Shipibo-Konibo people’, gringo=u gringo=HUM.COL ‘foreing,
white people’.
(171) […] pero bësi bësi kamánouka
añu ñubi
pero bësi bësi kamáno=u=ka=a
añu ñu=bi
but other other kamano=HUM.COL=VAL=3A/S what thing=CONT
‘iñáxi.
‘i-ñá-x-i
be-HOD2-3-PROX
‘[…] but what things the other native peoples have (not) done.’
(Comunicado_sobre_estudio-Franshi-2014-06-17-CBR.1.8)

Historically, this enclitic =u comes from the morpheme bo, expressing plurality in
other Panoan languages such as Shipibo-Konibo (Valenzuela 2003). A related form -bu
also occurs in the Lower Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey 2011a:542-543), but it has slightly
different, but historically likely related, functions, such as collective and imprecise
reference. In the San Alejandro dialect, the historically related but synchronically frozen
form =bo/=bu is found in certain groups names including Kakatai=bo ‘Kakataibo people’
and other sub-groups within the Kakataibo people such as ru no=bu (howler monkey
non-Kakataibo person=HUM.COL) ‘Kakataibo people from Santa Marta (because of
their beards)’, xukë no-bu toucan non-Kakataibo person=HUM.COL ‘Kakataibo people
from the Aguaytía basin (because of their darker skin color)’ and rëskuni=bu5 ‘Kakataibo
people from San Alejandro (because they allegedly use more nasal sounds in their
speech). These last forms are falling out of use and are mainly known by older speakers
only.
5

Synchronically, there is not a word *rëskuni, but this sequence seems to be related to the word for nose
rëkin with which it shares the initial segments rë, as in the corresponding body-part prefix rë- ‘nose’ (§5.3.
Prefixes)
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4.4.2.3. =ina ‘non-human collectivizer’
The enclitic =ina ‘Non-Human COLectivizer’ deletes the final consonant of the root to
which it attaches, not creating a CV syllable with that final consonant. This enclitic =ina
is used with non-human nouns to refer to a group of entitities without individualizing
them. The enclitic =ina occurs more broadly with animals of different sizes (172) and in
elicitation with some non-animate nouns such as duñu ‘wind’ and maxat ‘pebble’
(172) ñoinabi
unkínabi
ño=ina=bi
unkin=ina=bi
white.lipped.peccary=NH.COL=CONT peccary=NH.COL=CONT
‘óinabi
‘atankë
nukë
ainsi
aín
‘ok=ina=bi
‘a-tankë
nukën
ainsi
aín
tapir=NH.COL=CONT do-A/S>S:PE 1PL.O/POSS relative 3.POSS
ainsibi
pikiánkëxa.
ainsi=bi
pi-kin-akë-x-a
relative=CONT eat-SOC.APL-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] when (they) have hunted white-lipped peccaries, peccaries, tapirs, (our
ancestors) ate together with our relatives.’ (Cómo_vivían_los_antiguos-LG-201211-08-CBR.1.21)

4.4.2.4. =tiu ‘quantification’
The enclitic =tiu ‘QUANTification’ shows two main meanings in Kakataibo. The most
attested one in spontaneous speech is to indicate quantification (173), when attaching to
pronouns, and it is usually translated as ‘how many/how much’ in this use —making
them very frequent in forming interrogative words, (174).
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(173) […] atiu
nëtë nëtë rabë́ ‘imainu nëtë achúi ‘ikidá
xu
a=tiu
nëtë nëtë rabët ‘imainu nëtë achúi ‘ikidá
xu
3=QUANT sky sky two and
sky one be-A/S>A:SE young
xanu
rabë́ an
kakëxa.
xanu
rabët a=n ka-akë-x-a
woman two 3=A/S tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] being there how many days, three days, the two young women said (the old
lady).’ (Xoncha-LR-2012-10-27-CBR.1.15)
(174) uitiukaina
‘aëxa?
ui=tiu=ka=mina
‘a-ëxan
INT.PRO=QUANT=VAL=2A/S do-REC.PST
‘How much (money) did you make the other day?’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-201411-06-CBR.1.161)

The second use of =tiu expresses a similarity relationship between the referent of
the NP it attaches to and some other implicit or explicit referent with respect to some
property, e.g. physical (175), behavior, etc. Although this second use of =tiu is rarely
attested in the corpus, Kakataibo speakers accept the use of =tiu in this context with
different nominal and adjectival roots, e.g. bari=tiu sun=QUANT, bënsit=tiu
slim=QUANT.
(175) ‘aibiidá
este tunun
kuënitiú
‘iakëxa.
‘ai=bi=id=a
este tunu=n
kuëni=tiu
‘i-akë-x-a
then=CONT=EVID=3A/S hmm bagre=POSS beard=QUANT be-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘But (the baby) had a beard like a bagre (catfish).’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP-201211-04- CBR.1.6)
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4.4.3. Other nominal morphology
Beyond case and number, nominal enclitics express other semantic categories such as
size or

dimension (§4.4.3.1 and §4.4.3.2, respectively), intensification (§4.4.3.3),

affective (§4.4.3.4), and an idiosyncratic way to create river names (§4.4.3.5). Each of
these will be addressed below.

4.4.3.1. =ra(su) ‘diminutive’
The enclitic =ra ‘DIMinutive’ shows an allomorph =rasu, which according to my current
knowledge of the language occur in free variation (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:289-291 where
the occurrence of the =rasu allophone is conditioned). These two allomorphs occur with
words of the same phonological shape and they may both appear as the last morpheme of
a given word. Furthermore, the two forms may attach to the same word, e.g. ñu=ra vs.
ñu=rasu thing=DIM. The diminutive enclitic also shows an allomorph =rasuku that
occurs when the NP it attaches to functions as the A, S or instrumental grammatical
function. This enclitic expresses diminutive meaning: the referent of the NP it attaches to
has a smaller size than the standard for that entity, (176). In addition, the diminutive
enclitic =ra(su) may be used to express a positive or negative affective relation to the
referent of the NP without necessarily adding any information about the size of the
referent. In example (177), the big hawk widow is complaining to her offspring that she
used to eat people when her husband was alive, but now she only eats monkeys to her
detriment.
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(176) […] ë
naëra
ë chakámixunkëxunkana
ë naë
ë=n
naë=ra ë chakat-mi-xun-këxun=ka=na
ë naë
1=POSS dig=DIM 1 fall.down-CAUS-APL-O>A:PE=VAL=1A/S 1 dig
nëni.
nën-i
burn-IPFV
‘[…] after chopping down my little farm for me, I am going to burn my farm.’
(Lo_que_va_a_hacer-LiG-2014-07-04-CBR.1.14)
(177) tëtëkamóidá
uni
piári
tëtëk =an
ëo=id=a
uni
piári
hawk=POSS herd=EVID=3A/S K.person eat-A/S>S:PE=IRR2 thing
ñuida
ñu chirurasu
rurasu
ñu
ñu=id=a
ñu chiru=rasu
ru=rasu
ñu
thing=EVID=3A/S thing capuchin.monkey=DIM howler.monkey=DIM thing
piáma
‘ikë.
pi-á=ma
‘ikë
eat-REMPST.NMLZ be.3.IPFV
‘The big hawk, eating people (before), did not eat (other animals), damn capuchin
monkeys, damn howler monkeys.’ (Tëtëkmëo-LR-2014-07-18-CBR.1.7)

4.4.3.2. =on ‘augmentative’
The enclitic =on ‘augmentative’ deletes any preceding consonant of the stem and any non
/u/ vowel preceding this enclitic or preceding the final stem consonant: V(C) > Ø. When
the stem ends in the vowel /u/, the augmentative enclitic occurs as =a and attracts a high
tone to the stem’s final vowel. The use of this enclitic expresses that the referent of the
NP to which it attaches is considerably larger in size than the average, (178). The use of
this augmentative enclitic seems to be falling out of use, as suggested by its limited
frequency in the corpus, only 11 instances, and its restriction to co-occur with certain
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nouns, e.g. *‘anu=a agoutí=AUG, *uni=on Kakataibo person=AUG. The use of analytic
strategies are more frequently used to express a similar meaning conveyed by =on (see
§4.4.4.1 below). Note that Kakataibo speakers who have not seen a jaguar in person use
the word chaxu=a deer=AUG, having the augmentative =on, as a euphemism to refer to
this feared animal instead.
(178) […] tëtëkamó
rëxun
rëtëxu
tëtëk=an
ëo
rët-xun
rëtë-xun
hawk=POSS different maze-A/S>A:PE kill-A/S>A:PE
xakóna
aí
rani biákëxa.
xakat=on=na
aí
rani bis-akë-x-a
skin=AUG=PRO=POSS 3.POSS hair grab-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] after killing the gigantic hawk, (they) took its big skin, its feathers.’
(Tëtëkëamëo-LR- 2014-07-18-CBR.1.11)

4.4.3.3. =ira ‘intensifier’
The enclitic =ira ‘INTENSifier’ attaches to nouns, adjectives and adverbs and expresses
a meaning of intensification of the property of the phrase to which it attaches. For
instance, the enclitic =ira attached to a noun indicates that the entity has the qualities to
make it a good exemplar of its category, e.g. xanu=ira woman=INT ‘very woman
(because of her attitude, look, etc.)’. The following two examples illustrate the use of this
enclitic with an adjective (179) and an adverb (180), respectively.
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(179) upíraka
xanu
an matërëkikë
u
upit=ra=ka=a
xanu
an ma-tërë-ki-kë
u
pretty=INTENS=VAL=3A/S woman 3=/A head-tie-INTR-NFUT.NMLZ that
‘ikë.
‘ikë
be.3.IPFV
‘The woman who pinned her hair up is very pretty.’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IV-ET-HB-2015-07-05.216.5)
(180) añu ‘aikaina
munuira
munu nisi
añu ‘a-ikaina
munuira
munu nis-i
what do-A/S>S:SE=VAL=2A/S slow=INTENS slow stand.up-IPFV
kixun
ën
papa kakëxa.
ki-xun
ë=n
papa ka-akë-x-a
say-A/S>A:PE 1=POSS father tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘My father told me “why are you walking very slow?”’
(Vio_a_los_kamano_cuando_era_niño-AP-2014-08-01-CBR.1.24)

4.4.3.4. =í:, affective ‘AFFEC’
In addition to the vocative marker = ́, Kakataibo speakers may used the enclitic =í:, with
a high pitch and longer duration of the vowel, in order to express a closer affective
relation and/or happiness towards the referent of the NP to which it attaches. As in the
case of the vocative marker, this affective enclitic is used for address. Few examples of
this marker occurred in the naturalistic corpus and all of them occured with a kin-ship
term. Attaching this marker to non-kinship terms was not allowed by Kakataibo speakers
in elicitation. Consider example (181) where the young speaker had not talked to his
mother for weeks and utters this sentence when he begins to speak with her.
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(181) titaí
kara
papá […] papel bikëma
tita=í
=ka=ra=a
papa=n
papel bis-kë=ma
mother=AFFEC =VAL=INT=3A/S father=A/S paper grab-NFUT.NMLZ-NEG
‘ikë.
‘ikë
be.3.IPFV
‘Mommy, father did not get the document?’
(No_pudo_viajar_llamada_telefónica-4-CH-AP-IP-JP-15-08-2014-CBR.3)

Note that the affective marker =í: attracts the highest pitch and longest duration to the
final (vocalic) segment of the word to which it attaches. Due to this property, it is not
clear whether or not the vocative marker = ́ co-occurs or not with the affective marker
when the latter is present since the presence of a high pitch on the last syllable of the stem
does not occur, which is the only clue for identifying the vocative marker.

4.4.3.5. =oka ‘river’
The noun baka ‘water’ has grammaticalized and turned into a nominal enclitic =oka ~
=aka (see also Zariquiey 2011a:294) that creates new lexical items whose reference is
related to a body of water. The meaning of the independent noun baka ‘water’ has
reduced and specialized in the grammaticalized form =oka ~ =aka where it may only
refer to a river or stream. The allomorph =aka occurs when the nominal root ends in the
high back vowel /u/; the allormorph =oka occurs everywhere else. Thus, this enclitic
attaches to nouns or NPs and creates names of rivers, which are perceived as
characteristically having the property of the base noun. For instance, the river’s name of
which the native community of Sinchi Roca is located, where I did most of my fieldwork,
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is called San Alejandro in Spanish, but its Kakataibo name is noka ‘enemy’s river’.6
Other names of rivers near the area of the native community of Sinchi Roca are listed in
(182). Other river names are formed by attaching the enclitic =ñu ‘proprietative’ to the
root and then attaching the enclitic =oka ~ =aka, as in (183). In this construction, the base
noun has only been found to refer to an animal and the resulting noun indicates a river
that has (many) animals of the kind referred to by the root. A text example of the use of
this enclitic is given in (184).
(182) no=oka
madi=oka
taro=oka
nanë=oka
xaxu=aka

non-K. person=water
sand=water
rotten.tree=water
huito=water
big.stone=water

‘San Alejandro river (lit. enemies water)’
‘Mashihuacá river (lit. sand’s water)’
‘Tarahuacá river (lit. rotten’s tree water)’
‘Huitoyacu (lit. huito’s water)’
‘(lit. big stone’s water)’

(183) ‘amën=ñu=oka capybara=HAVE=water ‘Pachitea river (lit. water having
capybaras’)
runin=ñu=oka anaconada=HAVE=water ‘(lit. water having anacondas)’7
(184) Madioka daë́ kë
udai
‘imainu
madi=oka daë́ kë
u=da-i
‘imainu
sand=river river.mouth that=COMP-A/S>S:SE and

nukën
nukën
1PL.O/POSS

kayuna
‘iákëxa.
kayu=na
‘i-akë-x-a
country.man=A/S be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Our people lived on the mouth of the Mashihuacá river.’ (Criminal-ET-2012-1111-CBR.1.92)

It should be noted that not all river names in Kakataibo occur with the enclitic =oka ~
=aka attached to them, e.g. tuiru, uni bake rëká. Although there is a relatively small set of
6

This river name seems to have been coined before the Kakataibo people settled down on this river (San
Alejandro river). Kakataibo speakers tell that this region was inhabited by unfriendly non-Kakataibo groups
at the time, explaining the Kakataibo river’s name of no=oka non-Kakataibo person=water.
7 No (regional) Spanish name for this river was known.
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nouns containing this enclitic, speakers agree on that new river names could be coined
into the language by attaching the enclitic =oka ~ =aka to other nouns.

4.4.4. Strategies for creating nouns
Kakataibo uses a wide range of constructions for creating new referring expressions
including both analytic and synthetic strategies. The analythic constructions involve the
presence of a possessive marked noun and a specific noun. These include the nouns
tita/papa ‘mother’, tapu or ëo ‘other’ in order to express meanings such as augmentative
(§4.4.4.1), habituality (§4.4.4.2) and similarity (§4.4.4.7), respectively. The use of
compounding also constitutes a productive strategy to create new nouns (§4.4.4.5). The
synthetic strategies to form new nouns include the use of the nominalizing suffixes -ti
‘future nominalizer’ and -kë ‘non-future nominalizer’ (§4.4.4.3), the general negator =ma
(§4.4.4.6) and even zero nominalization (§4.4.4.4).

4.4.4.1. N=POSS tita/papa ‘augmentative’
The most frequent strategy in Kakataibo to express augmentative meaning, the size of an
entity bigger than the standard, consists of an analytic construction consisting of a
possessive phrase where the possessed noun denotes the referent whose size is being
modified and the possessor noun is either tita ‘mother’ or papa ‘father’: N=POSS
tita/papa. This construction can be literally translated as N’s father/mother, where N
stands for the noun contributing the denotation for the whole phrase. Example (185)
illustrates the use of this construction to refer to a very big body of water, literally the
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sea’s father. This strategy to express augmentative is allowed for both nominal and
adjectival roots, e.g. cha=n papa big=POSS father ‘very big (lit. big’s father)’. When
using this construction with an adjective, the meaning expressed may be augmentative or
intensification according to whether the adjective is being used as the head of an NP or as
a noun modifier, respectively.
(185) […] parun
papa bëarami
‘akëxi.
paru=n
papa bëara-mi-i
‘a-akë-x-i
big.rivew=POSS father enclose-CAUS-A/S>S:SE do-REM.PST-3-PROX
‘[…] they enclose (the Inka people) around a very big river (so that the other
people do not attack them).’ (Inca-ET-2012-11-02-CBR.1.25)

Most nouns in Kakataibo may occur in this construction taking either tita or papa
as the possessor of the possessive phrase, (186). However, some roots combine only with
either tita (187) or papa (188) occurring as the possessor element. Notice that the set of
nouns that combines only with papa is much smaller than that of the roots combining
with tita and that these roots belong mainly to the class of adjectives.
(186) baka=n tita/papa
water=POSS mother/father
nonpucha=n tita/papa papaya=POSS mother/father
mëkën=an tita/papa
hand=POSS mother/father

‘big body of water’
‘big papaya’
‘big hand’

(187) runin=an tita
masi=n tita
maxan=an tita

anaconda=POSS mother
cold=POSS mother
pebble=POSS mother

‘big anaconda’
‘very cold’
‘big pebble’

(188) ani=n papa
xanun=an papa
chadkët=an papa

big=POSS father
light=POSS father
thin=POSS father

‘very big’
‘very light’
‘very thin’
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4.4.4.2. N=POSS tapu ‘habitual’
The analytical possessive construction with the noun tapu ‘root’ as the possessor of the
phrase and the target noun marked with the possessive enclitic =n as the possessum,
N=POSS tapu, is used with a closed set of verbal roots to express that an entity usually
realizes the action expressed by the verb, (189). This construction can be translated
literally as ‘the V’s root’, e.g. lie’s root in (189). However, this construction is not very
productive and has only been attested with a few verbal roots, only those shown in (190).
The phonological shape of the verb does not seem to play a role in whether that verb can
be used in this construction or not, xëa ‘drink’, rëtë ‘kill’ or mëkama ‘steal’ (cf. Zariquiey
2011a:298-299); rather, this is lexically determined. Note that some verbs can be used as
nouns without receiving an affix (e.g. bana ‘to speak, word, §4.4.4.4) whereas other
verbs need to take the non-future nominalizer -kë in order to function as nouns (e.g. pi-kë
eat-NFUT.NMLZ) and then be able to occur in this construction.
(189) […] këmën tapu ënë kupi kamabi
kupiómiti
kupi mejor
këmë=n tapu ënë kupi =kama=bi kupion-mi-ti
kupi mejor
lie=POSS root this for =PL=CONT pay-CAUS-FUT.NMLZ for better
denunciá ‘atankëxu
anuxu
kamabi
kwëní
kwani.
denunciá ‘a-tankëxun a=nu=xun
=kama=bi kwën-i
kwan-i
denounce do-A/S>A:PE 3=LOC=PA.A =PL=CONT want-A/S>S:SE want-IPFV
‘(I) am going to call everyone after denouncing (them) for everyone to pay
because of this, liar […] ’ (Comunicado-EE-2014-06-13- CBR.3.23)
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(190) këmë=n tapu
kuai=n tapu
bana=n tapu
chikin=an tapu
‘ux-kë=n tapu
pi-kë=n tapu
in-kë=n tapu
nis-kë=n tapu

lie=POSS root
play=POSS root
speak=POSS root
be.lazy=POSS root

‘liar’
‘player’
‘talkative’
‘lazy’

sleep-NFUT.NMLZ=POSS root
eat-NFUT.NMLZ=POSS root
cry-NFUT.NMLZ=POSS root
stand.up-NFUT.NMLZ=POSS root

‘sleepy head’
‘glutton’
‘weeping’
‘walker’

*xëa-(kë)=n tapu
drink-(NFUT.NMLZ)=POSS root
*rëtë-(kë)=n tapu
kill-(NFUT.NMLZ)=POSS root
*mëkama-(kë)=n tapu steal-(NFUT.NMLZ)POSS root

4.4.4.3. Nominalizing suffixes -ti and -kë
Deverbal nominalization in Kakataibo occurs by using the nominalizing suffixes -kë
‘non-future nominalizer’ and -ti ‘future nominalizer’ (see also §8.3.1.1 and §8.3.1.2). The
nominalized verb expresses a temporal relation of the event, e.g. future, and not the
semantic role of the newly created noun, e.g. agent or patient nominalization. These
nominalizers attach to the verbal stem level, the root with any of the verbal non-final
affixes (§5.4). The use of these nominalizers is very productive in the language and they
are used to create new words to refer to new concepts introduced to the Kakataibo
culture. However, deverbal nouns with either of these suffixes as part of the stable
Kakataibo lexicon are relatively short.

Attaching the nominalizing suffix -ti to a verbal stem creates a new nominal item
expressing the meaning ‘something that will be (used) to V’, where verb stands for the
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verbal stem. For instance, the nominalized form ‘i-ti be-FUT.NMLZ ‘house’ can be
translated literally as ‘something to live (in)’. Further examples of the use of this
nominalizer are given in (191). This nominalizing suffix is also used to create nouns that
refer to the action of the verb itself, e.g. tëët-ti work-NMLZ ‘work, to work’. As
nominalized forms, these lexical items may serve the same function as proto-typical
nouns and may even take nominal morphology, such as case and number, (192).
(191) ‘i-ti
mëra-ti
pi-ti
tatë-ti
xëa-ti

be-FUT.NMLZ
find-FUT.NMLZ
eat-FUT.NMLZ
carve-FUT.NMLZ
drink-FUT.NMLZ

‘house’
‘lover’
‘food’
‘azuela’
‘drink’

(192) ka
ënë tëëtikama
ankëáxa.
ka
ënë tëët-ti=kama
ankë-a-x-a
=VAL=3A/S this work-FUT.NMLZ=PL finish-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘These works are getting finished.’ (Instalación_de_fábrica_de_chiringa-AM2012-11-22-CBR.1.52)

The nominalizing suffix -kë ‘non-future nominalizer’ expresses that the created
noun realizes the predicate expressed by the verb in the past or present. As in the case of
nominalizations marked with -ti, the nominalizing suffix does not express the semantic
role of the newly created noun, e.g. agent, patient, as suggested by the deverbal nouns in
(193). For some nouns, there is not a synchronic base to which the nominalizing suffix
-kë attaches, e.g. xabionkë ‘wife’.

8

This nominalizing suffix has also been attested to

attach to adverbs, as in (194), but its specific semantic contribution in this context is not
clear at this point.
8

Older Kakataibo speakers suggest relating the noun xabionkë ‘wife’ to the body-part xabi ‘crotch’. A
similar case, but without the nominalizing suffix -kë, seems to occur with the archaic noun xuntako
‘woman’ as being composed of the body part xuma ‘breast’ at the beginning of the word.
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(193) ‘i-kë
‘i-kin-kë
bë-ëchit-kë
‘una-n-mi-kë
xabion-kë

be-NFUT.NMLZ
be-SOC.APL-NFUT.NMLZ
head-scrub.up-NFUT.NMLZ
know-TR-CAUS-NFUT.NMLZ
xabion-NFUT.NMLZ

‘house’9
‘woman, wife’
‘offspring’
‘teacher’
‘wife’

(194) ‘urakë
a ‘ikë.
‘ura-kë
a ‘ikë
far-NFUT.NMLZ 3 be-3-IPFV
‘That is what is far.’ (Cómo_se_casan-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.44)

4.4.4.4. Zero nominalization
While most Kakataibo verbs need to take overt morphology to function as a noun, there is
a small closed set of verbs that may function as nouns as such. My current comprehensive
list of these verbs is given in (195). Note that these verbs may only occur as the root,
without any verbal non-obligatory morphology excepting the transitivity assigning
morphemes, in order to function as a noun. The use of the verb bana speak as a predicate
and as a noun, in O grammatical function, is illustrated in (196).

9

Note that the two forms ‘i-ti be-FUT.NMLZ and ‘i-kë synchronically co-exist in Kakataibo. However the
form ‘iti is more frequently attested in discourse.
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(195) ‘akanan
bana
bëdnan
dina-n
këmë
naë
namat
paën
rikan

make.war
speak
shine
think-TR
lie
dig
dream
feel.pain
fish.with.net

‘make war; warrior’
‘speak; voice, word, language’
‘shine; liquor’
‘think; thought’
‘lie; lie’
‘dig; farm’
‘dream; dream’
‘feel pain; pain, drunkness’
‘fish with net, net’

(196) ‘aibikana
nun
bana isi bia
ai
nu
‘ai=bi=ka=na
nu=n
bana isi bi-a
ai
nu
then=CONT=VAL=1A/S 1=A/S speak other grab-A/S>S:PE 3.POSS 1PL
anú
banai.
a=nun bana-i
3=INST speak-IPFV
‘But we spoke that language after getting this other language (Quechua).’
(Creación_de_los_uni_inca-LR-2012-10-26-CBR.1.15)

4.4.4.5. Compounding
A noun may form a compound with another noun, and in very few instances with an
adjective or adverb, with the resulting lexical item functioning as a noun. In noun-noun
compounds, the noun occurring at the right edge functions as the head. In compounds, the
two nouns form a single phonological unit, but the second noun shows the highest pitch
and longest duration. Grammatically, the modifying noun may or may not be marked
with the possessive enclitic =n, as shown in the contrast between (197) and (198). It is
not completely clear at this point when to have the possessive marker or not. However,
the compound, with or without the enclitic =n ‘possessive’, may express a referent that is
different from that of the modification of the head noun, something which does not occur
in non-compound possessive phrases. For instance, the compound baka=n ‘inu
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water=POSS - jaguar ‘yacumama’ does not refer to a jaguar, but to an anaconda.
Compounds in Kakataibo usually express a property-entity relation, as shown in (197)
and (198). While most compounds meaning is predicted by their component elements,
some compounds have a more lexicalized meaning, which are usually related to the
Kakataibo traditional cosmovision, e.g. no chaiti non-Kakataibo person - ancestor
‘praying mantis’, ain chichi ruën tënan 3.POSS grandmother ax=POSS dominate
‘centipedes’.10
(197) chuna ‘inu
idan xënan
‘inu ‘aka
kapa ‘inu
no bai

spider monkey - jaguar
bird - guava
jaguar - heron
squirrel - jaguar
non-Kakataibo person - path

‘black jaguar’
‘sp. of guava’
‘garzapuma’
‘small jaguar’
‘rainbow’

(198) ‘amëna muka
bakan ‘inu
chaxuan puku
danin ‘aka
kansin ñuín

capyabara =POSS - bitter
water=POSS - jaguar
deer=AUG=POSS belly
drizzle=POSS - heron
shapaja=POSS - spirit

‘sp of poisonous plant’
‘mother of water, yacumama’
‘small red fish’,
‘sp. of garza’
‘sp. of insect’

As shown above, compounds may show a more complex structure having more than two
lexical units. This kind of compound shows a structure in which the first noun, usually
marked with the possessive =n enclitic, modifies the second noun and, in turn, this
constituent modifies the head noun occurring last in the compound [[N1 N2] N3].
(199) charin piti muxa
‘inun pui kapa
kukun chukë chari

sparrow=POSS - eat-FUT.NMLZ - thorn
jaguar=POSS - excrement - squirrel
father.in.law=POSS - pigüicho - parrot

10

‘uña de gato’
‘sp. of squirrel’
‘sp. of fish’

The compound noun ain chichi ruën tënan referent is related to a traditional story’s character, to which it
was its grandmother.
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The only compounds with a non-nominal constituent in it found in the corpus are badi
kuin grass - strong ‘waste, poisonouns plant’ and kaman numakuru above - dove ‘sp. of
dove’ displaying an adjective and an adverb, prespectively. Note that in badi kuin the
head occurs as the first element of the compound.
Another very productive way to form compounds in Kakataibo is to use the
nominalized form of the verbs of saying ka ‘tell’ and ki ‘say’, by attaching the suffix -kë
‘non-future nominalizer’ to them, and having this deverbal noun as the head of the
compound, which occurs as the last element. This construction translates literally as
‘what (they) call N’ / ‘what says N’, where N corresponds to the N1 in the compound, as
in (200). However, the referent of this compound is usually different from that of N1.
For instance, ‘ó kakë is not a species of tapir, but of fish. The elements of this compound
form a single phonological word, which is suggested by the stress occurring in the second
noun and the voicing of the initial velar stop of the nominalized verbs.
(200) adin kakë
chaxu kakë
‘ó kakë
tëtëk kikë

paujil - tell-NFUT.NMLZ
deer – tell-NFUT.NMLZ
tapir –tell-NFUT.NMLZ
hawk – say-NFUT.NMLZ

‘sp of bird
‘red insect on the ground’
‘kind of big black fish, kind of’
‘sp. of hawk’

4.4.4.6. Nominalization with =ma ‘negation’
The cliticization of the general negative marker =ma (§6.4. Verbal enclitic) creates new
nouns, whose reference is usually the negation of the referent of the noun, (201).
However, the nouns uni ‘Kakataibo person, man’ and xanu ‘woman’ may have a different
meaning when hosting =ma ‘negation’, as in uni=ma ‘(boy) friend’ and xanu=ma ‘(girl)
friend’. Consider the example (203) where the noun uni ‘Kakataibo person’ occurs
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negated with the meaning ‘friend’. These negated nouns are used when the speaker wants
to contrast an entity with other entities different from it.
(201) ‘inu=ma
no=ma
tita=ma

jaguar=NEG
non-Kakataibo person=NEG
mother=NEG

‘non-jaguar’
‘non-mestizo person’
‘non-mother’

(202) uni
xanuma
ama
nukë bënë a veceka
uni
xanuma
a=ma nukën bënë a vece=ka=a
K.person woman=NEG 3=NEG male
sometimes=VAL=3A/S
(203) […] unima
ë
xukënkaina
mi kamána
unima
ë=n
xukë=n=ka=mina
mi kamána
K.person=NEG 1=POSS brother=INST=VAL=2A/S 2 above
‘ixubiana
ñu ë
xukëna
a favor
‘i-xun-bian-ana
ñu ë=n
xukëna
a favor
be-APL-GO.TR-A/S>A/S:SE thing 1=POSS brother=PRO.POSS in.favor
pikutima […]
piku-t-i=ma
take.out-REFL-IPFV=NEG
‘[…] friend, I do not come out in favor of my brother when you speak about (him)
[…]’ (Comunicado_sobre_estudio-Franshi-2014-06-17-CBR.1.69)

4.4.4.7. N=POSS ëo ‘similarity; group of animals’
Another way of creating new nouns is to use the noun ëo ‘different; group of animals’
modified by a possessive marked noun: N=POSS ëo. This construction may have two
interpretations, the most transparent meaning ‘a (somehow) different N’, where N stands
for the possessive marked noun, and a second less transparent meaning a ‘very big,
enormous N’, as shown in (204). Note that this construction in its ‘big, enormous’
meaning denotes an entity of a bigger size than that of a noun marked with the
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augmentative enclitic =on (§4.4.3.2). This second interpretation may be further extended
to refer to an entity of a different type or species, e.g. the noun kutiñamëo does not refer
to a type of small ant but to a different species. Notice that these two interpretations stem
out of the more literal one ‘N’s different (one)’. Although both uses are productive in the
language, the second interpretation occurs more frequently in the corpus, (205).
(204) baninamëo
charaxamëo
kutiñamëo
kanakamëo

banin=an ëo
charax=an ëo
kutin=an ëo
thunder=an ëo

peach.palm=POSS different
king.fisher=POSS different
small.ant=POSS different
thunder=POSS different

‘sp. of peach palm’
‘big kingfisher’
‘isula’
‘big thunder’

(205) […] nukën
papa diosa kakëxu
bësi bësi ñuina
nukën
papa diosa kakëxu
bësi bësi ñuina
1PL.O/POSS father god tell-O>A:PE other other animal
naikamëo
uaruakëxa.
naik=an ëo
uan-ru-akë-x-a
sky=POSS different take-UP-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] after our father God told (them), many different animals raised up the big
sky.’ (Cuento_de_las_nubes-LR-2012-10-08-CBR.1.7)

In addition, a similar process occurs with a few verbs, where the verbal root
occurs instead of the possessed noun: V=POSS ëo. This construction indicates that the
predicate was carried out for a long period of time, (206). The use of this construction
with verbs is not very productive and has only been attested in traditional stories in the
corpus.
(206) damakamëo
kadunamëo

damat-an ëo
fast=POSS different
‘fast a long time’
kadunan=an ëo make.someone.widow(er)=POSS different
‘make someone widow for a long time’
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Phonologically, this construction shows some peculiarities. First, the alveolar nasal
consonant of the possessive enclitic =n is realized as bilabial, possibly because of an
assimilation process triggered by the high central vowel of the noun ëo. Second, a process
of synalepha occurs where the final consonant of the first noun functions as the onset of a
syllable that has the initial vowel of ther noun ëo as a nucleus. This is by far the most
attested pattern, but a few instances have been found in which this construction did not
undergo the resillabification process, kanak ëo instead of kananamëo ‘big thunder’.
Furthermore, some Kakataibo speakers tend to merge the last two vowels into one, ëo >
o, for whom the forms kananamëo ~ kananamo occur in free variation.

4.5. CONSTITUENT ORDER IN THE NP
As discussed earlier in this chapter, noun phrases may be headed by a noun or an
adjective. In addition, the head of an NP may be further modified by demonstratives,
numerals, quantifiers, nouns and adjectives. Note that adjectives heading an NP cannot
co-occur with a modifying noun in the same NP. The structure of an NP having a head
plus one or more modifiers is discussed in this section.
Nominal modifiers may occur before or after the head noun, as shown in (207)(208) for adjectives, (209)-(210) for demonstratives, and (211)-(212) for numerals.
Demonstrative occurring before the head tend to, but do not necessarily, express a
definite reference. Otherwise, there does not seem to be a semantic difference between
modifiers preceding or following the head.
(207)

‘imainu nukë́
‘imainu nukën

autoridadkamaribi
bana
autoridad=kama=ribi bana
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upí
upit

ñuiti […]
ñui-ti

and
1PL.O/POSS authority=PL=ADD speak pretty narrate-FUT.NMLZ
‘And our authorities are going to say nice words […]’
(Actividades_del_aniversario-MiG-2014-06-10-CBR.1.9)
(208) […] upí
pia
‘itánu.
upit pia
‘i-tan-nu
pretty arrow be-GO.IMP-A/S>S:FE
‘In order to be a nice arrow […]’ (Cómo_se_hace_flecha-AM-2012-10-18CBR.1.3)
(209) […] kamabi
ñu ënë mënióti
‘ai.
=kama=bi ñu ënë mënion-ti
‘i-i
=PL=CONT thing this fix-FUT.NMLZ be-IPFV
‘You all have to fix all these things […]’
(Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.136)
(210) profesor Julioka
maxá alumnokama ënë nëtë
profesor Julio=ka=a
maxan alumno=kama ënë nëtë
teacher J=VAL=3A/S pebble student=PL this sky
papimikasi
kiáxa.
papi-mi-kas-i
ki-a-x-a
carry-CAUS-DES-A/S>S:SE say-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Teacher Julio said that he wants students to carry pebble this day.’
(Comunicado_sobre_falta_de_gasolina-NN-2012-10-17-CBR.1.39)
(211) […] ë
bëchikë rabë́ ëbiaëxá.
ë=n
bëchikë rabët ën-bian-ëxan
1=POSS offspring two leave-GO-TR-REC.PST
‘I left my two kids the other day […]’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-1028-CBR.1.75)
(212) […] rabë́ xanudapiidá
uákëxa.
rabët xanu=dapi=id=a
u-akë-x-a
two woman=DUBT=EVID=3A/S come-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] two women came, I believe.’ (Inca-ET-2012-11-02-CBR.1.32)

Possessive marked constituents obligatorily occur before the noun they modify, as
shown in the contrast between (213) and (214). When a possessive phrase occurs within
an NP, no other modifier may occur in pre-head position, except a numeral modifier,
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which precedes the possessive phrase, (215). The elements occurring in between the head
and the preceeding possessive phrase are analyzed as modifying the possessive phrase,
not the head noun, as evidenced in the contrast between (216) and (217).
(213) […] ën
tita
‘akëxa.
ë=n
tita
‘a-akë-x-a
1=POSS mother do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] my mother did.’ (Hacer_una_especie_de_abanico-LG-2012-11-08CBR.1.49)
(214) * tita ën ‘akëxa. (Elicited)
(215) [ rabët [[ ën
papa] [ nunti xëni ]]]
rabët ë=n
papa] [ nunti xëni
two
1=POSS father canoe old
‘My father’s two old canoes’. (Elicited)
(216) [[ ën
papa xëni ] nunti ]
ë=n
papa xëni nunti
1=POSS father old
canoe
‘My old father’s canoe.’ (Elicited)
(217) [[ ën papa ] nunti xëni ]
‘My father’s old canoe.’ (Elicited)

Noun phrases having more than one modifier are relatively infrequent in
discourse, although they do occur. These NPs usually have one adjective in addition to
either a demonstrative or numeral, but they rarely show two adjectives within one NP. In
this type of NP, the adjective tends to occur closer to the head noun than the
demonstrative or the numeral, as shown in (218) and (219) for the adjective and numeral
modifiers. When both a demonstrative and a numeral co-occur within an NP, the
demonstrative tends to occur closer to the head than the numeral, (220). However, it is
important to note that there is some interspeaker variability in this respect and some
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speakers of Kakataibo allow both orders, the demonstrative preceding the numeral and
viceversa. Table 25 shows the schematic structure of the NP discussed in this section.
Note that the only obligatory element is the head, everything else is optional, as
suggested by the occurrence in between brackets.
(218) uni
bënat rabët
K.person young two
‘Two young people’ (Xoncha-AM-2012-10-20-CBR.1.34)
(219) rabët bënat uni

‘Two young men.’ (Elicited)

(220) rabët ënë uni

‘These two men.’

(Elicited)

Table 25. NP structure

(Num)

(Dem) (Adjective)
(Possessive)

Head

(Adjective)
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(Dem)

(Num)

Chapter 5. Verbs

5.1. INTRODUCTION
Phonologically, verbal roots in Kakataibo usually show one or two syllables with a few
instances of trysillabic roots. Furthermore, the vast majority of verbal roots show regular
forms, with the exception of ‘i ‘be’ and u ‘come’ that show suppletive forms. Verbal
roots may end in a consonant or not, which are usually deleted by morpho-phonological
processes.
Verbs in Kakataibo typically denote states and events. Depending on the number
of obligatory participants in these events and the mapping of them onto grammatical
relations, Kakataibo verbs are mainly distinguished by their transitivity value into
intransitive, transitive and ditransitive (§5.2.1). The transitivity value of a verb is stable,
either intransitive or transitive unless modified by a valency-changing morpheme, and is
central to the grammatical architecture of Kakataibo, in a similar way as has been shown
for other Panoan languages (Loos 1999) such as Shipibo (Valenzuela 2003), Matses
(Fleck 2003) and also the Lower Aguaytía dialect of Kakataibo (Zariquiey 2011a),
among others. Thus, the verb transitivity value plays a role in selecting the appropriate
morphological form of other grammatical domains such as argument case marking,
directional, associated motion, switch-reference and auxiliary verb. In addition to
transitivity, verbs in Kakataibo are distinguished according to the degree of boundedness
they show (§5.2.2). That is, a group of Kakataibo verbs may function as a stem, may host
final verbal suffixes, without requiring further morphology whereas other groups of verbs
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do not have this ability, e.g. they always require further morphology to function as a
stem.
The verbal word in Kakataibo exhibits the largest morphological complexity
found in the language both in terms of the number of dedicated morphemes as well as the
number of morphological slots available in the verbal word compared to other lexical
classes in the language. Approximately 92 verbal affixes, which may vary depending on
how allomorphs are counted, have been identified in my sample. Verbal morphemes are
mainly suffixes, with the exception of the large set of body-part prefixes (§5.3). The
verbal morphemes encode a variety of meanings such as valency-adjusting, direction,
associated motion and TAM. Verbal arguments and plurality are not cross-referenced on
the verb, though. In turn, these morphemes are arranged into 13 different slots (see Table
27 and Table 28) according to the prototypical order in which they occur in the verb.
However, notice that variations to this general template may occur for the non-final
morphemes (Table 26. Non-final verbal morphology ) depending on the scope they show
in a given instance. Despite the relatively large number of verbal morphemes and the
available positional slots, verbs tend to have between 1 to 4 verbal affixes in connected
speech, where instances of verbs having more morphemes are relatively rare in discourse
but certainly acceptable.
Kakataibo verbal morphemes are distinguished into two major sets according to
whether their presence makes the verbal stem ready to function either as a declarative
main clause predicate or subordinate predicate or not. Verbal morphemes not able to
yield a verbal form to be used in those contexts are called here non-final verbal
morphemes (§5.4) whereas those that produce a main or subordinate verb form are called
here final verbal morphemes (§5.5, non-final verbal morphemes belonging to the same
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slot usually are not mutually exclusive, with some exceptions; rather, their combinatorial
possibilities are restricted by their semantics. In contrast, final verbal morphemes from
the same slot occur in a paradigmatic relation with respect to each other.
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-1
Bodypart

V

0
Root

10
Aspect

1
Transitivity

2
Valencyadjusting

3
Directional

-unku

4
Quantification
1

5
Associated motion

6
Quantification
2

-ki ~ -ka
-t ~ -n

12
Affectiveness

-ru
-pat
-ut
-arat

11
Third person

-bian ~ kian
-tëkën
-bësin ~ -kwasin -abat
-uin ~ -kuain
-bait
-bëkin
-taba

-x

-i
-a

-mi
-xun
-kin
-o
-t
-anan

Table 26. Non-final verbal morphology11

anbanbëchii…

-i

Table 27. Final verbal morphology

9
Tense

Nominalization
Switch-reference

-a

-pun
-nët
-ña
-on
-ëxan
-akë
-kí
-a
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-kas
-si

7
Mood
1

-ida
-inë

8
Mood
2

11 The suffix -kan ‘third person plural’ has not been included in this template because of the variability of orderings in which it occurs (see §5.4.3.5. kan ‘third person plural subject’

5.2. VERB CLASSES
Verbal classes in Kakataibo are distinguished by two main properties of the verbal root:
(i) the transitivity value (§5.2.1) and (ii) the ability, or not, to form a stem on its own
(§5.2.2). These properties determine the type of verbal affixes with which the root may
combine. A third property distinguishes native verbs from borrowed verbs based on the
inability of the former to host verbal morphology; rather, an auxiliary verb is required to
host the verbal morphemes instead.

5.2.1. Transitivity
Verbs in Kakataibo are distinguished according to the number of arguments they take:
intransitive, transitive, ditransitive. Kakataibo verbs have a rigid valency, with a few
exceptions, where their valency can only be changed by applying valency-adjusting
morphemes.
Intransitive verbs typically take an S argument. This sole argument, when realized
by a noun, does not take the case enclitic =n ‘A/S’ (see §4.4.1.1 for the functions of the
=n ‘A/S’ enclitic and §7.1 for a description of the alignment system), as in (221).
Furthermore, intransitive verbs take the intransitive form of those morphemes showing
alternating forms depending on transitivity, as shown in the contrast between (222) and
(223) for the reference-tracking suffixes -tankë ‘A/S>S:PE’ and -tankëxun ‘A/S>A:PE’
(see §8.2 for a discussion of switch-reference clauses and their morphology),
respectively. In (222), the verb ‘ux ‘sleep’ controls the modifying switch-reference
marked verb ‘a-tankë, which has as the target the S argument ine controlling verb,
suggesting the intransitive status of S. In contrast, the verb na-churan in (223) controls
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the modifying verb tërë-tankëxun, which targets the A argument of its controlling
predicate, suggesting the transitive status of the controlling verb. Intransitive verbs may
take the detransitivizing suffix -t yielding an emphatic reading instead of reducing
valency.
(221) y a kuati
uni
abatía.
y a kuati
uni
abatía
and 3 hear-A/S>S:SE K.person run-IPFV-N.PROX
‘And people run away when they hear that (shotgun shots).’
(Cómo_se_hace_flecha-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.36)
(222) […] aín
emponada ‘atánkë
anu
‘uxakë.
aín
emponada ‘a-tankë
a=nu
‘ux-akë
3.POSS emponada do-A/S>S:PE 3=LOC sleep-REM.PST
‘[…] (we) slept there once we (finished) building the emponada.’
(Cómo_contruir_casa-AM-2012-10-17-CBR.1.55)
(223) tërëtankëxukána
anuira
nu nachúrani.
tërë-tankëxun=ka=na
a=nu=ira
nu na-churan-i
brush-A/S>A:PE=VAL=3A/S 3=LOC=INTS 1PL stomach-cut.off-IPFV
‘After polishing (it), we cut off the splinters from the middle.’
(Cómo_hacer_canoa-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.18)

Intransitive verbs may add a new argument by attaching the enclitic =mi ‘dative’
to a noun phrase without any marking in the verb. The verb remains as intransitive in
terms of case marking, valency-sensitive morphology and detransitivization. The
introduced argument behaves as an adjunct in that it is only allowed when hosting =mi.
This argument expresses meanings such as patient (224), goal and source (225).
Crucially, these meanings are different from the locative meaning expressed by =mi in
other contexts. This process is very productive and even applies to borrowed verbs from
Spanish in contrast to the restriction to emotion predicates in the Lower Aguaytía dialect
(see Zariquiey 2011a: 364-367). It is very likely that the locative meaning of =mi
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expanded its function to cover the introduction of a new argument, as suggested by the
ambiguous reading obtained in (226).
(224) ‘aidá
chunami
bëchipá
‘ai=id-a
chuna=mi
bë-ëchit-pat-a
then=EVID=3A/S spider.monkey=DAT head-grup.up-DOWN-A/S>A:PE
chunan
titami
bëchipatiidá
chuna=n
tita=mi
bë-ëchit-pat-i=id=a
spider.monkey=POSS mother=DAT head-grup.up-DOWNA/S>S:SE=VAL=3A/S
no
‘iákëxa.
no
‘i-akë-x-a
mestizo be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘The mestizo person kept on living having kids with the big spider monkey (lit.
…pulling up kids to the spider monkey).’ (Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22CBR.1.15)
(225) sontarumi
‘iana
nu ‘uxmia.
sontaru=mi ‘i-ana
nu ‘ux-mi-a
soldier=DAT be-A/S>A/S:SE 1PL sleep-CAUS-PFV
‘Because there are soldiers, we could sleep.’ (Anuncio politico-Demetrio.1.31)
(226) mimikana
tuyukí.
mi=mi=ka=na
tuyu-ki-i
2=DAT=VAL=1A/S spit-INTR-IPFV
‘I spit to you / I spit towards you.’ (Elicited)

Transitive verbs take two arguments. The most agent-like argument takes the =n
enclitic ‘A/S’ when it is realized by both nouns and pronouns in contrast to the O
argument, which does not take any overt marking (§7.1). Transitive verbs take the
transitive allomorph of transitive-sensitive morphemes, as in the form of the referencetracking suffix in (228). Transitive verbs exhibit these properties regardless of whether an
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argument is not actually realized in the sentence. Transitive verbs take both the general
detransitivizing -t and the reciprocal suffix -anan reducing their valency by one.
(227) […] ama
chunanká
uni
biákëxa.
a=ma chuna=n=ka=a
uni
bis-akë-x-a
3=NEG spider.monkey=A/S=VAL=3A/S K.person grab-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘[…] no, the (big) spider monkey grab the person.’ (Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22CBR.1.19)
(228) […] ënë mëd ënë ñutë
a ñutë
‘arutankëxu
mëd piákëxa.
ënë mëd ënë ñutë
a ñutë
‘arutankëxun
mëd pi-akë-x-a
this soil this clay.pot 3 clay.pot do-UP-A/S>A:PE soil eat-REM.PST3-N.PROX
‘[…] they ate soil after putting this soil (into) the clay pot.’
(Cómo_Dios_les_enseñó_usar_el_fuego-CBM-2012-10-29-CBR.1.57)

Ditransitive verbs are distinguished from transitive ones only by the number of
arguments they take: three. However, they behave similarly to transitive verbs in all other
respects, e.g. case marking on nouns, choice of transitivity-sensitive morphology. The
subclass of underived ditransitive verbs consists of only five members in my sample:
‘inan ‘give’, maru ‘trade’ (229), ñukat ‘ask for’, ñon ‘not willing to share’, ribin ‘owe’.
However, intransitive and transitive verbs may be derived to take three or more
arguments by the application of the valency-increasing suffixes (§5.4.1) -mi ‘causative’, kin ‘sociative aplicative’ and -xun ‘applicative’, as in (230) where the derived predicate
has four arguments.
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(229) ë
bëchikë
noribi
ain
ñu
ë=n
bë-ëchit-kë
no=ribi
ain
ñu
1=POSS head-grub.up-NFUT.NMLZ mestizo=ADD 3.POSS thing
marutankëxu
anu
nania.
maru-tankëxun a=nu
nan-i-a
trade-A/S>A:PE 3=LOC put-IPFV-N.PROX
‘My sons put their things there after selling them to the mestizo people.’
(Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28-CBR.1.153)
(230) […] ka
banin chai
ëchixë
‘axumitánkëxu […]
=ka=a
banin chai
ëchixë
‘a-xun-mi-tankëxun
=VAL=3A/S threading.stick threading.tool do-APL-CAUS-A/S>A:PE
‘[…] after making their wives thread cotton for them (for their arrows) […]’
(Cómo_se_hace_flecha-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.24)

The verbs kwën ‘be happy; like, want’ and tën ‘touch oneself; touch’ constitute
the only instances of labile predicates in my database. Depending on the actual meaning
expressed by them in a clause, they show the proto-typical properties of an intransitive or
transitive predicate, e.g. subject case marking. The following examples illustrate the use
of the verbal root kwën in its two transitivity values.
(231) […] a veces
kuënkëda
tani
ën kwani.
a veces
kuën-kë=da
tan-i
ë=n kwan-i
sometimes be.happy-NFUT.NMLZ=COMP feel-A/S>S:SE 1A/S go-IPFV
‘[…] sometimes I leave feeling happy.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06CBR.445.5)
(232) hmm akëda
ñukana
kwëa.
hmm a-kë=da
ñu=ka=na
kwën-a
hmm 3-NFUT.NMLZ=COMP thing=VAL=1A/S want-PFV
‘Yeah, I want things like that.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR.115)

The verbs ‘a ‘do’ and ‘i ‘be’ also function as auxiliary verbs for transtive and intransitive
predicates, respectively. The auxiliary verb carries the obligatory verbal morphology
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from Slots 9 ‘Tense’, 10 ‘Aspect’, 11 ‘Third person’ and 12 ‘Affectiveness’. The
auxiliary verbs are required to occur with borrowed verbs as the main semantic predicate.
The auxiliary verb ‘i is required in clauses having a predicate negated by =ma ‘negation’
and a tense suffix (see §5.5.1). In addition, the auxiliary ‘i is obligatory in the
construction expressing circumstantial modality (§5.6.2). On the other hand, the auxiliary
‘a is used as the main clause predicate in clauses expressing a future commitment (see
§5.6.1) regardless of the transitivity of the verb contributing the main semantic content.

5.2.2. Boundedness
Verbal roots in Kakataibo may also be divided according to their ability to form a stem
by themselves, that is, their ability to host directly final verbal morphology from Slots 9
‘Tense’, 10 ‘Aspect’, 11 ‘Third person’ and 12 ‘Affectiveness’ and express imperative
mood (§7.7) without any further morphological processes. This is related to the fact that
roots that may function as a stem are fully specified for their transitivity value (e.g.
intransitive, transitive). In contrast, bound roots (indicated by a - before and/or after the
root) do not contain a transitivity value, with few exceptions, requiring further
morphology to provide this value. The verbal roots that may form a stem by themselves
will be called unbounded roots whereas those that need extra morphology to function as a
stem will be referred to as bounded roots. The subclasses of verbs according to their
boundness are summarized in Table 28 below. These types of verbal roots are discussed
next.
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Table 28. Verbal classes according to their boundness

Further
morphology
to function
as a stem

Unbound verbs
No

Yes:
-ki ‘intransitive’
-ka ‘transitive’

Bound verbs
Yes:
body-part
prefixes

Yes:
-ki/-ka + bodypart prefixes

-t ‘intransitive’
-n ‘transitive’

Verbs roots belonging to the unbound subclass represent approximately 80% of
verbal roots in my database. Verbs of this subclass do not seem to be restricted on a
semantic basis and include such varied verbs as bëdun ‘wake up’, ‘i ‘be’, ‘inan ‘give’,
musa ‘mix with water’, rëtë ‘kill’ (233), u ‘come’, among others.
(233) […] xanun
paráxu
rëtëákëxa.
xanu=n
paran-xun
rëtë-akë-x-a
woman=INST trick-A/S>A:PE kill-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] after tricking (Chuwawaina) with the woman, (they) killed (him).’ (XonchaLR-2012-10-27-CBR.137)

The subclass of bound verbal roots divides into three smaller subclasses: roots
that require a transitivity-marking suffix; roots that require a body-part prefix; and roots
that require both. The subclass that requires only a transitivity-marking suffix divides into
two subclasses in turn: those requiring -ki / -ka and the other requiring -t / -n. Note that
these two subclasses of verbs do not seem to fall into coherent separate semantic sets.
This, in turn, suggests that each verbal root is lexically specified as belonging to each
class rather than being predictable. The first subclass of verbs takes the suffixes -ki
‘INTR’ and -ka ‘TR’ for marking the verb as intransitive and transitive, respectively. A
sample of these verbal roots is presented in (234). Note that the suffixes -ki and -ka may
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not attach to verbal roots that have a specified transitivity value nor to verbs of other
subclasses, excepting newly created verbs out of onomatopoeias. For instance, compare
the verb kuai- ‘to get halved’ from the list below (234), which does not have a specified
transitivity value and requires the presence of either of the suffixes -ki / -ka, with the
transitivity-specified verbal root kuai ‘play’ > *kuai-ki / *kuai-ka. Although, these two
verbal roots have the same phonological form, they differ in their grammatical properties.
This suggests that the suffixes -ki / -ka adjust valency by specifiying a transitivity value
(e.g. intransitive or transitive) instead of increasing or reducing valency by 1. Example
(235) illustrates the uses of this subclass of bound verbal roots in connected speech. The
suffixes -ki / -ka are used with (made up) onomatopoeic verbs in order to assign them
transitivity (e.g. tunkuru-ki ‘sound tunkuru’, tunkuru-ka ‘make sound tunkuru’; xuru-ki
‘water sounding against a fallen tree’, xuru-ka ‘make water sound against a fallen tree’.

(234) Intransitive
ad-ki
‘cough’
antë́ -ki ‘get cracked’
bëpë-ki ‘be pale’
dara-ki ‘break off’
dë-ki
‘become thin (cotton)’
diri-ki ‘get signaled by pulling’
kuai-ki ‘get halved’
pëad-ki ‘come out in other place’

Transitive
ad-ka
‘cough (and spit out)’
antë́ -ki ‘crack’
bëpë-ka ‘make someone be pale’
dara-ka ‘make sth break off’
dë-ka
‘spin, to pick’
diri-ka ‘signal sth by pulling’
kuai-ka ‘cut sth in halves’
pëad-ka ‘take out in other place’

(235) këkiki
aín
ainsi
këkakëxa.
kë-ki-kin
aín
ainsi
kë-ka-akë-x-a
call.out-INTR-A/S>A:SE 3.POSS relative call.out-TR-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Saying uuu12, he called his people.’ (Como_se_creó_la_tierra-DR-2012-11-10CBR.1.47)

12

Speakers of Kakataibo typically say uuu when arriving to somebody’s house in order for people to come
out.
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The second subclass of verbal roots taking only a transitivity-specifiying suffix
use -t and -n for indicating intransitive and transitive predicates, respectively. The set of
verbal roots belonging to this subclass is much smaller than those belonging to the -ki / ka subclass. The verbal roots shown in (236) are the only ones attested in my dataset.
Naturalistic examples of the verbal root in an intransitive (237) and a transitive use are
presented below (238) - (239). Notice that the suffix -n ‘transitive’ is used as a valency
increasing device with a few nouns (e.g. anë ‘name’ > anë-n ‘to name someone’, as in
(239), and unbound intransitive verbs (e.g. tiki ‘lean oneself’ > tiki-n ‘make lean’),
suggesting that this suffix is a synchronic segmentable unit.
(236) Intransitive
chiki-t ‘get out’
ërë-t
‘shine’
dina-t ‘think’
këpi-t ‘lean’
maë-t ‘cover’
nanë-t ‘submerge’
niri-t
‘get dragged’
raka-t ‘lay down’
so-t
‘sit’

Transitive
chiki-n ‘take out’
ërë-n
‘light’
dina-n
‘think’
këpi-n
‘lean’
maë-n
‘cover’
nanë-n ‘submerge’
niri-n
‘drag’
raka-n
‘leave’
so-n
‘sit’

(237) añu
ñunukara
rakataxi?
añu
ñu=nu=ka=ra=a
raka-t-a-x-i
INDF.PRO thing=LOC=VAL=INT=3A/S lay.down-INTR-PFV-3-PROX
‘Where is (it) laying down?’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-ET-HB2015-07-03-CBR.109)
(238) rëtëxu
bakanu
rakani.
rëtë-xun
baka=nu
raka-n-i-i
kill-A/S>A:PE water=LOC lay.down-TR-IPFV-PROX
‘After killing (it), (the water’s mother) left (the jaguar) in the water.’
(Nuken_chichi-ET-2012-11-05-CBR.1.18)
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(239) […] ënë enfermerona roni.
ënë enfermero=na ro-n-i-i
this doctor=A/S medicinal.plant-TR-IPFV-PROX
‘[…] this doctor is going to apply (vaccines to community dwellers).’
(Comunicado_sobre_trabajo_estudios-PP-2012-07-12-CBR.1.2)

The second subclass of bound verbal roots requires the presence of a body-part
prefix (respresented by a hyphen ‘-‘ before the verbal root, see also Fleck 2003:343-344
for a similar situation in Matses). Verbal roots belonging to this subclass have only been
attested for transitive predicates in my dataset, (240). Thus, these do not require a
valency-assigning or valency adjusting suffix since it is already specified in the root.
These verbs may combine with any of the body-part prefixes (§5.3. Prefixes). These
body-part prefixes typically function as a patient or locative argument. Examples (241)(242) illustrate the use of the bound root -ñu ‘wear’ with two different body parts. Note
that this verb is different from the homophonous unbound verb ñu ‘die’.
(240) -ëdkët
-in
-chun
-kuëx
-ñu
-pa
-tad
-taro

‘atajarse’
‘paint’
‘untie’
‘cut off’
‘wear’
‘wear’
‘nail’
‘grab’

(241) lentekara
no
a bëñuaxa?
lente=ka=ra=a
no
a bë-ñu-a-x-a
lens=VAL=INT=3A/S mestizo 3 forehead-wear-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Did the mestizo person put on contacts?’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IAPT-VP-2015-07-09-CBR.206)
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(242) chupaká
upióki
uanpakë
pañu.
chupa=ka=a
upit-o-kin
uan-pat-kë
pa-ñu
clothes=VAL=3A/S good-FACT-A/S>A:SE carry-DOWN-NFUT.NMLZ trunkwear
‘Put on your clothes that have come down nicely!’
(Periodistas_van_a_llegar_a_la_comunidad_mañana-HB-2014-07-07-CBR.1.20)

The members of the last subclass of bounded verbal roots in Kakataibo require
both a transitivity-assigning suffix (of the -ka / -ki set only) and a body-part prefix at the
same time (represented as -V-). Thus, these verbal roots are not specified for transitivity.
The subclass of these verbal roots consists of a few exemplars, which are presented in
(243), although it is possible that this list may increase. These verbal roots seldom occur
in the naturalistic dataset, although they were consistently used in elicitation. The
examples (244)-(245) illustrate the use of the bound verbal root -oi ‘break’.
(243) -diri-od-oi-tai-takain-të-ti-

‘slide from above
‘break off’
‘break, shatter’
‘pat’
‘be next to someone’
‘smash, burst’
‘put in contact, touch, lock’

(244) achúi mapú këñuidá
aín
toxama roíkatankëxu […]
achúi maput këñuidá
aín
toxama ra-oi-ka-tankëxun
one clay with=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS big.arrow trunk-break-TR-A/S>A:PE
‘After breaking the big arrow in the middle […]’ (Cómo_se_creó_la_tierra-DR2012-11-10-CBR.1.13)
(245) ain
toxamaka
roikiaxa.
ain
toxama=ka=a
ra-oi-ki-a-x-a
3.POSS big.arrow=VAL=3A/S trunk-break-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘The big arrow broke in the middle’ (Elicited)
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5.3. PREFIXES
Panoan languages share the feature of having a set of prefixes denoting different body
parts (Fleck 2003; Valenzuela 2003; Zariquiey 2011a; Zariquiey and Fleck 2012, among
others). The San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo does not differ from other Panoan
languages in this respect. The Kakataibo of San Alejandro shows a set of 28 prefixes
(Table 29), by which meaning is related to body parts, constituting the only prefixes in
the language. These body-part prefixes may occur attached to verbal, nominal and
adjectival roots. No instance of an adjective hosting a body-part prefix has been found in
the naturalistic corpus, however, and thus are not discussed in this work. Body-part
prefixes are required to form a stem by a small verbal subclass (§5.2.2). These prefixes
show varying degrees of frequency in naturalistic texts, where body-part prefixes such as
më- ‘hand’, ma- ‘head’ and na- ‘abdomen’ are highly attested and others such as u‘testicles’, -ban ‘elbow’, pë- ‘shoulder’ have very few or no occurrences.
When attaching to verbs, body-part prefixes may only refer to the S (246) or O
(247)-(249) argument. In this function, the body-part prefixes may express either a
theme, patient (247), locative (248) or a meaning between them, (249). However, the
patient or theme reading is much more frequent than the locative one in connected
speech. Body-part prefixes may co-occur in the same clause with a locative phrase
marked by =nu ‘LOC’ sharing the same reference. However, this has only been attested
in elicitation.
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(246) bakami
tëaiankwaixu
idá
baka=mi
të-aian-kwain-xun
=id=a
water=DAT neck-stretch.out-PASSBY.INTR-A/S>A:PE =EVID =3A/S
ida
idi.
=id=a
ëd-i
=EVID=3A/S see-IPFV
‘after stretching his neck (out of the bush) while passing by, (he) sees (them), they
say.’ (Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.12)
(247) aí
mapuxo pikuxudapiká
machiákëxa.
aí
mapuxo pikuxudapiká
ma-ëchit-akë-x-a
3.POSS head
take.out-A/S>A:PE=DUB=VAL=3A/S head-grub.upREM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘After maybe taking out its head, (they) took (its) head's skin.’ (Puruma-ET-201211-30-CBR.1.6)
(248) ñuka
xapu mañuáxi.
ñu=ka=a
xapu ma-ñu-a-x-i.
thing=VAL=3A/S cotton head-wear-PFV-3-PROX
‘He put some cotton on his head.’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_II- ETHB-2015-07-03.CBR.184)
(249) ‘ipiu
idá
mëtarokë
piákëxa.
‘ipiu
=id=a
më-taro-kë
piákëxa.
Shipibo =EVID=3A/S hand-hold-N.FUT.NMLZ eat-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘When (he) grabbed (him), (the Kamano person) bit (the) Shipibo (man).’
(Conversación_sobre_kamano_de_Tornavista-ET-CB-2012-11-26-CBR.36.2)

Body-part prefixes ending in /a/ undergo a morphophological change by which
they lose the final vowel when preceding a morpheme beginning in /o/, e.g. ra-oi ‘trunkcut’ > roi, as occurs with the other /o/-initial affixes in the language -on ‘HST’ and -o
‘FACT’.
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Table 29. Body-part prefixes

Body-part prefix
anbanbëchiiinkakwëmamënanënupapëpënpiraranrësitatantëuxëxaxu-

Gloss
‘oral cavity’
‘elbow, knee’
‘eye, tear, face’
‘buttock (of person), anus’
‘chest’
‘penis’
‘back’
‘mouth, lips, chin, edge’
‘head, scalpe’
‘hand, arm’
‘stomach, abdomen’
‘vagina’
‘stomach’
‘ear’
‘shoulder’
‘forearm’
‘ribs’
‘trunk’
‘knee, thigh’
‘nose’
‘buttocks (of animal)’
‘foot’
‘cheek’
‘neck’
‘testicles’
‘tooth’
‘crotch, leg’
‘breast’

Kakataibo noun
ana ‘tongue’
bauxu ‘elbow’
bëru ‘eye’
chixu ‘buttock’
‘i ‘chest’
inñut ‘penis’
kaxu ‘back’
kwëbí ‘mouth’
mapuxo ‘head’
mëkën ‘hand’
napun ‘center’
nëtokëñu ‘vagina’
nubin ‘belly button’
pabí ‘ear’
pëku ‘shoulder’
pëñan ‘forearm’
putut ‘rib’
rëkin ‘nose’
siki ‘buttocks’
taë ‘foot’
tamu ‘cheek
tëxá ‘neck’
uxë ‘testicles’
xëta ‘tooth’
xabi ‘crotch’
xuma ‘breast’

Body-part prefixes show a number of properties, e.g. occurring with body-parts,
targeting the S or O arguments, phonological cohesion, etc., that cross-linguistically have
been associated with the process of noun incorporation (Aikhenvald 2007; Mithun 1984).
There are good reasons to synchronically analyze body-part prefixes as such instead of
noun incorporation of body-parts into verbs in Kakataibo. Following Fleck (2003) and
Zariquiey and Fleck (2012), the following criteria can be identified. i) The form of the
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body-part prefix cannot be predicted by regular phonological rules from the form of the
corresponding free noun, e.g. i- ‘chest’ from ikan ‘chest’ or pi- ‘rib’ from putut ‘rib’. ii)
Not all body-part prefixes have a corresponding free noun, e.g. ra- ‘trunk’ or ran- ‘knee’.
iii) Body-part prefixes do not occur for every single body part noun in Kakataibo, e.g.
‘unsëd ‘nail’ does not have a corresponding prefix that refers only to that body part. iv)
Body-part prefixes show wider and sometimes different meanings from those of the
corresponding free noun, e.g. rë- ‘nose, tip, source’ or kwë- ‘mouth, border’.

5.4. NON-FINAL AFFIXES
When combined with a verbal root, non-final affixes yield a verbal form that cannot be
used as the predicate of a main, declarative or interrogative clause nor as a subordinate
verb. Non-final affixes include both prefixes and suffixes. Non-final affixes occur in 9
different slots (Table 26. Non-final verbal morphology ), one occurring before the root
and 8 following the root. Suffixes of Slot 1 ‘Transitivity’ always occur adjacent to the
root when present. The other non-final suffixes may occur in different orders depending
on their scope. However, they tend to follow the ordering pattern shown in Table 26.
Non-final verbal morphologyin connected speech. Note that the only member of Slot 4
‘Quantification 1’ (§5.4.3.4) always precedes the suffixes from Slot 5 ‘Associated
motion’ (§5.4.2).
In what follows, each of the non-final verbal suffixes will be discussed, grouping
them according to their meaning and/or the slot that they occupy in the verbal template.
Verbal prefixes will not be discussed here since they were reviewed in the last previous
section. Valency-adjusting suffixes are discussed in section §5.4.1. Section §5.4.2
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examines the set of directional and associated motion suffixes. Section §5.4.3 discusses
the verbal morphology of quantification over events and entities. Finally, the suffixes
expressing mood are analyzed in §5.4.4.

5.4.1. Valency-adjusting suffixes
Valency-adjusting suffixes in Kakataibo (Table 30) increase or decrease the valency of
the verb by one. These morphemes constitute the only mechanism for modifying the
verbal valency, which is rigid for the vast majoriry of verbal roots in the language. More
than one valency-adjusting suffix may occur in a single predicate. Furthermore, multiple
instances of the same valency-adjusting suffixes may occur attached to the same
predicate. In these two cases, the relative order in which the valency-adjusting suffixes
occur with respect to each other expresses differences in scope. Each of the valencyadjusting suffixes are discussed next.
Table 30. Valency-adjusting suffixes

Suffix
-mi
-xun
-kin
-o
-t
-anan

Gloss
‘Causative’
‘Applicative’
‘Associative
applicative’
‘Factitive’
‘Reflexive’
‘Reciprocal’

Valence adjusment
+1
+1
+1

Type of verb that may host it
Any verb
Any
Any

+1
-1
-1

Non-verbal predicate
Non-intransitive
Non-intransitive
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5.4.1.1. -mi ‘causative’
The suffix -mi ‘CAUSative’ introduces an argument in A function to the predicate’s
argument structure and demotes the original A or S argument into O function; the original
O argument, in transitive predicates, remains grammatically the same. Thus, the causative
suffix -mi may be attached to intransitive, transitive and ditransitive verbs increasing their
valency by 1. This suffix -mi expresses that the newly introduced A argument ‘causes’
the original A argument now in O function to do the action expressed by the verb. This
causing relation covers a wide range of situations from direct (250) to indirect causation,
including enabling and allowing (251)-(252), requesting, and helping.
(250) ‘aiká
nukë́
nami upióki
paëmia.
‘aiká
nukë́
nami upióki
paën-mi-i-a
then=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS flesh good-FACT-A/S>A:SE hurt-CAUSIPFV-N.PROX
‘Then, (the dengue) makes our body hurt a lot.’ (Comunicado_sobre_el_dengueMB-2012-11-17-CBR.1.10)
(251) […] aí
xabionkë ñumitankëbi
damákëxa.
ain
xabionkë ñu-mi-tankë=bi
damákëxa
3.POSS wife
die-CAUS-A/S>S:PE=EMPH fast-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] his wife fasted after she had let him die.’ (Cómo_debían_guardar_luto-LR2012-11-23-CBR.1.22)
(252) […] nun
empresa mejor tëëmitima
‘ai.
nu=n
empresa mejor tëët-mi-ti=ma
‘a-i
1PL=A/S company better work-CAUS-FUT.NMLZ=NEG do-IPFV
‘[…] we do not have to let the company work (here in the community)’
(Anuncio_sobre_titulo_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.48)
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(253) […] adabika
banamiti
a kixuidá
adábi=ka=a
bana-mi-ti
a ki-xun=id=a
truly=VAL=3A/S speak-CAUS-FUT.NMLZ 3 say-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S
nukë
anuká
nukë
ëdtankëxu
nukën
a=nu=ka=a
nukën
ëd-tankëxun
1PL.O/POSS 3=LOC=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS see-A/S>A:PE
banamiákëxa.
bana-mi-akë-x-a
speak-CAUS-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] that (is) good, let´s make (them) speak, after saying (that), after looking at
us, (they) made us speak.’ (Cómo_se_creó_la_tierra-DR-2012-11-10-CBR.1.31)

The wide range of meanings that the causative -mi covers is further illustrated in example
(254) where the caused event of eating may be brought up by i) directly putting the food
in the mouth, ii) serving the food, iii) asking to eat the food, iv) allowing to get the food,
among others. The exact type of causation is only disambiguated by the context.
(254) […] nukë́
‘asa
o nukë́
nonpucha akama ‘apaxu
nukën
‘asa
o nukën
nonpucha a=kama ‘apaxu
1PL.O/POSS manioc or 1PL.O/POSS papaya 3=PL plant-A/S>A:PE
nun
bëchikë pimi.
nu=n
bëchikë pi-mi-i
1PL=A/S offspring eat-CAUS-IPFV
‘[…] after planting our manioc or our papaya, we feed our children (with it).’
(Cómo_se_casan-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.34)

The use of the causative -mi is very productive in the language and its occurrence
in spontaneous speech is higly pervasive. The suffix -mi is used to derive verbs that in
other languages are grammaticalized as monomorphemic predicates, e.g. ‘unan-mi know174

CAUS ‘teach’, ëd-mi see-CAUS ‘show’. Furthermore, the causative -mi may co-occur
with other valency-increasing suffixes. Multiple occurrences of -mi ’CAUS’ may occur
on a given predicate, as in (255). It should be noted that this has not been attested in the
spontaneous corpus but speakers naturally agreed on its grammaticality.
(255) kana
mi kwamimi.
=ka=na
mi kwan-mi-mi-i
=VAL=1A/S 2 go-CAUS-CAUS-IPFV
‘I make you make (him) go.’ (Elicited)

The suffix -mi is also used to express concepts borrowed from other languages,
such as Spanish. For instance, the concept of ‘turning on, running an electric device’ has
been borrowed in Kakataibo using the verb ‘to catch’ plus the causative -mi, as in (256).
(256) bërí funcioná ‘ia
motor ënë bimiti
bërí funcioná ‘i-ia
motor ënë bis-mi-ti
now work
be-A/S/O>O:SE engine this grab-CAUS-FUT.NMLZ
‘aibiká
petróleoñuma.
‘ai=bi=ka=a
petróleo=ñu=ma
then=CONT=VAL=3A/S oil=HAVE=NEG
‘There is not oil to make the engine run now (lit. make (it) catch)’
(Sobre_motor_de_luz-Lucio-2014-06-24-CBR.1.31)

5.4.1.2. -xun ‘applicative’
The suffix -xun ‘aplicative’ (APL) introduces an argument in O function; the original A
argument of a transitive predicate remains as such and the original S argument of an
intransitive predicate becomes A instead; and the original O argument of a transitive
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predicate remains as O as well. The applicative suffix -xun is compatible with both
intransitive (257) and transitive (258) predicates increasing their valency by 1. Note that
in Kakataibo there is not an alternative construction in which the applicative object
occurs as a non-core argument, making the -xun applicative a quasi-applicative in
Dixon’s (2012) terminology. The object introduced by the applicative -xun shows all the
objecthood features of base-generated objects of lexical transitive verbs.
(257) ‘aikana
ën
kwaxúonkë
on paranta a bisi
‘ai=ka=na
ë=n kwan-xun-on-kë
on paranta a bis-i
then=VAL=1A/S 1=A/S go-APL-HST-N.FUT.NMLZ banana
3 grab-IPFV
kwanuxu
bari ëora urutamáinu
kaini.
kwan-nuxun
bari ëora u-ru-tan-mainun
kain-i
then=VAL=1A/S sun more come-UPG.GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE wait-IPFV
‘Then, after I left yesterday (for the benefit of the mestizo person), I am waiting
for the sun to set in order to go harvest that banana.’
(Lo_que_hizo_ayer_ir_a_Chanintía-ET-2012-09-24-CBR.1.22)
(258) […] xuta
okë
hasta nukën
xuta
okë
hasta nukën
grandfather do-NFUT.NMLZ even 1PL.O/POSS
papabika
nukë
a bana ñuixuni.
papabika
nukë
a bana ñuixuni
father=CONT=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS 3 speak narrate-APL-IPFV-PROX
‘[…] our departed grandfather even our parents narrate that story for us.’
(Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.25)

The newly introduced O argument shows the semantics of a goal-like argument
(see Bickel 2010) where the action occurs for the benefit (beneficiary) (257)-(258) or the
detriment (maleficiary) (259) of this applicative object. As in the case of the causative
-mi, the semantic range of the applicative -xun is very wide in that the action affecting the
applicative object may be more or less purposeful, enabling or allowing the event to
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happen. In example (259), the action of putting down the trap for the detriment of that
particular person can be interpreted as being intentional or accidental.
(259) […] trampero ë
bai anun
nikënu
ë
trampero ën
bai a=nun nis-kë=nu
ë
trap
1=POSS path 3=INST stand.up-NFUT.NMLZ=LOC 1
naxunkë
kupi kana
ë ‘unankëma
‘ia […]
nan-xun-kë
kupi =ka=na
ë ‘unan-kë=ma
‘i-a
put-APL-NFUT.NMLZ for =VAL=1A/S 1 know-NFUT.NMLZ be-PFV
‘[…] because (he) had put a trap for me, on my road, where I walk, but I did not
know […]’ (Accidente_en_la_pierna-AM-2012-10-16-CBR.1.2)

Finally, the suffix -xun ‘applicative’ is obligatorily used in predicates in negative
imperative sentences, as in (260) (§7.8). It is possible that historically there was an
applicative object in this type of sentence, e.g. don’t do that (for me), and then it was
deleted.
(260) […] udoki
ñu ‘axúma.
udoki
ñu ‘axúma
that=COMP-FACT-A/S>A:SE thing do-APL=NEG
‘Don’t do things like that!’ (Anuncio politico-Demetrio.1.12)

5.4.1.3. -kin associative applicative
The suffix -kin ‘associative applicative’ introduces an argument into O function while the
original arguments remain the same. This suffix may attach to both intransitive (261) and
transitive stems (262). Typically, the newly introduced object participates in performing
the action of the predicate along with the A/S argument and, in addition, this O argument
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functions as the most goal-like argument that benefits from this action. However,
sometimes it is not clear whether the added O argument functions as the most goal-like
argument, (263). In this reading, the introduced O argument resembles the semantics of a
comitative adjunct. In addition, the suffix -kin with some verbs does not express that the
introduced O argument participates in the predicate’s action but behaves as the most
goal-like argument of it. In (264), the A argument (he) is the only one who participates in
the giving whereas the O argument (my departed brother-in-law) participates only as a
beneficiary.
(261) […] Non chira ë nikiankëxi.
non chira ë nis-kin-akë-x-i
non chira 1 stand.up-SOC.APL-REM.PST-PROX
‘[…] Non chira made me walk.’ (Relato_sobre_alma-LIG-2014-07-01-CBR.1.2)
(262) […] uni nukë bënë pimainu
xanuribi
ukuxu
[…] uni nukë bënë pi-mainun
xanu=ribi
uku-t-xun
male
eat-A/S≠A/S:SE woman=ADD get.piled-REFL-A/S>A:PE
ain
tuá
ainnabi
pikiankëxa.
ain
tuá
ain=na=bi
pi-kin-akë-x-a.
3.POSS offspring 3.POSS=POSS=CONT eat-SOC.APL-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] while men ate (on their place), women ate separately with their kids.’
(Cómo_comían_antes-LR-2012-12-06-CBR.1.4)
(263) ai
ñuina rëtinu ai
xuxu
‘akíma […]
ain
ñuina rët-nu ai
xuxu
‘a-kin=ma
3.POSS animal kill-A/S>S:FE youngster-A/S>A:PE do-SOC.APL=NEG
‘Youngsters cannot help to kill the animal…’ (Animales_prohibidos_de_comerLR-2012-11-05-CBR.1.7)
(264) […] ën
chaiokë
rata ‘inankiákëxi.
ë=n
chai-o-kë
rata ‘inan-kin-akë-x-i
1=POSS brother.in.law-FACT-NFUT.NMLZ tin give-SOC.APLREM.PST- 3-PROX
‘[…] (he) gave tin (as armor) to my departed brother-in-law.’
(Conversación_sobre_kamano_de_Tornavista-ET-CB-2012-11-26-CBR.29.4)
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5.4.1.4. -o ‘factitive’
The suffix -o ‘FACTitive’ derives transitive predicates from nouns, adjectives and a
subset of adverbs. Recall that nouns, adjectives and adverbs may function as intransitive
inchoative predicates by solely receiving verbal morphology. By using the factitive -o,
the original S argument (265) becomes O of the derived predicate and a new argument in
A function is introduced (266). The stem to which the factitive -o attaches may be
underived (265)-(266) or derived, (267). The factitive suffix -o occurs as -u when
following an /a/ vowel. Furthermore, this suffix drops the preceeding /a/ vowel (266) and
any intervening consonant between those vowels (268).
(265) mëdka
xënaia.
mëd=ka=a
xënaia.
soil=VAL=3A/S worm-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The ground gets wormy.’
(266) kana
mëd xënoia.
=ka=na
mëd xëna-o-i-a
=VAL=1A/S soil worm-FACT-IPFV-N.PROX
‘I get the ground wormy (by adding worms to it)’ (Elicited)
(267) […] Xonchá
ñuñumoi
këñuákëxa.
Xoncha=n
ñu=ñu=ma-o-i
këñu-akë-x-a
Xoncha=POSS thing=HAVE=NEG=FACT-A/S>S:SE finish-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘[…] (they) exterminated Xoncha without leaving anything.’ (Xoncha-LR-201210-27-CBR.1.36)
(268) […] noribika
nukë́
in
madóia.
noribika
nukën
in
madat-o-i-a
mestizo=ADD=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS tree bad-FACT-IPFV-N.PROX
‘[…] the mestizo people also destroy our trees.’ (Comunicado_sobre_el_cacaoDP-2012-12-16-CBR.1.52)
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The suffix -o ‘FACT’ also derives transitive predicates from a handful of
intransitive verbs. (269) shows the exhaustive list of verbs that undergo this process in
my dataset. In this function, the suffix -o has the same function of introducing a new
argument in A function and turning the original S argument into O, as in (270).
(269) kani
kuai
uni
uchu
ubit
raë
dënen

‘grow’
‘play, laugh’
‘get created’
‘get piled’
‘get annoyed’
‘get domesticated’
‘get finished’

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

kani-o
kuai-o
uni-o
uchu-o
ubit-o
raë-o
dënën-o

‘raise’
‘make fun of’
‘create’
‘pile’
‘annoy’
‘domesticate’
‘finish’

(270) […] ai
xuta
uni
kuaiokëxa.
ain
xuta
uni
kuai-o-akë-x-a
3.POSS grandfather K.person play-FACT-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] the man tricked his grandfather (with his stepmother).’
(Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.3)

The suffix -o ‘FACT’ is homophonous with the verb o ‘do’. There are two main
pieces of evidence for arguing that they constitute two different morphemes. First, the
verb o ‘do’, but not the suffix o, may occur as the first element of the clause without a
constituent preceeding it, (271). Secondly, the verb o ‘make’ does not need to (nor can)
attach to a preceeding constituent, (272). Remember no morpheme may attach to secondposition enclitics except second-position enclitcs themselves. A historical link between
the verb o ‘make’ and the factitive -o seems very likely, although further research is
needed to uncover the details of this grammaticalization process.
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(271) okinkana
ënu
takúëxa.
o-kin=ka=na
ë=nu
taku-ëxan
make-A/S>A:SE=VAL=1A/S 1=LOC switch.place-REC.PST
‘Doing like that, I made (it) switch places.’ (Conversación_sobre_difunto-CBHB-2014-12-02-CBR.242.5)
(272) naëkana
oi.
naëkana
oi
dig=VAL=1A/S make-IPFV
‘I make a garden.’ (Elicited)

5.4.1.5. -rakat ‘detransitivizer’
The main use of this suffix is to turn a transitive predicate into an intransitive one. In this
process, the derived verb may have reflexive, agentless passive and antipassive
intepretations. This suffix will be glossed as ‘reflexive’ (REFL) for simplicity. In the
reflexive reading, the derived S argument corresponds to the original co-referential A = O
arguments, as in (273) - (274), and behaves as an intransitive predicate with regard to all
the transitivity sensitive properties, e.g. associated motion, switch-reference, etc. There
are no specialized reflexive pronouns in Kakataibo but it is possible to add a pronoun
marked with the enclitic =bi ‘contrast’ as an emphatic reflexive, (275) without adding any
non-core case markers to this pronoun.
(273) […] mi pachukatia […].
mi pa-chuka-t-i-a
2 ear-wash-REFL-IPFV-N.PROX
‘[…] you are going to wash you ear […]’ (Historia_de_murciélago-ET-2012-1116-CBR.1.38)
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(274) xuamëana
idia.
xuan-mët-ana
ëd-i-a
scratch-REFL-A/S>A/S:SE see-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The spider monkey) watches while it scratches itself.’ (Historia_de_chuna-MB2012-11-17-CBR.1.8)
(275) kana
ëbi
chachiakati.
=ka=na
ë=bi
chachi-akat-i
=VAL=3A/S 1=CONT stab-REFL-IPFV
‘I am stabbing myself on my own.’ (Elicited)

The use of the detransitivizer suffix usually combines with transitive predicates, but it
may also attach to intransitive predicates expressing emphasis on performing the action
by oneself, as shown below.
(276) […] ‘airibi
kwa
‘irakatáxa.
‘ai=ribi
kwan-a
‘i-rakat-a-x-a
then=ADD go-A/S>S:PE be-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘[…] but (they) lived going (there).’ (Sobre_trabajo_con_motosierra-NM-201406-24-CBR.1.38)
In addition to the reflexive reading, this detransitivizing suffix derives intransitive
predicates from transitive predicates by altering the original predicate’s argument
structure in two ways. In the first case, the agentless passive construction, the original O
(the most patient-like) argument becomes S and the original A argument cannot be part of
the clause, even as a non-core argument, (277). In the second detransitivizing strategy,
the antipassive strategy, the original A argument becomes S and the original O argument
gets demoted and cannot be added, even as an adjunct. The agentless passive
interpretation is highly common with transitive predicates such as nuku ‘follow’, piku
‘take out’, maya ‘return’, pëxku ‘cure’, ratu ‘scare’, mëra ‘find’, among others. The
antipassive reading is much restricted, though. Even so, the use of the detransitivizing
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suffix in these readings is a productive feature in the language, as suggested by (279)
where another type of verb from those mentioned above gets an agentless passive
interpretation.
(277) a kupikana
inmëín mëratia
ëdti
kwëá.
a kupikana
inmëín mëra-t-ia
ëd-ti
kwën-a
3 for=VAL=3A/S dawn find-REFL-A/S/O>O:SE see-FUT.NMLZ want-PFV
‘For that reason, I wanted to see (it) when it comes up.’ (Comunicado-EE-201406-13-CBR.1.13)
(278) kaina
kamábi
timë́ ti
‘ai
ya.
=ka=mina
=kama=n=bi
timë-t-ti
‘a-i
ya
=VAL=2A/S =PL=A/S=CONT gather-REFL-FUT.NLMZ do-IPFV ok
‘You all have to get together.’ (Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-10-17-CBR.1.5)
(279) […] mëd naëtia […]
mëd naë-t-i-a
soil dig-REFL-IPFV-PROX
‘[…] “the ground gets holes” (lit. the grouds gets dug dug’) […]’
(Cuento_de_sirena-CB-2012-11-29-CBR.1.21)

The detransitivizing suffix shows the allomorphs -t ~ -rakat ~ -akat ~ -mët ~ -kVt
and -akët, as in (280). The selection of each of these allomorphs depends on the number
of syllables of the stem and the quality of the stem’s last syllable coda. Stems ending in a
nasal consonant take the reflexive -mët while those stems ending in /t/ take the reflexive
allomorph -kVt, where V has the same quality as the stem’s last vowel. Monosyllabic
stems usually take the allomorph -rakat, but there are some exceptions to this pattern.
The suffixes -akat and -t attach to non-monosyllabic words with the last syllable open.
However, -akat, but not -t, also attaches to closed final syllables. Note, though, that this
general pattern shows certain variability among speakers and even within the same
speaker. A reflexive allomorph -akët was found in connected speech attached to the
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intransitive verb kani ‘grow’ > kani-akët ‘grow-REFL’. The detransitivizing suffix will
be referred to by the form -rakat in the remainder of this work.
(280) Allomorphs of the reflexive suffix
Allomorph -mët
‘inan ‘give’
xuan ‘scratch’
main ‘bury’
taran ‘wallow’

>
>
>
>

‘inan-mët
xuan-mët
main-mët
taran-mët

‘give-REFL’
‘scratch-REFL’
‘bury-REFL’
‘wallow-REFL

Allomorph -kVt
na-tat ‘cepillar’
anpët ‘peel’
rait
‘polish’
rayut ‘scratch’

>
>
>
>

na-tat-kat
anpët-kët
rait-kit
rayut-kut

‘brush-REFL’
‘peel-REFL’
‘polish-REFL’
‘scratch-REFL’

Allomorph -akat
tada ‘nail’
pënkë ‘turn around’
bari ‘look for’
‘unu ‘sew’
ëd
‘see’
‘utëx ‘pinch’

> tada-akat ‘nail-REFL’
> pënkë-akat ‘turn around-REFL’
> bari-akat ‘look for-REFL’
> ‘unu-akat ‘sew-REFL’
> ëd-akat
‘see-REFL’
> ‘utëx-akat ‘pinch-REFL’

Allomorph -rakat
‘a
‘do’
rët
‘macear’
ki
‘say’
bis
‘grab’

>
>
>
>

‘a-rakat
rët-rakat
ki-rakat
bis-rakat

‘do-REFL’
‘macear-REFL’
‘say-REFL’
‘grab-REFL’

Allomorph -t
chuka ‘wash’
ankë ‘finish’
xui
‘roast’
mëxku ‘mix’

>
>
>
>

chuka-t
ankë-t
xui-t
mëxku-t

‘wash-REFL’
‘finish-REFL’
‘roast-REFL’
‘mix-REFL’
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5.4.1.6. -anan ‘reciprocal’
The suffix -anan ‘reciprocal’ (REC) turns a transitive predicate into an intransitive one.
This suffix indicates that there are multiple instances of the predicate and that an
argument x functions as an agent in at least one of those events and as a patient in at least
one of those events, as in (281). Predicates with the reciprocal suffix have a plural
referent as S argument or controller, but not necessarily marked with the plural enclitic
=kama. The patient-like argument may be added to the clause being marked with the
enclitic =bë ‘comitative S’, (282), but instances of the patient-like object occurring as a
bare form have also been attested, (283). The multiple events expressed by the predicate
to which -anan applies to may occur simultaneously (281) or not (284). In some cases, it
is not clear that multiple events occurred or that the agent in one of the events functions
as the patient in another of the events or both, (285). The reciprocal suffix -anan may also
attach to some intransitive verbs, e.g. ‘akanan ‘make war’, without any reduction of the
predicate. In cases like these, each of the S argument referents functions at least once as
the constructed O argument of the subevents of the predicate marked with the reciprocal,
as in (286).
(281) ka
rabëtanka
kurukanani.
=ka=a
rabët=an=ka=a
kuru-ka-anan-i-i
=VAL=3A/S two=A/S=VAL=3A/S bark-TR-REC-IPFV-PROX
‘(the dogs) are barking to each other’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IAPT-VP-2015-07-09-CBR.314)
(282) aiaká
abë
mëranáni.
u-ia=ka=a
a=bë
mëra-anan-i-i
come-A/S/O>O:SE=VAL-3A/S 3=COM.S find-REC-IPFV-PROX
‘While the other jaguar is coming, it meets with it.’ ('Inu_mata_a_chaxu-ET2012-11-05-CBR.1.8)
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(283)

[…] =ka
isa uni
nukën
=ka=a
isa uni
nukën
=VAL=3A/S many K.person 1PL.O/POSS
N.PROX
‘[…] our ancestors fought against many people’
2012-10-16-CBR.1.38)

chaiti mëanánkëxa.
chaiti mëanánkëxa
ancestor hit-REC-REM.PST-3(Accidente_en_la_pierna-AM-

(284) ëdai
uni
kanani.
ë=da-i
uni
ka-anan-i-i
1=COMP-A/S>S:SE K.person tell-REC-IMPF-PROX
‘People tell stories like that to each other.’ (Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB2014-12-02-CBR.214.5)
(285) […] ai
rëkimi
bibiáxu
nukën
chichi
ain
rëkin=mi bis-bian-xun
nukën
chichi
3.POSS nose=DAT grab-GO.A-A/S>A:PE 1PL.O/POSS grandmother
'inu
baka nanani.
'inu
baka nan-anan-i-i
jaguar water put-REC-IPFV-PROX
‘[…] after going grabbing (it) by its nose, the water's mother sinks the jaguar in
the water.’ (Nukën_chichi-ET-2012-11-05-CBR.1.16)
(286) […] kwënanaki
mëd mëd banañu
mëd
kwën-anan-kin
mëd mëd banañu
mëd tin tinkikë
scream.out-REC-A/S>A:SE soil soil speak-PROP soil
tin
tinkikë
anukana
tin
tin-ki-kë
a=nu=ka=na
ONOM ONOM-INTR-NFUT.NMLZ 3=LOC=VAL=1A/S
soti
kwani […]
so-t-i
kwan-i
sit.down-REFL-A/S>S:SE go-IPFV
‘[…] “screaming to each other, I am going to live where the ground makes noises
tin tin” […]’ (Creación_de_la_gente-LR-2014-06-11-CBR.1.41)
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5.4.2. Directionals / Associated motion
Directional (Slot 3) and associated motion (Slot 5) suffixes in Kakataibo are used to add a
notion of movement to the predicate. However, the way in which these two categories
express the movement differs clearly. Directionals in Kakataibo are used to add a path of
movement to the predicate, without involving a secondary action. In contrast, associated
motion suffixes introduce a secondary event of motion in addition to the event expressed
by the predicate. This secondary event further encodes a path of movement according to a
deictic center and may occur prior, simultaneous, or following the event of the predicate.
Grammatically, associated motion suffixes come in pairs being selected by the
predicate’s transitivity value. In contrast, most directional suffixes do not make this
distinction, with the exception of the pair -ut ‘down intransitive’ and -pat ‘down
transitive’. Suffixes of the directional and associated motion categories form paradigms
in which their members are mutually exclusive (e.g. *directional + directional), but they
may co-occur with suffixes of the other category (e.g. direction + associated motion). The
directional suffixes are discussed in section §5.4.2.1 and the associated motion suffixes in
section §5.4.2.2.

5.4.2.1.Directionals -ru ‘UP’, -pat ‘DOWN’, -ut ‘DOWN’
5.4.2.1.1. -ru ‘UP’
The suffix -ru ‘UP’ expresses that one of the verbal arguments of the predicate it attaches
to moves in an upward direction. In (287), only the O argument moves on an upward
trajectory whereas in (288) it is the A argument that follows that path. This suffix -ru
‘UP’ may attach to both intransitive and transitive verbs.
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(287) […] nu ë=da-o-kin
bis-ru-ti
aí
raíz […]
nu ë=da-o-kin
bis-ru-ti
ain
raíz
1PL 1=COMP-FACT-A/S>A:SE grab-UP-FUT.NMLZ 3.POSS root
‘[…] we pull up (the manioc’s) root doing like this […]’ (Cómo_preparar_fariñaLG-2012-10-19-CBR.1.3)
(288) barirukëbëtá
barí
ëdkáia
nëni.
bari-ru-këbëtan
bari=n
ëd-ka-ia
nën-i
look.for-UP-A/S≠A sun=A/S dry-TR-A/S/O>O:SE burn-IPFV
‘.(When I have come looking for (it), the Sun drying (it), I burn (it’
(Lo_que_va_a_hacer-LiG-2014-07-04-CBR.1.15)

In addition to trajectory meaning, the suffix -ru may express further meanings not
related to movement but rather to completeness and repetition. In the example below, the
use of -ru ‘UP’ indicates that the event of growing was completed, which is further
suggested by the fact that in the next sentence the now-adults have beards. In this
completive meaning, the suffix -ru may also attach to adjectives expressing an intensifier
meaning, usually translated as very, (290). Example (291) illustrates the use of -ru
expressing repetition. Note that this reading was only obtained in elicitation and that the
predicate expressing the repetition occurred as a subordinate verb.
(289) në uni ‘akë ‘aidá
kaniruakëxa.
në uni ‘akë ‘ai=id=a
kani-ru-akë-x-a
hmm kid
then=EVID=3A/S grow-UP-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘The kids finished growing.’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP-2012-11-04-CBR.1.5)
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(290) ‘aiká
tunáru ‘aiká
aín
taë kana
‘ai=ka=a
tunan-ru ‘ai=ka=a
aín
taë kana
then=VAL=3A/S black-UP then=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS foot yellow.parrot
bakëdaru
a ‘imainu ai
bëru kuma basi ‘aiká
bakë=da-ru a ‘imainu ain
bëru kuma basi ‘ai=ka=a
offspring 3 and
3.POSS eye perdiz egg then=VAL=3A/S
cómo se llama verderu […]
cómo se llama verde-ru
green-UP
‘ Then), being very black, its foot very yellow and its eye (was blue) like perdiz's)
egg, what is its name? very green (Sueño_en_el_que_viajó_por_el_bosque-ET2012-11-27-CBR.1.14)
(291) kana
marurui
urua.
=ka=na
maru-ru-i
u-ru-a
=VAL=1A/S trade-UP-A/S>S:SE come-UP-PFV
‘I came buying and buying’ (Elicited)

The suffix -ru occurs grammaticalized with the verb ‘a ‘do’ to derive the verbs ‘aru ‘cook’ and ‘a-ru ‘put’, which do not necessarily involve an upward movement.
Finally, the suffix -ru may occur attached to verbs without indicating upward movement
in verbs that have a figurative interpretation.
(292) […] =kana
cuatro mesesra
ma
‘irui
kwani.
=ka=na
cuatro meses=ira
ma
‘i-ru-i
kwani
=VAL=1A/S four month=INTS already be-UP-A/S>S:SE go-IPFV
‘I am going to have four months since my accident (lit. going to be up).’
(Accidente_en_la_pierna-AM-2012-10-16-CBR.1.21)
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5.4.2.1.2. -pat ‘down’
The suffix -pat ‘DOWN’ expresses than one or more of the verbal arguments moves in a
downwards direction. This suffix co-occurs only with transitive predicates. In (293) the A
argument moves down a hill while following the other person, and in (294) the O
argument, the tree, moves down while falling whereas the A argument remains in its
position.
(293) abi
nuipakëxa.
abi
nui-pat-akë-x-a
3=CONT follow-DOWN-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘I followed him going downwards’ (Historia_sobre_mujer_embarazada-AM2012-10-18-CBR.1.38)
(294) ‘atankëxu
nun
kamabi
chakamípati.
‘a-tankëxun
nu=n
kamabi
chakat-mi-pat-i
do-A/S>A:PE 1PL=A/S =PL=CONT fall.down-CAUS-DOWN-IPFV
‘After doing that, we all cut (it) down.’ (Cómo_hacer_chacra-ET-2012-11-02CBR.1.44)

The suffix -pat is also used to form verbs of giving birth, e.g. bë-ëchit-pat headpull.up-DOWN ‘give birth’, tuá-pat offspring-DOWN ‘give birth’, ‘a-pat do-DOWN
‘lay’, where the O argument, the entity being given birth, is conceived of as
experimenting a downwards movement from inside the mother, as in (295).
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(295) […] chunan
titami
chuna=n
tita=mi
spider.monkey=POSS mother=DAT
bëchipatiidá
no
‘iákëxa.
bë-ëchit-pat-i=id=a
no
‘i-akë-x-a
head-grub.up-DOWN-A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S mestizo be-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘[…] the mestizo (person) lived having kids with that spider monkey.’
(Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22-CBR.1.15)

In connected speech, the suffix -pat ‘down’ may raise the conversational
implicature that there is a distributive interpretation of the O argument, which is related
to the event of the predicate occurring multiple times during the process of moving
downwards. This distributive meaning is also sometimes interpreted as completion,
(296). The suffix -pat is also used to express the meaning for goods’ prices to go down
uan-pat carry-DOWN, borrowed from Spanish bajar.
(296) […] ñu nami tëapakë
a nukë
ainsi
ñu nami tëa-pat-kë
a n ukën
ainsi
thing flesh cut-DOWN-NFUT.NMLZ 3 1PL.O/POSS relatives
nukën
chaiti
piakëxa.
nukën
chaiti
pia-akë-x-a
1PL.O/POSS ancestor eat-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Our ancestors ate lost of chopped meat […] ’ (Cómo_comían_antes-LR-201212-06-CBR.1.5)

5.4.2.1.3. -ut ‘down’
The suffix -ut ‘down’ expresses that the S argument of an intransitive predicate moves in
a downward trajectory, (297) - (298). Thus, this suffix only attaches to intransitive stems.
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The suffix -ut does not show further meanings in the corpus. However, this suffix may
show figurative meanings with certain predicates, (299), where an entity day may not
literally move downwards.
(297) […] chirapaka
‘iubáxi.
chirapaka
‘i-ut-bait-a-x-i
rainbow=VAL=3A/S be-DOWN-DUR-PFV-3-PROX
‘[…] the rainbow was going down.’(Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-201412-02-CBR.244.3)
(298) […] maka
xapu antakiuti
tëxëuti
ma=ka=a
xapu anta-ki-ut-i
tëxë-ut-i-i.
already=VAL=3A/S cotton spill-INTR-DOWN-A/S>S:SE manioc.doughDOWN-IPFV-PROX
‘[…] the cotton already decaying, (it) crumbles.’
(Cosas_que_guardar_para_sembrar_pijuayo_camote-CB-2012-12-03- CBR.1.21)
(299) […] ka
nëtë xëniutia […]
=ka=a
nëtë xëni-ut-i-a
=VAL=3A/S day old-DOWN-IPFV-N.PROX
‘[…] “the year is turning old” […]’ (Diluvio-NB-2014-06-31-CBR.1.2)

5.4.2.1.1. -arat ‘AROUND’
This suffix shows different allomorphs depending on the phonological structure of the
stem to which it attaches, as shown in (300). The allomorph -rakët attaches to stems
ending in a /t/; the -(a)rat allomorph attaches to disyllabic stems ending in a vowel; the
suffix -akët attaches to stems ending in /n/; the suffix -rat attaches to monosyllabic stems;
and the -at allomorph has been attested attached to the verb ‘ibin only. Note that this
generalization varies across speakers and across generations. Furthermore, there are some
exceptions to these patterns, such as the verb kuat that obtains the allomorph -rat instead
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of -rakët by ending in a -t. Moreover, predicates with different transitivity values may
receive the same allomorph, e.g. ñukat ‘ask’ (transitive) and so-t ‘sit’ (intransitive) both
host the allomorph -rakët (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:407-411). For simplicity’s sake, I will
refer to all these allomorphs as -arat.
(300) Allomorph of the ‘AROUND’ suffix
Allomorph -rakët
ñukat ‘ask’
pënkë-t ‘turn’
rit
‘go among a group’
so-t
‘sit’
ratu-t ‘get scared’

>
>
>
>
>

ñukat-rakët
pënkë-t -rakët
rit-rakët
so-t-rakët
ratu-t-rakët

Allomorph -(a)rat:
xëa
‘drink’
rëtë
‘kill’
nini
‘pull’
kato
‘add a layer’
innu
‘pass by’

>
>
>
>
>

xëa-(a)rat
rëtë-(a)rat
nini-(a)rat
kato-(a)rat
innu-(a)rat

Allomorph -akët
nuan
‘fly’
chirin ‘jump’
asin
‘get in’

>
>
>

nuan-akët
chirin-akët
asin-akët

Allomorph -rat
inn
‘cry’
ki
‘say’
ëd
‘see’
kuat
‘hear’
nis
‘walk’

>
>
>
>
>

inn-rat
ki-rat
ëd-rat
kuat-rat
nis-rat

Allomorph -at
‘ibin
‘shoo away’

> ‘ibin-at
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‘ask-AROUND’
‘turn-REFL-AROUND’
‘go among a group-AROUND’
‘sit-REFL-AROUND’
‘get scared-REFL-AROUND’

‘drink-AROUND’
‘kill-AROUND’
‘pull-AROUND’
‘add a layer-AROUND’
‘pass by-AROUND’
‘fly-AROUND’
‘jump-AROUND’
‘get in-AROUND’
‘cry-AROUND’
‘say-AROUND’
‘see-AROUND’
‘hear-AROUND’
‘walk-AROUND’
‘shoo away-AROUND’

The suffix -arat ‘AROUND’ expresses movement in a curved trajectory. This
curved movement may occur on the vertical or horizontal axis as well as within the
referent’s own axis. This suffix -arat attaches to both intransitive and transitive
predicates. In (301), the curved movement occurs within the car’s own vertical axis. In
contrast, the curved trajectory in (302) occurs on a vertical axis not belonging to the
verbal argument.
(301) tres veceka
‘auto mayarakëpúnia.
tres veces=ka=a
‘auto maya-t-rakët-pun-i-a
three time=VAL=3A/S car return-REFL-AROUND-HOD1-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The) car rolled over three times.’ (Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-201412- 02-CBR.84.1)
(302) nukúki
achúin ëda
vuelta uinakë́ ki […]
nuku-t-kin
achúi ëda
vuelta uin-akët-kin
reach-REFL-A/S>A:SE one
1=COMP turn pass-AROUND-A/S>A:SE
‘Arriving, passing by around making a turn […]’ (Ir_a_puerto_nuevo- SR-201211-09-CBR.1.6)

When the suffix -arat occurs with verbs of movement such as kuain ‘pass by’, maya-t
‘return’, uin ‘pass’, it carries a conventionalized interpretation of returning to the point of
origin, (303). In this reading, a curved movement is not necessary, though. However, a
curved trajectory clearly lays behind this extension of meaning of the suffix -arat.
(303)

[…] a las seis uda
nu nirakëti.
a las seis uda
nu nis-rakët-i-i
at six
that=COMP 1PL walk-AROUND-IPFV-PROX
‘[…] we return like around six (in the afternoon).’ (Ir_a_cazar_al_monte-KP2012-10-22-CBR.1.18)
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The suffix -arat has only been attested with intransitive predicates in the corpus
of spontaneous speech. Furthermore, -arat was only attested with verbal predicates in
said dataset. Moreover, younger speakers of Kakataibo tend to use a more analytic
structure in which a verb of movement, such as maya-t ‘return’, kuain ‘pass by’ or uin
‘pass’, occurs as subordinate to the verb that carries the main semantic meaning in order
to express a curved trajectory instead of using -arat, as in (304).
(304) mayatikana
maya-t-i=ka=na
return-REFL-A/S>S:SE=VAL=1A/S
‘Walk turning around’ (Overheard)

nisi
nis-i
walk-IPFV

5.4.2.2. Associated motion
5.4.2.2.1. -bian and -kian ‘go’
The suffixes -bian ‘GO.TRansitive’ and -kian ‘GO.INTRansitive’ are used to express that
the action denoted by the predicate moves away from an established deictic center and,
because of that, are usually translated as going. These suffixes are sensitive to the
predicate’s transitivity where -bian attaches only to transitive predicates, as in (305)(306), and -kian co-occurs only with intransitive ones, (307)-(308). Notice that the suffix
-kian ‘GO.INTR’ is also used to depict a developing or undergoing event, (308), but only
with intransitive predicates given its transitivity restriction. Note that in this sense, the
suffix -kian does not show any actual movement.
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(305) […] bandejanë bibiaxu
blandonanë
‘aruia.
bandeja=në bis-bian-xun
blandona=nën
‘aru-i-a
tray=INST grab-GO.TR-A/S>A:PE blandona=INST cook-IPFVN.PROX
‘[…] taking (them), (we) cook (them) in the tray.’ (Cómo_preparar_fariña-LG2012-10-19-CBR.1.39)
(306) […] a ë
bëchikë rabë́ ëbiaëxá.
a ë=n
bëchikë rabët ën-bian-ëxan
3 1=POSS offspring two leave-GO.TR-REC.PST
‘[…] I left my two children going away the other day.’
(Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28-CBR.1.75)
(307) y aín
pasaribika
bëriribi
rikiánia.
y aín
pasa=ribi=ka=a
bëri=ribi rit-kian-i-a
and 3.POSS other=ADD=VAL=3A/S now=ADD go.in.group-GO.INTR-IPFVN.PROX
‘And the others are also going (to San Alejandro city) today.’
(Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-10-17-CBR.1.16)
(308) […] aí
tapu unu
a në xënakiani
‘i.
ain
tapu u=nu
a në xëna-kian-i
‘ikë
3.POSS root that=LOC 3 hmm worm-GO.INTR-A/S>S:SE be.IPFV.3
‘[…] it get worms on its root.’
(Cosas_qué_guardar_para_sembrar_pijuayo_camote-CB-2012-12-03-CBR.1.27)

5.4.2.2.2. -bësin and -kwasin ‘come’
The suffixes -bësin ‘COME.TRansitive’ and -kwasin ‘COME.INTRansitive’ are used to
indicate that the action expressed by the predicate moves towards an established deictic
point and, as such, are usually translated as coming. The suffix -bësin is used exclusively
with transitive predicates, as in (309)-(310), whereas -bësin is used exclusively with
intransitive ones, (311)-(312). Notice that the suffix -bësin occurs as -(bë)sin when
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following a stem ending in /bë/ or /bi/, as in (310), due to their articulatory similarity, i.e.
one syllable in an identical sequence is deleted.
(309) barixukáina
papibësini.
bari-xun=ka=mina
papi-bësin-i
look.for-A/S>A:PE=VAL=2A/S carry-COME.TR-IPFV
‘After looking for it, you come carrying (it)’ (Cómo_hacer_maspute-ET- 201211-05-CBR.1.20)
(310) […] ka
aín
ainsikama ka
bësiankëxa.
=ka=a
aín
ainsikama ka
bë-bësin-akë-x-a
=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS relative=PL =VAL=3A/S bring-COME.TRREM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] they brought their relatives’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.17)
(311) hasta bakanubi
nanëkwasinia […]
hasta bakanubi
nanët-kwasin-i-a
even water=LOC=CONT submerge-COME.INTR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Even submerging into the water […]’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11-CBR1.98)
(312) […] ñuín o kamánodapiidá
këkia
ñuín o kamáno=dapi=id=a
këkia
spirit or kamano=DUB=EVID=3A/S scream-A/S/O>O:SE
kuabësiniidá
‘ituín ‘ituín abá
kuat-bësin-i=id=a
‘ituín ‘ituín abat
hear-COME.TR=A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S fast
fast
run
abakwasini
uëxáxa.
abat-kwasin-i
uëxáxa
run-COME.INTR-A/S>S:SE come-REC.PST-3- NPROX
‘[…] (my step-father) came the other day running and running very fast while
listening at the kamano or spirit, maybe […]’ (Encontró_hacha_de_camano-SR2012-11-09-CBR.1.16)
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5.4.2.2.3. -uin and -kuain ‘passing by’
The suffixes -uin ‘PASSBY.TRansitive’ and -kuain ‘PASSBY.INTRansitive’ indicate
that there is a simultaneous movement that reaches and leaves a specified deictic point.
As in the case of the other associated motion morphemes, these suffixes specialize
according to the predicate’s transitivity. The suffix -uin occurs with transitive predicates,
(313), and the suffix -kuain attaches to intransitive stems, (314). Different from the other
associated motion suffixes, -uin and -kuain are seldom attested in the naturalistic corpus
with four and eleven tokens, respectively.
(313) nuiuinabikaidá
uní
nui-uin-an=bi=ka=id=a
uni=n
follow-PASSBY.TR-A/S≠A:PE=VAL=EVID=3A/S K.person=A/S
unpúxu
uni
a ‘akëxa.
unpu-t-xun
uni
a ‘a-akë-x-a
hide-REFL-A/S>A:PE K.person 3 do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Following (the pud pud offspring), the (other) man, hidding (himself), has
stabbed that man (the husband).’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP-2012-11-04-CBR.1.33)
(314) bëtamáinu
në
kara
bë-tan-mainun
në
ka=ra=a
bring-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE hmm =VAL=INT=3A/S
‘inankuaiki
dënëónta.
‘inan-kuain-kin
dënën-o-tan
give-PASSBY.INTR-A/S>A:SE finish-FACT-GO.IMP
‘While (they) bring (it), go finish giving (them) while passing by.’
(Periodistas_van_a_llegar_a_la_comunidad_mañana-HB-2014-07-07-CBR.1.48)
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5.4.3. Quantification
The suffixes of this category in Kakataibo make a quantification over the individuals or
events denoted by the predicate. When quantifiying over individuals, the quantification
expresses that the action was carried out by a number of individuals. When the
quantification occurs over the event, different interpretations such as iterativity,
durativity, etc., may arise according to the particular suffix used. The morphemes in this
category belong more to a notional category than to a grammatical category. Thus, they
may combine with each other restricted only by their semantics. The quantification
suffixes (Slot 4 and Slot 6) are discussed next. In addition, the suffix -kan ‘third person
plural’ is also discussed in this section because of its quantificational related meanings.

5.4.3.1. -tëkën ‘iterative’
The suffix -tëkën ‘ITeRative’ comes with an entailment that an event of the same or
similar type with the same participants had already occurred. This is shown in (315)
where the speaker is complaining about the kids picking up his bananas one more time.
The suffix -tëkën may co-occur with both transitive (315) and intransitive (316), but only
once per predicate. This suffix is very productive and occurs frequently in naturalistic
data.
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(315) […] akama ë
o paranta maná maná rakákë
a=kama ë=n
on paranta manan mana raka-t-kë
3=PL 1=POSS banana
above above lay-REFL-NFUT.NMLZ
‘aibi
bitëkëxáxi.
‘ai=bi
bis-tëkën-ëxan-x-i
then=CONT grab-ITR-REC.PST-3-PROX
‘[…] they picked again the bananas that were laying upriver […]’
(Comunicado_sobre_sembrío_y_fumigación-NN-2012-11-24-CBR.1.70)
(316) y kaina
nëtëro
kwaútankë
‘akiribi mi
y =ka=mina nëtëro
kwan-ut-tankë
‘akiribi mi=n
and =VAL=2A/S not.today go-DOWN-A/S>S:PE again 2=POSS
naënu
kwantëkëni?
naë=nu kwan-tëkën-i
dig=LOC go-ITR-IPFV
‘And are you going again to your farm when you came down (here) the other day’
(Conversación_sobre_su_chacra-ET-SR-2012-11-05-CBR.6)

5.4.3.2. -abat ‘distributive’
The suffix -abat ‘DISTRibutive’, -rabat after /t/ with some interspeaker variation,
expresses that more than one individual performs an action in an unordered fashion and it
is usually translated as ‘among many’, (317). In addition, it has been found in connected
speech that -abat may be used with a repetitive/durative interpretation where only one
entity is involved in the action, (318). The suffix -abat does not show any restrictions
with regard to the transitivity of the stem to which it attaches.
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(317) a min
tuá
yararabakë
abarabákë
a mi=n
tuá
yarat-rabat-kë
abarabákë
3 2=POSS offspring make.noise-DISTR-NFUT.NMLZ run-DISTRNFUT.NMLZ
ukaina
cualquiera padre de familiabiká
bana ñui
u=ka=mina
cualquiera padre de familia=bi=ka=a
bana ñui-i
that=VAL=2A/S any
father .of.family=CONT=VAL=3A/S speakr narrateIPFV
‘Any father (should) tell stories to your kids, those who are making noise, running
around […]’ (Comunicado_sobre_sembrío_y_fumigación-NN-2012-11-24CBR.1.60)
(318) nëankëidá
kumá
anua
anu
nën-akë=id=a
kuman
a=nu=a
a=nu
burn-REM.PST=EVID=3A/S shiwawaco 3=LOC=PA.S 3=LOC
‘aidá
kwënkënabatiidá […]
‘ai=id=a
kwënkën-abat-i=id=a
then=EVID=3A/S scream-DISTR-A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S
‘When (they) burned the shiwawaco tree (where the demon was in), the demon
was screaming and screaming […]’ (Historia_sobre_mujer_embarazada-AM2012-10-18-CBR.1.14)

5.4.3.3. -taba ‘first time’
The suffix -taba(n) ‘First Time’ indicates that the A or S argument performs the action
for the first time, (319). In connected speech, this suffix has only been attested with the
verb of creation uni-o ‘get.created-FACT’, although it combines with other predicates as
well, as evidenced by elicited data. This suffix shows two allomorphs whose form is
dependent on the stem’s transitivity value: -taba(n) with transitive ones (319) and taba(t)
with intransitive ones, (320).
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(319) […] uda idá
nukën
papa nukën
chaiti
u=da =id=a
nukën
papa nukën
chaiti
3=COMP EVID=3A/S 1PL.POSS/O father 1PL.POSS/O ancestor
okë
ënë mëdnu mëd uniotabakipai
[…]
o-kë
ënë mëd=nu mëd uni-o-taban-kin=pai
do-NFUT.NMLZ this soil=LOC soil get.created-FACT-FT-A/S>A:SE=FIRST
‘[…] first creating our father, our ancestors for the first time from this soil […]’
(Cuento_de_las_nubes-LR-2012-10-08-CBR.1.10)
(320) ‘itabatikana
ën
xanubë
‘iakë.
‘i-tabat-i=ka=na
ë=n
xanu=bë
‘i-akë.
be-FT-A/S>S:SE=VAL=1A/S 1=POSS woman=COM.S be-REM.PST
‘It was the first time that I slept with my wife.’ (Elicited)

5.4.3.4. -unku ‘reiterative’
This suffix -unku ‘REITerative’ expresses that the event of the predicate reiterates
multiple times as this event unfolds, (321)-(322). For this reason, Kakataibo speakers
usually translate it with a reduplication such as ‘doing and doing’. The suffix -unku
obligatorily co-occurs with an associated motion morpheme (§5.4.2) but not those of the
vertical axis, following it, e.g. *pi-unku ‘eat-REIT’. Thus, the suffix -unku contributes a
meaning of iteration along the associated motion. This suffix has an allomorph -onku
after stems that end in an /a, ë/ vowel, (322).
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(321) […] ‘aidá
nukën
taínki mëd
‘ai=id=a
nukën
taínki mëd
then=EVID=3A/S 1PL.POSS/O ancestor soil
banaunkubësini
uákëxa.
bana-unku-bësin-i
u-akë-x-a
speak-REIT-COME.TR-A/S>S:SE come-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] then, our ancestors came talking and talking about the land.’ (Criminal-ET2012-11-11- CBR.1.8)
(322) […] bësi bësi no
bai ënë cruzá onkubësiniidá
[…]
bësi bësi no
bai ënë cruzá ‘a-unku-bësin-i=id=a
other other mestizo road this cross do-REIT-COME.TRA/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S
‘[…] many mestizo (people) coming and coming crossing this road […]’
(Criminal-ET- 2012-11-11-CBR.1.16)

5.4.3.5. -kan ‘third person plural subject’
The suffix -kan ‘PL.A/S’ expresses that the subject argument (A+S), but never the O
argument, has a plural referent, as evidenced by the use of it with the three grammatical
persons distinguished in Kakataibo in (323) - (325). Note that -kan marks plurality of the
subject argument only for third person in the Lower Aguaytía (Zariquiey 2011a:439-441).
The suffix -kan occurs optionally in the predicate and its use seems to be related to the
emphasis on the expression of plurality. This suffix may occur without the presence of an
overt NP marked with =kama as long as the plural interpretation is obtained. The suffix kan precedes the reciprocal suffix -anan when they co-occur, as in (323). Otherwise, the
suffix -kan occurs immediately before the verbal morphemes from Slot 9 ‘Tense’ or Slot
10 ‘Aspect’, as shown in (324)-(325).
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(323) […] nukën
familiakamaribi ñu piti
kwënia
nukën
familia=kama=ribi ñu pi-ti
kwën-ia
1PL.O/POSS family=PL=ADD thing eat-FUT.NMLZ want-A/S/O:O:SE
nu invitá ‘akananki
piti.
nu invitá ‘a-kan-anan-kin
pi-ti
1PL invite do-A/S.PL-REC-A/S>A:SE eat-FUT.NMLZ
‘[…](because) all our family also wants to eat, we invite food to each other.’
(Cómo_hacer_masato-LG-2012-10-19-CBR.1.35)
(324) udaikaina
‘ikanti.
u=da-i=ka=mina
‘i-kan-ti
that=COMP=A/S>S:SE=VAL=2A/S be-A/S.PL-FUT.NMLZ
‘You all have to be like that.’ (Cómo_debían_guardar_luto-LR-2012-11-23CBR.1.21)
(325) ‘aiká
población kamabi
completo putakabaëxaxi.
‘ai=ka=a
población =kama=bi completo puta-kan-bait-ëxan-x-i
then=VAL=3A/S population =PL=CONT full
throw-A/S.PL-DURREC.PST-3- PROX
‘Then, all, the complete population voted.’ (Anuncio politico-Demetrio.1.4)

5.4.3.6. -bëkin ‘iterative 2’
The suffix -bëkin ‘ITeRative 2’ is used to express an event that is comprised of a series of
subevents of the same type that occur in different places, (326). Thus, this suffix is
usually translated as ‘here and there’. Note that the suffix -bëkin sometimes raises a
conversational implicature of a durative interpretation of the event, (327). This suffix bëkin has been attested very scarcely in the text corpus (less than 10 instances). The
suffix -bëkin may co-occur with associated motion (§5.4.2) and trajectory suffixes
(§5.4.2.1) excepting -pat ‘DOWN’, e.g. *më-pat-bëkin; *më-bëkin-pat. This suffix loses
the first syllable when the preceding syllables is either /bë/ or /bi/, e.g. bis-bëkin-i ‘grabITR2-IPFV’ > bikëni (see §2.5.1.5).
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(326) ëribi
ama
amanu
ëribi
ñu mëbëkini.
ë=ribi a=ma a=ma=nu
ë=ribi ñu më-bëkin-i
1=ASS 3=NEG 3=NEG=LOC 1=ADD thing touch-ITR2-IPFV
‘I also do things here and there, everywhere.’ (Queja_sobre_chacra-FB-2012-1108-CBR.1.66)
(327) kana
bata ‘inabëkini.
=ka=na
bata ‘inan-bëkin-i
=VAL=1A/S sweet give-ITR2-IPFV
‘I am giving candies (to the kids) here and there.’ / ‘I have been guiving candies
for a while here and there.’ (Elicited)

5.3.3.7. -bait ‘durative’
By using the suffix -bait ‘DURative’, the event expressed is seen as developing through
time from its inception instead of viewing it as a punctual event. Neither the duration of
the event nor its endpoint are specified but it is usually seen as developing from a couple
of hours to some days, (328). This suffix -bait is usually found combining with the
imperfective suffix -i in spontaneous discourse. However, the durative -bait may also
combine with the tense suffixes (Slot 9) and both aspect suffixes (Slot 10, cf. Zariquiey
2011a:433-434), as in (329) and (330), respectively. Notice that the suffix -bait is
realized as -ba when preceeding a morpheme beginning with a vowel other than /i/.
(328) bësi domingonakuniká
aín
pasa kuaibaitia.
bësi domingo=na=kuni=ka=a
aín
pasa kuai-bait-i-a
other Sunday=A/S=CERT=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS other play-DUR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Next Sunday the others will be playing for some time, ok.’
(Comunicado_sobre_relación_de_beneficiados-Claudio-2014-06-17-CBR.1.49)
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(329) […] ën
parlante aín
corriente biana uda
ë=n
parlante ain
corriente bis-ana
u=da
1=POSS speaker 3.POSS electricity grab-A/S>A/S:SE that=COMP
‘abaëxá.
‘a-bait-ëxan
do-DUR-REC.PST
‘[…] and they were doing that, grabbing my speakers with its cables.’ (Anuncio
político-Demetrio.1.117)
(330) olla común ‘aruaxa.
pibaxa.
olla común ‘aru-a-x-a.
pi-bait-a-x-a
pot common cook-PFV-3-N.PROX eat-DUR-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘They had been eating the other day.’ (Anuncio politico-Demetrio.1.108-109)

5.4.4. Mood
The category of mood expresses notions of alternatives ways of looking at the world,
“how we come to know and speak about the world, how the world came to be as it is,
whether it might be other than it is, what needs to be done to the world to make it what
we want” (Timberlake 2007:315). In Kakataibo, mood suffixes (Slot 7 and Slot 8) are
used to talk about alternative ways in which the world could be with respect to the
personal wish (desiderative) and how it might be other than it is (counterfactual and
irrealis). Modal meanings related to the source of the information and the stance towards
it are encoded by second-position enclitics (§6.1) instead. The following subsections
discuss the mood suffix.
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5.4.4.1. -kas ‘desiderative’
The suffix -kas ‘DESiderative’ is used to express ‘wish’ or ‘desire’, but not meanings
such as ‘like’ or ‘love’, which are expressed by the verbal root kwën ‘want, be happy’ in
its transitive use (§5.2.1). The suffix -kas expresses these desiderative meanings with
predicates in positive (331) and negative polarity (332) (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:419-421
where -kas obtains a desiderative interpration only with positive polarity predicates)
marking positive and negative desire, respectively. In using the suffix -kas, the subject of
the predicate is always the same as the entity experiencing the desire or wish. The suffix
-kas when attached to verbs of eating and drinking has an interpretation of the reaction to
an internal process (hunger, thirst), e.g. pi-kas-i eat-DES-IPFV ‘(I/you) feel hungry /
want to eat.’ The use of -kas is usually interpreted as an insecure statement that does not
show any indication that the event would take place. The application of the desiderative kas to a transitive predicate does not reduce its transitivity value, as it does in the
neighboring Panoan language Shipibo-Konibo (Valenzuela 2003:366-368).
(331) ‘aibikana
ñu ëribi
puentenu
kwankasi.
‘ai=bi=ka=na
ñu ë=ribi puente=nu kwan-kas-i
then=CONT=VAL=1A/S thing 1=ADD bridge=LOC go-DES-IPFV
‘But I also want to go to San Alejandro city.’ (Conversación_sobre_su_chacraET-SR-2012-11-05-CBR.13.11)
(332) kana
mi este mi isaira
tardá ‘akasima
sino
=ka=na
mi este mi isa=ira
tardá ‘a-kas-i=ma
sino
=VAL=1A/S 2 hmm 2 many=INTS delay do-DES-IPFV=NEG but
kamabi
ñu importante kamaín
ënkana
mi kakasi.
=kama=bi ñu importante =kama=ín ë=n=ka=na
mi ka-kas-i
PL=CONT thing importan =PL=EXCL 1=A/S=VAL=1A/S 2 tell-DES-IPFV
‘I do not want to make you stay long, but I want to tell you only the important
things.’ (Discurso_sobre_iglesia-NN-2012-11-17-CBR.1.6)
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The suffix -kas ‘DES’ occurs in the analytic construction V-kas-i + ki-SR
involving a verb taking the desiderative suffix -kas plus the verb of saying ki. This
construction also expresses ‘wish’ and ‘desire’ and involves a component of intention,
with some grammatical and subtle semantic differences that are reviewed next. This
construction may not occur as the main predicate in the clause, e.g. *=ka=na kanan-kas-i
ki-i =VAL=1A/S win-DES-A/S>S:SE say-IPFV. That is, the verb ki ‘say’ in this
construction does not take verbal morphemes from Slots 9-12, but has to obligatorily take
a switch-reference suffix. The use of this construction expresses ‘wish’ or ‘desire’ but
adds a component of an intent or indication that the event will actually take place, as in
(333) and (334). This added more secured intent of realizing the action may be due to the
meaning of the controlling predicate of this construction. Note that in uttering example
(333) there were some indications that suggested that it could rain, whereas in (334) the
jaguar is in the process of ascending the tree to catch the spider monkey. Although this
construction is very frequent in connected speech, it is not fully grammaticalized since it
is ambiguous between a desiderative and non-desiderative, literal meaning, (335).
(333) kanaka
‘uëd ‘apakasi
kia
mëriti.
kanak=ka=a
‘uëd ‘a-pat-kas-i
ki-a
mëri-t-i-i
thunder=VAL=3A/S rain do-DOWN-DES-A/S>S:SE say-A/S>S:PE shineREFL-IPFV-PROX
‘The thunder is shining after wanting to make it rain.’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-ET-HB-2015-07-03-CBR.32)
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(334) ‘aiká
uxú
chuna
bikasi
‘ai=ka=a
u-xun
chuna
bis-kas-i
then=VAL=3A/S come-A/S>A:PE spider.monkey grab-DES-A/S>S:SE
kia
maná ‘inu ‘iruia.
ki-a
manan ‘inu ‘i-ru-i-a
say-A/S>S:PE above jaguar be-UP-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Then, coming, (the) otorongo climbs up (the tree) wanting to catch (the) spider
monkey.’ (Historia_de_chuna-MB-2012-11-17-CBR.1.13)
(335) kana
kwankasi
kia
kwaruëxa.
=ka=na
kwan-kas-i
ki-a
kwan-ru-ëxan
=VAL=1A/S go-DES-A/S>S:SE say-A/S>S:PE go-UP-REC.PST
‘I went up the other day saying that I want to go.’ (Elicited)

The following elicited quasi-minimal pair further shows the difference in meaning
of the desiderative -kas ‘DES’ compared to the construction V-kas-i + ki-SR. The
example in (336) depicts a mental state without any indication that this would happen,
but in (337) there is an intent of performing the act of killing.
(336) Context: I am criminal, I am criminal and enjoy killing
kana
rëtëkasi
=ka=na
rëtë-kas-i
=VAL=1A/S kill-DES-IPFV
‘I want to kill (it).’
(337) Context: Somebody owes me. I go to claim it, but we do not reach an agreement
and he does not pay me. I regret that he is not paying me.
kana
rëtëkasi
kia
kwaruëxa.
=ka=na
rëtë-kas-i
ki-a
kwan-ru-ëxan
=VAL=1A/S kill-DES-A/S>S:SE say-A/S>S:PE go-UP-REC.PST
‘I went up wanting to kill (him).’
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5.4.5.2. -ida ‘irrealis’
The suffix -ida ‘IRRealis’ expresses a number of meanings including counterfactual,
impossibility, desiderative and anteriority, which share the common semantic feature that
the event has not been realized or is not yet real. Each of these meanings of -ida are
discussed in turn.
The suffix -ida is used to express that the action did not take place but a different
action occurred instead. For this reason, the suffix -ida is usually translated as ‘instead
(of)’ in this use. The following examples illustrate the counterfactual reading of -ida.
(338) uda
ñu ‘akë
‘aidama bësi ñu nuibaida.
u=da
ñu ‘a-kë
‘aidama bësi ñu nuibat-ida-a
that=COMP thing do-NFUT.NMLZ bad
other thing respect-IRR-PFV
‘Instead of respecting the other’s things, we did things like that.’ (Anuncio
político- Demetrio.1.82)
(339) rakamáinu
uniribi
an
‘amikë
raka-t-mainun
uni=ribi
a=n ‘a-mi-kë
lay-REFL-A/S≠A/S:SE K.person=ADD 3=A/S do-CAUS-NFUT.NMLZ
uni
a ñubi
‘inansida
‘imainu
kaida
uni
a ñu=bi
‘inan-si-ida ‘i-mainun
=ka=id=a
K.person 3 thing=CONT give-CF-IRR be-A/S≠A/S:SE =VAL=EVID=3A/S
uni
aín
kuríki ainábi
pia.
uni
ain
kuríki ainna=n=bi
pi-i-a
K.person 3.POSS money 3.POSS.PRO=INST=CONT eat-IPFV-N.PROX
‘While (the judge) stays (without saying anything), the man who put the trap
instead of giving things to (the injured) man, he (the one who put the trap) eats
with his own money, they say.’ (Historia_de_hombre_accidentado-ET-2012-1101-CBR.1.15)

The suffix -ida in combination with the general negative enclitic =ma triggers a
modality reading of impossibility or not possibility, which has only been attested for
existential circumstantial modality (§6.1.1). Note that this reading is obtained even when
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it is not followed by an auxiliary verb, (340) (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:423-424), although an
auxiliary may be optionally present, (341). The presence of the suffix -ida by itself does
not trigger a modal interpretation.
(340) xënakiani
pidama
‘aidama ka
xëna-kian-i
pi-ida=ma
‘aidama =ka=a
worm-GO.INTR-A/S>S:SE eat-IRR=NEG bad
=VAL=3A/S
tapunia
‘aibiká
xënakiani
tapu-n-i-a
‘aibiká
xënakiani
root-TR-IPFV-N.PROX then=CONT=VAL=3A/S worm-GO.INTR-A/S>S:SE
‘i.
‘i-i
be-A/S>S:SE
‘Getting worms, it cannot be eaten, it gets roots but it gets many worms.’
(Cosas_qué_guardar_para_sembrar_pijuayo_camote-CB-2012-12-03-CBR.1.28)
(341) ka
este baká
xano
mapúmi
‘idama
=ka=a
este baka=n
xana=on maput=mi ‘i-ida=ma
=VAL=3A/S hmm water=POSS hot=AUG clay=DAT be-IRR=NEG
‘ia
porque ikú ‘iyë nunti ‘i.
‘i-a
porque ikun ‘iyë nunti ‘i
be-A/S>A:PE because very heavy canoe be-A/S>S:SE
‘(The canoe) cannot go through the rapids because (it) is very heavy.’
(Cómo_hacer_canoa-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.78)

In the same context, when the suffix -ida ‘IRR’ is attached to a verb and followed by the
enclitic =ma ‘NEG’, an additional interpration is also possible. This second reading
expresses anteriority with respect to an unrealized event, which is expressed by the head
predicate, as in (342) and (343). Thus, the predicate marked with -ida is also viewed as
unrealized.
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(342) antes enfermedadnë
mi bidama
ai
ro
antes enfermedad=në mi bis-ida=ma
ain
ro
before illness=A/S
2 grab-IRR-NEG 3.POSS medicinal.plant
mëti
‘ai.
më-ti
‘a-i
touch-FUT.NMLZ do-IPFV
‘Before the illness gets you, you have to get vaccinated.’
(Comunicado_sobre_trabajo_estudios-PP-2012-07-12-CBR.1.13)
(343) hermana Doris uidama
‘aiká
primeropai misionero
hermana Doris u-ida=ma
‘ai=ka=a
primero=pai misionero
sister D. come-IRR=NEG then=VAL=3A/S first=FIRST missionary
rabë́ ënënu
nukúti
kwëáxi.
rabët ënë=nu nuku-t-ti
kwën-a-x-i
two this=LOC reach-REFL-FUT.NMLZ want-PFV-3-PROX
‘Before sister Doris came, the two missionary brothers wanted to arrive first.’
(Discurso_sobre_iglesia-NN-2012-11-17-CBR.1.34)

The suffix -ida when followed by the verb tan ‘feel’ triggers a desiderative
interpretation similar to that obtained with the suffix -kas ‘DES’. It seems that the use of
this contruction conveys a more polite way of expressing ‘wish’ or ‘desire’ than the use
of -kas. The use of this construction in connected speech is illustrated in (344)-(345)
below. Note that the verb marked with -ida and the verb tan ‘feel’ are usually, but not
necessarily, contiguous, as in (346).
(344)

[…] en esta mañana kana
mi kaida
tania.
en esta mañana =ka=na
mi ka-ida
tan-a
this morning
=VAL=1A/S 2 tell-IRR feel-PFV
‘I wanted to tell you this morning.’ (Comunicado_sobre_el_dengue-MB-2012-1117-CBR.1.1)
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(345) inda
tanikana
nun dosta
matá ënënu
in-ida tan-i=ka=na
nu=n dos=ta
matá ënë=nu
cry-IRR feel-A/S>S:SE=VAL=1A/S 1PL two=COL hill this=LOC
ua
ënënu
ua
nun
‘ipuni
on.
u-a
ënë=nu u-a
nu=n
‘i-pun-i
on
come-A/S>S:PE this=LOC come-A/S>S:PE 1PL=A/S be-HOD1-IPFV dude
‘Queriendo llorar, los dos vinimos a la loma.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-1106-CBR.93.2)
(346) mi kaidakana
tani.
mi ka-ida=ka=na
tan-i
2 tell-IRR=VAL=1A/S feel-IPFV
‘I want to tell you.’ (Elicited)

5.4.5.3. -si ‘counterfactual’
The suffix -si ‘CounterFactual’ expresses that the proposition to which it belongs does
not hold or is contrary to fact (Iatridou 2000), as in (347). The use of the counterfactual si is compatible with events in the past and present, but not in the future, which are
already seen as not currently holding. This suffix -si obligatorily is followed by the
perfective aspect suffix -a, (347). Thus, the suffix -si ‘CF’ requires the presence of an
auxiliary verb carrying the aspectual marker -a ‘PFV’ when used with tense suffixes that
do not co-occur with aspectual suffixes, as in (348). Note that the counterfactual -si is
used to form a conditional construction, (348), including a conditional clause to the
antecedent clause. However, it should be noted that the presence of the conditional clause
is optional, (349).
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(347) ‘ixunkána
‘aki
ë kanaruna pikë
‘i-xun=ka=na
‘a-kin
ë kanaru=na pi-kë
be-A/S>A:PE=VAL=1A/S do-A/S>A:SE 1 snake=A/S eat-NFUT.NMLZ
bamaisia.
‘aibikána
uni
uidabi
bama-si-a ‘ai=bi=ká=na
uni
ui=da=bi
die-CF-PFV then=CONT=VAL=1A/S K.person INT.PRO=COMP=CONT
‘aima.
‘a-i=ma
do-IPFV=NEG
‘Being like that, doing (it), when the snake bit me, I would have died, but (I did
not) since I do not do harm to anybody.’ (Anuncio político-Demetrio.1.83)
(348) ‘aidá
në tërëkakëma
‘ixú
idá
‘ai=id=a
në tërë-ka-kë=ma
‘i-xun
=id=a
then=EVID=3A/S hmm tie-TR-NFUT.NMLZ=NEG be-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S
bëráma xukama kamabi
piónki
‘isiáxa
bëráma xu=kama =kama=bi pi-on-kin
‘i-si-a-x-a
before kid=PL =PL=CONT eat-HST-A/S>A:SE be-CF-PFV-3-N.PROX
ka
kiáxi.
=ka=a
ki-a-x-i
=VAL=3A/S say-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Then, (she) said “if she had not tied the (dog) before, it would have bit the
children, they say”.’ (Comunicado_sobre_falta_de_gasolina-NN-2012-10-17CBR.1.25)
(349) bëramáka
aí
xu
ankëkë
‘isiáxi.
bëramáka
ain
xu
ankë-kë
‘i-si-a-x-i
before=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS house finish-NFUT.NMLZ be-CF-PFV-3-PROX
‘.They would have finished their house before’ (Sobre_trabajo_con_motosierraNM-2014-06-24-CBR.1.36)

Notice that the use of -si only expresses the counterfactuality of the antecedent
without conveying this meaning for the conditional clause. This is evidenced by the
contrast between (347), where the conditional clause is true, and (348), where the
conditional clause is viewed as counterfactual. This difference is clearer when the
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conditional reading is not allowed, as in (350), where the only clause gets a non-factual
interpretation. Thus, the suffix -si ‘CF’ is better analyzed as a counterfactual marker than
a conditional one.
(350) ‘aikana
en contra comunidad kwansía
o contra comunidad
‘ai=ka=na
en contra comunidad kwan-si-a o contra comunidad
then=VAL=1A/S againt
community go-CF-PFV or against community
añu
documento ni añu=bi
nama
‘isía
añu
documento ni añubi
nan=ma
‘i-si-a
INT.PRO document nor INT.PRO=CONT put-A/S>S:PE=NEG be-CF-PFV
comunidad ñankái tikía
‘isiáxi.
comunidad ñankái tikí-a
‘i-si-a-x-i.
community nothing stay-A/S>S:PE be-CF-PFV-3-PROX
‘Then, I should go against the community or I should put some documents or
whatever against the community, not remaining anything, (it) would not have
been (like that).’ (Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10CBR.1.60)

5.5. STEM-FINAL SUFFIXES
The stem-final suffixes in Kakataibo necessarily occur attached to a verbal stem in order
to have a verbal form ready to be used as a declarative or interrogative main clause
predicate or as a subordinate verb. Final verbal affixes group into four major categories
whose morphemes are mutually exclusive. The order in which these final morphemes
occur is rigid and may not be altered. The first slot of final verbal morphemes
(corresponding to Slot 9 of the general verbal template) is occupied by suffixes
expressing tense. The sole presence of a tense suffix makes the verb ready to occur as a
main clause predicate. However, the tense suffixes -pun ‘hodiernal 1’ and -nët ‘last night’
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further require the presence of the imperfective suffix (Slot 10 ‘Aspect’) to form a main
clause predicate, which differs from the behavior of other tense suffixes. In the event in
which a tense suffix is not attached to a verbal stem, either of the aspect suffixes (Slot 10)
may occur attached to it and form a main clause predicate. When the perfective -a, but
not the imperfective -i, attaches to the stem and the verb has a third person subject, the
suffix -x ‘third person’ (Slot 11) is required. Lastly, affectiveness suffixes (Slot 12) are
only allowed with predicates with a third person subject regardless of the aspect suffix.
However, affectiveness suffixes only combine with the tense suffixes -pun ‘hodiernal 1’
and -nët ‘last night’ and not the others. Note that switch-reference and nominalizing
suffixes (§Chapter 8) occur in a paradigmatic relation to the aspectual markers. That is,
whenever a switch-reference or nominalizing suffix occurs attached to a verb, yielding a
subordinate verb form, suffixes from Slots 10, 11 and 12 are not allowed to occur on the
verb, although a tense suffix (Slot 9) may occur with it.
The current section is organized as follows. Tense suffixes are discussed in
section §5.5.1. §Section 5.5.2 explores the use and function of the aspect suffixes. The
third person marker -x is discussed in section §5.5.3. Finally, affectiveness markers are
reviewed in §5.5.4.

5.5.1. Tense
The tense suffixes constitute a metrical system that marks the degree of temporal distance
from a deictic time center, which is usually the speech-act time. This set of tense suffixes
make a six-way distinction in the past only: -pun ‘HODiernal 1’, -ñá ‘HODiernal 2’, -nët
‘Last Night’, -ón ‘HeSTernial’, -ëxan ‘RECent PaST’, and -akë ‘REMote PaST’. The
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time distinctions made by these suffixes exhibit fuzzy temporal boundaries in connected
speech, but they do express a consistent temporal core meaning. The use of these tense
suffixes depends, in addition to temporal distance from the deictic center, on the amount
of information available to the speaker to be more or less specific. That is, in cases when
the speaker does not have enough information about the time of occurrence of an event,
s/he will most likely not use a tense suffix but rather merely the perfective suffix -a,
making no commitment as to the time of the event beyond saying that it was completed.
This is illustrated in the mini-dialogue (351) where the speaker who answers the question
does not have enough information about the time of his father’s leaving the community.
Had she possessed more specific information about the event, she would most likely have
used a tense suffix instead of the aspect suffix. Speakers of Kakataibo tend to use the
tense suffix expressing time closer to the deictic center when they do not have enough
information instead of using a tense suffix further away from the speech-act time.
However, note that each main clause predicate referring to a past event has to be
specified as to the time of its occurrence, to the degree to which that knowledge is
available to the speaker.

(351) a. min papakara?
b. maka
kwaxi
mi=n papa=ka=ra=a
ma=ka=a
kwan-a-x-i
2=A/S father=VAL=INT=3A/S
already=VAL=3A/S go-PFV-3-PROX
‘(Where is) your father? He already left.’ (Spontaneous speech)

In terms of their distribution, the tense suffixes are mutually exclusive and may
occur only once per predicate. The suffixes ñá ‘HOD 2’, -ón ‘HST’, -ëxan ‘REC PST’,
and -akë ‘REM PST’ do not combine with Aspect 2 verb final suffixes (-i ‘imperfective’
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and -a ‘perfective’), although they do combine with the other verb final morphology
(third person and affectiveness). On the other hand, the suffixes -pun ‘HOD 1’ and -nët
‘LN’ do not combine with the verb final perfective suffix -a and the -x ‘third person’, but
they do combine with the other verb final morphology.
Relative time, the temporal reference of an event with respect to another temporal
reference time, e.g. before he went away, he went hunting, is mainly expressed by the use
of predicates marked with a switch-reference suffix, which provide the time of reference.
In (352), the time of the event of the predicate ka-nu tell-A/S>S:FE is relative to the time
of the event of looking bari-tankëxun, but not of the main clause predicate ka-a-x-a tellPFV-3-N.PROX. Note that the temporal reference of the main clause predicate is always
anchored relative to the speech-act situation.
(352) udaiká
dos uni
baritankëxu
u=da-i=ka=a
dos uni
bari-tankëxun
that=COMP-A/S>S:SE=VAL=3A/S two K.person look.for-A/S>A:PE
kanu
ë kaxa.
ka-nu
ë ka-a-x-a
tell-A/S>S:FE 1 tell-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘(He) told me in order to tell (people) after looking for two men.’
(Sobre_trabajo_con_motosierra-NM-2014-06-24-CBR.1.9)

5.5.1.1. -pun ‘hodiernal 1’
The suffix -pun ‘HOD 1’ is used to indicate that the event or action expressed by the verb
occurred at a previous time within the same day. The suffix -pun may be used to refer to
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pun, the utterance time follows the event time but both occur within the same day. When
the event occurred the night before the day of the utterance, speakers tend to used the
perfective suffix -a instead. In (353), the speaker is referring to the events that occurred
around 5:00 am the same day whereas in (354) the described event occurred around ten in
the morning.
(353) ënkana
namapúni.
ë=n=ka=na
namat-pun-i
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S dream-HOD1-IPFV
‘I dreamt (like day) earlier today.’ (Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-201412-02-CBR.68.1)
(354) o sea, karuribika
nanu
kipúnia.
o sea karu=ribi=ka=a
nan-nu
ki-pun-i-a
I.mean firewood=ADD=VAL=3A/S put-A/S≠A/S:FE say-HOD1-IPFV-N.PROX
‘I mean, he said earlier today that (the people) go to put firewood (in the kitchen)’
(Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-10-17-CBR.1.29)

5.5.1.2. -ñá ‘hodiernal 2’
The suffix -ñá ‘HOD 2’ expresses that the predicate took place earlier the same day,
similarly to -pun ‘HOD 1’. However, the suffix -ñá is usually used to refer to events that
occurred in the morning of that same day, but not to events later the same day, e.g. in the
evening. Thus, both utterance and event time occur within the same day, but the event
time is restricted to the first hours of that day. In connected speech, -ñá ‘HOD 2’ is much
less frequent than -pun ‘HOD 1’. The use of this suffix is mainly restricted to older
speakers in the corpus. In (355), the suffix -ñá is used to describe the soccer tournament
held during the morning of the day of the community’s anniversary. The use of -ñá in
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(356) is used to express what the speaker saw in the morning during his canoe trip back
and forth to his farm.
(355) uniribiká
deporte kuainkëñaxa.
uni=ribi=ka=a
deporte kuai-nakët-ña-x-a
K.person=ADD=VAL=3A/S sport
play-AROUND-HOD2-3-N.PROX
‘Men also were playing soccer earlier today.’
(Sobre_aniversario_de_la_comunidad-LIG-20-06-14-CBR.1.23)
(356) […] anú
rëtëkë
muka anunká
no
a=nun rëtë-kë
muka a=nun=ka=a
no
3=INST kill-NFUT.NMLZ poison 3=INST=VAL=3A/S mestizo
tëkëñaxi.
tëkën-ña-x-i
bend-HOD1-3-PROX
‘[…] the mestizo people worked (their crops) ealier today with what is used to
kill, poison’ (Comunicado_sobre_sembrío_y_fumigación-NN-2012-11-24CBR.1.6)

5.5.1.3. -nët ‘last night’
The suffix -nët ‘LN’ indicates that the event occurred during the previous night of the
speech-act time. This reference to the previous night may go from around seven in the
afternoon up to two or three in the morning of the same day, in certain cases. For
instance, the speaker uttering (357) had left the community during the day, hence the use
of -on ‘HST’ in the first verb, in order to hunt at night (chapanear in the local variety of
Spanish). Notice that -nët triggers an epenthic vowel /i/ when following a nasal consonant
for some speakers, as in (358).
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(357) koxubikana
ni ñubi
mëraima
kwna-on-xun=bi=kana
ni ñu=bi
mëra-i=ma
go-HST-A/S>A:PE=CONT=VAL=1A/S nor thing=CONT find-A/S>S:SE=NEG
‘inëtima.
‘i-nët-i=ma
be-LN=IPFV=NEG
‘After going (to hunt) yesterday, I did not find anything.’
(Ir_a_cazar_al_monte_ayer-MG-23-06-14-CBR.1.52)
(358) […] o de repente kwaninëti
ni ‘uxima.
o de repente kwan-nët-i
ni ‘ux-i=ma
or maybe
go-LN-A/S>S:SE nor sleep-IPFV=NEG
‘[…] or maybe leaving last night, I could not even sleep.’
(Comunicado_sobre_trabajo_con_tractor-PP-2012-12-09-CBR.1.25)

5.5.1.4. -on ‘hesternial’
The suffix -on ‘HST’ indicates that the event expressed by the verb took place the
previous day from the speech-act time, as shown in (359) and (360) below. Thus, the
meanings of -on ‘hesternial’ and -nët ‘last night’ may overlap when used to describe an
event that took place last night from the utterance time, as -on may be used to refer to the
totality of the previous day. However, speakers tend to be more specific when they have
the relevant information to do so by using -nët instead of -on. The hesternial suffix -on is
restricted to occur as such only before a velar consonant /k/. In all other contexts, the
hesternial suffix is realized as -ó instead (where the accent mark indicates a high pitch).
Since the presence of the alveolar nasal segment /n/ of the suffix -on is not predictable by
the phonological rules, it is assumed that it belongs to the underlying form of it. This
underlying form will be used to refer to the hesternial suffix from here on. In addition, the
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suffix -on deletes the previous vowel /a/ and any intervening consonant, as shown in
(361).
(359) tractor bërí asióxa.
tractor bërí asin-on-x-a
tractor now get.in-HST-3-N.PROX
‘The tractor got in (the community) just yesterday’
(Comunicado_sobre_trabajo_con_tractor-PP-2012-12-09-CBR.1.11)
(360) abi
mi kanú
kióxi.
a=bi
mi ka-nun
ki-on-x-i
3=CONT 2 tell-A/S≠A/S:FE say-HST-3-PROX
‘(The engineer) said (it) yesterday in order (for me) to tell you.’
(Comunicado_sobre_el_cacao-DP-2012-12-16-CBR.1.23)
(361) kwan-on
abat-on
uan-on
bana-on
pi-on
rëtë-on
mëñu-on
ñunó-on

go-HST
run-HST
take-HST
speak-HST

[kʊ]
[a.ˈwʊ]
[u.ˈʊ]
[wa.ˈnʊ]

eat-HST
kill-HST
swim-HST
smoke-HST

[pi.ˈʊ]
[ˈɾɨ.tɨ.ʊ]
[ˈmɨ.ɲu.ʊ]
[ɲu.ˈnʊ]

5.5.1.5. -ëxan ‘recent past’
The recent past suffix -ëxan is used to describe events that occurred from before
yesterday to some days, weeks or even months ago. In example (362) the speaker is
complaining about the fact that all doctors had left day community a couple of days ago
whereas in (363) the speaker is narrating an event that had happened to him some weeks
ago. The suffix -ëxan does not show the initial vowel when it is preceed by a high front
vowel /i/, as in (364).
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(362) […] no
a ro
nankëkamaká
aín
no
a ro
nan-kë=kama=ka=
aín
mestizo 3 medicinal.plant put-NFUT.NMLZ=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS
familiakamabëtá
fiesta innuti
kwabaëxáxa.
familia=kama=bëtan fiesta innut-i
kwan-bait-ëxan-x-a
family=PL=COM.A party pass.by-A/S>S:SE go-DUR-REC.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] those who put medicines have already left some days ago to spend the
holidays with their families.’ (Sobre_trabajo_con_motosierra-NM-2014-06-24CBR.1.88)
(363) kurikíñuma
‘ai
uruëxá.
kuríki=ñu=ma
‘a-i
u-ru-ëxan
money=HAVE=NEG do-A/S>S:SE come-UP-REC.PST
‘I came back (to the community) since I did not have any money.’
(Trabajo_como_teniente_municipal-JB-2012-10-27-CBR.1.5)
(364) y además
ka
radionë
kixáxi.
y además
ka
radionë
kixáxi
and furthermore =ka=3A/S radio=INST say-REC.PST-3-N.PROX
‘And in addition he said (it) on the radio.’ (Anuncio político-Demetrio.1.5)

5.5.1.6. -akë ‘remote past’
The suffix -akë ‘REM PST’ indicates that the event expressed by the verb occurred from
some months ago to years in the past. This suffix is also used to describe events that
occurred in the mythical past as happens in traditional stories. Example (365) comes from
a conversation about the trips organized by the ILV missionaries to find the Kamáno
people around the decade of the sixties. The following example (366) comes from a
narration of the creation myth.
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(365) […] ‘aidá
kamáno piakëxi.
‘aidá
kamáno piakëxi
then=EVID=3A/S kamáno eat-REM.PST-3-PROX
‘[…] then, the Kamáno person bit (him on the hand).’
(Conversación_sobre_kamaáno_de_tornavista-ET-CB-2012-11-26-CBR.34.7)
(366) […] nukën
papa mapú
nukën
tita
këñubi
nukën
papa maput=n nukën
tita
këñubi
1PL.O/POSS father clay=INST 1PL.O.POSS mother with=CONT
uniókëxa.
uni-o-akë-x-a
get.created-FACT-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] our father (God) created (our ancestors) along with our mothers out of clay.’
(Creación_de_aves-LR-2012-10-21-CBR.1.21)

5.5.1.7. kí ‘remote past habitual’
The suffix -kí ‘REMote PaST HABitual’ is used to indicate that the action of the
predicate occurred multiple times along a period of time located in the remote past, which
ranges from some years to decades ago. Thus, the use of -kí is compatible with readings
such as every week or every time within that remote past time span, as in (367), where
the event being related could be interpreted as occurring every night or every week, for
instance. In my spontaneous speech data sample, the suffix -kí was usually found at the
end of narratives, as a way of providing the source of the information (e.g. who said that).
This suffix -kí does not combine with other tense or aspect markers nor the third person
verbal suffix -x. However, the remote past habitual -kí allows for making distinctions of
affectiveness by combining with -i ‘proximate’ (368) and -a ‘non-proximate’, (369). Note
that in connected speech only the form co-occurring with the non-proximate third person
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subject -a was attested; the form combining with the proximate suffix -i was accepted in
elicitation, though.
(367) ënëkana
ën
siempre ën
papa ë xuxu
ënë=ka=na
ë=n siempre ë=n
papa ë xuxu
this=VAL=1A/S 1=A/S always 1=POSS father 1 kid-A/S>A:PE
‘aia
ëdkí.
‘a-ia
ëd-kí
do-A/S/O>O:SE see-REM.PST.HAB
‘I always saw that my father did (that) while I was a kid.’
(Pescar_con_balista_y_flecha-RB-2012-11-13-CBR.1.3)
(368) Elionanka
sasa bëkí.
Elio=nan=ka=a
sasa bë-kí-i
E.=A/S=VAL=3A/S fish bring-REM.PST.HAB-PROX
‘Elio used to bring fish.’ (Elicited)
(369) kixunká
ën
‘i bakë
ë ñuixunkía.
ki-xun=ka=a
ë=n
‘i bakë
ë ñui-xun-kí-a
say-A/S>A:PE=VAL=3A/S 1=POSS departed father 1 tell-APLREP.PST.HAB.3-N.PROX
‘.My departed father told (this) for me like that’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11CBR.1.122)

5.5.1.8. -inëa ‘habitual past’
The suffix -inëa ‘HABitual PaST’ is used to indicate that an event occurred habitually in
the past or that the event occurred a number of times in the past within a past time
reference. Notice that the meaning of -inëa seems very similar to that of -kí ‘habitual
remote past’. However, these suffixes are not only different in their distribution but also
in their meaning. The suffix -inëa may be used to refer to an event that happened multiple
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times in the past and may or may not continue to happen in the present. In contrast, the
suffix -kí refers to an event that does not hold any longer in the present.
This suffix -inëa may occur by itself (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:435-436), as in (370),
but it is more frequently found co-occurring with the remote past suffix -akë in connected
speech, (371). Furtheremore, the suffix -inëa cannot co-occur with other tense suffixes
apart from -akë ‘remote past’, but it does combine with the aspect markers -i
‘imperfective’ (372) and -a ‘perfective’, (370).
(370) a kupikaina
kamabi
documento de la comunidad mi no
a kupikaina
=kama=bi documento de la comunidad mi no
3 for=VAL=2A/S =PL=CONT document of the community 2 non-K.person
‘inaninëá.
‘inan-inëa-a
give-HAB.PST-PFV
‘For that (reason), you were giving the community's documents to the mestizo
people.’ (Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.77)
(371) makaina
ë
uni
‘urá ‘aínëákë
ma=ka=mina
ë=n
uni
‘urá ‘a-inëa-akë
already=VAL=2A/S 1=POSS K.person far do-HAB.PST-REM.PST
bëríkunikaina
ë
bëchikë dënënti
‘ai
bërí=kuni=ka=mina
ë=n
bëchikë dënën-ti
‘a-i
now=CERT=VAL=2A/S 1=POSS offspring get.ripped-FUT.NMLZ do-IPFV
kakëxa.
ka-akë-x-a
tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘“You have already killed many (spider monkeys) of my people, now you are
truly finished my sons”, (the big spider monkey) told (him).’ (Chunan_tita-ET2012-11-22-CBR.1.5)
(372) uinubi
kuainima
‘inëai.
ui=nu=bi
kuain-i=ma
‘i-inëa-i
INT.PRO=LOC=CONT move-A/S>S:SE=NEG be-HAB.PST-IPFV
‘(She) did not used to go to any place.’ (Ain_siki_tanki-PP-2012-12-11-CBR.1.6)
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In negative sentences containing a borrowed verb from Spanish, the suffix -inëa
‘HAB.PST’ is realized as -nëa and occurs by itself after the auxiliary verb (373), which
carries the negation. An alternative analysis would be to posit that the auxiliary verb and
the independent word having -nëa form a single word. However, this analysis does not
conform to the general behavior of the negative enclitic =ma, which occurs further from
the root than the verbal morphemes in all grammatical constructions.
(373) gringona
prepará ‘iti kwënkë
‘aibi
hermanokama prepará
gringona
prepará ‘i-ti kwën-kë
‘ai=bi
hermanokama prepará
gringo=A/S prepare be-NFUT.NMLZ then=CONT brother=PL prepare
‘ima
nëákëxa.
‘i-i=ma
-inëa-akë-x-a
be-A/S>S:SE=NEG -HAB.PST-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘The gringos wanted you to prepare, but the brothers (in faith) did not prepare
themselves.’ (Discurso_sobre_iglesia-NN-2012-11-17-CBR.1.8)

5.5.1.9. Stative -a
The suffix -a ‘STAT’ indicates that the subject argument is already in the state described
by the predicate. This suffix -a has only been attested with the intransitive verbs nis
‘stand up’, tso-t ‘sit-INTR’, raka-t ‘lay down-INTR’ in my database. The use of this
suffix is highly frequent in greetings in Kakataibo, which consists of stating the action
that the person being greeted is doing, (375). Notice that this suffix -a, different from the
homophonous -a ‘perfective’, does not trigger the dropping of the final consonant of the
stem to which it attaches, as shown in the examples below.
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(374) ‘aikana
nu upiti
ënë mëdnu sota.
‘ai=ka=na
nu upit-i
ënë mëd=nu so-t-a
then=VAL=1A/S 1PL good-A/S-S>SE this soil=LOC sit-INTR-STAT
‘Then, we live well in this land.’ (Creacion_del_mundo-LR-2012-10-26CBR.1.16)
(375) kaina
nisa.
=ka=mina nis-a
=VAL=2 stand.up-STAT
‘You are standing up.’ (Overheard)

5.5.2. Aspect
5.5.2.1. -i ‘imperfective’
The suffix -i ‘ImPerFectiVe’ is used to refer to events that are seen as developing in their
reference time. Thus, the imperfective -i is felicitously used to refer to present (376),
habitual (377), atemporal and future events (with different degrees of remoteness in the
future going from minutes all the way up to years, (378)). In addition, the imperfective -i
is also used with events in the past that are conceived of as still developing (379) and
may also combine with the past tense suffixes -pun HOD1’ and -nët ‘LN’ yielding an
imperfective event in the past.
(376) y aín
pasaribika
bëriribi
rikiánia.
y aín
pasaribika
bëriribi
rikiánia
and 3.POSS other=ADD=VAL=3A/S now=ADD go.in.group-GO.INTR-IPFVN.PROX
‘And the other people are also going now.’ (Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-1017-CBR.1.16)
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(377) y anuká
ën
tío Nicanor anunká
siempre
y a=nu=ka=a
ë=n
tío Nicanor a=nun=ka=a
siempre
and 3=LOC=VAL=3A/S 1=POSS uncle N.
3=INST=VAL=3A/S always
aia.
u-i-a
come-IPFV-N.PROX
‘And then, my uncle Nicanor always comes.’ (Actividades_del_aniversario-MiG2014-06-10-CBR.1.22)
(378) ya ënë mi bërí idi.
ya ënë mi bërí ëd-i
ok this 2 now see-IPFV
‘Ok, I will go see you now.’ (Comunicado-LR-2012-07-27-CBR.1.45)
(379)

‘aiká
no faenanu
‘ibaiti.
‘ai=ka=a
no faena=nu
‘i-bait-i
then=VAL=3A/S not faena=LOC be-DUR-IPFV
‘We were (working) on the faena.’ (Actividades_del_aniversario-MiG-2014-0610- CBR.1.3)

5.5.2.2. -a ‘perfective’
The suffix -a ‘PerFectiVe’ is used to depict the event as completed at the time of a given
reference point, usually the utterance time but others are also possible. Thus, the
perfective -a is compatible with past events, but it has not been attested being used with
present or future reference. In (380), the direct quotation sets the reference time at the
time when the mythical events took place. In this reference time, the event of climbing up
the tree is seen as completed in contrast to the event of running away that is seen as still
developing. In example (381), the reference time is a couple of months ago when the
speaker traveled to the native community of Puerto Nuevo.
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(380) akanunká
ë
no
kwania
aka=nun=ka=a
ë=n
no
kwan-i-a
that=INST=VAL=3AS 1=POSS non-K.person go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘aidá
in nukúkë
anuidá
‘ai=id=a
in nuku-t-kë
a=nu=id=a
then=EVID=3A/S tree follow-REFL-NFUT.NMLZ 3=LOC=EVID=3A/S
akënënuká
‘iruáxa
kixuidá
akënë=nu=ka=a
‘i-ru-a-x-a
ki-xun=id=a
this=LOC=VAL=3A/S be-UP-PFV-3-N.PROX say-A/S>A:PE=VAL=3A/S
kakëxa.
ka-akë-x-a
tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(The rotten tree) told (the people): “Our enemy is going away over there. When
(he) has arrived to the tree, this one, he climbed over (it).”’
(Historia_sobre_mujer_embarazada-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.40)
(381) kwankí
ñanta uki
ëdkëbiká
kwan-kin
ñanta u-kin
ëd-kë=bi=ka=a
go-A/S>A:SE night come-A/S>A:SE see-NFUT.NLMZ=CONT=VAL=3A/S
anuká
Puerto Nuevonë ë madá dinamiáxi.
a=nu=ka=a
Puerto Nuevo=në ë madat dina-n-mi-a-x-i
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S P.N=A/S
1 bad
think-TR-CAUS-PFV-3-PROX
‘When (we) have saw (it) while the night was coming, then, Puerto Nuevo made
me sad.’ (Ir_a_puerto_nuevo-SR-2012-11-09-CBR.1.18)

5.5.3. -x ‘person’
The suffix -x ‘3’ cross-references the predicate’s subject third person only, singular or
plural. This suffix obligatorily occurs after the perfective suffix -a and most tense
suffixes (Slot 9 and Slot 10, respectively), as in (382) with the suffix -ëxan ‘REC.PST’.
However, this suffix does not co-occur with the imperfective suffix -i (383) and the tense
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suffixes -pun ‘HOD1’ and -nët ‘LN’. Thus, the suffix -x does not attach to predicates
marked for nominalization or switch-reference (§Chapter 8). In contrast to the Lower
Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey 2011a:445), there is not an overt form indicating 1/2 in the
San Alejandro dialect.
(382) aín
tita
‘ana
aín
xukëbëtá
bixaxa.
aín
tita
‘a-anan
aín
xukë=bëtan
bis-ëxan-x-a
3.POSS mother do-A/S>A/S:SE 3.POSS sibling=COM.A grab-REC.PST-3N.PROX
‘Killing its mother, (he) caught (the baby tapir) with his brother.’
(Comunicado_sobre_cría_de_sachavaca-NN-2012-10-19-CBR.1.4)
(383) ‘aibiká
‘inu yubiká
bisia.
‘ai=bi=ka=a
‘inu yubi=ka=a
bis-i-a
then=CONT=VAL=3A/S oncilla=VAL=3A/S grab-IPFV-N.PROX
‘But the oncilla catches (the chickens).’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-201210-28-CBR.1.148)

When the imperfective marker -i attaches to a predicate, the presence of the nonproximate suffix -a disambiguates between a third person reading, as in (383) above, in
contrast to a first/second person interpretation. The predicate is ambiguous with respect
to the person of the subject when the proximate suffix is added instead, where the
sequence of vowels of the same quality from the imperfective -i and the proximate -i is
simplified into a single segment, e.g. [ˈβi.si] ‘(I/you/she) grabs’.

5.5.4. Affectiveness
The category of affectiveness applies only to main clause predicates having a third person
subject, regardless of whether -x ‘third person’ is present or not, and is obligatory in that
morphological environment. There are only two suffixes -i ‘proximate’ and -a ‘non231

proximate’, which stand in a mutually exclusive relation, in this verbal category. The
affectiveness suffixes express the positive or neutral view of the speaker with regard to
the third person subject referent based on a number of different criteria, which may be
updated as discourse develops. These two suffixes are presented in the following
subsections. Notice that in the Lower Aguaytía dialect of Kakataibo these two
morphemes are also attested (and referred to as ‘addressee’s perspective’, Zariquiey
2011a:446-449) but their functions and distribution vary considerably from those in the
San Alejandro dialect.

5.5.4.1. -i ‘PROXimate’
The suffix -i ‘PROXimate’ is used to express a closer affectiveness relation to the
referent of the subject. This affectiveness relation seems to be related to having a positive
or high attitude towards the subject referent. In turn, this positive attitude may come from
different realms of relationships such as age (e.g. adult or young children), kinship (e.g.
mother, grandfather), socio-economical status (e.g. community leader, province major),
friendship, among others. Note, however, that the proximate -i is also used with nonhuman referents (e.g. cows, documents, etc.) that are also regarded in a positive manner.
When the speaker participates in one of these relationships, s/he is more likely, but does
not need, to use the proximate -i. Thus, the same referent may occur with a predicate
marked with -i ‘proximate’ and in the next clause marked with -a ‘non-proximate’
depending on the particular way that referent is regarded at the time the sentence is
uttered. Consider the following two contiguous sentences in (384). In the first sentence,
the speaker uses the non-proximate -a to talk about Xonë’s wife, who happened to be his
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grandmother but he was not raised with her. In contrast, the speaker uses the proximate -i
to refer to his grandmother with whom he grew up and has a closer relationship.
However, notice that the use of the affectiveness suffixes -i and -a may be used with the
same referent, but expressing different affectiveness relations to her/him. Example (385)
illustrates the use of the proximate -i with a set of referents that are not accessible to the
speaker, mythical characters, but that are positively viewed because of their participation
in the creation of the Inca people.
(384) Xonë ën
pa
xanu
ën
chichi
‘iákëxa.
Xonë ë=n
pa
xanu
ë=n
chichi
‘i-akë-x-a.
X. 1=POSS father woman 1=POSS grandmother be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
ka
ën
chichi
ë kakëxi.
=ka=a
ë=n
chichi
ë ka-akë-x-i.
=VAL=3A/S 1=POSS grandmother 1 tell-REM.PST-3-PROX
‘Xonë’s wife was my grandmother, my (other) grandmother told me.’
(Cómo_vivían_los_antiguos-MA-2012-11-29-CBR.1.10-11)
(385) ë unimika
Inca uninuxu
ë uni-mi=ka=a
Inca uni-nuxun
1 get.created-CAUS-IPFV=VAL=3A/S Inca get.created-A/S>A:FE
‘aia
kiaidá
nukën
rara
‘a-i-a
ki-a=id=a
nukën
rara
do-IPFV-N.PROX say-A/S>S:PE=EVID=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS ancestor
kai
kiákëxi.
ka-i
ki-akë-x-i
tell-A/S>S:SE say-REM.PST-3-PROX
‘(I) am going to create the Inca from us, saying (this), telling our ancestors, (he)
said.’ (Inca-ET-2012-11-02-CBR.1.3)
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5.5.3.2. -a ‘Non-PROXimate’
The suffix -a ‘Non-PROXimate’ is used when the subject referent is perceived in a nonproximate relationship. This includes situations in which the subject referent is neutrally
viewed, not necessarily negatively, or when there is not a particularly positive or negative
judgment about it. In this sense, the non-proximate -a can be analyzed as the default or
neutral option in the affectiveness paradigm. In (386), the speaker uses -a because he
does not have any grounds on which to have a particularly positive view of the referents
since he did not know them directly. Similarly in (387), the speaker uses the nonproximate -a, instead of the proximate –i, since the speaker did not know Xoncha directly
and thus does not have grounds to form an opinion about him.
(386)

[…] ñu ‘urirá
‘akímabi
upiti
ñu ‘uri=ira ‘akímabi
upit-ti
thing far=DIM do-A/S>A:SE=NEG=CONT good-FUT.NMLZ
bëruarakai
nukë
ainsi
nukën
chaiti
bëru-arakat-i
nukën
ainsi
nukën
chaiti
take.care-REFL-A/S>S:SE 1PL.O/POSS relative 1PL.O/POSS ancestor
okë
piakëxa.
o-kë
pi-akë-x-a
do-NFUT.NLMLZ eat-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] (they) did not lay down far away from (their) things, (they) took care of each
other, our relatives, our departed ancestors ate.’ (Cómo_comían_antes-LR-201212-06-CBR.1.7)

(387) bësiká
Xoncha ‘iákëxa.
bësi=ka=a
Xoncha ‘i-akë-x-a
other=VAL=3A/S X.
be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(One) another was Xoncha.’ (Sobre_su_familia-Blanca-Kleber-2014-07-04CBR.1.259)
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5.6. PERIPHRASTIC VERBAL FORMS
5.6.1. V-nuxun ‘a ‘future’
The construction V-nuxun ‘a- is used to express that the event of the verb marked with
-nuxun ‘A/S>A:FE’ is very likely to take place in the future according to the evidence
available to the speaker, e.g. arrangements have already been made. Thus, this
construction expresses a stronger prediction about the realization of the future event than
that obtained in using only the imperfective suffix -i. This construction can be used to
refer to predictions that would happen in the near future up to many years in the future as
well. When uttering (388), the speaker already knew that community members had sent
invitations and received confirmations from authorities from the province to attend the
community’s anniversary celebration.
(388) anuká
diferente no
‘apukama unuxu
‘aia.
a=nu=ka=a
diferente no
‘apu=kama u-nuxun
‘a-i-a
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S different non-K.person leader=PL come-A/S>A:FE doIPFV-N.PROX
‘Then, different political authorities are going to come.’
(Actividades_del_aniversario-MiG-2014-06-10-CBR.1.6)

Note that the auxiliary verb in this construction is always ‘a ‘do’ regardless of the
transitivity value of the verb contributing the main semantic content, as seen for
intransitive (388) and transitive predicates (389), respectively. As shown in these
examples, the auxiliary verb ‘a carries the tense/aspect, person and affectiveness
morphology.
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(389) […] motor de luz
kama nëtëro
bëia.
y corriente
motor de luz
=kama nëtëro
bë-i-a.
y corriente
engine of electricity =PL other.day bring-IPFV-N.PROX and electricity
kamaribi
instalá ‘anuxu
‘aia.
=kama=ribi instalá ‘a-nuxun
‘a-i-a
=PL=ADD install do-A/S>A:FE do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(They) are bringing an electric engine on some days. And (they) are going to
install electricity (service).’ (Escuchó_de_fútbol_en_la_radio-SR-2012-11-09CBR.1.23-24)

In this construction, the verb marked with -nuxun ‘A/S>A:FE’ is obligatorily adjacent to
the auxiliary verb ‘a. This fixed syntactic behavior contrasts with that of a verb marked
with -nuxun, rather functioning as verb modifier, where there is not a requirement for
adjacency although it still possible. The following elicited minimal pair illustrates this
difference in behavior.
(390) kana
kwanuxu
‘ai.
=ka=na
kwan-nuxun ‘a-i
=VAL=1A/S go-A/S>A:FE do-IPFV
‘I am going to go.’ / ‘I am doing (it) in order to go.’ (Elicited)
(391) kwanuxukana
‘ai.
kwan-nuxun=ka=na
‘a-i
go-A/S>A:FE=VAL=1A/S do-IPFV
‘I am doing (it) in order to go.’ / *‘I am going to go.’ (Elicited)

5.6.2. -V-ti ‘i ‘circumstantial modality’
The use of the construction V-ti ‘i ‘V-FUT.NMLZ be’ expresses all different types of
circumstantial modality, which is concerned with what is possible or necessary according
to a specific set of rules (laws, desires, etc.), e.g. deontic, pure circumstantial, abilitive,
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etc. (De Haan 2006; Leech 1971; Palmer 2014, among others). In addition, this
construction is compatible with both a weaker (or existential, e.g. may) and a stronger (or
universal e.g. must) interpretation, which is then resolved by the context (see also §6.1.1).
The examples below illustrate the use of this construction with a stronger (392) and
weaker interpretation (393), respectively, both with a deontic reading. It should be noted
that the circumstantial modals tend to have a future temporal interpretation crosslinguistically (Condoravdi 2002; Kratzer 2012); indeed, in Kakataibo, this construction
makes use of the future nominalizer -ti to accomplish this end instead of another
nominalizing suffix. Further details about this modal construction are discussed in Valle
(2015).
(392) a kupikaina
piti
‘arunu
uti
a kupi=ka=mina pi-ti
‘aru-nu
u-ti
3 for=VAL=2A/S food-FUT.NMLZ cook-A/S>S:FE come-FUT.NMLZ
‘ai,
ya.13
‘a-i
ya
be-IPFV ok
‘For that (reason), you have to come in order to cook food, ok.’
(Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-10-17-CBR.1.24)

13

Recall that the verbal root ‘i ‘to be’ shows the suppletive forms ‘a and ‘ikë (see §2.5.3.3. Suppletion).
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(393) entonceskaina
tari
pañuxu
o min
tuábëtá
entonces=ka=mina tari
pa-ñu-xun
o mi=n
tuá=bëtan
then=VAL=2A/S cushma trunk-wear-A/S>A:PE or 2=POSS offspring=COM.A
mi
bënëbëtá
o de repente ñuín bimiti
mi=n bënë=bëtan
o de repente ñuín bimiti
2=POSS husband=COM.A or maybe
spirit grab-CAUS-FUT-NMLZ
‘ai
no.
‘ai
no
be-IPFV ok
‘Then, you may get taken a picture after putting on a cushma, or with your
offspring or your husband.’ (Comunicado_sobre_hermanos_religiosos-PP-201406-24-CBR.1.21)
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Chapter 6. Clitics
Clitics in Kakataibo are distinguished from affixes by a series of phonological and
morpho-syntactic criteria (see §3.1.2.). Among these properties, the ability to attach to
the phrase level, instead of the word level, the freedom to attach to different hosts and the
ordering relations with affixes, figure as the major distinguishing properties. In
Kakataibo, clitics may only follow their host; there are not instances of proclitics.
According to their ability to i) attach to different kinds of hosts, e.g. first constituent,
noun phrase, and ii) the possibility of forming an independent phonological word,
enclitics in Kakataibo are distinguished into four major categories: second-position
(§6.1), adverbial (§6.2), nominal

(§6.3), and negative enclitics (§6.4). These

distinguishing properties of enclitics are summarized in Table 31 below.
Table 31. Enclitics in Kakataibo

Attach to first constituent only
Attach to nominal/adjective
phases only
Attach to main clause verbs
May form phonological word

Second-position
enclitic
yes
no

Adverbial
clitics
no
no

Nominal
clitics
no
yes

Negative
clitic
no
no

no
yes

no
no

no
no

yes
no

Based on the properties of enclitics shown in the Table 31, it is possible to have a clitic
sequence with a member of each clitic type, at least. This occurs only when the first
target of the morphological process is a noun phrase or adjective phrase occurring in
clause-inital position. Consider the following example (394) where the noun phrase
serves as the host for the negative enclitic =ma ‘negation’. The resulting output uni=ma
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serves as the input for the nominal enclitic =kama ‘plural’, producing the form
uni=ma=kama. In turn, this morphological form takes the adverbial enclitic =ribi
‘additive’. Finally this morphologically complex constituent uni=ma=kama=ribi,
assuming that it occurs clause-initially, hosts the second-position enclitics =ka
‘validational’ and =a ‘third person, subject’. In the next example (395) we have that the
negative enclitic =ma occurs after the adverbial enclitic =ín ‘additive’ instead. These two
examples suggest that there is not a templatic structure for predicting the position of the
enclitics in a sequence of different enclitics types. However, enclitics in Kakataibo order
according to the following principles when they occur as part of the same grammatical
word. Second-position enclitics always occur after all other enclitics. Adverbial enclitics
always follow nominal enclitics. Finally, the negative enclitic =ma may occur in any
position, except following second-positon enclitics.
(394) uni
=ma
=kama
=ribi
=ka =a
K.person
=NEG
=PL
=ADD
=VAL =3A/S
Noun phrase =negative clitic =Nominal clitic =Adverbial clitic =Seconddkcndckndcndkcndkcndecceefefefefefefefefefefefefefeefefef
position clitics
‘Also not Kakataibo people’ (Elicited)
(395) a
=rasu
=ín
=ma
=ka=a
3
=DIM2
=EXCL
=NEG
=VAL=3A/S
Noun phrase =Nominal clitic = Adverbial clitic =Negative clitic =Second-positon
cdkndckndknckdnckdncclitics
clitics
‘Not only they’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.27)

While morphemes sharing the properties described above are analyzed here as
clitics, some clitics in Kakataibo show an idiosyncratic behavior with respect to one or
more of the parameters that will be described in turn, problematizing the unitary status of
this type of morpheme. These deviations from a prototype of clitic in Kakataibo suggests
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different degrees of grammaticalization of these suffixes, which in turn, leads to a
conceptualization of them within a suffix-clitic-word continuum or more generally freebound morpheme continuum (see Tallman n.d. for a discussion of clitics in the Panoan
language Chácobo and the problems it raises for this category in Panoan languages in
general).

6.1. SECOND-POSITION ENCLITICS
Second-position enclitics in Kakataibo are a subtype of enclitics that are restricted in their
occurrence to attaching to the right of the first major constituent of the clause. In example
(396), the second-position enclitics =dapi=ka=a, which are in bold for ease of
identification, attach to the end of the constituent formed by the subordinate clause ñu
nami këñu ‘arunuxun ‘in order to cook with meat’. The constituent that may occur in
clause-initial position and host second-position enclitics includes constituents of any type
and any size excepting main clause verbs, those which carry verbal morphology of Slot 8
‘Aspect 2’, Slot 9 ‘3p’ and Slot 10 ‘Affectiveness’ (see §Chapter 5). However, it is not
uncommon for second-position enclitics to occur as the first element of the clause when
no constituent precedes them, as in (397). When this happens, the second-position
enclitic or group of them (second-position clitic complex) forms a phonological word,
carrying a main stress, as well as a grammatical word. In contrast to other enclitic types
in the language, second-position enclitics cannot function as the host for other types of
enclitics. For instance, it is ungrammatical to attach an adverbial enclitic to a secondposition enclitic, as shown below in (398).
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(396) ñu nami këñu ‘arunuxudapika
biáxa.
ñu nami këñu ‘aru-nuxun=dapi=ka=a
bis-a-x-a
thing flesh with cook-A/S>A:FE=DUB=VAL=3A/S grab-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘He grabbed (it) in order to cook with meat.’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-ET-HB-2015-07-03-CBR.1.144)
(397) ka
ñu
tuiáxi.
=ka=a
ñu
tuin-a-x-i
=VAL=3A/S thing hold-PFV-3-PROX
‘(S/he) is holding something.’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_II-ET-HB2015-07-03.CBR.1.180)
(398) * ka=a=ribi
ñu
tuiáxi.
=ka=a
ñu
tuin-a-x-i
=VAL=3A/S thing hold-PFV-3-PROX

Second-position enclitics in Kakataibo express sentence-level meanings that
mostly relate to the evaluation of the content of the proposition along different
parameters, such as expectations of the truth of the proposition, =kuni ‘certitudinal’,
=dapi ‘dubitative’, commitment to the truth of the proposition, e.g. =ka ‘validational’,
and source of the information of the proposition, e.g. =id ‘evidential’. Second-position
enclitics also express mood and subject person, among others. The complete list of
second-position enclitics in Kakataibo are presented in Table 32 below. Each of these
second-position enclitics is analyzed in the following subsections.
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Table 32. Second position clitics.

1
Modality 1

2
Modality 2

3
Validational

4
Evidential

5
Interrogative

=kuni
=dapi
=ka
=id
‘certitudinal’ ‘dubitative’ ‘validational 1’ ‘evidential’
=ri
‘validational 2’

=ra
‘interrogative’

6
Subject
pronoun
=na ‘1p’
=mina ‘2p’
=a ‘3p’

In terms of their phonological properties, second-position enclitics are subject to
the same processes attested between stems and affixes, most notably the voicing of the
velar stop when occurring between vowels, e.g. uni=ka=a Kakataibo person=VAL=3A/S
[uniga], and the deletion of one vowel in sequences of vowels of the same quality, e.g.
uni=id=a Kakataibo person=EVID=3A/S [unida]. Moreover, the highest pitch and
intensity of the clause tend to fall on the second-position clitic complex, which is also
dependent on information structural aspects such as focus (§Chapter 9).
Second-position clitics from slots 3 and/or 4 and 6 are required in prototypical
declarative and interrogative clauses (see Section §7.3. The structure of the clause and the
clausehood continuum). Notice that this is somewhat different to what occurs in the
Lower Aguaytía dialect in that in this dialect the reportative =id (=is in the former
dialect) always co-occurs with the enclitic =ka (Zariquiey 2011a) whereas in the San
Alejandro dialect these two enclitics may (399) or may not co-occur depending on the
intended meaning. At the same time, the possibility of the evidential =id in the San
Alejandro to occur in a sentence without either =ka ‘validational 1’ or =ri ‘validational 2’
is not allowed in the Lower Aguaytía dialect. Thus, these second-position enclitics form
an obligatory clitic complex in the prototypical declarative and interrogative clauses in
the San Alejandro dialect. Examples (400) and (401) illustrate the combination of
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second-position enclitics from Slots 3 and 6 and Slots 4 and 6, respectively. However,
imperative clauses (see also Section §7.3) only allow the presence of the validational =ka
of slot 3 and do not allow the presence of other second-position enclitics. Note that only
one set of second-position enclitics is allowed per sentence. Nevertheless, complex
clauses in spontaneous speech may show more than one of this clitic complex, which is
related to sentence planning, e.g. false starts, etc. Furthermore, sentences expressing
direct quotation (see §8.4) show a set of second-position clitics inside the quotative
clause in addition to the set of second-position enclitics of the main clause.
(399) ëdakaidá
ñuñu
‘aimabi
ë=da=ka=id=a
ñu=ñu
‘a-i=ma=bi
1=COMP=VAL1=EVID=3A/S thing=HAVE be-A/S>S:SE=NEG=CONT
kanáñu
‘aimabi
ñankái ñankái ‘aibi
kanak=ñu
‘a-i=ma=bi
ñankái ñankái ‘ai=bi
thunder=HAVE be-A/S>S:SE=NEG=CONT nothing nothing then=CONT
‘iákëxa.
‘i-akë-x-a
be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Like that, not even being anything, not even being thunder, nothing, nothing, but
it was (like that).’ (Cuento_de_sirena-CB-2012-11-29-CBR.1.28)
(400) bërikana
nu bana kuatima.
bërí=ka=na
nu bana kuatima
now=VAL1=1/A/S 1PL speak hear-IPFV=NEG
‘Now we do not listen to the advice (of older people).’
(Animales_prohibidos_de_comer-LR-2012-11-05-CBR.1.19)
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(401) kixuidá
nukë
papa Diosa nukë
ki-xun=id=a
nukën
papa Diosa nukën
say-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS father god 1PL.O/POSS
uniókëxa.
uni-o-akë-x-a
create-FACT- REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘After saying (it), our father god created us a long time ago, they say.’
(Cómo_se_creó_la_tierra-DR-2012-11-10-CBR.1.28)

6.1.1. Modality 1 =kuni ‘certitudinal’
In the following description of modal enclitics as well as in §5.6.2 on circumstantial
modality, I will follow some assumptions about modality that are sketched next. Modality
is related to the expression of necessity and possibility; that is, modality relates to the
expression of situations that need not be real (Portner 2009:1). In a modalized utterance,
the prejacent proposition, i.e. the propositional content without the modal meaning itself,
is modified in terms of its possibilities of being necessary or possible. This first
dichotomy distinguishes between the meanings of Anne must go to a university in
contrast to Anne might go to a university, where these two utterances differ in their
necessity or possibility interpretation, respectively. In addition, modalized utterances may
receive different interpretations according to the context. For instance, the utterance Anne
must go to a university may be interpreted as an obligation for Anne (deontic modality) or
as an inferred fact (epistemic modality).
In order to study these aspects of modality more precisely, a simplified version of
the machinery of possible world semantics is adopted here (Kratzer 1977, 1991). Under
this framework, modals are analyzed as quantifiers over possible worlds, where universal
and existential quantification correspond to necessity and possibility, respectively. The
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other main components in the semantics of modals are the conversational background and
the ordering source. Conversational backgrounds are a set of propositions that provide the
context under which modals are evaluated and acquire their modality type (e.g. deontic,
epistemic, etc.). For instance, deontic modality is evaluated under those worlds that are
compatible with the relevant body of law or moral principles, or deontic conversational
background; epistemic modality is evaluated under those worlds that are suited to what is
known, the available evidence, having an epistemic conversational background. In some
instances, a ranking of the accessible worlds is necessary when some propositions are
conflicting among them. In this case, the ordering source takes care of ranking the worlds
favoring some of these propositions. In summary, the meaning of modals is analyzed
using three different tools: quantification force, conversational background (or modal
base) and an ordering source.
The second-position enclitic =kuni ‘CERTitudinal’ does not lexically restrict the
modal base, that is, =kuni is compatible with a circumstantial reading, when co-occurring
with the Clause+ti be+FLEX construction (see §5.6.2), as well as with an epistemic
reading. However, notice that =kuni ‘certitudinal’ does not encode those meanings itself.
In addition, it does not restrict the quantificational force either. The quantificational force
of =kuni is unrestricted, allowing both universal and existential interpretations depending
on the context. The semantics of =kuni has one more ingredient, it expresses a contrast
between the proposition embedded under it and an opposite proposition already present in
the common ground. This opposite proposition may be explicit in the discourse context or
assumed by the speaker. In using =kuni, the speaker raises the presupposition that he has
the best grounds to believe that that proposition is true. Given these semantic
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components, sentences having =kuni are usually interpreted as stronger than their bare
counterparts.
The following examples illustrate typical uses of =kuni. In (402), the speaker has
seen by himself that the event of the pipe-line breaking occurred, but other people in the
community did not see it, which makes the speaker the one who has the better grounds to
assert p. The proposition in (403) contrasts with the speaker’s not going to his garden for
many days.
(402) Context: I have seen that my cousin’s pipe-line broke, but other people have not
seen it and were saying that this was not the case. I say to everybody:
aín tubokunika
baikiaxa.
aín tubo=kuni=ka=a
bai-ki-a-x-a
3.POSS tube=CERT=VAL=3A/S crack-INTR-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘His tube did get cracked.’ (Elicited)
(403) Context: The speaker is saying that he needed to go work in his garden since
some days ago, but he has not been able to go there because he had to take care of
his children who go to school. Today is Friday and his children end the school
week. He still needs to go to his garden:
a pikúkëbëkunikana
más tarde kwani.
a pikut-këbë=kuni=ka=na
más tarde kwan-i
3 come.out-A/S≠S:SE=kuni=VAL=1A/S later
go-IPFV
‘When they come out (from school), I am certainly going (to my garden).’
(Elicited)

The semantics of =kuni expresses a high degree of certainty by the speaker, which
suggests an epistemic source. However, the inability of =kuni to convey circumstantial
readings without the presence of the [Clause+ti]CN V+flex construction, which is
necessary and sufficient to trigger circumstantial modality, casts doubt on its arguably
modal status. An alternative analysis of this second-position clitic regards it as a focus
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particle in that one of its main functions is to contrast the proposition that is embedded
under it with another proposition already present in the common ground. However, the
specifics of the semantics of =kuni await further research.
In terms of its distribution, =kuni ‘certitudinal’ tends to co-occur with the other
second-position enclitics as shown in the examples above. However, this enclitic shows
more freedom in terms of position in the clause and attachment restrictions than other
second-position enclitics. First, the enclitic =kuni may occur in other positions different
from the initial or second positions. This pattern is frequent in complex clauses where the
second-position enclitics from slots 3 and/or 4 and 6 occur in their regular position and
the enclitic =kuni occurs somewhere else in the middle field of the clause, as in (404), in
which case it is not obvious whether it is attached to a host or not . A much less
unfrequent pattern consists of having =kuni as the only second-position enclitic. In this
context, this enclitic may also occur in non-second position.
(404) a veceská
mëona
ñu
chaxu unkí
a veces=ka=a
mëon=na
ñu
chaxu unkin
sometimes=VAL=3A/S sink.hole=INST animal deer peccary
nëtë uana
‘anu kuni inmë aia.
nëtë u-ana
‘anu kuni inmë u-i-a
sky come-A/S>A/S:SE agouti CERT sky come-IPFV-N.PROX
‘While animals (like) deer (or) collared peccaries sometimes come (to the) hill
(during the) day, agouties certaintly show up (at) night.’
(Conversación_sobre_cacería-DR-PI-ET-2012-11-17-CBR.2.2)
(405) mejor minkuni
más kirika ‘ati
dinanti
‘ai.
mejor mi=n=kuni
más kirika ‘a-ti
dina-n-ti
‘a-i
better 2=A/S=CERT more paper do-FUT.NMLZ think-TR-FUT.NMLZ doIPFV
‘Instead, you better have to think about studying more.’
(Comunicado_sobre_estudio-Franshi-2014-06-17-CBR.1.19)
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In terms of the phonology, the enclitic =kuni ‘CERTitudinal’ shows a particular
behavior that sets it apart from other enclitics in the language. Namely, the initial
voiceless velar stop of =kuni does not undergo the voicing process /k/ > [g] in between
voiced segments, as is the case with all the other enclitics such as =ka ‘validational’ and
=kama ‘plural’ (see §2.6). This fact, in turn, suggests that =kuni does not form a
phonological word with the constituent that precedes it, as the other enclitics do, at least
with regard to the process of voicing, which is restricted to the phonological word. This
behavior of =kuni further suggests a less developed process of grammaticalization, in
terms of boundedness and place in the clause, that is compatible with the above discussed
syntactic behavior (see also the discussion in Tallman n.d.).

6.1.2. Modality 2 =dapi ‘dubitative’
The second position clitic =dapi ‘dubitative’ carries a presupposition that the content of
the proposition comes from inference. The type of evidence for the inference may be
general knowledge, perceived evidence or previous experience. =dapi is compatible with
universal and existential readings, e.g. must, may, which suggests that its quantificational
force is left underspecified for the context to resolve. The conversational background
imposed for this enclitic is always epistemic. Example (406) shows an instance of the use
of =dapi with a universal reading and the evidence for the inference is directly perceived.
Example (407) gets an existential interpretation given that hearing a gunshot may be a
sign of something other than hunting, such as alerting people that something is taking
place.
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(406) Context: The speaker is arriving at the community from a distant city. He sees
that the soil is wet and the river water level is higher:
ubëdapika
‘iubáxa.
ubë=dapi=ka=a
‘i-ut-bait-a-x-a
rain=DUB=VAL=3A/S be-DOWN-DUR-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘It must have been raining.’ (EL)
(407) Context: The speaker is walking in the forest. Suddenly, a gunshot is heard:
dapika
ñu ‘axi.
DUB=ka=a
ñu ‘a-a-x-i
dapi=VAL=3A/S thing do-PFV-3-PROX
‘(They) might have killed animals.’ (EL)

The modal meaning expressed by the enclitic =dapi ‘dubitative’ does not show
any restriction with regard to the tense/aspect shown by the verb modalized by this
enclitic. Negation of the prejacent of =dapi uses the general negator =ma. However,
notice that attaching =ma to the main verb yields ambiguous readings between the
negation of the prejacent (408)a and negation of the modal (408)b when not enough
context is given. Note that the possibility of having these two interpretations implies that
the modal meaning can project through negation which, in turn, is a diagnostic test
indicating that =dapi is best regarded as a modal instead of a pure evidential (Faller
2002; Matthewson, Davis, and Rullman 2007).
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(408) Context A: Norua has been saying that he needs to go to San Alejandro to do
some errands. But you know that there are no canoes available and the weather is
bad:
Context B: You know that Norua has to go up river to work with a contractor in
the woods. The contractor has paid him a part of his salary in advance. Norua
feels obligated to pay his debt.
Noruadapika
puentenu
kwanima.
Norua=dapi=ka=a
puentenu
kwan-i=ma
Norua=dapi=VAL=3A/S bridge=LOC go-IPFV=NEG
‘Norua might not go to the bridge (San Alejandro city).’
‘It is not the case that Norua might go to the bridge (San Alejandro.)’ (EL)

6.1.3. Validational
6.1.3.1. =ka ‘validational 1’
The enclitic =ka ‘VALidational’ may occur in prototypical declarative, interrogative and
imperative clauses (§8.3.). Thus, the occurrence of =ka is pervasive in Kakataibo
connected speech. When this enclitic occurs in a sentence, it is obligatorily followed by
one of the second-position enclitics from slot 6 ‘Subject pronoun’ in prototypical
declarative clauses, as in (409). =ka may also combine with the interrogative =ra,
followed by enclitcis from slot 6, in prototypical interrogative clauses (410). In
imperative clauses, =ka cannot be followed by any other second-position enclitic (411).
Finally, the validation enclitic =ka may be followed by the evidential enclitic =id in
declarative sentences only, as noted above. Furthermore, the second-position enclitic
occurs equally in conversations, narratives and other speech genera without any
restriction.
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(409) y despuéskaina
uni
banami.
y después=ka=mina uni
bana-mi-i
and then=VAL=2A/S K.person speak-CAUS-IPFV
‘And then, you make people speak.’ (Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidadAM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.191)
(410) ‘aibikaraina
ñu
mërakëma?
‘aibikaraina
ñu
mërakëma
then=CONT=VAL=INT=2A/S thing find-NFUT.NMLZ=NEG
‘But you did not find anything?’ (Conversación_sobre_pesca-ET-DR-PI-2012-1118-CBR.3.1)
(411) anuka
sënkaki
nisí!
a=nu=ka
sën-ka-kin
nis-n
3=LOC=VAL press-TR-A/S>A:SE stand.up-TR
‘Make (it) stand up there by pressing (it down)’ (Hacer_maspute-HG-ET-201507-22-CBR.1.3)

Given the divergent kinds of contexts in which the second-position enclitic =ka
occurs, it is very difficult to apprehend the exact meaning it expresses. My current
understanding of the meaning of =ka is that it expresses a commitment by the speaker to
the truth of the proposition, hence I decided to call =ka ‘validational’ following Weber's
analysis of the validational in Quechua (1989). In declarative sentences, =ka is used to
express that the speaker believes the proposition to be true, which is usually based on
direct experience but could also be based on general knowledge as well. Crucially, =ka is
not present in instances where the information comes from second-hand as occurs in
hearsay or traditional stories. This fact suggests that in these cases, the speaker does not
have enough grounds to commit to the truth of the proposition since he does not have
direct access to that information. Based on this, one could try to argue that =ka functions
as a kind of direct knowledge evidential, which would explain why it does not co-occur
with the second-hand evidential =id in those cases. However, =ka and =id do co-occur in
natural speech as noted above. The most frequent use of the co-occurrence of these two
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enclitics comes from traditional stories where the speaker places her/himself as the
primary traditional-knowledge holder compared to others in the community, even though
s/he could not have direct access to those events her/himself. Example (412) comes from
a traditional story narrating the mythical creation of the Inca people by an older speaker.
Here the narrator chooses to include the enclitic =ka, in addition to the reportative =id,
since he portrays himself as an authority with respect to the knowledge of what actually
happened in the myth even though he did not directly attest it. This speaker uses the
combination =ka=id throughout his narration of the Inca people’s creation myth. In
contrast, example (413), narrating the same creation myth but this time narrated by a
younger mid-age speaker, does not include the enclitic =ka ‘validational’ because this
speaker does not see himself as being more knowledgeable or with better grounds to
make that assertion. Indeed, he even considers some of the myth events as fictional, as he
then commented when analyzing the text. Thus, the speaker of (412) has the authority to
commit to the truth of the proposition expressed but the speaker of (413) does not.
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(412) […] ënënuka
nukë
inka unia
ënë=nu=ka=a
nukën
inka uni-i-a
this=LOC=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS Inca get.created-IPFV-N.PROX
ënënuka
uti
kixunkaidá
ënë=nu=ka=a
u-ti
ki-xun=ka=id=a
this=LOC=VAL=3A/S come-FUT.NMLZ say-A/S>A:PE=VAL=EVID=3A/S
‘atia nukën
chaiti okë
ai
ainsi
ai
nanë
‘atia nukën
chaiti o-kë
ain
ainsi
ain
nanë
then 1PL.O/POSS ancestor do-NFUT.NMLZ 3.POSS relative 3.POSS cousin
kaxunkaidá
kakëxa.
ka-xun=ka=id=a
ka-akë-x-a
tell-A/S>A:PE=VAL=EVID=3A/S tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] his relatives, his cousins told our deceased ancestors “Our Inka is getting
created here. (You all) have to come here.”’ (Creación_de_los_uni_inca-LR2012-10-26-CBR.1.4)
(413) kwaxuidá
‘ura ‘ura ëdkënuidá
kwan-xun=id=a
‘ura ‘ura ëd-kë=nu=id=a
go-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S far far see-NFUT.NMLZ=LOC=EVID-3A/S
timë timëxuidá
ribasíxu
timë timë-t-xun=id=a
rit-kwasin-xun
gather gather-REFL-A/S>S:PE=EVID=3A/S go.PL-COME.INTR-A/S>S:PE
nukë
inka ami
raëoxuntí
nukën
inka a=mi
raë-o-xun-ti
1PL.O/POSS Inca 3=DAT domesticate-FACT-A/S>A-APL-FUT.NMLZ
kakëxa.
ka-akë-x-a
tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘After going, when (they had seen (him) from far, after gathering all together,
after coming (towards the Inca), our ancestors asked the Inca to civilize them.’
(Inca-ET-2012-11-02-CBR.1.29)
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6.1.3.2. =ri ‘validational 2’
The enclitic =ri seems to be approaching a process of obsolescence in the San Alejandro
dialect in contrast to the situation found in the Lower Aguaytía dialect where =ri does not
show signs of falling out of use (cf. Zariquiey 2011a). The entlicit =ri has not been
attested once in the entirety of the corpus, although I have personally observed it being
used a few times in participant observation during my time with the Kakataibo people.
However, given the very small number of attestation in naturalistic speech, the following
description is based mainly on elicited examples.
The enclitic =ri may occur in prototypical declarative, interrogative and
imperative clauses. As in the case for =ka, the enclitic =ri is obligatorily followed by
subject person enclitics from Slot 6 in declarative and interrogative clauses. Again,
similarly to =ka, the validational =ri does not host an enclitic from Slot 6 in imperative
clauses, as suggested by the overheard spontaneous example in (414). In addition, the
clitic complex containing =ri may occur as an independent phonological word and may
stand by itself in sentence-initial position without a preceeding constituent (415).
Furthermore, the enclitic =ri does not show any combinatorial restrictions with respect to
TAM or verbal affectiveness morphology, e.g. -a ‘non-proximate’ or -i ‘proximate’
(§5.5.4).
(414) piari
bë!
pi-á=ri
bë
eat-A/S≠A:PE =VAL2 bring
‘Bring (it) when (he) finishes eating (it)!’ (Spontaneous speech)
(415) rina
‘asa
pi.
=ri=na
‘asa
pi-i
=VAL2=1A/S manioc eat-IPFV
‘I eat manioc.’ (Elicited)
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However, the enclitic =ri behaves differently than the other validational =ka in
two main respects. Firstly, speakers did not allow the co-occurrence of the enclitic =ri
with the evidential =id in the same clitic complex *ri=id=mina validational
2=evidential=second person. Notice that the combination of these enclitics is allowed in
the Lower Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey 2011a). The second main difference is related to
the alignment for nouns and pronouns in clauses having =ri instead of =ka. That is, the
enclitic =ri ‘validational 2’ triggers a neutral alignment of core arguments where A/S/O
show zero marking for both nouns and pronouns, as shown below. This contrats with the
split-alignment allowed in clauses having the enclitic =ka instead.
(416) a. ërina
sasa pi.
ë=ri=na
sasa pi-i
1=VAL2=1A/S fish eat-IPFV
‘I eat fish.’ (Elicited)

b. * ënrina
sasa pi.
ë=n=ri=na
sasa pi-i
1=A/S=VAL2=1A/S fish eat-IPFV

(417) a. ërina
abati.
ë=ri=na
abat-i.
1=VAL2=1/AS run-IPFV
‘I run.’ (Elicited)

b. * ënrina
abati.
ë=n=rina
abat-i
1=A/S=VAL2=1/AS run-IPFV

(418) a. Noruaria
sasa pia
Norua=ri=a
sasa pi-i-a
Norua=VAL2=3A/S fish eat-IPFV-N.PROX
b. * Noruanria
sasa pia.
Noruanria
sasa pia
Norua=A/S=VAL2=3A/S fish eat-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Norua eats fish.’
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6.1.4. =id ‘evidential’
The second position clitic =id is a second-hand evidential. The use of =id is felicitous
when the speaker has obtained the knowledge that the proposition expresses through a
different source than the self. This reportative sphere includes information from second,
third and more distant sources, hearsay and oral tradition. These functions =id are
illustrated in the examples below. In (419) the speaker is narrating an event that occurred
on the same day but he did not witness the event himself. The speaker in (420) explains
eating habits of earlier generations of Kakataibo people. Although the speaker may have
seen one or few instances of similar events, he prefers to use =id instead of using =ka
because he is talking about a general pattern that he has not directly witnessed. The use of
=ka would be more appropriate if he were depicting a single individualized event that he
may have directly experienced. Example (421) is the opening sentence of a traditional
story about the mythical character Inchinka. Note that in traditional stories, the evidential
enclitic =id is used consistently throughout the text, except in instances of direct
quotation where the validational enclitic =ka is used instead (see §6.1.3). Notice that the
evidential =id has an allomorph =ëd that occurs when the following segment is a
consonant, e.g. =ëd=mina ‘evidential=second person’.
(419) […] tractoridá
este San Josémi
este asinpunia.
tractor=id=a
este San José=mi
este asin-pun-i-a
tractor=VAL=3A/S hmm San José-DAT hmm go.in-HOD1-IPFV-N.PROX
‘[…] a tractor got in near San José (village) earlier today.’
(Comunicado_sobre_trabajo_con_tractor-PP-2012-12-09-CBR.1.4)
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(420) ‘akanankë
‘aidá
ai
bani
ain
‘akanan-kë
‘ai=id=a
ain
banin
ain
make.war-NFUT.NMLZ then=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS peach.palm 3.POSS
toxama
ënkímabi
a ‘araka
‘ixu
tóxama
ën-kin=ma=bi
a ‘araka-a
‘i-xun
pona.branch leave-A/S>A:SE=NEG=CONT 3 raise-A/S>S:PE be-A/S>A:PE
piakëxa.
pi-akë-x-a
eat-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘When (our ancestors) had finished war, they used to eat raising (their cattle)
without leaving their peach palm arrows, their pona arrows.’
(Cómo_comían_antes-LR-2012-12-06-CBR.1.6)
(421) ëdaida
Inchinka ‘iákëxa.
ë=da=id=a
Inchinka ‘i-akë-x-a
1=COMP=VAL=3A/S Inchinka be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Inchinka was like this.’ (Historia_de_sapito-ET-2012-11-05-CBR.1.1)

The evidential enclitic =id obligatorily hosts subject pronoun enclitics from Slot
6. As discussed above, the evidential =id may co-occur in the same clitic complex with
=ka ‘validational’, but not with =ri ‘validatonal 2. The enclitic =id plus the attached
subject person enclitic may form an independent phonological and grammatical word and
could also occur as the first constituent of the clause (422).
(422) ida
min
kirika xuóxa
‘aibiidá...
=id=a
mi=n
kirika xu-on-x-a
‘ai=bi=id=a
=EVID=3A/S 2=POSS paper send-HST-3-N.PROX the=CONT=EVID=3A/S
‘(He) sent your document yesterday but…’
(Llamada_telefónica_sobre_documentos-4CH-AP-AP-24-08-2014-CBR.65.1)
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The relation between the semantics of evidentiality, which indicates source of
information, and epistemic modality, related to the necessity or possibility of a
proposition given what the available information is, share the feature of being built on the
available knowledge. This semantic link between these two categories has recently
received much attention (Aikhenvald 2004; De Haan 2006; Izvorsky 1997; Kratzer 1991,
among others). This line of research raises the question as to whether the enclitic =id
should be analyzed as a pure evidential or as a modal evidential. A full-fledged analysis
of these two hypotheses would require the introduction of formal semantics machinery,
which goes beyond the goals of this dissertation. However, I will present here my current
understanding of the nature of =id following Valle (2015) based on the tests to
distinguish between modal evidential and pure evidential proposed by Faller (2002) and
Matthewson et al. (2007).
Under the epistemic modal analysis of =id, it is predicted that a sentence will be
infelicitous when it contains an embedded true proposition under the scope of =id (Faller
2002; Matthewson et al. 2007). The reason for this prediction is that under the modal
analysis the speaker does not have enough grounds to regard the proposition as true, since
the information comes from a report. This prediction is bourne out, as suggested by the
unfelicitous status of the first sentence in (423). That is, the first sentence of this example
uses the evidential enclitic =id, suggesting that the speaker does not have the grounds to
make an assertion of only the prejacent because the speaker had not seen the addressee
during the last day. In contrast, in the second sentence of this example the speaker does
not use the evidential, suggesting that he has the grounds to make such an assertion. The
second test relates to the nature of the semantic content of =id. Under the modal analysis
of this enclitic, it is assumed that its meaning is not part of the semantic content of the
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proposition, but rather it is a presupposition. As such, it is predicted that the reportative
semantic contribution of it is cancellable. Example (423) also shows that this prediction
holds since the sentence is infelicitous when the reportative content is cancelled,
providing evidence against a modal analysis of =id. The last test to be considered here is
that of infelicity of a sentence where the proposition embedded under =id is known to be
false. The reason for this is that the speaker is asserting that the proposition is universally
or existentially true, even when the information for it comes from a report. The sentence
in (424) shows that this prediction is upheld. The results from the three tests presented
here suggests that =id is better analyzed as an evidential modal rather than a pure
evidential. However, further research investigating the behavior of =id under other tests
for either of the analyses is still required to have a clearer picture of the semantics of this
enclitic.
(423) Context: I did not see you yesterday at all. Someone told me that you hit the
pregnant dog. Then, I say to you when I meet you:
# ëdmina ‘uchíti tuáñu
mëó.
kana
mi idó
id=mina ‘uchíti tuáñu
më-on ka=na
mi ëd-on
id=2A/S dog offspring=HAVE hit-HST VAL=1A/S 2 see-HST
‘You hit the pregnant dog yesterday, reportedly. I saw you yesterday.’ (Elicited)
(424) Context: I am outside talking with my friend and see rain coming down:
# ubëida
‘iutia
‘aibika
ubë=id=a
‘i-ut-i-a
‘ai=bi=ka=a
rain=id=3A/S be-DOWN-IPFV-N.PROX then=CONT=VAL=3A/S
‘iutima
‘i-ut-i=ma
be-DOWN- IPFV=NEG
‘It is raining, reportedly, but it is not raining’ (Elicited)
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6.1.5. =ra ‘interrogative’
The interrogative enclitic =ra is used to indicate interrogative mood. It occurs in both
content and yes/no questions in Kakataibo, as in (425) and (426), and it may target the
whole sentence or a constituent of it when occurring as part of the second position clitic
complex. However, the enclitic =ra may be optional for expressing interrogative mood in
connected speech (427). The interrogative =ra typically is preceded by a validational
enclitic from Slot 3 and may also be preceded by the evidential =id from Slot 5 in some
instances. Furthermore, it is obligatorily followed by subject person pronoun enclitics
from Slot 6.
(425) uinanukara
‘iáxa?
uina=nu=ka=ra=a
‘i-a-x-a
INDF.PRO=LOC=VAL=INT=3A/S be-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Where was it?’ (Llamada_telefónica_sobre_documentos-4CH-AP-AP-24-082014-CBR.24)
(426) adë́ rabikara
uda
ñu
‘iti
‘ikë…
adë́ rabi=ka=ra=a
u=da
ñu
‘i-ti
‘ikë
true=VAL=INT=3A/S that=COMP thing be-FUT.NMLZ be.IPFV.3
‘Is that thing truly like that?’ (Sobre_su_familia-Blanca-Kleber-2014-07-04CBR.1.107)
(427) uinanu
kwanpuni?
uina=nu
kwan-pun-i
INDF.PRO=LOC go-HOD1-IPFV
‘Where did you go earlier today?’
(Conversación_sobre_lo_hecho_el_día_anterior-AP-JP-2012-09-30-CBR.1)

In instances in which the second-position enclitics from Slots 3 and 4 do not occur
in the clause, the enclitic interrogative =ra may attach to the first constituent and host
enclitics from Slot 6 (428). In addition to occurring as part of the second-position clitic
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complex, =ra may be attached to constituents different from that clitic complex. Placing
the enclitic =ra on a constituent expresses that the constituent is the target of the question
(429).
(428) tres horara
bërí kwania?
tres hora=ra=a
bërí kwan-i-a
three hour=INT=3A/S now go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Is it already three hours? (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR.201)
(429) Hugo Sosakara
o uinaká
alcaldenara
Hugo Sosa=ka=ra=a
o uinuká
alcaldenara
H. S.=VAL=INT=3A?S or INDF.PRO=VAL=3A/S mayor=A/S=INT
aia?
u-i-a
come-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Hugo Sosa or which mayor is coming?’
(Periodistas_van_a_llegar_a_la_comunidad_mañana-HB-2014-07-07-CBR.1.11)

In addition to expressing interrogative mood, the enclitic =ra may also indicate
doubt or uncertainty about all or part of the proposition s/he is enunciating. This happens
when the speaker is not sure about the details of the proposition and wants to express that
there may be some information that cannot be completely regarded as true from his/her
perspective. The enclitic tends to be attached to the constituent that is the locus of doubt
or uncertainty. Notice that in this use of =ra, the sentence keeps an indicative mood
instead. In example (430), the speaker is warning community members about the possible
consequences of not keeping the community’s land proprietary documents within the
community. Thus, he speculates about the possible outcome of this behavior. The speaker
uttering (431) had just come back from a trip and could not find his speakers that he had
left in his home. He decided to complain about this fact and communicated with the
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whole community using a megaphone. The speaker decides to add the enclitic =ra to
express that his speakers might have been stolen, although by doing so he realizes that
there are other possible explanations for the absence of his speakers.
(430) o sin
documentora
comunidad tikínuxu
‘aia.
o sin
documentora
comunidad tiki-nuxun
‘a-i-a
or without document=INT=3A/S community remain-A/S>A:FE do-IPFVN.PROX
‘Or the community is going to end up without any (proprietary) document.’
(Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.71)
(431) ën
parlanteraina
maru mëkamabaëxá
ëdti.
ë=n
parlante=ra=mina maru mëkamat-bait-ëxan ëd-ti
1=POSS speaker=INT=2A/S sell
steal-DUR-REC.PST see-FUT.NMLZ
‘I (am going) to see (if) they stole my speaker the other day in order to sell it.’
(Anuncio político-Demetrio.1.118)

6.1.6. Subject person
Subject arguments are cross-referenced on the verb only for third person by the suffix -x
(§5.5.3), which creates a 1/2 versus 3 person opposition. However, it is on the secondposition clitic complex where the three grammatical persons distinguished in Kakataibo
are fully cross-referenced morphologically. Subject (A+S) person enclitics =na ‘first
person’, =mina ‘second person’ and =a ‘third person’ are only allowed when being
attached to a second-position enclitic of Slot 3 and/or Slot 4. As noted above, the subject
person enclitics are only allowed in declarative and interrogative mood sentences. Note
that these subject person enclitics are ambiguous as to the pronoun number. As noted
above, the enclitic =(na)nuna attested in the Lower Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey 2011a)
does not belong to the morphological inventory of the San Alejandro dialect. The enclitic
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=mina ‘second person’ shows an allomorph =ina, which is widespread across all age
groups but is mainly used by younger speakers. The enclitics may function as agreement
markers when co-occurring with the corresponding overt pronoun (432) or behave as the
true pronoun when occurring without an overt pronoun in the clause (433). However, the
enclitic =na only behaves as an agreement marker for the first person plural reading since
the independent pronoun is always required when this meaning is intended. Otherwise,
the sentence is interpreted as referring to the first person singular or regarded as
ungrammatical (434). A proposal accouting for the historical innovation of subject person
enclitics is presented in Valle (2016).
(432) a udaka
nukën
uni
a ‘ó ‘ai.
a udaka
nukën
uni
a ‘ok ‘ai
3 that=COMP=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS K.person 3 tapir do-IPFV-PROX
‘Our people kill tapir in that way.’ (Sachavaca_cómo_era_antes-ET-2012-11-01CBR)
(433) kaina
‘unankëma
‘ai.
=ka=mina
‘unan-kë=ma
‘a-i
=VAL=2A/S know-NFUT.NMLZ=NEG be-IPFV
‘You do not know.’ (Anuncio_sobre_titulo_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10CBR.1.102)
(434) a kupikana
nu este autoridadkama kaini.
a kupi=ka=na
nu este autoridad=kama kain-i
3 for=VAL=1A/S 1PL mmm authority=PL
wait-IPFV
* a kupikana este autoridadkama kaini
‘For that (reason), we wait for the authorities. ’ (Actividades_del_aniversarioMiG-2014-06-10-CBR.1.15)
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6.2. NON-VERBAL ENCLITICS
Non-verbal enclitics encode adverbial meanings such as addition, exclusion and
emphasis. The distribution of these enclitics is that they attach to the right of any
constituent, with the exception of both main clause verbs, those marked with stem-final
suffixes excluding switch-reference and nominalizing suffixes, and second-position
clitics complex. The enclitics =ribi ‘additive’, =ín ‘exclusive’ and =bi ‘contrast’ may
occur in any order, which is determined by the scope they take over the constituent to
which they attach. The enclitic =pain ‘first’ does not have this freedom and must attach
before the other non-verbal enclitics for most speakers.

6.2.1. =ribi ‘additive’
The presence of the enclitic =ribi entails that there is an entity or event of the same type
as that expressed by the constituent hosting this enclitic in the current proposition or as
part of the communicative context. For this reason, =ribi is usually translated as ‘also’.
In (435), the speaker presupposes that there have been other people who have gone to
military service and have suffered an accident there. Thus, he regrets that his son-in-law
also suffered an accident. As for (436), the speaker is talking about the mistreatment
suffered by Kakataibo women when married to a mestizo person in every stage of their
relationship, which in his view also occurs after marriage.
(435) y además ën
piakaribi
‘aidama ‘ai
nipakëti
y además ë=n
piaka=ribi
‘aidama ‘a-i
nipakët-i
and also
1=POSS son.in.law=ADD bad
do-A/S>S:SE fall-A/S>S:SE
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aribi
aviona
nipakëtëkëxáxi.
a=ribi avion=nan
nipakët-tëkën-ëxan-x-i
3=ADD airplane=INST fall-ITR-REC.PST-3-PROX
‘In addition, my son-in-law also fell down again the other day falling badly.’
(Anuncio político- Demetrio.1.29)
(436) o
o
or

xanu
bitankëxuribi
tuia
‘akiribi xanu
xanu
bis-tankëxun=ribi
tuáia
‘akiribi xanu
woman grab-A/S>A:PE=ADD offspring again woman

‘aidamaotëkënia.
‘aidama-o-tëkën-i-a
bad-FACT-ITR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Or after marrying a woman, they also do it bad to the woman again when they
are pregnant.’ (Cómo_se_casan-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.48)

6.2.2. =ín ‘exclusive’
The enclitic =ín expresses that there is not any other constituent of the type it attaches to
in the content of the proposition, for which it is usually translated as ‘only’. The speaker
in (437) is narrating about a spider monkey that was brought to a forest and did not have
anything to eat except fruits. In (438) the speaker is complaining about not having been
able to get a teaching position at the local school. He decides not to apply for a vacancy
next year and he will just hand in the paperwork and walk away.
(437) puro bimiín
piidá
chuna
niákëxi.
puro bimi=ín
pi-i=id=a
chuna
nisákëxi
pure fruit=EXCL eat-A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S spider.monkey stand.upREM.PST- 3-PROX
‘The spider monkey lived eating only fruits.’ (Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22CBR.1.10)
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(438) […] kana
tëëtima
kixu
ënë
=ka=na
tëët-i=ma
ki-xun
ënë
=VAL=1A/S work-A/S>S:SE=NEG say-A/S>APE this
‘inanaín
kwani.
‘inan-a=ín
kwan-i
give-A/S>S:PE=EXCL go-IPFV
‘[…] I am going to go only giving this (to them) saying that I am not going to
work.’ (Conversación_sobre_su_chacra-ET-SR-2012-11-05-CBR.11.18)

The exclusive enclitic =ín carries a high tone represented by the accent mark on
the vowel <í>. However, this high tone does not replace that of the root when occurring
within the first two syllables of the world. Rather, this high tone of the enclitic is realized
as a secondary high tone. The distribution of =ín is similar to that of the other non-verbal
enclitics with one difference only. When attaching to words with a verbal root, the
enclitic =ín may occur before any of the stem-final verbal morphology, verbal Slots 8, 9
and 10 (see §5.5). This is illustrated in the example below where the enclitic =ín occurs
before the habitual past -inëa and remote past nominalizer suffix -a. This behavior of =ín
suggests that this enclitic is less grammaticalized than the other non-verbal enclitics in
that it allows a freer distribution. In this particular construction, =ín behaves more like a
suffix than a clitic, which in turn is problematic for a clear-cut distinction between those
two types of morphemes (see Tallman n.d. for a discussion of similar phenomenon in the
sister Panoan language Chácobo).
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(439)

[…] aí
xanu
anu
sointinëa
ain
xanu
a=nu
so=ín-t-inëa-a
3.POSS woman 3=LOC sit-=EXCL-REFL-HAB.PST-REM.PST.NMLZ
ain
xanu
kakëxa.
ain
xanu
kakëxa
3.POSS woman tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] (he) told his wife who always used to sit down there (lit. who only sat down
there).’ (Historia_ain_siki_tanki- TT-2012-12-08-CBR.1.4)

6.2.3. =bi ‘contrast’
Phonologically, the enclitic =bi may attract to its preceeding syllable the highest pitch of
the word, e.g. uni=bi [u.ní.βi] ‘Kakataibo.person=CONT’. In terms of its semantics, the
enclitic =bi is used in many contexts in Kakataibo. However, two main functions of =bi
can be identified in the corpus. The first function is to highlight that the entity did
perform the event or was acted upon or that the event did take place. This function of =bi
also has a semantic component expressing that the entity or event was somehow expected
to behave in that way according to the cultural and general knowledge or a specific set of
beliefs. In this use, =bi is usually translated as ‘very, self, same, even’ among others. In
example (440), =bi is used to highlight that people from the previous generation lived
differently compared to how Kakataibo people live nowadays. At the same time, the use
of =bi indicates that the way in which Kakataibo people live has just recently changed
and this is not something that one would expect only for ancient Kakataibo people. In the
next example, =bi is used to indicate that among all kinds of animals, they do not raise
baby animals anymore. Note that raising baby animals, compared to older animals, is the
best approach for Kakataibo people since it allows for a better domestication process.
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(440) nukën
chaibi
nukën
kukubi
nukën
chaibi
nukën
kuku=bi
1PL.O/POSS brother.in.law=CONT 1PL.O/POSS father.in.law=CONT
sokëma.
so-t-kë=ma
sit-REFL-NFUT.NMLZ=NEG
‘Our very brothers-in-law, our very fathers-in-law did not live (like this).’
(Accidente_en_la_pierna-AM-2012-10-16-CBR.1.49)
(441) ñukana nu bërí ñu bakëbi nu ‘arakaima.
ñu=ka=na
nu bërí ñu bakë=bi
nu ‘araka-i=ma
thing=VAL=1A/S 1PL now thing offspring=CONT 1PL domestica-IPFV-NEG
‘Now we do not even raise baby animals.’(Animales_prohibidos_de_comer-LR2012-11-05-CBR.1.13)

The second main use of =bi is to express contrast between the content of two
clauses and in this use it is usually translated as ‘but’. Although =bi may attach to both
nominal and verbal constituents, it is more frequent for =bi to attach to the latter in this
use. In (442), =bi expresses the contrast between the event of going hunting at night and
the event of not finding any animals. Example (443) comes from a version of the creation
myth. In this sentence, God is trying to create the Kakataibo people out of soil but instead
of creating human beings he is involuntarily creating birds. The use of =bi is pervasive in
natural discourse and expresses the meanings summarized here. However, a more
detailed analysis of its wide semantic contribution needs to be carried out in order to
capture the wide semantics of this enclitic.
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(442) kana
chapanea
‘ai
kwaxubikana
=ka=na
chapanea
‘a-i
kwan-xun=bi=ka=na
=VAL=1A/S hunt.at.night do-A/S>S:SE go-A/S>A:PE=CONT=VAL=1A/S
ñu mërakëma
‘ai
ñu mëraima
ama.
ñu mëra-kë=ma
‘a-i
ñu mëra-i=ma
ama
thing find-NFUT.NMLZ=NEG do-A/S>S:SE thing find-IPFV=NEG 3=NEG
‘After I went to hunt at night, but I did not find any animal.’
(Conversación_sobre_cacería-DR-PI-ET-2012-11-17-CBR.1.1)
(443) […] nukë
uniká
uni
nukëdaribi
nukën
uni=ka=a
uni
nukën=da=ribi
1PL.O/POSS K.person=VAL=3A/S K.person 1PL.O/POSS=COMP=ADD
‘itanu
mëd bitankëxu
kana
nu ‘urá
‘i-tan-nu
mëd bis-tankëxun
=ka=na
nu ‘ura
be-GO.IMP-A/S>S:FE soil grab-A/S>A:PE =VAL=1A/S 1PL far
uniokëma
‘imainu nu
uni-o-kë=ma
‘imainu nu
get.created-FACT-NFUT.NMLZ=NEG and
1PL
uniokëbiká
bësi bësi ñuina
uni-o-kë=bi=ka=a
bësi bësi ñuina
get.created-FACT-NFUT.NMLZ=CONT=VAL=3A/S other other animal
pikuáxa.
piku-t-a-x-a.
take.out-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘[…] our man is going to be like us, after grabbing earth, we have not been able to
create (it) and when we created (it), many animals came out (instead), they say.’
(Creación_de_aves-LR-2012-10-21-CBR.1.5)

6.2.4. =pain ‘first’
The enclitic =pain indicates that the time of the event expressed by the constituent to
which it attaches occurs prior to another event expressed in the same proposition. For this
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reason, the enclitic =pain is usually translated as ‘first’, as shown in (444). Since the
function of =pain is to arrange events in terms of their occurrence in time, this enclitic
may attach to both verbs and nouns that express a time meaning, as rato ‘instant’
borrowed from Spanish in (445). The use of this enclitic is particularly frequent in
procedural texts where the order of the events described is relevant to accomplishing the
desired output, e.g. building a canoe.
(444) dënëontankëxukána
nu anuira
dënën-o-tankëxun=ka=na
nu a=nu=ira
get.ripe-FACT-A/S>A:PE=VAL=1A/S 1PL 3=LOC=DIM
tatëtina
primeramente putanuxúnpai
tatë-ti=na
primeramente puta-nuxun=pain
azuelear- FUT.NMLZ=INST firstly
throw-A/S>A:FE=FIRST
bakanu
utunuxunpai
nu naë në tatëi.
baka=nu
utu-nuxun=pai
nu naë në tatë-i
water=LOC transfer-A/S>A:FE=FIRST 1PL dig hmm azuelear-IPFV
‘After finishing, we taking the water away (from the canoe) with the azuela, first
taking the canoe into the water, we dig, we work (on it) with the azuela.’
(Cómo_hacer_canoa-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.60)
(445) ëribidapikana
ën
tëëti
inmëín
ë=ribi=dapi=ka=na
ë=n
tëët-ti
inmëín
1=ADD=DUB=VAL=1A/S 1=POSS work-FUT.NMLZ tomorrow
‘anuxu
un ratoínpai
faena ‘aia.
‘a-nuxun
un rato=ín=pain
faena ‘a-i-a
do- A/S>A:FE a instant=EXCL=FIRST faena do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Before doing my work tomorrow, I think, I am going to do faena first a little bit.’
(Comunicado_sobre_ayuda_para_machetear-VP-2012-11-30-CBR.1.16)

As for its distribution, the enclitic =pain tends to occur after the other non-verbal
enclitics, as in (445) above. In the corpus no example was attested where =pain
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preceeded one of the non-verbal enclitics. However, in elicitation sessions some speakers
allowed this order of non-verbal enclitics, but the vast majority rejected it, suggesting that
it might be a recent innovation by a few speakers. Like the other non-verbal enclitics,
=pain may host second-position enclitics when it attaches to the first constituent of the
clause (446). Finally, the enclitic =pain shows an allomorph =pa that occurs whenever it
attaches to a one-syllable word and is not followed by any other enclitic, as in (447).
(446) pintá ‘anuxupainkana
nun
kamabi maëa.
pintá ‘a-nuxun=pain=ka=na
nu=n
kamabi maë-a
paint do-A/S>A:FE=FIRST=VAL=1A/S1PL=A/S all
sweep-PFV
‘We first swept the floor before going to paint (the school).’
(Trabajar_en_la_remodelación_de_la_escuela-AP-2014-08-14-CBR.1.4)

(447) ama
anpá
xatëi
ñantóxu
domingo
a=ma a=n=pain
xatë-i
ñanta-o-xun
domingo
3=NEG 3=A/S=FIRST cut.off-A/S>S:SE night-FACT-A/S>A:PE Sunday
sábado xatë-i
Saturday cut.off-IPFV
‘No, they cut (it) off on Saturday, Sunday after cutting (it) first (a bit) on the
previous night.’ (Comunicado_sobre_bote-RG-2014-06-24-CBR.1.17)

6.2.5. =ri ‘IRRealis 2’
The semantic contribution of the enclitic =ri still requires further study. Here I lay out my
current understanding of it. The enclitic =ri is used to express regret or disappointment
with regard to an event that took place. In this use, the enclitic =ri usually follows the
general negator =ma, which gives the predicate negative polarity, (448). The enclitic =ri
also occurs in a construction where this enclitic attaches to a verb marked for switch272

reference and it is followed by an auxiliary verb ‘i to which the counterfactual -si, a
same-subject reference tracking suffix, and the general negator =ma attach in that order:
V=ri ‘i-si-a/-xun=ma. The use of this construction depicts the event in a perfective
manner that is usually interpreted as alreadyness, (449). The occurrence of =ri in this
construction is much more frequent than the first use of it in connected speech. This
enclitic =ri also occurs with the adjective madat ‘bad’ as madari expressing an intensity
meaning. However, this use of =ri has not been attested with other adjectives or lexical
entries at all.
(448) abatimari
anu
nitibiká
abat-ti=ma=ri
a=nu nis-ti=bi=ka=a
run-FUT.NMLZ=NEG=IRR2 3=LOC stand.up-FUT.NMLZ=CONT=VAL=3A/S
‘inu abóxi.
‘inu abat-on-x-i
jaguar run-HST-3-PROX
‘It was not to run, but to stay there, but the jaguar ran away yesterday.’
(Conversación_sobre_cacería-DR-PI-ET-2012-11-17-CBR.7.1)
(449) […] idá
aí
xabionkë anu
aí
nami mëia
=id=a
ain
xabionkë a=nu ain
nami më-ia
=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS wife
3=LOC 3.POSS flesh touch-A/S/O>O:SE
‘unaxuri
‘isixumaidá
kakëxa.
‘unan-xun=ri
‘i-si-xun=ma=id=a
ka-akë-x-a
know-A/S>A:PE=IRR2 be-CF-A/S>A:PE=NEG=EVID=3A/S tell-REM.PST3-N.PROX
‘[…] then, as (he) already knew that (he) had been having sex with his wife, (he)
told (him).’ (Historia edbabake-LR-2012-09-30-CBR.1.2)

Notice tha the enclitic =ri ‘IRR2’ shows the similar phonological form as the
enclitic =ri ‘VAL2’. However, they are considered different enclitics because of the
following differences in their function and distribution. The enclitic =ri ‘VAL’ has a
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sentence level function related to the view of the truth of the proposition whereas the
other enclitic =ri ‘IRR2’ has a more local function. In terms of distribution, the
validational =ri, but not the irrealis 2 =ri, occurs in second position and needs to host
subject pronoun second-position enclitics. In addition, the validational =ri, but not the
irrealis 2, occurs in a mutually exclusive relation with the second-position enclitics =ka
‘VAL’ and =id ‘EVID’.

6.3. NOMINAL ENCLITICS
Nominal enclitics are different from other enclitics in Kakataibo in that they show the
more restricted distribution. That is, nominal enclitics may only attach to noun phrases or
adjectival phrases, which may be headed by noun roots and nominalized forms. Recall
that nouns and adjectives behave very similarly in Kakataibo and are only distinguished
by one property (§3.2.1), their position with regard to the noun they modify. Nominal
enclitics encode meanings such as plurality, case, diminutive and augmentative and
participant agreement. Since these meanings are usually associated with the noun and
noun phrase, they are discussed in more detail in §Chapter 4.
Nominal enclitics follow the linear order shown in Table 33. Example (450)
shows the co-occurrence of nominal enclitics from Slot 2 and Slot 3. Note that nominal
enclitics belonging to the same slot are mutually exclusive. The enclitic =rasu ‘DIM 2’
usually occurs in Slot 1 but it may also occur after Slot 3 Case, as in (451). The negative
enclitic =ma (§6.4) may precede or follow any of the nominal enclitics. Participant
agreement enclitics, Slot 5, are only allowed after the case enclitics =nu ‘locative’ and
=mi ‘dative’ without the intervening presence of the Slot 4 enclitic =ira ‘DIM’, as shown
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in (452). As for the directional enclitic =ta, it only co-occurs with one of the Case
enclitics from Slot 3, the dative =mi, as in (453). Furthermore, =ta occurs in paradigmatic
relation with the enclitics from Slot 5, Participant agreement.
Table 33. Nominal enclitics

1
Diminutive/
Augmentative
=rasu ‘DIM2’
=ón ‘AUG’

2
Plurality

3
Case

4
Intensifier

=kama ‘PL’
=ina
‘NH.COL’
=u ‘H.COL’

=n ‘A/S’
=n ‘POSS’

=ira ‘DIM’

=nan ‘INST’
=mi ‘DAT’
=nu ‘LOC’
=bë ‘COM.S’
=bëtan ‘COM A’

5
Participant
agreement
=xun ‘PA.A’
=a ‘PA.S’

6
Direction
=ta ‘DIR’

=ta ‘DIR’

(450) vecino
naëkamanu
kwania.
vecino
naë=kama=nu kwan-i-a
neighbor dig=PL=LOC go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The cows) go to the neighbor’s farm.’
(Anuncio_sobre_titulo_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.11)
(451) […] ain
ñubërasu
ain
pitibërasu
[…] ain
ñu=bë=rasu
ain
pi-ti=bë=rasu
3.POSS thing=COM.S=DIM2 3.POSS eat-FUT.NMLZ=COM.S=DIM2
[…] nukë
no parañáxi.
nukën
no
paran-ñá-x-i
1PL.O/POSS mestizo trick-REMAIN-3-PROX
‘[…] the mestizo people tricked us with their little things, their little food.’
(Comunicado_sobre_estudio-Franshi-2014-06-17-CBR.1.13)
(452) […] unuxun
[…] tëtëkamó
no
biákëxa.
u=nu=xun
tëtëk=an
ëo
no
bis-akë-x-a
3=LOC=PA.A hawk=POSS similar mestizo grab-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] from there […] the big hawk caught the mestizo people.’ (Tëtëkamëo-LR2014-07-18-CBR.1.4)
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(453) […] binú ‘ikë
amita
ëdai
aia.
binun ‘i-kë
a=mi=ta
ë=da-i
u-i-a
aguaje
be-NFUT.NMLZ 3=DAT=DIR 1=COMP-A/S>S:SE come-IPFVN.PROX
‘[…] (the anteater) is coming towards near where the aguaje tree is.’
(Su_hermano_mató_un_oso_hormiguero-AP-2014-07-06-CBR.1.2)

In spontaneous speech, only two or three slots of nominal enclitics occur relatively
frequently, but having all of them present in the same word was not attested in the corpus.
This was accepted in elicitation, though.
Nominal enclitics always have to occur attached to a host forming a phonological
and grammatical word with it. The nominal enclitic =kama ‘plural’ represents the only
exception to this pattern since it may occur as an independent phonological and
grammatical word by itself in certain contexts, as in (454). The main evidence for
analyzing =kama as a free word instead of an enclitic in this example comes from the
lack of word-internal sandhi, which otherwise is typical of affixes and enclitics in
Kakataibo. That is, the lack of voicing of the initial segment of =kama (see §2.1.1)
suggests that this enclitic belongs to a separate word. Note that in this use =kama is
usually translated as ‘everybody’, suggesting that this enclitic is interpreted as heading a
noun phrase. Furthermore, =kama may host other morphology when occurring by itself
as =kama=xun=bi =PL=A/S>A:PE=CONT ‘among everyone’.
(454) kama kamábidapiká
más rato luz bimia.
=kama =kama=n=bi=dapi=ka=a
más rato luz bis-mi-i-a
=PL
=PL=A/S=CONT=DUB=VAL=3A/S more instant light grab-CAUSIPFV-N.PROX
‘Eveyone is going to turn on the electricity generator.’
(Comunicado_sobre_ayuda_para_machetear-VP-2012-11-30-CBR.1.25)
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6.4. VERBAL ENCLITIC
The enclitic =ma ~ =mi ‘NEGative’ is the only member of the verbal clitic class. Further
discussion of the uses and functions of this enclitic is given in §7..8. This enclitic =ma ~
=mi behaves like adverbial enclitics in that it may attach to any constituent except
second-position clitics, e.g. NPs (455), adverbial phrases, etc.. However, a distinguishing
property of =ma ~ =mi is that this enclitic may also attach to main clause verbs after all
their verbal suffixes (456), something that adverbial enclitics are not allowed to do. In the
example below, the enclitic =ma ~ =mi attaches after the imperfective suffix, Slot 8,
which is the last verbal suffix for verbs having a 1/2 person subject.
(455) […] unikamaribiká
kama uni ‘akëxuma
bana dinania.
uni=kama=ribi=ka=a
=kama uni ‘akëxun=ma bana dina-n-i-a
K.person=PL=ADD=VAL=3A/S =PL kid=NEG
speak think-TRIPFV-N.PROX
‘[…] people who are not young also think words.’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragioFB-2012-10-28-CBR.1.92)
(456) comunidad ñu
kuaiti
ën
xukën
ën
xukë
comunidad ñu
kuai-ti
ë=n
xukë=n
ë=n
xukë
community thing play-FUT.NMLZ 1=POSS brother=POSS 1=POSS brother
ën
kwënima
no.
ë=n kwën-i=ma
no
1=A/S want-IPFV=NEG not
‘I do not want my brother to play with the community’s things.’
(Anuncio_sobre_título_de_la_comunidad-AM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.125)

In addition to behaving like any other enclitic, =ma ~ =mi may occur closer to the
root than suffixes in some instances. In this type of construction, the negative enclitic
=ma ~ =mi serves a derivative function and the derived form functions as the input to
non-derivative morphemes, e.g. verbal suffixes. Consider the example (457) where =ma
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is attached after the nominal enclitic =ñu ‘have’. The derived noun ‘iú=ñu=ma
owner=HAVE=NEG ‘(the one) not having an owner’ is the input to the factitive suffix -o
that turns nouns and adjectives into transitive predicates (see §5.4.1.4). The aspect,
person and affectiveness suffixes are attached to this derived predicated.
(457) […] ën
titaká
uni ‘akëxuma
ë
ë=n
tita=ka=a
uni ‘akëxun=ma ë
1=POSS mother=VAL=3A/S kid=NEG
1
‘iúñumókëxa.
‘iú=ñu=ma-o-akë-x-a
owner=HAVE=NEG=FACT-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] my mother left me an orphan when I was a youngster.’
(Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28-CBR.123)

Uses of the negative enclitic =ma ~ =mi like the one shown in the example above
are problematic for the analisis of this morpheme as a clitic. Cross-linguistically, clitics
tend to occur after affixes, but it has been shown that in some instances =ma may preceed
affixes. However, all the other properties of =ma conform to the prototypical properties
of clitics, such as freedom of host, attaching at the phrase level, etc. Given these
somehow contradicting properties of =ma ~ =mi with its analysis as a clitic, one could
argue that this morpheme behaves in some instances as a suffix, as in (457), and in other
cases as a clitic. This analyisis of the negative enclitic acknowledges the lack of a clearcut distinction between the affix and clitic categories in Kakataibo and rather sees them
as a continuum.
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Chapter 7. Simplex sentences
This chapter describes the morpho-syntactic properties of simplex sentences, those
having only one clause. The discussion begins with an examination of the alignment
patterns found in the language in §7.1. Different from other dialects of the language, an
ergative – accusative split system due to the nature of the NP is found with possibilities
for a neutral alignment. Next, criteria supporting the distinction between core and noncore arguments in the language is presented in §7.2, followed by a disscucion of the
structure of the clause in §7.4.1. In addition, this section accounts for the different
variants from the ‘prototypical clause’ that are found in everyday connected speech. In
§Section 7.4 the order of constituents, which depends on both syntactic and information
structural properties, are examined and then in §7.5, basic declarative clause are
discussed in terms of criteria to distinguish them according to their transitivity value.
Furthermore, the properties of double objects in ditransitive constructions are reviewed in
§7.4.3. The discussion follows on with clauses of different speech act types such as
interrogative clauses (§7.6) and imperative clauses (§7.7). Finally, the chapter ends with a
discussion of negative clauses (§7.8).

7.1. ALIGNMENT
This section describes the way the grammatical relations A (subject of a transitive verb),
S (subject of an intransitive verb) and O (object of a transitive verb) (Comrie 1989;
Dixon 1979, 1994) pattern together. The way grammatical relations are marked
morphologically in Kakataibo is rather variable depending on the construction being
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analyzed. In terms of morphological coding, Kakataibo shows a split-alignment
dependent on the type of NP, where nouns and pronouns pattern differently (see also
Valle 2009), as predicted by the Extended Animacy Hierarchy (Dixon 1979, 1994:84;
Silverstein 1986). Nouns follow an ergative pattern where the A grammatical relation is
marked with the enclitic =n whereas the absolutive argument (S + O) does not take any
case marker. In example (458) the A argument chuna ‘spider monkey’ receives the
enclitic =n ‘A/S’. In contrast, the object of example (458) and the S argument in (459)
appear in their bare form. On the other hand, pronouns follow an accusative alignment
with the nominative marked where the subject argument (A + S) takes the =n enclitic
whereas the O argument remains unmarked. This is evidenced in examples (460) and
(461) where the enclitic =n ‘A/S’ gets attached to the first person pronoun ë, which
occurs in A and S function, respectively; the O argument in (460), the second person
pronoun mi, does not receive any formal marking, though. Table 34 summarizes the
alignment system of Kakataibo.
Table 34. Kakataibo alignment

Focus
Non-focus

Noun
Pronoun
Noun
Pronoun

A
=n
=n
=n / Ø
=n

S
Ø
=n
Ø
=n

O
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

(458) chunanká
‘unpax ‘aia.
chuna=n=ka=a
‘unpax ‘a-i-a
spider.monkey=A/S=VAL=3A/S water
do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The spider monkey is drinking water’ (‘Inu_persigue_a_chaxu-ET-2012-11-05CBR.1.1)
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(459) chaxuka
‘abati.
chaxu=ka=a
‘abat-i-i.
deer=VAL=3A/S run-IPFV-PROX
‘The deer is running’. (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_II-ET-HB-2015-0703.24)
(460) y akama ënkana
mi kai.
y a=kama ënkana
mi ka-i
and 3=PL 1=A/S=VAL=1A/S 2 tell-IPFV
‘And I am telling you all those (things).’ (Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-1017-CBR.1.46)
(461) ënkana
kwá.
ë=n=ka=na
kwan-a
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S go-PFV
‘I left.’ (Tomó_sangre_de_grado-LiG-2014-07-03-CBR.1.8)

This split pattern just described is by far the most common in terms of frequency
in the language. However, an additional split conditioned by the focal status of the A
argument occurs only for nouns, but not for pronouns. A argument nouns expressing
focus function retain the =n ‘A/S’ enclitic whereas those A nouns in non-focal status tend
to lose this enclitic (see Valle 2009, 2014a; also see §10.2.1). For instance, the A
argument no ‘non-Kakataibo person’ in (462) occurs in non-initial position, a non-focal
position for narrow-focused constituents, which motivates the lack of case mark =n ‘A/S’
on the noun. Note that this case of differential case marking triggered by focus creates a
neutral alignment for non-focal nouns where all the arguments (A, S and O) occur in their
bare form. When this happens, the context is the only available clue to disambiguate
‘who did what to whom’.
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(462) uda
‘aidá
nukën
kayu
no
u=da
‘ai=id=a
nukën
kayu
no
3=COMP then=EVID=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS country.man non-K.person
‘akëxa.
‘a-akë-x-a
do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘The mestizo (people) did that to our people.’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11-CBR
LXXII.1.61)

As mentioned above, the morphological alignment in Kakataibo shows a high
level of variability across speakers in connected speech. In other words, this means that
sometimes an NP receives case when it is not expected to and sometimes an NP drops the
case when it should not. For instance, the A argument ‘inu ‘jaguar’ in (463) should occur
in the bare form according to the generalizations discussed above, since it is acting as the
S argument in the clause and it is a noun. However, the noun in S function takes the =n
‘A/S’ enclitic in this example. Conversely, the A argument uni ‘Kakataibo person’ in
(464) occurs in the bare form when it is expected to have the A/S =n enclitic. It is
important to mention that this phenomenon occurs relatively rarely and that instances of
having a case mark where it is not expected to occur are more frequent that those where
the case marker is omitted. In turn, there is a general tendency in the language to add the
=n ‘A/S’ enclitic to a constituent occurring in the initial position of the clause regardless
of its grammatical category status, and even if the initial constituent is not an argument at
all. Crucially, the O argument never gets marked by the enclitic =n. Consider example
(465) where the first instance of nëtëro ‘other day’, occurring in the initial position, has
the enclitic =n ‘A/S’ attached to it, but the second instance of netero occurs by itself,
since it appears in a non-initial position.
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(463) ‘inunká
nisia.
‘inu=n=ka=a
nis-i-a
jaguar=A/S=3A/S walk-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The jaguar is walking.’ (‘Inu_mata_a_chaxu-ET-2012-11-05-CBR.1.1)
(464) unika
pia
nia.
uni=ka=a
pia
nia
Kakataibo.person=VAL=3A/S arrow put.in
‘The man put in the arrow.’ (Focus answers-GB.22)
(465) nëtëronkana
nëtëro
‘ami
kwani
on.
nëtëro=n=ka=na
nëtëro
‘a-mi-i
kwan-i on.
other.day=A/S=VAL=1A/S other.day do-CAUS-A/S>S:SE go-IPFV dude
‘I am going to make (it) done on another day, dude.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP2014-11-06-CBR.256.3)

The main morphological alignment patterns discussed in this section, ergative in
nouns and accusative in pronouns, seem to be an innovation of the San Alejandro dialect
(Valle 2009) with respect to other dialects of Kakataibo where a tripartite alignment is
found for both nouns and pronouns (Valle 2009:41-44; Zariquiey 2011a:722-728). In this
tripartite system, the A argument gets marked with =n, the S argument takes the retroflex
sibilant =x and the O argument receives no case enclitic. In the San Alejandro dialect, the
enclitic =x marking the S argument was lost triggering an ergative alignment. Then, the
=n enclitic marking the A argument only spread its functions to signal both the A and S
arguments in pronouns, creating an extended accusative alignment with the nominative
marked in this dialect of the language (see Valle 2009:89-91). Table 35 contrasts the
synchronic alignments of the San Alejandro and Lower Aguaytía dialects.
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Table 35. Morphological alignment variation in Kakataibo

No focus / no
topic status
Focus

Topic

A
S
O
A
S
O
A
S
O

Lower Aguaytía
(Zariquiey 2011a)
Nouns
Pronouns
=n
=n
=x
∅
∅
∅

=n
=x/∅
∅

San Alejandro
Nouns
=n
∅
∅
=n/∅
∅
∅

Pronouns
=n
=n
∅
=n
=n
∅

=n
=x
∅

In addition to their morphological marking, grammatical relations can also be
analyzed according to their syntactic behavior, i.e. their agreement properties. In
Kakataibo, the A and S grammatical categories obligatorily agree in person with the main
clause verb (§5.5.3) and the second-position clitic complex (§6.1) in non-imperative
clauses (§6.1.6). In contrast, the O grammatical relation is not cross-referenced in any of
these two heads. In examples (466) and (467), the A and S grammatical relations
indicating first person are cross-referenced by the enclitic =na ‘1A/S’ in the secondposition clitic complex. In contrast, the first person in O function in (468) does not get
cross-referenced; rather, it is the A argument again with which the =na ‘1A/S’ enclitic
agrees. As for verbal agreement, the A and S grammatical relations referring to the third
person receive overt marking by the suffix -x ‘3’ in the non-imperfective aspect, as in
(468). The lack of -x ‘3’ indicates that an A or S grammatical relation refers to first or
second person, as shown in (466) and (467). The suffix -x ‘3’, or the lack of it, can never
be interpreted as referring to the O argument. Thus, this behavior with regard to
agreement on both the verb and the second-position clitic complex suggests an accusative
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alignment. Note that this type of alignment does not show any splits as those found with
regard to the morphological marking. Further morpho-syntactic criteria distinguishing
A/S/O are presented in the following sections in this chapter in the context of clause
types and transitivity.
(466) a kupikana
mi kai.
a kupi=ka=na
mi ka-i
3 for=VAL=1A/S 2 tell-IPFV
‘For that reason, I tell you’ (Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-10-17-CBR.1.44)
(467) a kupikana
ëribi
ki.
a kupi=ka=na
ëribi
ki-i
3 for=VAL=1A/S 1=ADD say-IPFV
‘For that reason, I also say.’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28CBR.1.79)
(468) udaiká
nukë
xuta
ë ai
u=da-i=ka=a
nukën
xuta
ë ain
3=COMP=A/S>S:SE=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS grandfather 1 3.POSS
bana ñuixuankëxa.
bana ñui-xun-akë-x-a
speak narrate-APL-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Thus, my grandfathers told me their story.’ (Animales_prohibidos_de_comerLR-2012-11-05-CBR.1.3)

7.2. DISTINGUISHING CORE FROM NON-CORE ARGUMENTS
Core arguments are distinguished from non-core arguments by a set of semantic and
morpho-syntactic criteria. Semantically, core participants are obligatorily associated with
the predicate whereas non-core participants are optionally associated with the predicate
(See Dixon 2000). “The core arguments must be stated – or else be understood- for the
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clause to be acceptable and have sense” (Dixon and Aikhenvald 2000:2). In Kakataibo,
core arguments usually occur covertly and their reference is tracked by linguistic clues
(e.g. agreement) and the extra-linguistic context. Consider example (469) where no NP
occurs overtly. However, speakers of Kakataibo interpret clauses like this one as having
two participants, as required by the transitivity value for the verb ro ‘to paint’. The
agreement on the verb and the second-position clitic complex identifies the A argument
as a third person. In addition, the context provides clues for identifying the reference of
the arguments. However, trying to interpret a sentence like (469) as having a covert noncore argument yields infelicity since they need to be overtly expressed in the clause in
order to be interpreted.
(469) ka
rokëxa.
=ka=a
ro-akë-x-a
=VAL=3A/S paint-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(They) used to paint (arrows)’ (Cómo_se_hace_flecha-AM-2012-10-18CBR.1.23)’
# ‘(They) used to paint (arrows) (in house).’ (Elicited)

Another difference between core and non-core arguments relates to case marking.
Nouns functioning as core arguments are not case-marked in some instances, such as the
O grammatical relation or in instances of neutralized alignment (470). In contrast, a noun
functioning as a non-core argument obligatorily takes an enclitic marker that indicates its
semantic function. Notice that in example (471) the non-core instrumental phrase needs
to take the enclitic =nun ‘INST’ which again contrasts with the bare form of the O
argument kuríki ‘money’.
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(470) […] nukën
chaiti
nukë
xuta
nukën
nukën
chaiti
nukën
xuta
nukën
1PL.O/POSS father.in.law 1PL.O/POSS grandfather 1PL.O/POSS
chichi
no
‘akë́ xi.
chichi
no
‘a-akë-x-i
grandmother non-K.person do-REM.PST-3-PROX
‘[…] the mestizo people killed our fathers-in-law, our grandfathers, our
grandmothers.’ (Cómo_viviīan_los_antiguüos-MA-2012-11-29-CBR.1.1)
(471) anun
kuríki ‘atëkëbaëxáxi.
a=nun
kuríki ‘a-tëkën-bait-ëxan-x-i
3=INST money do-ITR-DUR-REC.PST-3-PROX
‘(They) made money again with that.’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-201210-28-CBR XLVII.1.164)
Core grammatical relations, but not non-core arguments, may be modified by
locative phrases (see §4.4.1.7), which in turn may show participant agreement markers
(see §4.4.1.12). Clausal nominalizations (see §8.3) may be used to add a locative
modifier for both core and non-core arguments. In (472), the locative phrase showing the
participant agreement marker =a ‘PA:S’ may only modify the S argument. Since noncore arguments cannot be modified directly by locative phrases, a clausal nominalization
is used to modify the instrumental phrase in (473).
(472) Limanua
nëtëro
kiakëxa.
Lima=nu=a
nëtëro
ki-akë-x-a
Lima=LOC=PA.S other.day say-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(He) said the other day from Lima.’ (Comunicado-LR-2012-07-27-CBR.1.80)
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(473) anunka
[ unu
‘ikë ]
mëxaxa.
a=nun=ka=a
u=nu
‘i-kë
më-ëxan-x-a
3=INST=VAL=3A/S 3=LOC be-NFUT.NMLZ hit-REC.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(He) hit (him) with that, what is there.’ (Elicited)

Furthermore, switch-reference suffixes (§8.2) target only core arguments A/S/O in either
the target or dependent clause, never targeting non-core arguments in these clauses. Noncore arguments need to be changed of status into a core function by a valecy-increasing
suffix (§5.4.1.) in order to be able to participate in the reference-tracking system of the
language. The following example shows an instance of the use of the reference tracking
suffix -këxun ‘O>A:PE’ targeting two core arguments. Notice that the sentence becomes
infelicitous when we try to make the non-core comitative argument co-refer with one
core argument.
(474) nobëtan
runu ‘akëxunka
piaxa.
no=bëtan
runu ‘a-këxun=ka=a
pi-a-x-a
mestizo.person=COM.A snake do-O>A:PE=VAL=3A/S eat-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘After (I) hit the snakei with the mestizo, the snakei bit (another person).’
# ‘After I hit the snake with the mestizoi, the mestizoi bit (something).’ (Elicited)

In this section and in the previous one, a set of semantic and morpho-syntactic
criteria has been discussed that sets apart core arguments from non-core arguments. It has
been shown that A/S/O behave in a similar fashion with regard to being required by the
verbal semantics, the possibility of not having an overt case mark, modification by
participant agreement and switch-reference. In addition, the A and S arguments are
further distinguished from non-core arguments by their cross-reference in the verb and
the second-position clitic complex. The following table summarizes these diagnostics.
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Table 36. Properties of core vs. non-core arguments

Semantically required
Participant agreement
Participates in reference tracking
Obligatory case
Agreement on the verb
Agreement on 2CL

A
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

S
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

O
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

Non-core
no
no
no
yes
no
no

7.3. THE STRUCTURE OF THE CLAUSE AND THE CLAUSEHOOD CONTINUUM
The clause in Kakataibo is morphosyntactically defined by four main properties: a)
presence of at least one of the sentential second-position enclitics =ka ‘validational’, =ri
‘validational 2’ or =id ‘second-hand evidential’, as discussed in §Chapter 6 (notice that
=id is not required in the clause in the Lower Aguaytía dialect, Zariquiey (2011a)); b)
presence of a subject person enclitic attached to the sentential second-position enclitic of
(a); c) presence of a verb in final position and d) presence of final-stem verbal suffixes
froms slots 7 ‘Time’, 8 ‘Aspect 2’, 9 ‘Person’ and 10 ‘Affectiveness’, as described in
§5.5. According to these criteria, the single clause in (475) is regarded as a prototypical
clause in Kakataibo because it shows the second-position enclitic =ka ‘validational’, the
third person subject enclitic =a, a verb in final position ‘a ‘do’ taking the aspectual -i
‘imperfective’ (slot 8, Aspect 2) and the affectiveness -a ‘non-proximate’ (slot 10,
Affectiveness) suffixes. The morphemes corresponding to those features of a prototypical
clause appeared in bold in the morpheme breakdown line in the example below for ease
of identification.
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(475) chunanka
‘unpax ‘aia.
chuna=n=ka=a
‘unpax ‘a-i-a
spider.monkey=A/S=VAL=3A/S water do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘A spider monkey is drinking water.’ (Historia de chuna.1.1.)

The vast majority of clauses (<90%) in Kakataibo follow the criteria for
clausehood described above. However, each one or a combination of more than one of
the clausehood criteria may not be followed in the discourse due to pragmatic factors
such as focus, givenness, assumed shared knowledge and clause-planning effects, e.g.
afterthoughts. Note that imperative clauses deviate from the prototypical clause in that
this type of clause does not allow subject person enclitics (this is further discussed in §7.7
below in this chapter).
Clauses lacking a sentential second-position enclitic may, but need not, occur in
contexts such as repeating the last clause predicate, adding an information unit to the
previous clause, repair constructions, short questions, answering a question and
afterthoughts. The lack of sentential second position clitics is also more common when
the subjects of the two clauses are the same. In general, clauses lacking this kind of
second-position enclitic are conceived of as being part of a discursive unit larger than the
clause (e.g. repetition, repair, afterthought) formed by more than one sentence. Consider
the three sentences in (476), each of them ending with the verb nëtët ‘get lost’. The first
shows all the properties of a clause in Kakataibo whereas the last two lack any sentential
second-position enclitics, in this case =ka ‘VAL’, but show the other properties of a
clause. Notice that the three clauses predicate the same event, the loss of the hens, which
makes them a single cohesive discursive unit. However, they differ in that each of the
clauses introduces a different participant (e.g. the hen’s owner) for the same type of
event.
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(476) y ademáska
ën
piakana
rabë́ nëtëáxi.
y además=ka=a
ë=n
piaka=na
rabët nëtët-a-x-i
and furthermore=VAL=3A/S 1=POSS niece=POSS2 two get.lost-PFV-3PROX
'imainu Eliseonaribi
rabë a nëtëáxa.
'imainu Eliseo=na=ribi
rabët a nëtët-a-x-a
and
Eliseo=POSS2=ADD two 3 get.lost-PFV-3-N.PROX
y Osvaldo cuatro ‘atapa nëtëáxa.
y Osvaldo cuatro ‘atapa nëtët-a-x-a
and Osvaldo four hen
get.lost-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘And also, two of my niece’s (hens) got lost. And two of Eliseo’s (hens) also got
lost. And four of Osvaldo’s hens got lost.’ (Anuncio politico-Demetrio.1.57-59)

In a similar way, repair clauses may occur without a sentential second position
clitic since the information provided by them is viewed as replacing an information unit
from the previous clause. This is illustrated in example (477) where the repair clause, the
second in the example, introduces the S argument no ‘non-Kakataibo person’ in
opposition to the previous clause’s S argument chuna ‘spider monkey’.
(477) puro bimiín
piidá
chuna
niákëxi.
puro bimiín
pi-i=id=a
chuna
nis-akë-x-i
only fruit=EXCL eat-A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S spider.monkey walkREM.PST-3-PROX
no
niákëxa.
no
nis-akë-x-a
non-K.person walk-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘The spider monkey lived eating only fruits. (No), the mestizo person lived
(eating only fruits). ’(Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22-CBR.1.10-11)
In contrast to the previous type of clauses, clauses with more than one sentential
second-position enclitic are not infrequent in natural discourse, especially in monologues
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of traditional stories where sentences contain several clauses. Thus, having more than one
sentential second-position enclitic seems to be an effect of sentence planning. In this type
of clause, the first sentential enclitic usually occurs after the first constituent, as in
prototypical clauses (see above), whereas a sentential second-position enclitic occurs
before the last clause of the sentence. In some cases, other sentential enclitics may occur
in between those two enclitics, at the end of a non-final clause. Recall that a pause may
occur after each of the sentential second-position enclitics (see §6.1), but this is more
common for the non-last sentential enclitics. In example (478), the single sentence
contains three clauses, each of them headed by a verb, and two sentential second position
clitics =id ‘second-hand evidential’ (in bold in the example), and each of them attached to
a subordinate clause. Notice the pause between the first clause ‘akanan-kin=id=a and the
rest of the sentence, as indicated by the red arrow in Figure 16 below.
(478) ‘akanankiidá
këñu
‘akanan-kin=id=a
këñu
wage.war-A/S>A:SE=EVID=3A/S exterminate
këñuxuidá
nukën
kayu
no
këñu-xun=id=a
nukën
kayu
no
exterminate-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS countryman non-K.person
‘akëxa.
‘a-akë-x-a
do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Fighting (them), exterminating (them), the mestizo people killed our countrymen,
they say.’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.29)
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Figure 16. Pause in a clause with two sentential second position clitics.

0

‘akanankiidá

këñu këñuxuidá nukën kayu no ‘akëxa.
Time (s)

3.941

Verbless clauses may also occur in Kakataibo connected speech. However, this
type of deviation from the prototypical clause in the language is the least attested in my
corpus. Verbless clauses may occur with any kind of verb, e.g. copula, intransitive or
transitive. However, they are much more common when the copula verb ‘i ‘be’ is the
dropped verb, an shown by example (479). In addition, verbless clauses are used when
confirming or agreeing with the previous statement in conversations. Example (480)
comes from a conversation where participants are speculating about the possible death
time of one of them, speaker 2 (S2). Thus, S2 agrees with speaker 1 (S1) on the possible
date of his death, around the next Christmas, using a verbless clause.
(479) anká
adë́ rabi.
a=n=ka=a
adë́ rabi
3=A/S=VAL=3A/S truly
‘That (is) true.’ (Conversación_sobre_cacería-DR-PI-ET-2012-11-17-CBR.17.1)
(480) S1 ënë navidad
anúbi.
ënë navidad
a=nu=bi
this Christmas 3=LOC=CONT
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S2 udaka.
u=da=ka=a
that=COMP=VAL=3A/S
‘On this Christmas (you may die).’ ‘That (is it).’
(Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-2014-12-02-CBR.130-131.1-2)
With regard to the position in the clause of the verb carrying the stem-finl
morphology, most of the time it occurs in the last position. However, the main clause
verb may be followed by an NP, when this is narrow-focused (see §9.2.1), or by a
clarifying afterthought. In addition to the focal status of the constituent, the speaker’s age
may influence the constituent order in the clause where younger speakers tend to place
the verb in middle position more often than older speakers (see §9.2.1). In terms of the
prosody, constituents occurring after the main clause verb may, but need not, be
separated from the previous constituent by a pause. Example (481) shows two
constituents following the main clause verb, the adverbial phrase tres vece ‘three times’
and the NP ‘auto ‘car’ in S function. The adverbial phrase adds information to the main
predicate by specifying the number of times that the event repeated itself. In contrast, the
clause-final NP clarifies that the entity that spun over three times was the car, in contrast
to some other possible entity.
(481) […] ‘auto ëdai
pënkërakwasia
[ tres vece ]
‘auto ë=da-i
pënkë-rakët-kwasin-a
tres vece
car 1=COMP-A/S>S:SE flip.over-REFL-COME-PFV three times
[ ‘auto ].
‘auto
car
‘[…] the car flipped over over like this, three times.’
(Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-2014-12-02-CBR.67.3)
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Semantically, main clause verbs may also occur without the stem-final verbal
morphology, slots 8, 9 and 10 (see §5.5) that indicate time/aspect, person and
affectiveness, respectively. Instead, main clause verbs may have either a nominalizing
(§8.3.1) or a switch-reference suffix (§8.2) attached, creating an insubordinate clause, one
that formally looks subordinate, but functionally behaves as the main clause (Evans 2007,
see §9.3.3). In Kakataibo, the majority of instances of insubordination seem to be related
to the ellipsis of a main predicate that is recoverable by the communicative context.
However, marking a clause with subordinating morphology is the only available strategy
for expressing hortative function let’s do x where the main semantic predicate takes the
future nominalizer -ti followed by -kin A/S>A:SE instead of final obligatory morphology
(time/aspect, person, affectiveness), as illustrated in (482). In cases where
insubordination is not a fully grammaticalized construction, this type of clause covers a
wide range of functions with a core centered around modality/evidentiality meanings (see
also Evans 2007 for a list of related meanings cross-linguistically). Here the speaker
avoids taking full responsibility for what s/he is stating because the topic may be
regarded as negative, accusatory or not fully confirmed. In example (483), the speaker
criticizes the people’s lack of interest in child education. However, the speaker choses to
use an insubordinate construction instead of the prototypical clause since he wants to
avoid the social judgement of making such a strong statement. Insubordinate clauses also
occur in naturalistic data, mainly in conversations, without an obvious function in my
current knowledge of Kakataibo. An example of this is shown in (484) with a switchreference suffix where a final clause predicate has been ellided after ñanta-mainun
‘night-A/S≠A/S:SE’.
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(482) profe kuai
kwantiki!
profe kuai-i
kwan-ti-kin
teacher play-A/S>S:SE go-FUT.NMLZ-A/S>A:SE
‘Teacher, let’s go play (soccer).’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06CBR.450.3)
(483) […] nukë
bëchikë kirika ‘amitibi
nu
nukë
bëchikë kirika ‘a-mi-ti=bi
nu
1PL.O/POSS offspring paper do-CAUS-FUT.NMLZ=CONT1PL.A/S
dinañákëma.
dinan-ñá-kë=ma
think-REMAIN-NFUT.NMLZ=NEG
‘[…] we keep on not thinking about making our kids study.’
(Comunicado_sobre_estudio-Franshi-2014-06-17-CBR.1.3)
(484) inmë́ n inmë́ n ëdnu
ñantamainu.
inmë́ n inmë́ n ëd-nu
ñanta-mainun
night night see-A/S>S:FE night-A/S≠A/S:SE
‘While it is getting dark in order for me to see (it) in the morning.’
(Conversacion_sobre_pesca-ET-DR-PI-2012-11-18-CBR.12.4)

Imperative clauses differ from other clause types by the grammatical constraint of
not carrying subject enclitics (§6.1.6); however, imperative clauses still require the
presence of sentential second-position enclitics, as evidenced by the absence of the
person enclitic =mina ‘2A/S’ in (485). This feature constrasts with the other clause types
reviewed here that could, but do not necessarily, not follow one or more of the
prototypical properties of a clause.
(485) ka
‘atapa ‘a!
ka
‘atapa ‘a
=VAL chiken do
‘Kill the chicken!’ (Hacer_maspute-HG-ET-2015-07-22-CBR.1.60)
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We have already seen in previous examples above clauses where more than one
of the prototypical properties of main clauses are not followed, as in (479), (480), (481),
(482), (483) and (484). A particular case of the lack of prototypical clausal properties
consists of clauses with only one constituent, lacking both a sentential second-position
enclitic and a final verb (and in turn verbal suffixes slots 8, 9 and 10). This type of
construction is very frequent in answering a content question where all other relevant
information is assumed to be present in the common ground. For instance, speaker 2 (S2)
assumes in example (486) that the identity of the thing predicated and the predicate that is
related to it nis ‘stand up’ is information already shared with the interlocutor, as
introduced by the question of the speaker one (S1). This pragmatic context allows for the
use of a clause as that uttered by S2.
(486) S1 añu ñunukara
nisaxa?
añu ñu=nu=ka=ra=a
nis-a-x-a
what thing=LOC=VAL=INT=3A/S stand.up-PFV-3-N.PROX
S2 pastonu.
pasto=nu
grass=LOC
‘Where is it standing up? On the grass.’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IAPT-VP-2015-07-09-CBR.13-14)

The degree of prototypicality that clauses show in Kakataibo is summarized in the
following table. Note that the grayed-out cells indicate that it is not possible to provide a
value for that feature because the head to which it attaches is not present. For instance,
the subject second-position enclitic is grayed-out when the sentential 2CL is absent,
given that the former attaches only to the former.
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Table 37. Prototypical clause continuum in Kakataibo

Prototypical
Repair
Afterthought
Imperative
Insubordinate
Verbless
Single
constituent
Hortative
Monitory

Sentential
2CL
yes
no

Subject secondposition enclitic
yes

Final verbal slots
(8, 9, 10)
yes
yes

Main clause
verb
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no

no
yes
yes

yes
no

yes
yes
no
no

no
yes

yes
yes

no
no

yes

7.4. CONSTITUENT ORDER
The order of constituents and the verb in Kakataibo depends on both syntactic and
information structural principles. The position in which the verb occurs in the clause
highly depends on a syntactic requirement of having the verb in final position (487). In
Kakataibo, the presence or absence of a core argument depends greatly on its information
structural status (e.g. focus and topic, see §Chapter 9 and §Chapter 10, respectively).
Briefly, topical arguments tend to occur covertly whereas those NPs expressing focus,
new and change of topic tend to occur overtly. In connected speech, clauses containing
no overt core argument are not uncommon (488). However, the most frequent pattern in
the language is to have only one overt core argument. This could be either the A or O
argument; the O grammatical relation occurs overtly more often for reasons of
newsworthiness. Clauses containing both the A and O argument overtly occur rarely in
spontaneous speech and amount to less that 5% of the total number of clauses in my
corpus. In these clauses, both the AO (489) and OA (490) orders are allowed, with the
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former occurring with greater frequency. The A and O arguments also tend to occur
overtly in elicited sentences where the AO order is highly dominant. Thus, the AOV and
OAV orders are possible linearization patterns in the language.
(487) kakë
‘ixunká
unin
bëráma
ka-kë
‘i-xun=ka=a
uni=n
bëráma
tell-NFUT.NMLZ be-A/S>APE=VAL=3A/S man=A/S before

‘ó.
‘ó
tapir

bakë
‘arakákëxa.
bakë
‘araka-akë-x-a
offspring raise-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘When (he) told them, then the people raised baby tapir in the old days.’
(Sachavaca_como_era_antes-ET-2012-11-01-CBR.1.7)
(488) ‘aidá
kakëxa.
‘ai=id=a
ka-akë-x-a
then=VAL=3A/S tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Then, (the young women) told (the siblings).’ (Historia_de_murcielago-ET2012-11-16-CBR.1.15)
(489) ‘irutamáinuká
nukën
chichi
‘inu
‘i-ru-tan-mainun=ka=a
nukën
chichi
‘inu
be-UP-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS grandmother jaguar
idia.
ëd-i-a
see-IPFV-N.PROX
‘While (the deer) is going up, the water’s mother faces the jaguar.’
(Nuken_chichi-MB-2012-11-17-CBR.1.19)
(490) uda
‘aidá
nukën
kayu
u=da
‘a-i-id=a
nukën
kayu
3=COMP do-A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS country.man
no
‘akëxa.
no
‘a-akë-x-a
mestizo do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Thus, the mestizo people did to our people.’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11CBR.1.61)
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Note that the syntactic requirement of having the verb in final position may be
obviated only in the context of narrow focus (§9.2.1). In this pragmatic context, only the
one (non-)core argument answering the question under discussion may occur in the last
position of the clause (491). The AVO / OVA linearization patterns have only been found
in spontaneous conversations in the corpus on very few occasions ( > 1% of total
clauses). In addition, this particular constituent order occurs almost exclusively in the
speech of younger speakers.
(491) ka
‘aia
sasa.
ka=a
‘a-i-a
sasa
=VAL=3A/S do-IPFV-N.PROX fish
‘He kills fish.’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-APT-VP-2015-07-09CBR.1.179)

An additional syntactic constraint allows for only one constituent of any type,
excepting the main clause verb, in the initial position of the clause (pre-field), which is
delimited by the second position clitic complex (=2CL). This syntactic constraint
prevents the *VAO and *VOA orders as well as the *AO=2CLV and *OA=2CLV
constituent arrangements. However, one (non-)core argument may occur in the initial
position and the other (non-) core arguments may occur in the middle field, the position
in between the second-clitic complex and the final verb, as shown in (492) and (493).
(492) ‘ësëdaidá
a biaxa.
‘ësëd=an=id=a
a bis-a-x-a
fever=A/S=EVID=3A/S 3 grab-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘He got fever, they say.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR.2.4)
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(493) aka
no
niañaxi.
a=ka=a
no
nia-ña-a-x-i
3=VAL=A/S non-K.person add-HOD2-3-PROX
‘The mestizo people threw that before.’
(Comunicado_sobre_sembrío_y_fumigación-NN-2012-11-24-CBR XLVI.1.7)

Beyond those two syntactic constraints associated with the clause peripheries,
(non-)core arguments may occur in any number and order in the middle field. In example
(494), the two switch-reference marked clauses functioning as predicate modifiers cooccur in the middle field with the O core argument. This generalization also applies to the
two objects of ditransitive verbs (see §7.4.3). In this case, either of the objects, G (the
most goal-like object) or T (the most patient-like object), may precede or follow the
other, as shown in (495) and (496). However, there is a slight preference for having the G
argument preceeding the T argument. Recall that instances of ditransitive clauses with the
two overt objects rarely occur in connected sppech.
(494) anuka
bimi
ëdoki
a=nu=ka=a
bis-mi-i
ë=da-o-kin
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S grab-CAUS-A/S>S:SE 1=COMP-FACT-A/S>A:SE
aín
pëchi ënë pëntëkëkaia.
aín
pëchi ënë pën-tëkën-ka-i-a
3.POSS feather this shoulder-bend.inwards-TRZR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Then, (they) bend its back inwards making it to catch that, like this.’
(Hacer_maspute-HG-ET-2015-07-22-CBR.13.5)
(495) […] anka
[…] ñu
ë ‘ináxi.
[…] a=n=ka=a
[…] ñu
ë ‘ináxi.
3=A/S=VAL=3A/S
thing 1 give-PFV-3-PROX
‘[…] he gave […] me something.’
(Experiencia_como_profesora_en_la_comunidad_Mariscal-Cáceres-LG-16-0614-CBR.1.12)
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(496) anka
ë ñu
‘ináxa.
a=n=ka=a
ë ñu
‘inan-a-x-a
3=A/S=VAL=3A/S 1 thing give-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘He gave me something.’ (Elicited)

The constituent order in intransitive and copula clauses follows the same syntactic
and information structural principles. Thus, the verb occurs in final position in the vast
majority of instances allowing the SV order. However, the VS order may also be allowed
when the only argument of an intransitive verb is narrow focused. Note that this occurs
very rarely in discourse, though. In addition, the S argument may occur in either the
initial position (497) or the middle field (498) when not in focus.
(497) unika
abakiani.
uni=ka=a
abat-kian-i-i
K.person=VAL=3A/S run-GO.INTR-IPFV-PROX
‘The man is running away.’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_II-ET-HB2015-07-03.CBR)
(498) ‘aiká
nukë
bëchikë uni
kwábaëxaxa.
‘ai=ka=a
nukën
bëchikë uni
kwan-bait-ëxan-x-a
then=VAL=3A/S 1Pl.O/POSS offspring K.person go-DUR-REC.PST-3N.PROX
‘Then, our sons left the other day.’ (Conversacion_sobre_su_chacra-ET-SR2012-11-05-CBR.11.15)

7.5. BASIC DECLARATIVE CLAUSE
This section explores the main properties of declarative affirmative verbal main clauses,
which are regarded here as ‘basic’ because of their high textual frequency compared to
other clause types. Basic clauses are subdivided according to their transitivity value. The
discussion begins with copula clauses (§7.5.1) and moves on to the distinction between
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intransitive and transitive basic clauses (§7.5.2). Ditransitive clauses and the properties of
double objects in this type of clause are discussed in (§7.5.3).

7.4.1. Copula clauses
Copula clauses follow the main properties of basic declarative clauses. That is, they show
sentential enclitics and verbal final morphology. In addition, the constituent order is not
fixed, but dependent on information structure (see §Chapters 9 and 10). The verb ‘i ‘be’
is used as copula in predicate nominal and adjectival clauses. As a copula, the verb ‘i ‘be’
receives the final verbal morphology in non-verbal clauses. Note that this verb also
functions as an auxiliary in other constructions as well (e.g. negative clauses §7.8, loan
verbs). Case marking in copula clauses follows a split alignment system similar to that of
intransitive verbs. That is, the pronominal copula subject receives the =n ‘A/S’ enclitic
whereas the nominal copula subject receives zero marking, as does the copula
complement. As in other clause types, the focal status of the copula subject predicate may
affect its position in the clause and influence the dropping of case when not occurring
clause initially. Compare the copula subject constituents in (499) and (500) where the
former shows the enclitic =n ‘A/S’ while the latter drops it.
(499) a unikana
nu ‘ai.
a uni=ka=na
nu ‘a-i
3 K.person=VAL=1A/S 1PL be-IPFV
‘We are those people.’ (Creacion_de_los_uni_inca-LR-2012-10-26-CBR.1.19)
(500) nunkána
kurikíñuma.
nu=n=ka=na
kuríki=ñu=ma
1PL=A/S=VAL=1A/S money=HAVE=NEG
‘We don’t have money.’ (Anuncio politico-Demetrio.1.100)
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Copula clauses are used to express meanings such as defining, identification (501)
quality and locative (502), among others. It should be noted that the verb ‘i also receives
an existence interpretation in certain contexts. This is more clear when the predicate
refers to the remote past (503), as happens very frequently in traditional stories.
(501) ënkana
untin ‘ai.
ë=n=ka=na
untin ‘a-i
1=A/S=VAL=1A/S U. be-IPFV
‘I am Untin.’ (Spontaneous speech)
(502) […] bëráma anu
ru
‘iáxi.
bëráma a=nu
ru
‘i-a-x-i
other.day 3=LOC howler.monkey be-PFV-3-PROX
‘A howler monkey was there the other day.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06CBR.187.1)
(503) ëdai
idá
nukë
ainsi
nukën
ë=da-i
id=a
nukën
ainsi
nukën
1=COMP-A/S:S>SE EVID=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS relative 1PL.O/POSS
chaiti ‘iakëxa.
chaiti ‘i-akë-x-a
uncle be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Our relatives, our ancestors live like that.’ (Creacion_del_mundo-LR-2012-1026-CBR.1.13)

However, as in other clause types, the copula verb, sentential enclitics and both
the copula subject and the copula complement may be dropped in connected speech
generating one-constituent clauses. Example (500) above shows an instance of copula
dropping. Clauses with only one constituent are more frequent in instances of informative
narrow focus (§9.2.1) and contrastive focus. However, one-constituent clauses usually
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take the -kin ‘A/S>A:SE’ suffix (§8.2.1.1) in instead of occurring in nominal/adjectival
bare form.
Negation in copula clauses is expressed by the general negator =ma ~ =mi and its
position depends on its scope. Negation of copula arguments occurs on the argument
itself (504) whereas when negating the copula, the negating enclitic attaches to the verb.
(504) ‘aibika
Samañuma
‘ixaxi.
‘ai=bi=ka=a
Sama=ñu=ma
‘i-ëxan-x-i
then=CONT=VAL=3A/S S.=HAVE=NEG be-REC.PST-3-PROX
‘But Sama was not there the other day.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06CBR.51.1)
(505) anká
para ën
pasaje ‘ima.
a=n=ka=a
para ë=n
pasaje ‘i-i-i=ma
3=A/S=VAL=1A/S for 1=POSS ticket be-IPFV-PROX=NEG
‘That is not for my (air plane) ticket.’ (Discurso_sobre_iglesia-NN-2012-11-17CBR.1.72)

7.4.2. Distinguishing intransitive from transitive clauses
Intransitive clauses are headed by strict intransitive verbs, valency assigned verbs (with
-ki and -t, §5.2.2) and valency-reduced derived verbs (with -rakat ‘reflexive’ §5.4.1.5,
and -anan ‘reciprocal’ §5.4.1.6). Intransitive clauses are further divided into two types:
strict intransitive and extended intransitive. Strict intransitive clauses take the S
grammatical function as their only argument. In contrast, extended intransitive clauses
take an S argument and an object-like argument that needs to have the enclitic =mi
‘dative’ attached to it. Note that extended intransitive verbs require a semantic object, a
non-S argument necessary for the meaning of the clause to be complete. Of course, this
argument may or may not be overt, but speakers always interpret a non-S argument for
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extended intransitive verbs. For instance, the =mi-marked agument in (506) may be
dropped, but the interpretation of the verb nin ‘hate’ entails the presence of an entitiy that
is hated. However, extended intransitive verbs most often than not show the =mi-marked
argument overtly in my corpus. A non-exhaustive list of extended intransitive verbs is
provided in (507). Recall that most verbs may take a locative-like adjunct marked by =mi
‘dative’. Crucially, these adjuncts are always optional and they are not semantically
interpreted when not present, suggesting that they are not required by the verb’s lexical
semantics frame.

(506) ën
kukukana
ën
chaikana
ami
ë=n kuku=ka=na
ë=n chai=ka=na
a=mi
1=A/S father.in.law=VAL=1A/S 1=A/S brother.in.law=VAL=1A/S 3=DAT
niñama
‘ai.
nin-ña-a=ma
‘a-i
hate-REMAIN-A/S>S:PE be-IPFV
‘I do not hate my father-in-law, my brother-in-law.’
(Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-2014-12-02-CBR.201.2)
(507) nin
dina-t
kuai
rakuët
këmë
manu
piñu
tëët
bëchi
katët
paxa
bëbat

‘hate’
‘think (intr.)’ / dina-n ‘think (tr.)’
‘play, make fun of’
‘be afraid of’
‘lie’
‘forget’
‘stamp’
‘work’
‘hacer hijo’
‘be embarrased’
‘blame’
‘make dream about’
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In contrast, transitive clauses are headed by a transitive verb, valency assigned
verbs (with -ka and -n, see §5.2.2) and valency increased predicates (with -mi ‘causative’,
-xun ‘applicative’, -kin ‘sociative applicative, -o ‘factitive’, etc., see §5.4.1). Transitive
clauses may have one or more objects, distinguishing between strict transitive and
bitransitive clauses. The set of properties that distinguish intransitive from (strict)
transitive verbs will be discussed in the remainder of this subsection.
The main morpho-syntactic criteria that help in distinguishing intransitive from
transitive clauses are listed in (508). Notice that these criteria group together strict
intransitive and extended intransitive clauses in contrast to strict transitive and
bitransitive clauses. Each of the criteria shown in (508) will be discussed in turn next.
(508) Case marking frame
Reference tracking suffixes
Participant agreement
Comitative
Associated motion markers
Auxiliary verbs
Ability to take valency decreasing/increasing morphology
Form of nouns/adjectives in predicative function

Case marking helps in distinguishing intransitive from transitive clauses only for
nouns. That is, the S argument of an intransitive predicate is zero-marked for the
absolutive when it is a noun (509) but the A argument of a transitive verb requires the
enclitic =n ‘A/S’ (510) (see §7.1). However, recall that the case distinctions may
neutralize when the subject occurs in non-initial position, in which situation case marking
does not provide any clues for distinguishing S from A. When the S argument is a
pronoun, there is no formal way to distinguish it from an A argument solely by the basis
of case marking, where both types of arguments take the enclitic =n ‘A/S’.
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(509) kwaniidá
uni
a nëtëakëxa.
kwan-i-id=a
uni
a nëtët-akë-x-a
go-A/S>S=VAL=3A/S K.person 3 dissapear-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(He) disappeared while he was going away.’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP-2012-1104-CBR.1.18)
(510) nonká
achúi hectárea ai
cien
por
no=n=ka=a
achúi hectárea ain
cien
por
non-K.person=A/S=VAL=3A/S one hectare 3.POSS hundred by

cien
cien
hundred

tuputankëxu
naëoi.
tupu-tankëxun
naë-o-i-i
measure-A/S>A:PE farm-FACT-IPFV-PROX
(Como_hacer_chacra-ET-2012-11-02-CBR.1.23)
In multiple clauses with reference-tracking suffixes, it is possible to identify a
clause as intransitive or transitive by the specific type of reference-tracking suffix
attached to its dependent clause. That is, a subset of these reference-tracking suffixes
only combines with an S or A argument in the matrix clause (see §8.2), respectively. A
list of the reference-tracking suffixes targeting an S or A argument in the matrix clause
are given in (511) and (512), respectively. These reference-tracking suffixes may indicate
relations such as same subjects, object to subject or different subjects, but all of these
require the presence of S or A arguments in the matrix clause, which in turn informs
about the predicate transitivity value. For instance, the presence of -tankë ‘A/S>S:PE’ in
(513) suggests that the verb damat ‘to fast’ is intransitive. In contrast, the suffix tankëxun in (514) indicates that the target verb uan ‘take’ is transitive, even though the
pronoun in A function does not show the enclitic =n ‘A/S’ as it does not occur in initial
position. In addition, the reference tracking suffixes that target the O argument in the
matrix clause also provide a clue as to the transitivity of the matrix clause since only
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transitive clauses may have an O argument within them, as suggested by the example in
(515).
(511) -i
-a
-nu
-tankë
-kë
-këbë

‘A/S>S:SE’
‘A/S>S:PE’
‘A/S>S:FE’
‘A/S>S:PE’
‘O>S:PE’
‘A/S≠S:SE?’

(512) -kin
-xun
-tankëxun
-nuxun
-këxun
-këbëtan

‘A/S>A:SE’
‘A/S>A:PE’
‘A/S>A:PE’
‘A/S>A:FE’
‘O>A:PE’
‘A/S≠A:SE

(513) […] aí
xabionkë ñumitankëbi
damákëxa.
ain
xabionkë ñu-mi-tankë=bi
damat-akë-x-a
3.POSS wife
die-CAUS-A/S>S:PE=CONT fast-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] after his wife died, men used to fast.’ (Como_debian_guardar_luto-LR2012-11-23-CBR.1.22)
(514) […] ukuntánkëxu
nu este uarui.
uku-n-tankëxun
nu este uan-ru-i
get.piled-TRZR-A/S>A:PE 1PL hmm take-UP-IPFV
‘[…] after piling up (the trees), we put (them) up.’ (Como_contruir_casa-AM2012-10-17-CBR.1.22)
(515) bana kiabikáina
kuatima
‘ixa.
bana kiabikáina
kuatima
‘ixa
speak tell-A/S/O>O:SE=CONT=VAL=2A/S hear-A/S>S:SE be-REC.PST
‘You did not listen to what (they) were saying the other day.’ (Anuncio politicoDemetrio.1.13)
Adjunct modification may also provide clues in identifying the predicate’s
transitivity value. Locative adverbial modification (see §4.4.1.12) makes a tripartite
distinction with regard to the way the locative adjunct is marked depending on which
core argument is modified by it. Locative phrases indicating the source of an intransitive
predicate, thus modifying the S argument, take the enclitic =a ‘participant agreement,
S/O’ in addition to the locative enclitic =nu (516). On the other hand, adverbial locative
modification of the A argument requires the locative phrase to take =xun ‘participant
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agreement, A’ in addition to the locative enclitic (517). Notice that the presence of =xun
‘participant agreement, A’ indisputably suggests the presence of a transitive clause in the
locative phrase’s immediate syntactic domain. However, the presence of =a ‘participant
agreement S/O’ does not sufficiently suggests the presence of an intransitive clause since
this enclitic may also modify the O argument of a transitive clause, calling for further
clues to determine the transitivity value of the clause.
(516) […] ënuma
bësi mëdnua
uakëxi.
ë=nu=ma
bësi mëd=nu=a
u-akë-x-i
1=LOC=NEG other soil=LOC=PA:S/O come-REM.PST-3-PROX
‘[…] not here, (our ancestors) came from a different land.’
(Cómo_eran_las_cosas_antes-CBM-2012-12-11-CBR.1.4)
(517) madpúnuxu
ñu
‘ai
[…]
madput=nu=xun
ñu
‘a-i
hiding.place=LOC=PA:A thing do-IPFV
‘(You) kill the animal from the hiding place […]’ (Cómo_hacer_maspute-ET2012-11-05-CBR.1.29)

Comitative markers also provide another clue for distinguishing between
intransitive and transitive clauses. There are two comitative markers which vary in their
form according to the type of argument they modify, =bë (518) for S and =bëtan for A
(519). This, in turn, reveals the transitivty status of the clause to which this constituent
belongs. In contrast to the locative modification clue, the comitative markers make a
clear distinction between intransitive and transitive clauses.
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(518) […] nun
xanu
biti
kupi aín
papa y
aín
nu=n
xanu
bis-ti
kupi ain
papa y
ain
1PL=A/S woman grab-FUT.NMLZ for 3.POSS father and 3.POSS
titabë
nu banai.
tita=bë
nu bana-i
mother=COM.S 1PL speak-IPFV
‘[…] we (first) ask her father and mother in order to marry a woman.’
(Cómo_se_casan-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.3)
(519) ë
xukë
Frankbëtá
‘ináëxáxa.
ë=n
xukë
Frank=bëtan ‘inan-ëxan-x-a
1=POSS sibling F=COM.A give-REC.PST-3-N.PROX
‘I with my brother Frank paid him (the other day)’ (Sobre_llegada_de_ingenierosLIG-2014-07-15-CBR)

Furthermore, most of the associated motion verbal suffixes (§5.4.2.2) show two forms,
one that attaches only to intransitive predicates and another that attaches only to transitive
predicates, instead (Table 38). In example (520), the presence of the suffix -kian ‘GO
intransitive’ unequivocally indicates that the predicate to which it is attached is
intransitive, while the suffix -bian ‘GO transitive’ suggests the transitive status of the
predicate in (521). Notice that these suffixes provide clues about the transitivity status of
the clause even when there is no argument present, as shown in the examples below.
Table 38. Transitivity driven associated motion suffixes

Intransitive
-kian
-kwasin
-kwain

Transitive
-bian
-bësin
-uin

Going
Coming
Passing by

(520) a veces
paránakiani
kwania.
a veces
paran-kian-i
kwan-i-a
sometimes trick-GO.INTR-A/S>S:SE go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(They) sometimes leave tricking (us without paying rent).’
(Sobre_falta_de_pago_de_su_cuarto-ET-2012-11-28-CBR.1.24)
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(521) o rëtëmibianira
kwania.
o rëtë-mi-bian-i=ra
kwan-i-a
or kill-CAUS-GO.TR-A/S>S:SE=INT go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Or did he leave while making (him) die?’ (Conversación_sobre_difunto-CBHB- 2014-12-02-CBR.33)

For loan verbs, the form of the auxiliary verb that combines with them provides a
clear clue about the transitivity value of the predicate. Intransitive borrowed verbs require
the auxiliary ‘i ‘be’ (522) whereas loan transitive verbs need the verb ‘a ‘do’ as an
auxiliary (523). The specific auxiliary used for borrowed verbs is highly consistent across
speakers of different age groups.
(522) ka
numi
aribiká
cansá
‘ia.
ka=a
nu=mi
a=ribi=ka=a
cansá
‘i-i-a
VAL=3A/S 1PL=DAT 3=ADD=VAL=3A/S get.tired be-IPFV-N.PROX
‘They (women) also get tired of us.’ (Como_se_casan-AM-2012-10-18CBR.1.22)
(523) […] nu ‘asa
putu
‘atikána
nu acarreá ‘ai.
nu ‘asa
putu
‘a-ti=ka=na
nu acarreá ‘a-i
1PL manioc powder do-FUT.NMLZ=VAL=1A/S 1PL carry-IPFV
‘[…] in order to make fariña, we bring (manioc).’ (Como_preparar_fariña-LG2012-10-19-CBR.1.25)

As expected, most intransitive verbs in Kakataibo cannot take valency-reducing
morphology, e.g. reflexive, reciprocal, etc., since its transitivity value would go down to
0, which verbal stems in the language are not allowed to have.14 In contrast, transitive
14

However, there are some exceptions to this pattern since some intransitive verbs may take a valencyreducing suffix. Arguably, this phenomenon might have been influenced by the multiple uses of the
pronoun “se” in Spanish, particularly with some intransitive verbs such as sentarse ‘to sit down’, bañarse
‘to bath’, etc.
[…] ‘airibi

kwa

‘irakatáxa.
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verbs may take valency-reducing morphology without exceptions. In addition, the form
of a noun or adjective in predicative function also provides a clue as to the transitivity
status of the whole clause. That is, nouns and adjectives in predicative function occur in
their root form, without taking any extra additional valency-adjusting suffixes, when
functioning as an intransitive inchoative predicate (524). In contrast, nouns and adjectives
functioning as a transitive causative predicate require the presence of a transitivityincreasing suffix, mostly -o ‘factitive’ (525).
(524) […] ka
tapunia
‘aibiká
=ka=a
tapu-n-i-a
‘ai=bi=ka=a
VAL=3A/S root-TRZR-IPFV-N.PROX then=CONT=VAL=3A/S
xënakiani
‘i.
xëna-kian-i
‘i-i
worm-GO.INTR-A/S>S:SE be-A/S>S:SE
‘[…] the plant gets roots but it gets worms.’
(Cosas_que_guardar_para_sembrar_pijuayo_camote-CB-2012-12-03-CBR.1.28)
(525) […] aín
sipúmiribi
puntëki
kwënëoi.
aín
sipun=mi=ribi puntëki
kwënë-o-i
3.POSS end=DAT=ADD straighten design-FACT-IPFV
‘[…] (then) we paint (it) while straightening its stern.’ (Còmo_hacer_canoa-AM2012-10-18-CBR.1.24)

‘ai=ribi
kwan-a
‘i-rakat-a-x-a
then=ADD go-A/S>SPE be-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘[…] but then they lived after going (there)’ (Sobre_trabajo_con_motosierra-NM-2014-06-24CBR.1.38)
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7.4.3. Ditransitive constructions
Ditransitive clauses are headed by ditransitive roots and transitive roots containing one or
more valency-increasing suffixes. The main syntactic difference between transitive and
ditransitive clauses lies in the number of arguments they obligatorily take. In all other
morphosyntactic features, such as selection of reference-tracking suffix, participant
agreement markers, associated motion suffixes, etc., ditransitive constructions follow the
same pattern as transitive ones.
In ditransitive constructions, the two O arguments seem to behave exactly in the
same way with respect to the same set of morphosyntactic criteria, listed in (526). This
indistinguishability of the objects of a transitive clause constitutes a feature shared with
other Panoan languages such as Matses (Fleck 2003:866-875) and Shipibo-Konibo
(Valenzuela 2003:346-348). The properties of the objects of ditransitives clauses in the
Lower Aguaytía dialect of Kakataibo have been widely discussed in the literature
(Zariquiey 2011a:667-678, 2012). Here I will briefly discuss these properties with regard
to the San Alejandro dialect of the language.
(526) Case
Comitative
Position
Focusing
Dropping
Reference tracking
Nominalization
Reciprocal
Reflexive
In this discussion, I follow Bickel’s (2010) typology of grammatical relations and
use the label T for the most patient-like argument and G for the most goal-like argument
(see also Haspelmath 2011). As discussed in §7.1, the O argument of a transitive clause
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does not receive any overt case marking, which corresponds to the zero absolutive case.
In clauses with two O arguments, a T and a G argument, both of them show the
absolutive marking in all contexts regardless of their particular semantic roles in a given
clause. Consider the object NPs in (527), which occur in brackets. The T argument ñu
‘thing’ in both clauses shows zero case marking. In a similar fashion, the G arguments in
both clauses containing bësi ‘other’ also show the absolutive marking.
(527) nu ñuña
ai
nu ñon-ña
[ain
1.PL not.willing.to.share-A/S>S:PE 3.POSS

bësibi
ñu
bësi]=bi
[ñu]
other=CONT thing

noni.
bësibi
ñu
‘inananima.
ñon-i
[bësi]=bi
[ñu] ‘inan-anan-i=ma
not.willing.to.share-IPFV other=CONT thing give-REC-IPFV=NEG
‘We are not willing to share (our) things with others. We do not exchange things
with others.’ (Cómo_vivian_los_antiguos-LG-2012-11-08-CBR.1.30)

Furthermore, the marking of comitative phrases modifying either of the two O
arguments of a ditransitive clause follows the same pattern. That is, the postposition këñu
‘comitative O’ can be used indistinctively with the T or G argument. Similar to case
marking, the comitative postposition këñu in (528) is licensed to modify both G and T
arguments regardless of their semantic role. Notice that the postpositional phrase min
xukë këñu ‘with your brother’ modifies a non-overt G argument.
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(528) sasa nodi
‘arukë
këñukana
min
xukë
sasa [nodi ‘a-ru-kë]
këñu=ka=na
[min
xukë]
fish banana do-UP-NFUT.NMLZ COM.O=VAL=1A/S 2=POSS sibling
këñu
‘inaëxa.
këñu
‘inan-ëxan
COM.O give-REC.PST
‘I gave (you) with your brother fish with cooked banana.’ (Elicited)
The position in which arguments may occur in a full clause containing a secondposition clitic complex and a final main verb depends heavily on information structure
factors such as focus and topic (see §Chapter 9 and §Chapter 10). This generalization
also holds for the O arguments of a ditransitive clause. In other words, there are not
syntactic constraints that require the T or G arguments to occur in a given position;
rather, their overt or non-overt status as well as position in the clause will be determined
by the communicative needs of the speaker in a given context. As a consequence, both O
arguments may occur in the pre-field, middle field and final position of the clause as long
as it is compatible with the flow of information being conveyed. In terms of the relative
order of the T and G arguments in a ditransitive clause, there is a preference for having
the G argument preceding the T argument in my dataset (529). The ordering T – G is also
grammatical, but barely attested in spontaneous speech (530). Nonetheless, both objects
have the same linearization possibilities regardless of frequency.
(529)

[…] ën
chai
okë
rata ‘inankiákëxi.
ë=n
chai
o-kë
rata ‘inan-kin-akë-x-i
1=POSS brother.in.law make-NFUT.NMLZ tin give-SOC.APLREM.PST-PROX
‘[…] (he) gave tin (as armor) to my departed brother-in-law.’
(Conversación_sobre_kamano_de_tornavista-ET-CB-2012-11-26-CBR.29.4)
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(530) […] ën
chira bakë xanu
mi ‘inani
kixu […]
ë=n
chira bakë xanu
mi ‘inan-i
ki-xun
1=POSS sister
woman 2 give-IPFV say-A/S>A:PE
‘[…] saying “(I) am going to give you my sister (as a wife) […]’
(Habla_de_noche-GB-2014-06-13-CBR.1.6)

As discussed in §9.2.1, narrow focused constituents tend to occur in the pre-field
position. This also holds true for either the T or G arguments in a ditransitive clause when
they express focus. Compare the following examples where the T argument and the G
argument occur in the pre-field in the answering sentences in (531) and (532),
respectively.
(531) a. añukaina
Norua ‘iná?
añu=ka=mina
Norua ‘inan-a
INDF.INA=VAL=2A/S N.
give-PFV
‘What did you give to Norua?’ (Elicited)
b. on
paranta kana
Norua
o=n
paranta=ka=na
Norua
parrot=POSS plant=VAL=1A/S N.
‘I gave BANANA to Norua.’ (Elicited)

‘iná.
‘inan-a
give-PFV

(532) a. uinakamina
on
paranta ‘iná?
uina=ka=mina
o=n
paranta ‘inan-a
INT.PRO=VAL=2A/S parrot=POSS plant
give-PFV
‘Whom did you give banana?’ (Elicited)
b. Noruakana
on
paranta ‘iná.
Norua=ka=na
o=n
paranta ‘inan-a
N.=VAL=1A/S parrot=POSS plant
give-PFV
‘I gave banana TO NORUA.’ (Elicited)

Verbal arguments are frequently dropped in connected speech and their
information may be recovered by different means such as agreement (see §5.5.3 for
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subject person agreement on the verb and §6.1.6 for subject person agreement on the
second-position clitic complex) and zero anaphor. Any of the objects of a ditransitive
clause may be dropped without requiring any further morpho-syntactic readjustment.
Even when one object argument gets dropped, said argument is still interpreted as part of
the predicate underlying meaning. For instance, the T argument is dropped in (533) and
the G argument does not occur overtly in (534), but as these are arguments, they are still
interpreted, as suggested by their respective free translations.
(533)

[…] unikama
aí
anë́ këkama
mi ‘inamáinu
uni=kama
ain anë-kë=kama
mi ‘inan-mainun
K.person=PL 3PL name-NFUT.NMLZ=PL 2 give-A/S≠A/S:SE
biti
‘ai.
bis-ti
‘a-i
grab-FUT.NMLZ do-IPFV
‘[…] while the people in charge are giving (it) to you, you have to receive (it).’
(Comunicado_sobre_relación_de_beneficiados-Claudio-2014-06-17.1.29)

(534)

[…] ‘aibika abiká nukë bakata
‘ai=bi=ka=a
a=bi=ka=a nukën bakat=an
then=CONT=VAL=3A/S 3=CONT=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS cow=A/S
kuriki ‘inani.
kuriki ‘inan-i-i
money give-IPFV-PROX
‘[…] our cows give (us) money.’ (Conversación_sobre_su_chacra-ET-SR-2012-1105-CBR.16.7)
The set of switch-reference suffixes encodes the grammatical relation involved in

the interclausal reference tracking (or lack thereof) as one of its main meanings. Thus,
some of these reference-tracking suffixes have the O grammatical relation as the target in
the main clause (-ia ‘A/S/O>O:SE’) or as the reference argument in the subordinate
clause

(-kë ‘O>S:PE’ and -këxun ‘O>A:PE’, see §8.2 on switch-reference). Crucially,
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both the T and the G arguments can be the target argument or the referent argument of
these switch-reference suffixes, respectively. Consider example (535) where the covert T
object of the subordinate clause is co-referent with the A argument of the main clause. In
contrast, the G argument of the subordinate clause co-refers with the A argument of the
main clause in example (536). A similar pattern is found when the O argument is the
target in the main clause. The dependent clause S argument chaxu ‘deer’ becomes the T
argument of the main clause in (537). In contrast, the G argument of the main clause gets
cross-referenced with the S argument of the dependent clause in (538). Note that there is
no switch-reference suffix that exclusively targets the T or G argument. This behavior of
object arguments in complex clauses suggests that the T and the G objects of a
ditransitive clause do not differ syntactically for the purposes of reference tracking. Thus,
inter-clausal reference-tracking does not provide any evidence for making a distinction
between T and G arguments.
(535) mi ‘inantankëxuka
‘uchiti ‘atapa piaxa.
mi ‘inan-tankëxun=ka=a
‘uchiti ‘atapa pi-a-x-a
2 give-O>A=VAL=3A/S dog
hen
eat-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘After giving (it)i to you, the dogi ate the chicken.’ (Elicited)
(536)

[…] ñuñairakuëcha […] piti
‘inankëxuma
‘aki
ñuñairakuëcha
pi-ti
‘inan-këxun=ma
‘a-kin
Ñ
eat-FUT.NMLZ give-O>A:PE=NEG do-A/S>A:SE
dapi
‘akëxa.
=dapi
‘a-akë-x-a
=CERT do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] after not giving food to Ñuñairakuëchai, (Ñuñairakuëcha)i did (that), I
think.’ (Cuento_de_las_nubes-ET-2012-12-13-CBR.1.32)
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(537) chaxu abatiakana
chaxu abat-ia=ka=na
deer
run-A/S/O>O:SE=VAL=1A/S
‘While the deeri runs, I kill (it)i for you.’

mi ‘axuni.
mi ‘a-xun-i
2 do-APL-IPFV
(Elicited)

(538) mi abatia=kana
chaxu ‘axuni.
mi abat-ia=kana
chaxu ‘axuni
2 run-A/S/O>O:SE=VAL=1A/S deer do-APL-IPFV
‘While youi run, I kill a deer (for you)i’ (Elicited)

Nominalizations play a central role in the grammar of Kakataibo since they can be
used to serve a wide array of functions such as noun modification, predicate modification
and verbal argument (complementation, see §8.3.3 on the functions of clausal
nominalizations). When functioning as a complement clause, nominalizations may act as
either the T (539) or G arguments (540) without restrictions.
(539)

[…] nukë
‘aidama paëkë
‘inania […]
nukën
[‘aidama paën-kë]
‘inan-i-a
1PL.O/POSS bad
feel.pain-NFUT.NMLZ give-IPFV-N.PROX
‘[…] (it) gives us a bad pain (in our body) […]’ (Cómo_debían_guardar_lutoLR-2012-11-23-CBR.1.17)

(540)

uni
kadunamëkë
paënkë
‘inania.
[uni
kadunan-mët-kë
paën-kë
‘inan-i-a
K.person turn.back-REFL-NFUT.NMLZ feel.pain-NFUT.NMLZ give-IPFVN.PROX
‘(It) gives pain to the widower.’ (Elicited)

The use of the reciprocal suffix -anan in a ditransitive verb could target either of
the two objects equally. In example (541) the G argument is the target of the reciprocal
marker whereas in (542) the T argument gets reciprocated. It should be noted that this
construction is very rare in discourse; not a single instance of a ditransitive verb with the
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reciprocal marker -anan with two overt objects was found in my corpus. In addition, this
kind of construction was highly marked in elicitation sessions in the sense that it was not
very straightforward for some speakers how to interpret these sentences. Nonetheless,
both objects of a ditransitive clause behave similarly with regard to the possibility of
reciprocalization.
(541) […] kamaxuín
bikianani […]
=kama-xun=ín
bis-kin-anan-i
=PL -A/S>A:PE=EXCL grab-SOC.APL-REC-A/S>S:SE
‘[…] getting (game animals) with othersi for each otheri among all […]’
(Cómo_viviían_los_antiguos-LG-2012-11-08-CBR.1.25)
(542) ‘ochitinanka
kurukanaxunia.
‘ochiti=nan=ka=a
kuru-ka-anan-xun-i-a
dog=A/S=VAL=3A/S bark-TRZR-REC-APL-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The dogs are barking to each other for (their owner).’ (Elicited)

A reflexive interpretation targeting either of the objects of a ditransitive verb is
allowed in Kakataibo, as shown in (543). As in the case of reciprocals, natural
occurrences of this type of construction were not attested in my corpus. In elicitation
sessions, a high level of variability was found with regard to the speakers’ grammaticality
judgements for sentences like (543). While many speakers judged sentences of this type
as ungrammatical, others modified them by adding a pronoun marked with the
contrastive enclitic =bi targeting either of the objects (cf. Zariquiey 2012:893-894).
However, a consistent group of speakers accepted sentences like the one below when
ample and enough context was provided.
(543) kaina
‘inamëti.
=ka=mina
‘inan-mët-i
=VAL=2A/S
give-REFL-IPFV
‘You give yourself (to somebody).’ (Elicited)
‘You give (something) to yourself.’ (Elicited)
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In this section, it has been shown that the T and G arguments of a ditransitive
construction behave similarly with respect to a set of morpho-syntactic criteria, as
summarized in Table 39. According to these grammatical features, there are not morphosyntactic grounds to argue for a distinction between the two arguments in a ditransitive
clause; rather, their grammatical behavior suggests that they should be treated alike and
described under the same grammatical category of O argument.
Table 39. Grammatical features of objects in ditransitive clauses

Grammatical feature
Case marking
Comitative case
Position
Focusing
Dropping
Reference tracking
Nominalization
Reciprocal
Reflexive

T argument
zero
këñu
IS dependent
Clause-initially
Yes
O target in main clause
O target in dependent clause
O complement clause
Yes
Yes

G argument
zero
këñu
IS dependent
Clause-initially
Yes
O target in main clause
O target in dependent clause
O complement clause
Yes
Yes

7.6. INTERROGATIVE CLAUSES
Interrogative clauses in Kakataibo are not very different from basic declarative clauses;
predicates in interrogative clauses show the same morphology as declarative clauses. In
addition, constituent order follows the same syntactic and information structural
principles (see Part II of this dissertation) as declarative clauses, tending to have the verb
in final position and the sentential clitic complex in second position. However, two main
features help in distinguishing interrogative clauses from their declarative counterparts.
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First, interrogative clauses show the interrogative enclitic =ra attached to the sentential
clitic complex occurring in between the validational/evidential enclitics and the subject
person enclitics (see §6.1 on the set of sentential second-position enclitics). Secondly,
interrogative clauses show a non-falling final intonational contour, e.g. either level or
rising (see §2.7 for more on intonational contours), which contrasts with the falling
intonational contour of declarative clauses. For instance, in example (544) the
interrogative enclitic =ra, occurring in bold in the example, follows the validational
enclitic =ka but precedes the subject third person enclitic =a. Figure 17 corresponding to
the interrogative clause of example (544) shows the final non-falling prototypical
intonational contour of interrogative clauses, signaled by the red rectangle. In addition to
non-falling contour, it is not uncommon for interrogative clauses in Kakataibo to end
with a glottalization, indicated by the red rectangle in the figure below.
(544) añunankara
nuia?
añu=nan=ka=ra=a
nui-i-a
INDF.INA=A/S=VAL=INT=3A/S follow-IMPF-N.PROX
“What is following (it)?” (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_II-ET-HB-201507-03.CBR.25)
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Figure 17. añunankara nuia? “What is following it?”
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However, those two main properties of interrogative clauses are not strict rules
and may not be followed in connected speech. That is, interrogative clauses may occur
without either the interrogative enclitic =ra, as in (545), or with a falling intonation or
neither of them. In Figure 18, the final intonantional contour shows a falling shape that is
typical of declarative clauses rather than interrogative ones. These less prototypical
interrogative clauses are much less frequent in discourse, though. The interrogative
function of the clause may be identified by one of those two features when the other is
not present, e.g. the enclitic =ra may be the sole indication of interrogation in a clause
with falling intonation. When both features are absent, only the communicative context
helps in identifying the speech act function of the clause. The presence of a content
question word also suggests the interrogative status of the clause where no other
indication of this speech act occurs in the clause, as shown in (546).
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(545) uinanu
kwanpuni?
uina=nu
kwan-pun-i
INT.PRO=LOC go-HOD1-IPFV
‘Where did you go earlier today?’
(Conversacion_sobre_lo_hecho_el_dia_anterior-AP-JP-2012-09-30-CBR.1)
(546) kaina
añu
‘abaëxá.
=ka=mina
añu
‘a-bait-ëxan
y a ñ uINDF.INA
n a n kdo-DUR-REC.PST
a r a n
u
ia
=VAL=2A/S
‘What were you doing the other day?’ (Comunicado_sobre_estudio-Franshi2014-06-17-CBR.1.145)
Figure 18. uidaikara sasa ‘ia? ‘How was the fish?’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-ET-HB-2015-07-03-CBR.5)

u i d ai ka r

a

s

a s a
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The interrogative enclitic =ra may also occur in other positions in the clause in
addition to appearing in the second-position clitic complex and still make the clause
indicate interrogation. When any second-position enclitic pertaining to slot I
(validational/evidential) occurs in the clause, the interrogative enclitic =ra may attach to
another constituent, usually the constituent that is regarded as the main target of the
inquiry by the speaker, as in (547). In this context, the enclitic =ra keeps wide scope over
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the whole clause. In questions with a content word, the enclitic =ra may attach to that
word instead, as shown (548). In clauses containing only one constituent, the enclitic =ra
may attach directly to that constituent or co-occur with an enclitic of slot I if present, as
in (549).
(547) tres horara
bërí kwania?
tres hora=ra
bërí kwan-i-a
three hour=INT now go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Is it already three hours?’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR.201)
(548) uinara
‘apáxa.
ui=na=ra
‘a-pat-a-x-a
IND.PRO=A/S=INT do-DOWN-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Who did plant (it).’ (Comunicado_sobre_el_cacao-DP-2012-12-16-CBR.1.13)
(549) naënukara?
naë=nu=ka=ra=a
dig=LOC=VAL=INT=3A/S
“On the ground?”

Content questions are those questions used to request a specific piece of
information. This subtype of question observes the same main properties of questions in
general and in addition they require the presence of an indefinite/interrogative/negative
pronoun.15 Interrogative pronouns are derived pro-forms by case enclitics based on the
absolutive form that distinguish between human and non-human referents. Table 40
provides the set of question words in Kakataibo.

15

Indefinite/interrogative/negative pronouns will be refered as interrogative pronouns in this section for
simplicity’s sake.
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Table 40. Interrogative pronouns

Absolutive
Nominative
Dative
Possessive (head)
Locative
Instrumental
Comitative A
Comitative S
Manner
Time
Quantity
Reason

Human
‘who/whom’
‘who’
‘near whom/
of whom’
uina
‘whose’
ui(na)=nu
‘where who’
uina=(nun)
‘with who’
uina=bëtan
‘with who’
uina=bë
‘with who’
ui=da
‘how’
ui=da=ñu
‘when’
ui=tiu
‘how
much/
how many
añu kupi
‘why’
ui(na)
ui(na)=(n)
uina=mi

Non-human
añu
‘what’
añu=na(n)
‘what’
añu=mi
‘near what/
of what’
‘of what’
añu=nu
‘where’
añu=nan
‘with what’
añu=bëtan
‘with what’
añu=bë
‘with what’

Interrogative question words tend to appear in the initial position of the clause, the
position where narrow focus constituents also occur, as in (544), (545), (548) and (550).
However, they may also occur in the middle field, but to a lesser degree, as illustrated in
(546) above. When content interrogative questions contain more than one interrogative
word only one of them is allowed to occur in the initial position. The other interrogative
pronouns are placed in the middle field instead (551). However, it should be noted that
interrogative words have not been found to occur in the final position of the clause, after
the main predicate, as narrowed focused constituents sometimes do (See §9.2.1).
(550) […] uinakará
estudiá ‘ai
kwankasia.
uina=ka=ra=a
estudiá ‘a-i
kwan-kas-i-a
IND.PRO=VAL=INT=3A/S study do-A/S>S:SE GO-DES-IPFVN.PROX
‘[…] who wants to go to study (God’s word)?’ (Discurso_sobre_iglesia-NN2012-11-17-CBR.1.3)
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(551) añukara
unin
añun
biaxa?
a=ñu=ka=ra=a
uni=n
añu=n
bis-a-x-a
INDF.INA=VAL=INT=3A/S man=A/S INDF.INA=INST catch-PFV-3N.PROX
‘What did the man catch with what?’
(Multiple focus XCXII_20150614_APT.27)

Interrogative pronouns may combine with both nominal and verbal morphology in
order to derive further interrogative words that address more specific information than
they convey, as summarized in Table 40. Interrogative pronouns above. For instance, the
interrogative pronoun ui=da ‘how’ targets either a noun or an adjective, as in how is the
house? The house is big, but it cannot target an adverb. In order for ui=da to have an
adverbial function, it is required to take either -i ‘A/S>S:SE’, for intransitive predicates
or the factitive –o plus -kin ‘factitive-A/S>A:SE’, for transitive predicates. For instance,
in example (552) the interrogative pronoun takes the factitive suffix -o plus the referent
tracking -kin ‘A/S>A:SE’ since the head it modifies is a transitive predicate. The pronoun
ui=tiu ‘how many / how much’ may also take the reference tracking suffix -xun
‘A/S>A:PE’ to add a meaning of association of the entities targeted by the question word,
as in (553).
(552) uidokinkára
uánuxu
ui=da-o-kin=ka=ra=a
uan-nuxun
INT.PRO=COMP-FACT-A/S>A:SE=VAL=INT=3A/S take-A/S>A:FE
‘akëxa.
‘a-akë-x-a
do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘How did (he) do to carry (him)?’ (Conversacion_sobre_kamano_de_tornavistaET-CB-2012-11-26-CBR.24.2)
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(553) uitiuxukara
‘aia?
ui=tiu-xun=ka=ra=a
‘a-i-a
INT.PRO=QUANT-A/S>A:PE=VAL=INT=3A/S do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Among how many (people) dare doing (that)?’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-ET-HB-2015-07-03-CBR.95)
Interrogative pronouns may form a full constituent by themselseves, as in the
examples presented so far, or they can be part of a larger constituent. In this case, the
whole constituent occurs in initial position and the enclitic =ra attaches to the end of the
interrogative phrase, if occurring by itself. In example (554), the interrogative pronoun
ui=tiu occurs as a modifier of cha ‘big’ that, in turn, functions as the head of phrase.
(554) y uitiu
chakara
‘uchíti ain
pabí ‘ikë?
y ui=tiu
cha=ka=ra=a
‘uchíti ain
pabí ‘ikë
and INT.PRO=QUANT big=VAL=INT=3A/S dog 3.POSS ear be.IMPF.3
‘And how big is the dog’s ear?’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_II-APT-VP2015-07-09-CBR.195)
Polar questions (yes/no questions) are formally similar to content questions with
the difference that the former does not include an interrogative pronoun. Constituent
order in yes/no questions does not differ from that of basic declarative clauses. The initial
position in the clause may be filled, although it does not have to be, by a constituent,
which is salient in the discourse, as in (555). Polar questions may be positively (555) or
negatively biased (556). The marking of the negatively biased interrogative clause is
indicated by the general negator =ma ~ =mi (see §6.4 on the use of the negating enclitic
and §7.8 for different negating strategies).
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(555) bakakara
bëchunia?
baka=ka=ra=a
bëchun-i-a
water=VAL=INT=3AS wave-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Is the water wavy? (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-APT-VP-2015-0709-CBR.110)
(556) kara
bisima?
ka=ra=a
bis-i-i=ma
=VAL=INT=3A/S grab-IPFV-PROX=NEG
‘Isn’t it grabbing (it)?’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-ET-HB-2015-0703-CBR.121)

Alternative questions are formed using the conjunction o ‘or’ borrowed from
Spanish, which occurs between the coordinated phrases. This conjunction may coordinate
phrases of the same category, e.g. NP with NP. However, it is possible to present
alternative questions juxtaposing the clauses instead of using the conjunction o ‘or’.
Prosodically, the alternatives form a single intonation unit that shows a non-falling pitch
at the end of the whole utterance.
(557) kara
chukaima
o kara
sukukaia?
=ka=ra=a
chuka-i-i=ma
o =ka=ra=a
suku-ka-i-a
=VAL=INT=3A/S wash-IPFV-PROX=NEG or =VAL=INT=3A/S suck-TRIPFV-N.PROX
‘Is it not washing (it) or is it sucking (it)?’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_V-ET-HB-2015-07-06-CBR.147)

Clarification questions usually consist of a single word, the third person pronoun
a. The duration of the third person pronoun a in this function is as much as double the
duration of the same pronoun in its declarative use (0.250s for the example represented
by Figure 19). This pronoun shows a flat pitch that raises at the beginning of the vowel
until the end. In example (559), the first question with a ‘third person’ asks for
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clarification in response to the statement in (558), which is further explicited by the
following question in the same example.
(558) ama
Rosalindaida
idia
ka oi no!
a=ma Rosalinda=id=a id-i-a
ka oi no.
3=NEG R=VAL=3A/S ëd-i-a
=ka oi no
‘No, Rosalinda is looking (over here). What a shame!’
(Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR.357)
(559) a? Rosalindakara
idia
kara…
a
Rosalinda=ka=ra=a ëd-i-a
=ka=ra=a
3
R=VAL=INT=3A/S see-IMPF-N.PROX =VAL=INT=3A/S
i d ai ka r a
a s a ‘ia
‘What? Isu Rosalinda
lookings (over
here?’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06CBR.358.1-2)

Pitch (Hz)

Figure 19. a? (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR.358.1)
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The way a question is answered depends on the type of question asked (e.g.
clarification questions). Content questions are usually answered by just one constituent,
which provides the solicited piece of information. Declarative full clauses may also be
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used to answer this type of question with the constituent that answers the question in the
initial position, but this is less frequent in discourse. Section §9.2.1 discusses in more
detail the way to answer content questions. As for polar questions, they are mainly
answered by assenting (560) which is usually accompanied by a vertical head-movement.
In this example, the hearer replies with mmm confirming the content of the polar
question. It seems to be that there is not a conventionalized unique grammatical means
for answering polar questions; speakers answer them with a declarative clause that may
or may not contain the question’s main predicate. Clarification questions are usually
answered by repeating the original question or formulating it in a different way.
(560) udaínkara
‘iaxa?
umm
u=da=ín=ka=ra=a
‘i-a-x-a
umm
3=COMP=EXCL=VAL=INT=3A/S be-PFV-3-N.PROX
umm
‘Was it only that? Umm’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IV-ET-HB-201507- 05.159.3-160)
(561) a. mibë
kuaikë
akamakara?
mi=bë
kuai-kë
a=kama=ka=ra=a
2=COM.S play-N.FUT.NMLZ 3=PL=VAL=INT=3A/S
‘And who else played with you?’
b. a?
what?
c. mibë kuaikë akamara?
‘Who else played with you?’ (Conversación_sobre_lo_hecho_el_día_anteriorAP-JP-2012-09-30-CBR.20-22)
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7.7. IMPERATIVE, HORTATIVE AND JUSSIVE CLAUSES
Imperatives mainly serve to make requests and warnings, give advice and instructions
and offer invitations (Aikhenvald 2010:1-2). I will follow the standard terminology on
imperatives (König and Siemund 2007:303) and will reserve the label ‘imperative clause’
for those that address the second person. Hortative clauses, which address the first
person, and jussive clauses, which address the third person, are treated below. Imperative
clauses in Kakataibo are formally distinguished from other main clause types by three
main morphological features. First, predicates in imperative clauses cannot take final
obligatory verbal morphology (slots 8 ‘aspect/time’, 9 ‘person’ and 10 ‘affectiveness’), as
is frequent cross-linguistically (König and Siemund 2007:304). In other words, the
predicate consists of the bare verbal stem, which may or may not contain other verbal
morphology (e.g. associated motion suffixes, body-part prefixes, etc.). The second
distinguishing property of imperative clauses is that they do not allow for the presence of
sentential subject enclitics, which attach to the second-position clitic complex.
Additionally, imperative clauses require the presence of the second position clitic =ka
‘validational’; this clause type is incompatible with the other sentential second-position
enclitics such as =ri ‘validational 2’ and =id ‘evidential’. In example (562), it can be
noted that the main predicate does not carry any time/aspect, person and affectiveness
markers. In addition, the enclitic =mina ‘2A/S’ does not occur attached to the validational
enclitic =ka, as it would occur in declarative and interrogative clauses. Note, however,
that the validational enclitic =ka may be dropped in connected speech, as happens in
other clause types (see §7.3).
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(562) anuka
sënkaki
nisí!
a=nu=ka
sën-ka-kin
nis-n
3=LOC=VAL press-TR-A/S>A:SE stand.up-TRZR
‘Make (it) stand up there while pressing (it)!’ (Hacer_maspute-HG-ET-201507-22-CBR.13.1)
(563) karu
karu
a ná.
karu
karu
a nan
firewood firewood 3 put
‘Put firewood (on the fire for cooking)!’ (Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-1017-CBR.1.28)

Furthermore, imperative clauses do not allow any stem-final verbal morphology
(§5.5) such as -pun ‘hodiernal 1’, -on ‘last night’, etc., which are not part of the final
obligatory morphology. However, some speakers seem to have innovated a new
construction to indicate imperative, as in (564). Namely, a declarative clause with the
predicate suffixed by -a ‘perfective’ raises the implicature of making a request. This
subtype of imperative is perceived as stronger than the basic imperative construction
since it presupposes that the same command has already been made, probably more than
once, but the request has not been fulfilled. Other verbal morphology that expresses
mood such as -ida ‘counterfactual 1’, =ri ‘counterfactual 2’, -si ‘counterfactual 3’ cannot
be attached to predicates indicating imperative. Furthermore, the interrogative enclitic
=ra does not co-occur in this clause type.
(564) kaina
pia.
=ka=mina
pi-a
=VAL=2A/S eat-PFV
‘Eat!’ (lit. You have already eaten) (spontaneous speech)

The constituent order in imperative clauses follows the same principles as in
declarative clauses (see §7.3. The structure of the clause and the clausehood continuum
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for the structure of the clause and §Chapter 9 on focus and constituent order). That is, the
verb always occurs at the end of the clause; no constituent may follow it in this type of
clause. In addition, the information unit that is perceived as the most relevant in the
discourse occurs in the initial position of the clause.
(565) ‘atapa ñuínka
bi!
‘atapa ñuín=ka
bis
chiken spirit=VAL grab
‘Take a picture of the chicken!’ (Hacer_maspute-HG-ET-2015-07-22CBR.57.10)

Loan verbs from Spanish do not require the presence of an auxiliary verb when
used as an imperative (566). Borrowed verbs keep their high tone in the last syllable, as
they do when occurring with an auxiliary verb in other speech acts.
(566) ka
ë mi
radio prestá!
ka
ë mi=n
radio prestá
=VAL 1 2=POSS radio lend
‘Lend me your stereo!’ (Spontaneous sentences)

Negative imperative clauses show the same properties of affirmative declarative
ones (e.g. lack of final verbal morphology, etc.), but in addition they require the presence
of the suffix -xun ‘A/S>A:PE’ and the general negator =ma attached to the predicate
stem, as in (567). Emphatic negative imperative clauses additionally require the presence
of an auxiliary verb agreeing with the main predicate transitivity value occurring at the
end of the clause, as illustrated in (568). Negation of imperatives is further discussed in
§7.8 under negation.
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(567) bësí
ñuribi
mëxuma!
bësi naë ‘iruxuma!
bësi=n
ñu=ribi
më-xun=ma!
bësi naë ‘i-ru-xun=ma
other=POSS thing=ADD touch-A/S>A:PE=NEG other farm be-UPA/S>A:PE=NEG
‘Do not touch other (people’s) things! Do not go up to other (people’s) farm.’
(Sobre_hermanos_religiosos-NM-2014-06-24-CBR.1.126-127)
(568) banaxumaka
‘a!
bana-xun=ma=ka
‘a
speak-A/S>A:PE=NEG=VAL do
‘Do not speak!’ (Spontaneous speech)

In terms of prosody, imperative clauses are identified by a falling final tone,
which distinguishes them from interrogative clauses. In addition, they do not show
glotalization of the last segment of the utterance, which distinguishes them from
declarative clauses. For instance, consider Figure 20 corresponding to (569) where the
pitch goes down sharply at the last vowel i and no glottalization of this segment is found.
However, a final rising intonation, similar to questions, may be used to soften the request
making it more polite and less forceful. This is shown in Figure 21 corresponding to the
clause in example (570), which was uttered towards a baby whose clothes were falling
down in a funny manner. Note that the lack of glottalization also holds with this
intonation type. Word-final coda consonants that are allowed to surface in other contexts,
get dropped in imperative clauses, as illustrated in the examples below.
(569) nërioki
‘ibí
nërioki
‘ibin
closer-FACT-A/S>A:SE shoo
‘Shoo (the chicken) closer here!’ (Hacer_maspute-HG-ET-2015-07-22-CBR.57.1)
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Figure 20. Falling final intonation in imperative clause. nërioki ‘ibin! ‘shoo away the chiken closer to here!’
(Hacer_maspute-HG-ET-2015-07-22-CBR.57.1)
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(570) min
kaxumi
kaxumi
chupaká mënió.
mi=n
kaxu=mi kaxu=mi chupa=ka mënion.
2=POSS back=DAT back=DAT cloth=VAL fix
‘Fix your clothes at your back!’
(Periodistas_van_a_llegar_a_la_comunidad_mañana-HB-2014-07-07-CBR.1.19)
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Figure 21. Rasing intonation in imperative clause. min kaxumi min kaxumi min chupa mënion! ‘Fix your clothes at
your back!’ (Periodistas_van_a_llegar_a_la_comunidad_mañana-HB-2014-07-07-CBR.1.19)
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The suffix -tan ‘go and do X’ is usually found in predicates used in the
imperative. In addition to adding a motion component to the predicate, -tan is also used
to indicate a stronger, more forceful request than that expressed by predicates without
them. In this case, sometimes the motion meaning is lost and only the emphatic
imperative meaning is kept.
(571) ëdnunká
bëná uniká
mi
bani
ëd-nu=n=ka
bënat uni=ka
mi=n
banin
see-A/S>A:FE=A/S=VAL young K.person=VAL 2=POSS peach.palm
chumái
uantá […]
chukuma-i
uan-tan
small-A/S>S:SE take-GO
‘Take your big peach palm arrow in order to (go) see (the enemies), young man!
[…]’ (Xoncha-LR-2012-10-27-CBR.1.8)
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Hortatives, those constructions that express directive speech acts to a group of
people including the first person, differ widely from other clause types. Hortative
constructions do not allow any sentential second-position enclitics, e.g. validational,
subject pronouns, etc. In addition, hortatives do not take any final obligatory morphology
(verbal slots 8 to 10). Instead, the verb is nominalized with -ti ‘future nominalizer’ and
then suffixed with the reference-tracking morpheme -kin A/S>A:SE (see also §8.3.3 on
insubordination), producing a verbal form such as V-ti-kin (572). However, it is not
uncommon to hear requests addressing the first person with the verb nominalized but
without the suffix -kin A/S>A:SE, as shown by the contrast in (573) where one hortative
clause drops the reference tracking suffix while the next one keeps it. Negative hortatives
(see also §7.8) are expressed by attaching the general negator =ma ~ =mi to the predicate
after the future nominalizer -ti but before the suffix -kin (574). Negative hortatives do not
allow the variant of dropping the reference-tracking suffix, however.
(572) no voucher mayatiki!
no voucher maya-ti-kin
no voucher give.back-FUT.NMLZ-A/S>A:SE
‘No, let’s return the voucher!’ (Llamada_telefónica_sobre_documentos-4CHAP-AP-24-08-2014-CBR.121.1)
(573) kuai kwan-ti!
kuai kwan-ti
play go-FUT.NMLZ
‘Let’s go play!
CBR.450.1-2)

kwantiki!
kwan-ti-kin
go-FUT.NMLZ
Let’s go!’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-
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(574) udai
‘itimaki
oi!
u=da-i
‘i-ti=ma-kin
oi
3=COMP-A/S>S:SE be-FUT.NMLZ=NEG-A/S>A:SE dude
‘Let’s not be like that, hey!’ (Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-10-17-CBR.1.32)

Optatives in Kakataibo, commands addressing a third person, are identified by the
presence of the free-standing particle iná ‘optative’. Optative clauses do not show any
slot 1 and sentential enclitics. The predicate in the hortative construction may host any of
the reference-tracking suffixes, but cannot receive any final verbal morphology, as in
(575). However, more study on the syntax and semantics of this construction is still
needed.
(575) ‘ati
mi
naë
‘a-ti
mi=n
naë
do-FUT.NMLZ 2=POSS dig

chakámipatánkëxu
chakat-mi-pat-tankëxun
fall.down-CAUS-DOWN-A/S>A/S:SE

iná ëdkinu […]
iná ëd-ki-nu
let see-INTR-A/S>S:FE
‘In order to make (your farm), after chopping down (the trees in) your farm, let
them dry […]’ (Comunicado_sobre_trabajo_estudios-PP-2012-07-12-CBR.1.6)

Another construction that expresses a related speech act is that of monitories
(König and Siemund 2007:315-316), which communicate a warning to a second person
addressee. In Kakataibo, warnings are expressed using a construction requiring the
presence of the second person subject enclitic pronoun =mina, disallowing any other
type of sentential second-position enclitic. In this construction, the enclitic =mina always
occurs in the initial position in the clause. In addition, the verb takes final morphology, as
in declarative and interrogative clauses. In example (576), the speaker is making sure that
people in the community do not kill his raised tapir by accident. Different from other
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constructions conveying directive speech acts, monitory constructions may also combine
with mood verbal suffixes as -si ‘counterfactual’. Example (577) comes from a traditional
story where two young men set out to find an enemy’s group village without telling
anyone. The older of them warns his companion about a hypothetical event that he might
perform.
(576) ‘ó anká
‘arakakë […]
a mina tuati
‘ana
‘ó a=n=ka=a
‘araka-kë […]
a mina tuati
‘a-ana
tapir 3=A/S=VAL=3A/S raise-N.FUT.NMLZ 3 =2A/S shotgun do-A/S>A/S:SE
‘ai.
‘a-i
do-IPFV
‘That (is) raised tapir (not wild tapir). Beware of killing (it) with a shotgun!’
(Comunicado_sobre_cria_de_sachavaca-NN-2012-10-19-CBR.1.6)
(577) […] mina ñuisi […]
=mina ñui-si-i
=2A/S narrate-CF-A/S>S:SE
‘[…] watch out you would tell (them) […]’ (Xoncha-LR-2012-10-27-CBR.1.8)
The following table aims to summarize the main properties of the different simplex
clause types reviewed in this subsection.
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Table 41. Main properties of simplex clauses types

Validationals
(e.g.
=ka,
=ri, =id)
Declarative yes
Interrogative yes
Imperative
yes
Hortative
no
Optative
no
Monitories
no

=ra
‘INT’
no
yes
no
no
no
no

Subject
pronoun
enclitics
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes17

Final verbal NMLZ
morphology

Final
intonation

yes
yes
no
no
no
yes

falling
rising
falling16
falling
falling
falling

no
no
no
yes
no
no

7.8. NEGATIVE CLAUSES
The most common way to negate a verbal main clause in Kakataibo involves the use of
the negative enclitic =ma ~ =mi (see §6.4). Basic declarative clauses are negated by
attaching the negator enclitic =ma ~ =mi to the predicate carrying the obligatory verbal
morphology (tense/aspect, person and affectiveness) when they are marked for the
imperfective aspect (578). However, predicates not marked in the imperfective aspect,
those marked for perfective and those only marked for tense, and the predicates
containing -pun ‘hodiernal 1’ and -nët ‘last night’, which only combine with the suffix -i
‘imperfective’, require the presence of the auxiliary verb ‘i ‘be’ when negated. This
auxiliary carries all the verbal morphology from slots 8 ‘aspect/time’ to the last slot 10
‘affectiveness’ whereas the main semantic predicate occurs as a subordinate verb, marked
by -i ‘A/S>S:SE, and carries the negator =ma ~ =mi. Examples (579) and (580) show the
use of auxiliary verbs to indicate negation in a predicate marked for imperfective aspect
and for another marked for non-imperfective aspect, respectively. Other constructions
16
17

Rising intonation may also be used for softening the request.
Only for the second person.
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that require the presence of an auxiliary verb, e.g. -nuxun-construction, loan verbs, etc.,
are negated in the same way, as shown in (581) and (582), respectively.
(578) ‘aibiká
aí
bënë
xanuxu
kaima.
‘ai=bi=ka=a
ain
bënë
xanu-xun
ka-i-i=ma
then=CONT=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS husband woman-A/S>A:PE tell-IPFVPROX=NEG
‘But they do not tell their husband, being women.’
(Instalacion_de_fabrica_de_chiringa-AM-2012-11-22-CBR.1.83)
(579) anuka
anuka
Percila banaima
a=nu=ka=a
a=nu=ka=a
Percila bana-i=ma
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S 3=LOC=VAL=3A/S P.
speak-A/S>S:SE=NEG
‘ipuni
on.
‘i-pun-i
on
be-HOD1-IPFV dude
‘And Percila did not say anything earlier today, dude.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP2014-11-06-CBR.151.5)
(580) […] ‘aibi
a nëtë lunesna
aima
‘ióxa.
‘ai=bi
a nëtë lunes=na
u-i=ma
‘i-on-x-a
then=CONT 3 sky Monday=TEMP come-A/S>S:SE=NEG be-HST-3N.PROX
‘[…] but [he] did not come yesterday, on Monday.’
(Conversación_sobre_difunto-CB-HB-2014-12-02-CBR.148.1)
(581) […] dapikana
ñu ‘anuxuma
‘ai.
dapi=ka=na
ñu ‘a-nuxun=ma
‘a-i
DUBT=VAL=3A/S thing do-A/S>A:FE=NEG do-IPFV
‘I think I am not going to do any of my work (on the wood since it has been
raining a lot).’ (Sobre_hermanos_religiosos-NM-2014-06-24-CBR.1.30)
(582) […] mi
ainsi
salvá ‘aima.
mi=n
ainsi
salvá ‘a-i=ma
2=POSS relative save do-IPFV=NEG
‘[…] (you) do not save your relatives’. (Anuncio_sobre_titulo_de_la_comunidadAM-2014-06-10-CBR.1.107)
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The use of double negation in Kakataibo expresses emphatic negation and/or
contradiction with a presupposition corresponding to the prejacent of the negated
proposition. Strucuturally, double negation is marked once on the predicate, as described
above, and a second negation of the form a=ma ‘3=NEG’ occurs immediately after the
predicate. In terms of prosody, these two grammatical words usually form a single
phonological word in spontaneous speech with the corresponding deletion of the first
vowel of the negative pronoun. In the following example, the speaker is complaining
about the fact that the Kakataibo people do not make their farms as big as mestizo people
do and assumes that they have repeatedly been told to enlarge their agricultural areas.
(583) udokinkana
no
u=da-o-kin=ka=na
no
3=COMP-FACT-A/S>A:SE=VAL=1A/S non-K.person
naëoima
ama.
naë-o-i-i=ma
a=ma
farm-FACT-IPFV-PROX=NEG 3=NEG
‘Mestizo people do not make their farms in that way (they make them much
bigger).’ (Cómo_hacer_chacra-ET-2012-11-02-CBR.1.22)
Negation in interrogative (584) and imperative clauses (585) follows the same
negating strategies as basic declarative clauses. However, emphatic negative imperative
clauses also require the presence of an auxiliary agreeing with the main semantic
predicate’s transitivity value. In this type of construction, the negator =ma ~ =mi attaches
to the grammaticality subordinate predicate, the main semantic predicate. Note that in this
construction, the subordinate verb tends to occur in initial position of the clause, before
sentential second-position enclitics. Example (586) illustrates emphatic negative
imperatives. Hortative constructions (see §7.7) are also negated by =ma ~ =mi. However,
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the negative enclitic does not occur at the very end of the predicate, but rather
immediately before the final -kin ‘A/S>A:SE’ suffix, as in (587).
(584) o kara
ñu puchima?
o ka=ra=a
ñu puchi-i-i=ma
or VAL=INT=3A/S thing gut-IPFV-PROX=NEG
‘Or is not something’s gut exploding?’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_VET-HB-2015-07-06-CBR.107)
(585) ‘unpaxka
kuaixuma.
‘unpax=ka kuai-xun=ma
water=VAL play-A/S>A:PE=NEG
‘Do not play with water’ (Sobre_motor_de_luz-Lucio-2014-06-24-CBR.1.4)
(586) kwëbixumaka
‘a!
kwëbit-xun=ma=ka
‘a
talk.back-A/S>A:PE=NEG=VAL do
‘Do not talk back!’ (Elicited?)
(587) udai
u=da-i
3=COMP-A/S>S:SE
‘Let’s not be like that!’

‘itimaki.
‘i-ti=ma-kin
be-FUT.NMLZ=NEG-A/S>A:SE
(Anuncio_sobre_cocina-MB-2012-10-17-CBR.1.32)

In addition to the general negator =ma ~ =mi, two other negating morphemes
exist: -kama ‘NEG 2’ and -yama ‘NEG 3’. In contrast to =ma ~ =mi, the negating
suffixes -kama and -yama may only occur in between the predicate stem and the final
obligatory verbal morphology (e.g. time/aspect, person and affectiveness), but not at the
end of the word. Furthermore, these two negating suffixes do not require the presence of
an auxiliary verb when combining with non-imperfective morphology, as shown in (588).
In addition, the frequency in discourse of these two last negating suffixes is very low in
my dataset, counting as less than a handful of instances for each of them. The suffix
-yama seems to have a similar function as the negator =ma ~ =mi, but with a more
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restricted distribution. Note that other Panoan languages such as Shipibo-Konibo
(Valenzuela 2003) and Yaminahua (Faust and Loos 2002:41) have a probably cognate –
yama negating suffix with similar distribution (e.g. non-final) as a standard means of
negation, as =ma ~ =mi does in Kakataibo. This fact suggests that -yama might be a
fossilized negator in modern Kakataibo. The other negator -kama is only used in the
context of circumstantial abilitive negation (see §5.6.2; see Valle 2015 also for further
discussion). Example (589) comes from the creation myth where God is failing to create
people in a correct manner and uses the uniokamati to express so to his female cross
cousin.
(588) uinábi
bësí
diná ‘unaiamaxi
si o no?
uinábi
bësí
dinan ‘unan-yama-a-x-i
si o no?
IND.ANIM=CONT other=POSS think think-NEG3-PERF-3-PROX right
‘Nobody knows somebody else’s thought, right?’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-201411-06-CBR.445.7)
(589) […] uni
pikutia
kana
[…] uni
piku-t-i-a
=ka=na
K.person take.out-REFL-IPFV-N.PROX =VAL=1A/S
uniokámati
nukë
uni
uni-o-kama-ti
nukë
uni
get.created-FACT-NEG2-FUT.NMLZ 1PL.O/POSS K.person
ënëkaramina
uida
oti
‘ai
ë
‘aini […]
ënë=ka=ra=mina
ui=da
o-ti
‘a-i
ë=n
‘aini
this=VAL=INT=2A/S INT.PRO=COMP do-FACT do-IPFV 1=POSS cousin
‘[…] “people are coming out (as birds). I cannot create them (well). How do we
have to make our people, female cousin?” […]’ (Cómo_se_creoó_la_tierra-DR2012-11-10-CBR.1.11)

The following table summarizes the main properties of the different negating
constructions in Kakataibo according to the position of the negative morpheme with
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regard to the grammatical status of the predicate to which they attach and their position
within the word.
Table 42. Summary of negative constructions properties

Construction / TAM
Imperfective
Double negation
Negative imperative
Negative interrogative

Negation on Head
Final
Internal
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

Negation on dependent
no
no
no
no

Perfective
Past18
-nuxun future
Emphatic negative imperative
Circumstantial modality
Borrowed verbs

no
no
no
no
no
no

no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Negative hortative
Negative abilitive -kama ‘NEG 2’
-yama ‘NEG 3’

no
no
no

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

18

The past category includes all the morphology indicating past time, including -pun ‘HOD1’ and -nët ‘last
night’.
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Chapter 8. Clause combining

8.1. INTRODUCTION
Kakataibo shows a very elaborate system for linking clauses that includes three major
strategies: switch-reference clauses (§8.2), nominalized clauses (§8.3) and reported
speech clauses (§10.4). These strategies mainly involve the subordination of a clause (e.g.
switch-reference and clausal nominalization), co-subordination (switch-reference clause
chaining) and linking relation where the degree of subordination is not entirely obvious
(reported speech clauses).
Clause linking in Kakataibo is principally marked by a large set of verbal suffixes
(nineteen switch reference and four nominalizing), which occur in a paradigmatic relation
to each other and instead of the stem-final verbal suffixes from Slots 10 -12 (§5.5). These
clause combining suffixes are portmanteau morphemes that encode other grammatical
categories such as co-referentiality, or not, and the temporal relation to its matrix clause.
Otherwise, linking clauses tend to show most morpho-syntatic properties of an
independent clause. Subordinate clauses are obligatorily verb final and never follow the
main clause predicate. These clauses express a variety of functions including nominal and
verbal modification, complementation, and may even stand alone as an independent
clause (insubordination).
The use of these clause combining strategies is very pervasive in Kakataibo
connected speech across discourse genera. Furthermore, these clauses may be formed by
a relatively large number of subordinate clauses in everyday speech.
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8.2. SWITCH-REFERENCE
Switch-reference “consists simply in the fact that a switch in subject of agent […] is
[signaled] obligatorily in certain situations by a morpheme […], which may or may not
carry other meanings in addition” (Jacobsen 1967:240). In Kakataibo, switch reference
suffixes show certain variations from this canonical view of the category and encode
three different functional categories: i) the target core grammatical relations in the two
clauses, ii) co-referentiality, or not, between a core argument in the dependent and matrix
clauses, and iii) the temporal relation between the events of the two clauses. Target core
grammatical relations in the switch-reference system consist of A (subject of transitive
verb), S (subject of intransitive verb) and O (object of transitive verb). In terms of
temporal relationships between the clauses, three distinctions are made: preceding,
simultaneity and following. For instance, the switch-reference suffix -këbë ‘A/S≠S:SE’
(§8.2.2.2) indicates that either the A or S argument of the dependent clause is not coreferential with the S argument of the matrix clause and that the two events involved are
simultaneous in time.
Switch-reference suffixes are labeled expressing the arguments involved following the
convention shown next. The label begins with the arguments involved in the dependent clause A,
S or O, e.g. A/S as in the suffix -këbë ‘A/S≠S:SE’. This is followed by a ‘>’ or ‘≠’ sign
expressing co-referentiality or not, respectively. Next, the target argument in the matrix clause is
expressed, S in the suffix -këbë. Note that the ‘/’ symbol indicates that either of the core
arguments preceding or following it can be present, e.g. as in A/S, either the A or S argument.
Finally, the temporal relation between the events is added: PE indicates that the event of the
dependent clause is prior to that of the matrix clause, SE expresses that the events are
simultaneous, and FE expresses that the event of the dependent clause follows in time that of the
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matrix clause. For the suffix -ana(n), the symbol ‘∧’ indicates an additional grammatical

requirement.
In the previous discussion of switch-reference I have referred to dependent and
matrix clauses. The dependent clause usually works as a modifier of the matrix clause.
For instance, in (590) the clause [nukën ‘akin] stands as a dependent clause in relation to
the clause [abamia], as suggested by the bracketing. Clauses marked with a switchreference suffix may function as either a dependent or matrix clause with respect to
another clause. Consider example (591) where the clause with the predicate uan-kin takeA/S>A:SE modifies the clause with the predicate papi-i, which functions as the matrix
clause for the former clause, as the bracketing suggests. This matrix clause, in turn, also
functions as a dependent clause of its matrix clause with the predicate ‘i-xun. In a similar
fashion, this matrix clause with the predicate ‘i-xun functions as a dependent clause with
respect to the final predicate nis-akë-x-a. Note that the subject person second-position
enclitics always cross-reference the A or S argument of the main clause predicate, the
verb occurring in final position carrying aspect, person and affectiveness suffixes (§5.5).
In contrast to clauses marked with a switch-reference suffix, clauses with final verbal
morphology (Slots 9-12, §5.5) may only function as matrix clauses. Switch-reference
marked dependent clauses in Kakataibo always preceed their corresponding matrix
clauses and, thus, they never occur after the verb carrying stem-final verbal morphology
(cf. Zariquiey 2011a:566-568 where a switch-reference marked clause may follow the
main clause predicate).
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(590) [[ nukë
‘akin]
abamia].
nukën
‘a-kin
abat-mi-i-a
1PL.O/POSS do-A/S>A run-CAUS-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The mosquito)i biting us, (the mosquito) makes us run.’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_III-ET- HB-2015-07-04 LVII.27)
(591) […] [[[[ bësi bësi mëd uanki]idá
papi]
bësi bësi mëd uan-kin=id=a
papi-i
other other soil carry-A/S>A:SE=EVID=3A/S carry-A/S>S:SE
‘ixu]
chuna
nobë
niákëxa].
‘ixu
chuna
no=bë
nis-akë-x-a
be-A/S>A:PE spider.monkey non-K.person=COM.S stand.up-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘The spider monkey walked with the mestizo person carrying (him), taking (him)
to different lands […]’ (Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22-CBR.1.9)

Dependent clauses may modify the immediately following clause or the sentence
final clause, but they may not modify, or have as their matrix clause, a non-adjacent, nonfinal clause. This syntactic requirement between dependent and matrix clauses holds
regardless of the position in which the dependent clause occurs in the sentence (cf.
Zariquiey 2011a:566-567 for the distinction between converbs and switch-reference
clauses in the Lower Aguaytía dialect of Kakataibo), e.g. before second-position
enclitics. For instance, in example (591) above, the dependent clause [bësi bësi mëd
uanki], occurring before the second-position clitic complex =id=a, modifies the
immediately following clause [papi], as suggested by the choice of switch-reference
suffix -kin ‘A/S>A:SE’, which requires a transitive predicate in the matrix clause.
However, it is more common in connected speech for the switch-reference marked clause
occurring in initial position, before the second-position enclitics, to have the final clause
as its matrix clause.
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The San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo shows 19 switch-reference suffixes
(compared to 20 in the Lower Aguaytía dialect, Zariquiey 2011a:572), which are
presented in Table 43. These suffixes are divided according to whether they encode
subject co-referentiality or not and whether the O argument is involved in the coreferentiality relation or not. These suffixes occur in a paradigmatic relationship to each
other; only one switch-reference suffix is allowed per verbal word. In addition, switchreference suffixes occur instead of final verbal morphemes from Slots 10 ‘Aspect’, 11
‘Third person’ and 12 ‘Affectiveness, but they may co-occur with the final morphemes
from Slot 9 ‘Tense’.
Table 43. Switch-reference suffixes

Same subject
-i
S/A>S:SE
-kin
S/A>A:SE
-a
S/A>S:PE, SE
-xun
S/A>A:PE,SE
-tankë
S/A>S:PE
-tankëxun S/A>A:PE
-nu
A/S>S:FE
-nuxun
A/S>A:FE
-tanan
S/A>S/A:SE
-ana(n)
S/A>S/A:SE∧
O≠O:SE

Different subject
-këbëtan A/S≠A:SE
-këbë
A/S≠S:SE
-mainun A/S≠A/S:SE
-á
A/S≠A/S:PE

Object to subject

Argument to object
-ia
S/A/O>O:SE

-kë
O>S:PE
-këxun O>A:PE

-këtian S/A/O>O:PE

-nun A/S≠A/S:FE

Switch-reference suffixes in Kakataibo are used pervasively in connected speech.
The number of switch-reference marked clauses per sentence varies considerably but is
only restricted in the upper limit by processing constraints. Sentences such as (592),
where the switch-reference suffixes are in bold for ease of identification, contains 51
clauses marked with a switch-reference suffix and only one main clause verb
kaniodamoxa ‘grew up’ occurring in the final position of the clause carrying stem-final
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verbal suffixes. Sentences like this one are not rare nor the longest in my sample and
serve to exemplify the complexity of the use of the switch-reference system as it is
employed in everyday speech and across discursive genera. These suffixes serve the
function of tracking reference in multi-clausal constructions throughout discourse,
enabling the speech-act participants to know ‘who is doing what to whom’ in cases where
core arguments are non-overt. Switch-reference marked clauses function mainly as
adverbial modifiers of different sorts, e.g. manner, temporal, concessive, purposive,
conditional, reason, etc. In addition, clauses marked with a switch-reference suffix may
occur as the only clause in a sentence, without the presence of a corresponding matrix
clause, in a construction reminiscent of insubordination (Evans 2007). Furthermore,
switch-reference marked clauses may be required by a syntactic construction, e.g.
negation of predicates marked with a tense marker (§7.8) without necessarily being used
with the primary function of adverbial modification. Discursively, clauses marked for
switch-reference tend to be used to provide background information for the event
expressed by the main clause predicate, but they are also found being used to advance the
narrative line.
(592) ‘atia në mëisuma kaniokana ‘ai kiakaidá bia taxa taxakuti abiidá ënë minkaina
mëkë rabëta biá ënëkaidá pia kati kabianki uá uá abi abi abi abi uaxukaina nukua
nukuxu akënë uni ‘akënkama maxëda pia uidoti ama bakë tuáñumakana ‘ai uni
tuáñumana ‘ai ñu uamitika ñu uamitika kaniotika bëtikaidá anu mi rakuá aí xanu
‘iná aí xanu ‘inaxuidá sonpá sonpákëidá uni so sokë pimia kanio ‘óina ñuina
mëxu ‘amika kanio ñu nami kanio bëná ‘ai anu kanio kaniokë anubi anukaidá në
uidokinkara në ën papa manë sarankati banoia abi kanio kanioidá manë sarankati
banoia papanka aí manë sarankati ëdoki banoia kixunkaidá ta ‘atiankaidá
kanáñuma ñankáiki kanáñuma ‘ibika kanáñuma ai a nëtë naíkamó ‘urama
ënënukaidá naíka ënënuka mundo ‘ia ‘urama ‘urama ‘uramakaidá mundo ‘ia a
nëtë ‘urama ‘i nëtë badi ‘imakë ‘aidá mundo uarú ama ‘i naíkamó ënë uaru
‘uramara ‘uramarakaidá mundo ‘ikë ‘uramaraidá naí ‘atiankaidá uarúkëmaidá nia
bibianki uarúka ‘ati ‘aidá ‘aidá kanio kanioxunká papanká aí manë banaoti ëdoki
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banaoia kixunkaidá ka kakëxuidá ta abi ta aín tuá aín tita aín papa ñu ‘ai kwañá
kwañaidá ta abi ‘uná ‘unankë ‘aidá ‘unankë abi ta abi ta abi ta abëtabi ‘aidá ‘uná
‘unána ‘unáki ‘aidá abëtabi manan kwaruxu anu bano udoki abi manan kwaruxu
bano mana kwaruxuidá manan kwaruxu tëëë unukara nipa nipakëxu abi nipakë
‘aidá kaná abi uá ëdoki ën pa ninixu ëdnubi ‘ana ‘ai kwani ki uá kabiankiidá uá
uankë 'aidá nëtëa nëtëkaidá anukaidá naíkamó kanáñu ‘aimabi naíkamó kanáñuma
naíkamóidá tëëëë aka ë bakë bëchikëkama ën bakë bëchikëka manë sarankati
uaxu uaxu uania kuati kixukaidá amá nankëma kaniodamoxa.
(Cuento_de_sirena-CB-2012-11-29-CBR.1.15)

Given the complexity of the system of switch-reference in Kakataibo in terms of
the grammatical categories they encode and the large number of these suffixes, it is not
uncommon to find instances in connected speech in which the switch-reference suffixes
are not used according to the rules discussed here. Further differences are also found in
the use and number of switch-reference suffixes across different generations of speakers.
However, the following discussion of each of the switch-reference suffixes aims at
providing a general characterization of them that is shared by most speakers, although
room is left for variation.

8.2.1. Same subject
The set of same subject switch-reference suffixes contains ten members. These suffixes
share the property that they have as a target argument either the A or S grammatical
relation in the dependent clause while in the matrix clause they may target both of these
relations or just one. In addition, they show a temporal relation of precedence,
simultaneity and posteriority among the events of the dependent and matrix clauses.
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8.2.1.1. -ki(n): A/S dependent clause = A matrix clause, simultaneous event
(A/S>A:SE)
The suffix -kin indicates the co-referentiality of the subject, A and S arguments, of the
dependent clause with the A argument of the target or controlling clause. The events of
the two clauses are perceived as simultaneous. Note that the simultaneity of the events
does not necessarily need to be perfect; the events merely need to show some overlap in
time to be considered simultaneous. Sentences (593) and (594) show instances of the use
of -kin attached to an intransitive and a transitive predicate, respectively.
(593) baí
kwankíkána
nu ñu
bari.
bai=n
kwan-kin=ka=na
nu ñu
bari-i
road=INST go-A/S>A:SE=VAL=1A/S 1PL thing look.for-IPFV
‘Going through the road, we hunt animals.’ (Ir_a_cazar-LG-2012-10-19-CBR
CXV.1.6)
(594)

[…] ‘aidá
ën
papa ë ai
bana ‘ëdëki
‘ai=id=a
ë=n
papa ë ain
bana ‘ëdë-kin
then=EVID=3A/S 1=POSS father 1 3POSS word advice-A/S>A:SE
sokiankëxa.
so-t-kin-akë-x-a
sit.down-REFL-APL1-REM.PST-3-NPROX
‘[…] then my father lived with (other people) advising me.’
(Cómo_debían_guardar_luto-LR-2012-11-23-CBR XVI.1.20)

In addition to its reference-tracking function, the suffix -kin A/S>A:SE occurs in
two other constructions, narrow focus marking and hortative. In these two constructions
the verb receiving the -kin suffix functions as the main predicate and does not need to,
but may, co-occur with one or more additional clauses. Thus, argument co-referentiality
and temporal relation do not seem to play a role in these two constructions since only one
predicate suffices to form a full clause.
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In its narrow focused use, the suffix -kin attaches to a nominal element, which
occurs as the only constituent of an utterance answering the question under discussion
(see §9.2.1). By attaching -kin to the single constituent, the answer is perceived as being
more finite, even though the verb and its obligatory verbal morphology do not occur
overtly, as illustrated in (595). While switch-reference suffixes may attach to verbal and
non-verbal bases, they cannot be attached to second-position clitics (see §6.1). However,
the suffix -kin, but not other switch-reference suffixes, may attach to the clitic =dapi
‘uncertainty’, when occurring in this function, e.g. ‘asa=dapi-kin manioc=UNCERTA/S>A:SE ‘there is manioc, maybe.’
(595) Q. uitiu
‘uchíti bakëkara
anu
‘ikë?
ui-tiu
‘uchíti bake=ka=ra=a
a=nu
‘ikë
INT.PRO-QUANT dog offspring=VAL=INT=3A/S 3=LOC be-3.IPFV
‘How many little dogs are there?’ (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IV- ETHB-2015-07-05 LVIII.101)
A. rabë́ ki.
rabët-kin
two-A/S>A:PE
‘There are two.’(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IV-ET-HB-2015-07-05
LVIII.102)

As for the hortative construction, the suffix -kin occurs attached to a nominalized
verb, which is derived only by the suffix -ti ‘future nominalizer’, as shown in (596). In
this construction, more than one constituent may be overt, which makes it more clauselike. However, second-position enclitics are not allowed in this construction making it
less prototypically clause-like (see §7.3)
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(596) profe kuai
kwantiki!
profe kuai-i
kwan-ti-kin
teacher play-A/S>S:SE go-FUT.NMLZ-A/S>A:SE
‘Teacher, let’s go play (soccer)!’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR
LXVI.450.3)

8.2.1.2. -i: A/S dependent clause = S matrix clause, simultaneous event (A/S>S:SE)
The suffix -i is used to indicate that the A or S argument of the dependent clause is coreferential with the S argument of the matrix clause and the two events are considered to
be simultaneous. As in the case of the suffix -kin, simultaneity does not need to be perfect
but some time overlapping of the two events is required. Examples (597) and (598),
coming from the same traditional story, show the use of -i attached to a transitive and an
intransitive verb, respectively.
(597) [...] bimiín
piidá
chuna
niákëxi.
bimi=ín
pi-i=id=a
chuna
nis-akë-x-i
fruit=EXCL eat-A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S spider.monkey walkREM.PST-3-PROX
‘[…] the spider monkey walked eating only fruits.’ (Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22CBR = XII.1.10)
(598) [...] chunan
titami
chuna=n
tita=mi
spider.monkey=POSS mother=DAT
bëchipatiidá
no ‘i-akë-x-a.
bë-ëchit-pat-i=id=a
no ‘i-akë-x-a
head-grup.up-down-A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S alter be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[...] the mestizo person lived having children with the big spider monkey.’
(Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22-CBR = XII.1.15)
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In addition, the suffix -i A/S>S:SE also occurs in a grammaticalized construction
where the event of the subordinate clause is conceived of as occurring after the event of
the matrix clause, which is always headed by the verb kwan ‘go’. This construction
usually receives a future or purposive reading of the predicate to which the suffix -i
attaches, while the matrix clause verb functions as an auxiliary without a clear semantic
content, as shown in the example below. Notice that in this use of -i subject coreferentiality still holds.
(599) [...] nu
a veces
pitima
ñu
bari
nu
a veces
pi-ti=ma
ñu
b ari-i
1PL.A/S sometimes eat-FUT.NMLZ=NEG thing look.for-A/S>S:SE
kwani
kwan-i
go-IPFV
‘[…] we go to hunt (when we) sometimes do not (have) food.’
(Como_hacer_chacra-ET-2012-11-02-CBR XXI.1.29)

Negation of verbs showing temporal suffixes require the use of a verb complex
(see §7.8) involving a dependent verb carrying the main semantic content marked with
the switch-reference suffix -i and the negator =ma and a main verb carrying the tense
morphology, as illustrated by (600). Again, notice that subject co-referentiality also holds
in this construction.
(600) kwanima
‘itëkëxaxi
ya.
kwan-i=ma
‘i-tëkën-ëxan-x-i
ya
go-A/S>S:SE=NEG be-ITR-REC.PST-3-PROX ok
‘(He) did not go again the other day.’ (Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-1028-CBR XLVI.1.14)
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In addition to the uses of -i where co-referentiality of A/S>S occurs, the suffix -i
can also be used to track the co-reference of the A/S argument of the dependent clause
with the O argument of the target clause and the two events are simultaneous: A/S>O:SE,
as shown in (601) and (602) for both an intransitive and a transitive predicate,
respectively. In (601), a non-overt first person pronoun functions as the A argument of
the final verb kuat ‘to hear’ while the NPs uni ñu ‘unankë ‘people who know things’ and
ën ainsi ‘my relatives’ function as the O argument of that verb, which in turn function as
the S argument of the verb bana ‘to speak’. Note that this function of -i has only been
attested with verbs of perception, such as kuat ‘hear’, ëd ‘see’, etc. in the target clause.
Because of the lack of productivity of -i in this function, I have opted to continue
referring to it by the label A/S>S:SE. Note that this innovated function seems to be only
attested in the San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:575 where such
function of -i A/S>S:SE is not attested).
(601) uni ñu ‘unankë
ë
ainsi
banai
kuakë.
uni ñu ‘unan-kë
ë=n
ainsi
banai
kuat-kë
man thing know-NFUT.NMLZ 1=POSS relative speak-A/S>S:SE hearREM.PST
‘I have heard the people who know things, my relatives speaking.’ (Anuncio
político-Demetrio.1.52)
(602) bësi bisi
ëdkinká
bësi ñu biti
bësi bis-i
ëdkinká
bësi ñu bis-ti
other grab-A/S>S:SE see-A/S>A:SE=VAL=3A/S other thing grab-FUT-NMLZ
kwënia.
kwën-i-a
want-IPFV-N.PROX
‘While (theyi) see that other peoplej get (it), theyi want to get other things.’
(Comunicado_sobre_promocion_de_secundaria-MB-2012-11-17-CBR XLII.1.25)
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The suffix -i also occurs in grammaticalized forms such as ‘ai ‘then’, ‘aibi ‘but’,
etc. where neither co-referentiality nor simultaneity of the events are observed. In the
example below, the target clause has as predicate a derived transitive verb dënën-o
‘get.ripped-FACT’ instead of the expected intransitive one.
(603) ‘aikana
anuín
dënëói.
‘ai=ka=na
a=nu=ín
dënën-o-i.
then=VAL=1A/S 3=LOC=EXCL get-ripped-FACT-IPFV
‘Then, I finish (this talk) right here (lit. make get ripped).’ (Cómo_pescar-RB2012-11-13-CBR XXIV.1.31)

8.2.1.3. -xu(n): A/S dependent clause = A matrix clause, previous or simultaneous
event (A/S>A:PE,SE)
The suffix -xu(n) is used to indicate the co-referentiality of the subject, conflation of A
and S arguments, of the dependent clause with the A argument of the matrix clause and
the precedence of the event of the dependent clause with regard to that of the matrix one.
Examples (604) and (605) have a transitive and an intransitive verb in the dependent
clause, respectively, and in both examples the target verb is transitive.
(604) […] aín
tuati
ain
tuati
3.POSS shotgun

këñúbi uaruxuidá
këñu=bi uan-ru-xun=id=a
with.O take-UP-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S

chunan
tita
no
kakëxa.
chuna=n
tita
no
ka-akë-x-a.
spider.monkey=POSS mother non.K-person tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] after (the spider monkeyi) picked up (the mestizo personj) with his shotgun,
the big spider monkeyi told the mestizo personj.’ (Chunan_tita-ET.1.4)
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(605)

[…] nukë
ñudi
ini
nukën
ñudi
ini
1PL.O/POSS unknown.grandparent younger.sister

bakë
bakë
offspring

ain
ainsibëtá
ukuxu
piakëxa.
ain
ainsi=bëtan
uku-xun
pia-akë-x-a
3.POSS relative=COM.A get.together-A/S>A:PE eat-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] after (theyi) got together with their relatives, our ancestorsi ate (with them).’
(Cómo_comían_antes-LR.1.13)

In addition, the suffix -xun can be used in contexts where the events of the
depedent and matrix clauses are depicted as simultaneous or overlapping in time.
However, this use of -xun seems to be preferred with stative predicates and non-verbal
predicates. Simultaneous readings of -xun with action predicates, e.g. rëtë ‘kill’, have not
been attested in the spontaneous corpus. Because of this semantic preference for the
simultaneous interpretation of -xun, the label A/S>A:PE was kept to show the most
unrestricted interpretation of it. In (606) the suffix -xun attaches to the stative verb ‘i ‘be’.
Example (607) shows two instances of the suffix -xun attached to a numeral and an
adjective, respectively. Notice that the use of -xun as in (607) usually triggers a collective
interpretation of the non-verbal predicate, as in isa-xun many-A/S>A:PE ‘among many
(people) (lit. being many (people))’.
(606) xanu
‘ixúbi
kwaxun
kati
‘ai.
xanu
‘i-xun=bi
kwan-xun
ka-ti
‘a-i
woman be-A/S>A:SE=CONT go-A/S>A:PE tell-FUT.NMLZ be-IPFV
‘Even (you) being women, you have to tell (him) after going (to where he is).’
(Sobre_trabajo_con_motosierra-NM-2014-06-24-CBR.1.33)
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(607) […] achúixuma
isaxuka
uní
‘ó
achúi-xun=ma
isa-xun=ka=a
uni=n
‘ó
one-A/S>A:PE=NEG many-A/S>A:SE=VAL=3A/S man=A/S tapir
bakë
‘ó
ñuina bakë
‘arakakëxi.
bakë
‘ó
ñuina bakë
‘araka-akë-x-i
offspring tapir animal offspring raise-up-REM.PST-3-NPROX
‘[…] they raised baby tapir not among one person but among many people.’
(Sachavaca_como_era_antes-ET-2012-11-01-CBR.1.5)

The presence of the suffix -xun co-occurring with the proprietary clitic =ñu on a noun
phrase may also raise a conditional reading, as in (608). This type of reading has not
been attested with verbal predicates, though.
(608) ya ollaka
añuxu
në bikíbi
‘aima.
ya olla=ka=a
a=ñu-xun
në bis-kin=bi
‘a-i-i=ma.
ok pot=VAL=3A/S 3=HAVE-A/S>A:PE uhm grab-A/S>A:SE do-IPFVNPROX=NEG
‘If (they already) have pots, they are not going to get (them)’
(Comunicado_sobre_ropa-DP-2012-10-19-CBR XLV.1.44)

The suffix -xun is usually found attached to a verb of saying (e.g. ki ‘say),
signaling the end of a quotation in reported speech clauses (§8.4), (609). In this use, the
suffix -xun tends to convey a simultaneous temporal relation between the saying and the
quotation.
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(609) akanunká
ë
no
kwania
aka=nun=ka=a
ë=n
no
kwan-i-a
that=INST=VAL=3A/S 1=POSS non.K.person go-IPFV-N.PROX
'aidá
in
nukúkë
anuidá
'ai=id=a
in
nuku-t-kë
a=nu=id=a
then=EVID=3A/S tree reach-REFL-NFUT.NMLZ 3=LOC=EVID=3A/S
akënënuká
'iruáxa
kixuidá
akënë=nu=ka=a
'i-ru-a-x-a
ki-xun=id=a
this=LOC=VAL=3A/S be-UP-PFV-3-N.PROX say-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S
kakëxa.
ka-akë-x-a
tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘ “My enemy is going in that direction. When he reached that tree, then, he
climbed up over here”, saying this, (Kiruma) told (the man).’
(Historia_sobre_mujer_embarazada-AM-2012-10-18-CBR CVII.1.40)

Different from other switch-reference sufixes, the suffix -xun is frequently found
attached to non-verbal predicates (e.g. xu ‘kid’, xanu ‘woman’, cha ‘big’). In this use, the
temporal interpretation of the events is simultanoeus, (610).
(610) udakana
ën
xuxu
kaniruki
u=da=ka=na
ë=n xu-xun
kani-ru-kin
that=COMP=VAL=1A/S 1=A/S youngster-A/S>A:PE grow-UP-A/S>A:SE
man
uni ë abë
kanikë
kamabëtá
nukën
uni ë a=bë
kani-kë
=kama=bëtan nukën
man 1 3=COM.S grow-NFUT.NMLZ =PL=COM.A 1PL.O/POSS
chaitibë
‘ó
‘aia.
chaiti=bë
‘ó
‘a-i-a
uncle=COM.S tapir do-IPFV-PROX
‘Thus, when I was a child, growing up, with (the) people I grew up with, with all
of them, with our uncles, (we) killed tapir.’
(Sachavaca_cómo_era_antes-ET-2012-11-01-CBR.1.36)
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8.2.1.4. -a: A/S dependent clause = S matrix clause, previous event (A/S>S:PE)
The suffix -a expresses that the subject of the dependent clause is co-referential with the
intransitive subject of the matrix clause and that the event of the dependent clause occurs
previously to that of the matrix clause. The uses of -a attached to transitive and
intransitive verbs are illustrated in (611) and (612) below. In addition, this suffix may
place a simultaneous temporal relationship between the two events keeping the coreferentiality restrictions, (613), but this has only been attested in elicitation in my
sample.
(611) […] o uni
ñubi
rëxun
pia
banaima.
o uni
ñu=bi
rët-xun
pi-a
bana-i=ma
or K.person thing=CONT kill-A/S>A:PE eat-A/S>S:PE speakIPFV=NEG
‘[…] or (I) do not say (it) after eating the people’s animals.’
(Comunicado_sobre_sufragio-FB-2012-10-28-CBR XLVII.1.83)
(612) mi
riká naní
kwakaina
uá?
mi=n
rikan nan-i
kwan-a=kamina
u-a
2=POSS net put-A/S>S:SE go-A/S:S>PE=VAL=2A/S come-PFV
‘Did you come back after going to set up your fishnet?’
(Conversación_sobre_pesca-ET-DR-PI-2012-11-18-CBR LXIII.1)
(613) abakana
pi.
abat-a=ka=na
pi-i
run-A/S>A:PE=VAL=1A/S eat-PFV
‘I eat while running.’ (Elicited)

Notice that it is not uncommon for -a A/S>S:PE to be homophonous with -á
A/S≠A/S∧O≠O:PE (§8.2.2.5) since the former suffix -a may also show a high tone when
occurring as the nucleus of the first syllable of the verbal word, as the product of the
phonological process of vowel deletion under the context of contiguous vowels of the
same quality, as shown in the elicited minimal pair in (614) - (615). When this happens,
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only the context, including the participants present in the discourse and the transitivity
value of the verbs involved in the construction, may disambiguate between those two
suffixes.
(614) Kasi kwaka
uaxa.
Kasi kwan-a=ka=a
u-a-x-a
K
go-A/S>S:PE=VAL=3A/S come-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘After Kasii left, (it)i came.’19 (Elicited)
(615) Kasi kwaka
uaxa.
Kasi kwan-á=ka=a
u-a-x-a
K
go- A/S≠A/S∧O≠O:PE =VAL=3A/S come-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘When Kasii left, (he)j came.’ (Elicited)

10.2.1.5. -tankëxu(n): A/S dependent clause = A matrix clause, previous event
(A/S>A:PE2)
The suffix -tankëxu(n) expresses the co-referentiality of the A or S argument of the
dependent clause with the A argument of the matrix clause and the event of the
dependent clause occurs prior to that of the matrix clause, as illustrated in the examples
below with a transitive and intransitive predicate, respectively.
(616) tërëtankëxukána
anuira
nu
nachúrani.
tërë-tankëxun=ka=na
a=nu=ira
nu
na-churan-i
brush-A/S>A:PE2=VAL=1A/S 3=LOC=DIM 1PL.A/S abdomen-cut.off-IPFV
‘When (we) have polished (the canoe), we right then take off (all the splinters)
from the middle (of it)’ (Cómo_hacer_canoa-AM-2012-10-18-CBR XIX.1.18)

19

Kasi is a pet vocative for the collared-peccary.
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(617) kwantankëxu
un ratoín
‘akinti
‘ai.
kwan-tankëxun un rato=ín
‘a-kin-ti
‘i-i
go-A/S>A:PE2
a.little.bit=EXCL do-SOC.APL-FUT.NMLZ be-IPFV
‘After (you) go (there), you have to help only a little bit.’
(Comunicado_sobre_ayuda_para_machetear-VP-2012-11-30-CBR XXXI.1.15)

Notice that the main function of -tankëxun A/S>A:PE2 is similar to that of the
suffix -xun A/S>A:PE (see above). However, the suffix -tankëxun, but not -xun, usually
raises the implicature that the two events occur closer in time to one another. That is, the
two events are conceived of as occurring one right after the other within a very short time
span. The semantics of -tankëxun seem to be further suggested by the tendency of the
Kakataibo speakers to translate this suffix as ‘when’, instead of ‘after’, making the two
events appear closer together. In addition, the suffix -tankëxun occurs pervasively in
procedural text, as in (616) above, where the temporal distance between the events is
relatively short. This intuition seems to be related to aspect where the use of -tankëxun
indicates completion of the subordinate predicate at the time the event of the matrix
predicate begins, in contrast to -xun that indicates an imperfective or ongoing
interpretation of the subordinate predicate at the time the event of the matrix predicate
takes place. Note that this does not imply simultaneity in this use of -xun.

8.2.1.6. -tankë: A/S dependent clause = S matrix clause, previous event (A/S>S:PE2)
The suffix -tankë indicates that the subject of the dependent clause is co-referential with
the S argument of the target clause and the event of the depedent clause precedes the
event of the matrix clause. Examples (618) and (619) illustrate the use of -tankë with
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predicates of different transitivity values in the dependent clause. Similarly to -tankëxun,
the suffix -tankë implicates that the two events occur temporally adjacent to each other.
(618) ‘atankë
nun
mayati.
‘a-tankë
nu=n
maya-t-i
do-A/S>S:PE2 1PL.A/S return-REFL-IPFV
‘When (we) have hunted (an animal), we return.’ (Ir_a_cazar_al_monte-KP-201210-22-CBR CXIV.1.10)
(619) aka anu
kwantankëkana
urui.
aka a=nu
kwan-tankë=ka=na
u-ru-i
that 3=LOC go-A/S>S:PE2=VAL=1A/S come-UP-IPFV
‘When I have gone (there, then), I come (back here).’
(Conversacion_sobre_su_chacra-ET-SR-2012-11-05-CBR LXIV.7.1)

8.2.1.7. -nuxun: A/S dependente clause = A matrix clause, following event (A/S>A:FE)
The suffix -nuxun indicates that the co-referentiality of the A or S argument of the
dependent clause and the A argument of the target clause and that the event of the
dependent clause occurs after that of the target clause, as it it shown in the following
examples for transitive and intransitive predicates in the dependent clause. Notice that the
use of the suffix -nuxun may have a purposive interpretation beyond that of plain
following event, as suggested in the examples below.
(620) ñu
nami këñu ‘arunuxudapika
biáxa.
ñu
nami këñu ‘a-ru-nuxun=dapi=ka=a
bis-a-x-a
thing flesh with do-UP-A/S>A:FE=UNCERT=VAL=3A/S grab-PFV-3N.PROX
‘(It) grabbed (it) in order to cook (it) with animal meat.’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-ET-HB-2015-07-03-CBR LV.1.144)
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(621) [...] ën
sobrino Hugo baka rëtëñakë
ë=n
sobrino Hugo bakat rëtë-ña-kë
1=POSS nephew H. cow kill-HOD2-NFUT.NMLZ

anu
a=nu
3=LOC

‘akë
unuxu
‘aruia.
‘a-kë
u-nuxun
‘a-ru-i-a
do-NFUT.NMLZ come-A/S>A:FE do-UP-IPFV-N.PROX
‘[...] theyi put (it) in order (for they)i to come where (they) killed my nephew’s
cow earlier today.’ (Comunicado_sobre_ropa-DP-2012-10-19-CBR XLV)

In addition, the reference-tracking suffix -nuxun participates in a construction Vnuxun ‘a-Final verbal morphology that expresses a future interpretation (§5.6.1. V-nuxun
‘a ‘future’). This future interpretation is stronger than that made by the use of the
imperfective suffix -i, in that the likelihood that the event expressed by the former
construction is very high, usually implicating that actions have been already performed to
carry out the event. Thus, the meaning expressed by this construction is somehow
reminiscent of that expressed by English going to V.
In this construction the target verb is always the verb ‘a ‘do’, which occurs as the
main clause verb. However, the verb ‘a does not seem to carry any semantic content in
this construction; this verb functions as an auxiliary verb in this construction since it
carries the final verbal morphology (tense, aspect, person and affectiveness) while the
verb hosting -nuxun contributes the main semantic meaning, as shown in (622) below.
Also note that in this construction the dependent verb, marked with -nuxun, and the target
verb have to be adjacent to each other; other orderings of these verbs yield
ungrammaticality.
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(622) anuká
diferente no
‘apukama unuxu
a=nu=ka=a
diferente no
‘apukama u-nuxun
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S diferente non-K.person chief=PL come-A/S>A:FE
‘aia.
‘a-i-a
‘Diffent mestizo leaders are going to come (to the community’s anniversary
celebration).’ (Actividades_del_aniversario-MiG-2014-06-10-CBR III.1.6)
# ‘Diffent mestizo leaders are doing in order to come (to the communitty’s
anniversary celebration)

8.2.1.8. -nu: A/S dependent clause = S matrix clause, following event (A/S>S:FE)
The suffix -nu conveys the co-referentiality of the A or S argument of the dependent
clause and the S argument of the target clause and that the event of the dependent clause
follows in time the event of the target clause. The following examples show the use of the
suffix -nu with an intransitive and an transitive predicate in the target clause.
(623) […] min
taxu ‘apánu
a pëkarakwasini.
mi=n
taxu ‘a-pat-nu
a pëkarat-kwasin-i
2=POSS tuber do-DOWN-A/S>S:FE 3 dawn-COME-IPFV
‘[…] (you)i get up in order (for you)i to plant your tubers.’
(Conversación_sobre_difunto- CB-HB-2014-12-02-CBR LIII.212.2)
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(624)

[…] ‘asa
chumái
‘ura ‘ura nia
niabësinikana
‘asa
chukúma-i
‘ura ‘ura nia
nia-bësin-i=ka=na
manioc little-A/S>S:SE far far insert insertCOMEA/S>S:SE=VAL=1A/S
kwaunu
uti
kwëa.
kwan-ut-nu
u-ti
kwën-a
go-DOWN-A/S>S:FE come-FUT.NMLZ want-PFV
‘[…] (I) wanted to come in order to go down to plant a little manioc far
(Planes_para_ir_a_sembrar-ET-2012-11-27-CBR.1.29)

(there).’

8.2.1.9. -tana(n) A/S>A/S:SE
The suffix -tana(n) expresses that the subjects of the dependent and target clauses are coreferential and the events of the two clauses occur simultaneously. Different from the
same-subject reference-tracking suffixes presented before, the suffix -tana does not
require the subject of the target clause to be either S or A. The following examples
illustrate the use of -tana.
(625)

[…] nabiantana
chankábiantanaidá
nan-bian-tana
chan-ka-bian-tana=id=a
put-GO-A/S>A/S:SE dissemble-TRZR-GO-A/S>A/S:SE=VAL=3A/S
nukë
ainsi
‘iákëxa
nukën
ainsi
‘i-akë-x-a
1PL.O/POSS relative be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] putting (the boat upside down) breaking (it), our ancestors were
(doing it).’ (Criminal-ET-2012-11-11-CBR LXXII.1.96)

(626) […] nu ñu ‘ituín kwantana
bisima.
nu ñu ‘ituín kwan-tana
bis-i=ma
1PL thing quick go-A/S>A/S:SE grab-IPFV=NEG
‘[…] wei do not get (it) quickly while (we)i go.’
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The meanings that the suffix -tana A/S>A/S:SE expresses overlap with those of
the reference-tracking suffixes -kin A/S>A:SE (§8.2.1.1) and -i A/S>A/S:SE (§8.2.1.2).
In terms of frequency, the suffix -tana occurs rarely in spontaneous speech (only 25
tokens in the whole corpus) in contrast to the suffixes -kin and -i, each occurring a couple
thousand times in the database. In addition, more than half of the instances of -tana
occurred with the verb ‘a ‘do’ as the matrix predicate. Although data from elicitation
confirms the function of -tana(n) as a morpheme indicating A/S>A/S:SE, the examples
from spontaneous speech seem to suggest a grammaticalized construction where the verb
hosting -tana provides the main semantic content of the clause while the verb of the
target clause, usually the main verb, functions as a sort of auxiliary verb. This is shown in
the following example from a conversation. Notice that in this example there is only one
activity being referred to, the act of eating, and not two as would be expected. At this
point it is unclear what the semantic difference would be between the sentence in (627),
with a switch-reference marked verb providing the main semantic content followed by a
grammatical main clause verb, and a sentence with only a main clause verb providing the
main lexical meaning, e.i. pi-i ‘eat-IPFV’.
(627) anu
unu
upí upí nun
pibiantana
‘ai.
a=nu
u=nu
upit upit nu=n
pi-bian-tana
‘a-i
3=LOC 3=LOC nice nice 1PL=A/S eat-GO-A/S>A/S:SE do-IPFV
‘That (place is) nice; we eat (there)’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06-CBR
LXVI 76.3)
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8.2.1.10. -ana(n): A/S>A/S∧ O≠O:SE,
A/S dependent clause = A/S matrix clause, O in dependent clause is different from O
in matrix clause, simultaneous events
The main meaning that the suffix -ana(n) expresses is the co-referentiality of the subjects
of the dependent and target clause and that the events of these clauses occur
simultaneously. In addition, this suffix has the constraint that the objects of the dependent
and target clause cannot be co-referential. These properties of -ana(n) are illustrated in
the following examples. In (628), the subject of the three verbs is the same, the first
person, and the objects of reference-tracking marked verbs, bis ‘grab’, are different,
‘water’ and ‘firewood’, respectively.
(628) ama
este ëribikána
ë ‘unpaxribi biana
a=ma este ë=ribi=ka=na
ë ‘unpax=ribi bis-ana
3=NEG hmm 1=ADD=VAL=1A/S 1 water=ADD grab-A/S>A/S∧O≠O:SE
ëribi
ën
karu
bisi
kwáëxa.
ë=ribi ë=n
karu
bis-i
kwan-ëxan
1=ADD 1=POSS firewood grab-A/S>S:SE go-REC.PST
‘No, I also went to pick up my water, my firewood.’
(Conversacion_sobre_ida_al_maiz-AL-SR-2012-10-31-CBR LX.2)

Note that the object non-coreferentiality constraint does not require having only
transitive verbs in the dependent and target clauses; intransitive verbs may occur in either
of these clauses. When one of the clauses has an intransitive verb, this constraint is
simply not observed, as suggested in the example below.
(629) xuamëana
idia.
xuan-mët-ana
ëd-i-a
scratch-REFL-A/S>A/S∧O≠O:SE see-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The spider-monkey)i watches and (it)i scratches (itself).’ (Historia_de_chunaMB- 2012-11-17-CBR XCVI.1.8)
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As has been found for other reference tracking suffixes, -ana(n) shows two
functions that go beyond that of signaling co-referentiality or lack thereof. One of these
functions occurs in instances of subordination where the predicate marked with -ana(n)
contributes the main semantic content of the clause and this clause has an imperative
reading, as shown in the example below. However, note that the imperative interpretation
of this construction is perceived as softer compared to that of the regular imperative
construction (§7.7).
(630) a kupi kamaxubi
ñu
‘inána.
a kupi =kama-xun=bi
ñu
‘inan-ana
3 for =PL-A/S>A:PE=CONT thing give-A/S>A/S∧O≠O:SE
‘For that (reason), everybody (has to) give things.’ (Ir_a_su_chacra-LR-2014-0625-CBR CXX.1.20)

In addition, the suffix -ana(n) shows a very divergent function from its core
meaning. When the target clause has the verb kuat ‘hear’ as predicate, the suffix -ana(n)
may, but does not need to, indicate the lack of co-referentiality of the subject of the two
clauses, as illustrated in (631) below. Notice that the events are still regarded as
simultaneous. In this use of -ana(n), the verb in the dependent clause is usually a verb of
saying, as ñui ‘tell’ in the example below, but other verb types are also allowed in this
construction. Given that this use of -ana(n) occurs in a very restricted context, namely
when having the verb kuat in the target clause, it will be regarded as a variant of meaning
rather than a different homophonous suffix. However, this different use of -ana(n) may
be an on-going process of creation of a new meaning for this suffix. This is further
supported by the translations given by the Kakataibo speakers of clauses containing this
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suffix as coordinated clauses: Clause and Clause.
(631) uda
bana ñuiana
kuakí.
u=da
bana ñui-ana
kuat-kí
3=COMP speak narrate-A/S>A/S∧O≠O:SE hear-REM.PST.HAB
‘Thus, (our ancestors)i told (this) story) while (we)j listened to (it).’
(Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR I.1.25) A≠A, O=O:SE

8.2.2. Different subjects
There are five different subject suffixes. These suffixes express the non-coreferentiality
between the subject (either A or S) argument of the dependent clause and the A or S
argument, or both, of the matrix clause. In addition, they distinguish a three-way
temporal relation between the events of the dependent and matrix clauses: preceeding,
simultaneous and posterior.

8.2.2.1. -këbëtan: A/S dependent clause ≠ A matrix clause, simultaneous events
(A/S≠A:SE)
The suffix -këbëtan indicates that the A/S argument of the dependent clause is not coreferential with the A argument of the target clause and that the two events involved
occur simultaneously. The examples below show the use of this suffix with a transitive
and an intransitive predicate in the dependent clause. In addition, the morpheme -këbëtan
is used to show that the event of the dependent clause has been completed at the time the
event of the target clause takes place.
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(632) ëdkëbëtaidá
kwaxú
ëd-këbëtan=id=a
kwan-xun
see-A/S≠A:SE=EVID=3A/S go-A/S>A:PE
këkakëbiidá
ñankái ‘ixaxa.
kë-ka-kë=bi=id=a
ñankái ‘i-ëxan-x-a
call.out-TRVZR-A/S≠S:SE=CONT=EVID=3A/S nothing be-REC.PST-3N.PROX
‘When my unclei was looking at (him)j, when (he)j was screaming out after
coming, but there was nothing (there).’ (Encontro_hacha_de_camano-SR-201211-09-CBR LXXVIII.1.4)
(633) […] diciembre nukúkëbëtankana
xukama ë alumno
diciembre nuku-t-këbëtan=ka=na
xu=kama ë alumno
december reach-REFL-A/S≠A:SE=VAL=1A/S child=PL 1 student
bakë
promocioná ‘imibësini
ua.
bakë
promocioná ‘i-mi-bësin-i
u-a
offspring graduate
be-CAUS-COME-A/S>S:SE come-PFV
‘[…] when December came, I came making my students, the children, graduate.’
(Experiencia_como_profesora_en_la_comunidad_Mariscal-Caceres-LG-16- 0614-CBR LXXX.1.17)

8.2.2.2. -këbë: A/S dependent clause ≠ S matrix clause, simultaneous events
(A/S≠S:SE)
The suffix -këbë expresses that the A/S argument of the dependent clause is different
from the S argument of the matrix clause and that there is simultaneity between the two
events. Similarly to -këbëtan, the suffix -këbë is used when the event of the dependent
clause is viewed as completed when the event of the target clause occurs. The following
examples show the use of -këbë attached to a transitive and an intransitive predicate.
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(634)

[…] ënuidá
pia
nukë
xabanu
upiti
ë=nu=id=a
pia
nukën
xaban=nu upit-ti
1=LOC=EVID=3A/S arrow 1PL.O/POSS chest=LOC nice-FUT.NMLZ
pia
asi
asinkëbë ida
kwënkëáxa.
pia
asin asin-këbë =id=a
kwën-akë-x-a
arrow get.in get.in-A/S≠S:SE=VAL=3A/S scream-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] when the arrowi got deep inside his chest, hej screamed out loud.’
(Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR I.1.14)

(635) kwëkëbëida
ai
xuta
ratuákëxa.
kwën-këbë=id=a
ain
xuta
ratu-t-akë-x-a
scream-A/S≠S:SE=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS grandfather scare-REFL-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘When (the young man)i screamed, his grandfatherj got scared.’
(Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR I.1.15)

8.2.2.3. -nun: A/S dependent clause ≠ A/S matrix clause, following events
(A/S≠A/S:FE)
The suffix -nun indicates the lack of co-referentiality between the A/S arguments of the
dependent and matrix clauses regardless of their verb’s transitivity value and indicates
also that the event of the dependent clause follows the event of the target clause. As
described for the other following event (FE) reference-tracking suffixes, -nun may have
purposive readings depending on the context. The proptypical uses of -nun are shown in
the examples below. Note that the final nasal of -nun usually gets deleted, leaving
sometimes a high tone in the preceeding vowel. However, this deletion sometimes does
not leave any obvious phonological trace, as illustrated in the examples below, making it
difficult to identify the segment string nu as either -nu A/S>S:FE or -nun A/S≠A/S:FE.
Only context helps to disambiguate between these two possible interpretations.
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(636)

[...] ‘aibiká
bësi profesorna kirika ‘aminu
mi
‘ai=bi=ka=a
bësi profesor=na kirika ‘a-mi-nun
mi
then=CONT=VAL=3A/S other teacher=A/S paper do-CAUS-A/S≠A/S:FE 2
bëchikëkama kwanti [...]
bëchikë=kama kwan-ti
son=PL
go-FUT.NMLZ
‘[...] in order for the other teacheri to teach (them)j, your kidsj have to go (to
school)’ (Comunicado_sobre_equipo_de_fútbol_y_niños_de_la_escuela-NN2012-10-30-CBR XXXVI.1.14)

(637) bana bananuma
sënkaki
‘ai.
bana bana-nun=ma
sënka-kin
‘a-i-i
speak speak-A/S≠A/S:FE=NEG press-A/S>A:SE do-IPFV-PROX
‘(They)i do (it) pressing (itj very well) for (it)j to not make noises.’
(Sobre_trabajo_con_motosierra-NM-2014-06-24-CBR.1.46)

8.2.2.4. -mainun A/S≠A/S
The suffix -mainun is used to indicate that the subjects of the subordinate clause and the
matrix clause are not co-referential and that the events of these two clauses are
simultaneous. Thus, the suffix -mainun can be used with predicates of any transitivity
value in the subordinate and matrix clause, as in (638) - (639). The simultaneous events
in this construction are seen as ongoing and the events are usually coordinated by ‘while’
in translations. Notice that there are not any co-referentiality restrictions with regard to
the O arguments of the matrix and dependent clauses (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:589-590) as in
(640). This examples evidences that the matrix and dependent clauses can have the same
referent for their respective O arguments. The suffix -mainun occurs as part of the
grammaticalized form ‘imainun ‘and’ coming from a combination of this suffix with the
verb ‘i ‘be’. Phonologically, this suffix tends to not show the final consonant, e.g. -mainu.
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Furthermore, this suffix has been attested to undergo further phonological reduction
being pronounced as -mai.
(638) ‘aidá
ai
bëchikë abátamainu
uni
a
‘ai=id=a
ani
bëchikë abat-tan-mainun
uni
a
then=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS offsrping run-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE K.person 3
‘akëxa.
‘akëxa
‘Then, while (the husband’s) son was running away, that man killed (the
husband).’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP-2012-11-04-CBR XCIV.1.34)
(639) chukumái
bana ñuimainu
kuá.
chukúma-i
bana ñui-mainun
kuat
little-A/S>S:SE speak narrate-A/S≠A/S:SE hear
‘Listen while I tell a little (story).’ (Sobre_llegada_de_ingenieros-LIG-2014-0715-CBR.1.1)
(640) ‘asa
xukamainukaina
‘asa tëai.
‘asa
xuka-mainun=ka=mina
‘asa tëa-i
manioc peel-A/S≠A/S:SE=VAL=2A/S manioc cut-IPFV
‘While (I) peel the manioci, you are cutting iti’ (Elicited)

Clauses marked with the switch-reference suffix -mainun, different from most
other switch-reference suffixes, are frequently used without a following matrix clause in
connected speech, especially in instances of leaving or as a way of saying goodbye, as in
(641). This construction seems to have originated in contexts of leaving, as in the
example below, but currently this construction has expanded its use to non-leaving
contexts where the interpretation of the matrix clause is left open.
(641) kwantamainu
kwan-tan-mainun

(kaí).
(kain)

go-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE (wait)

‘While (I) go (wait for me).’ (Overheard)
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8.2.2.5. -á: A/S dependent clause ≠ A/S matrix clause, previous event (A/S≠A/S:PE)
The suffix -á is not very frequent in the naturalistic corpus, less than 20 instances.
However, speakers agree that this suffix is adequately used to express that the subject
(conflation of A and S) of the dependent clause is different from the subject of the matrix
clause and that the event of the dependent clause occurs before the event of the matrix
clause takes place. Examples (642) - (645) show the different combinatorial possibilities
among the subjects of the dependent and matrix clauses. Note that this suffix does not
play a restriction with respect to the co-reference or lack thereof the O arguments of the
dependent and matrix clauses (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:590) in both elicitation and the few
naturalistic examples found. Phonologically, this suffix shows a high pitch, graphically
represented by < ́>. Note that this suffix -á may occur as a homophonous form to the
other switch-reference suffix -a ‘A/S>S:PE,SE’, where only the context may distinguish
them.
(642) A>S
Kasin ‘asa
piakana
bisi.
Kasi=n ‘asa
pi-á=ka=na
bis-i
K.=A/S manioc eat-A/S≠A/S:PE=VAL=1A/S grab-IPFV
‘When Kasi ate manioc, I grab (something)’ (Elicited)
(643) A>A
nuiuinabikaidá
uní
nui-uin-á=bi=ka=id=a
uni=n
follow-PASSBY.TR-A/S≠A/S:PE=VAL=EVID=3A/S K.person=A/S
unpúxu
uni
a ‘akëxa.
unpu-t-xun
uni
a ‘a-akë-x-a
hide-REFL-A/S>A:PE K.person 3 do-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘While (that man)i was following (the baby pux pux bird), (the other man)i hiding
himself, killed that mani’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP-2012-11-04-CBR.1.33)
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(644) S>A
pëkaratamáinu
bëráma pëkara
pëkarat-tan-mainun
bëráma pëkarat-á
dawn.GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE before down-A/S≠A/S:PE
pëkaraidá
pëkarat-á=id=a

aí
ain

xuta
xuta

kakëxa.
ka-akë-x-a

down-A/S≠A/S:PE=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS grandfather tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX

‘While the Sun was coming up, when the Sun had already come up, his
grandfather told (him).’ (Creación_de_la_gente-LR-2014-06-11-CBR.1.32)
(645) S>S
chuna
sotabi
aia.
chuna
so-t-á=bi
u-i-a
spider.monkey sit-REFL-A/S≠A/S∧O≠O:PE=CONT come-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Right when the spider monkeyi was sitting down, the otorongoj appears.’
(Historia_de_chuna-MB-2012-11-17-CBR XCVI.1.10)

8.2.3. Object to subject
Object to subject switch-reference suffixes are used to express the co-referentiality of the
O argument of the dependent clause with the subject argument of the matrix clause,
where the different suffixes specialize for the A or S argument. In contrast to the previous
two sets of switch-reference suffixes, object to subject suffixes only encode a past
temporal relation, where the event of the dependent clause is viewed as prior to that of
the matrix clause.

8.2.3.1. -këxun: O dependent clause = A matrix clause, previous event (O>A:PE)
The suffix -këxun expresses that one object of the dependent verb is co-referential with
the A argument of the matrix verb and that the event of the dependent verb occurs prior
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to that of the matrix verb. Thus, the dependent and matrix clause need to be transitive in
order to grammatically use the suffix -këxun. The co-referential object in the dependent
clause may be part of the verbal root argument structure or introduced by a valencyincreasing operation, the first person pronoun of the applicative marked verb chakat ‘to
fall down’ in (646). The temporal relation between the two events is that the event
referred to by the switch-reference marked event is viewed as completed by the time the
matrix event takes place, (647). The event of the matrix clause usually occurs right after
the completion of the event of the dependent verb. Phonologically, the final consonant of
-këxun rarely occurs as such, (646).
(646) [...] ë naëra
ë chakámixunkëxunkana
ë naë nëni.
ë naë=ira ë chakat-mi-xun-këxun=ka=na
ë naë nën-i
1 dig=DIM 1 fall.down-CAUS-APL-O>A:PE=VAL=1A/S 1 dig burn-IPFV
‘I burn my garden after I have made someone chop down (the garden) for me.’
(Lo_que_va_a_hacer-LiG-2014-07-04-CBR CXXVIII.1.14)
(647) kakëxuka
ë ‘inóxa.
ka-këxun=ka=a
ë ‘inan-on-x-a
tell-O>A:PE=VAL=3A/S 1 give-HST-3-N.PROX
‘After I told (him)i, hei gave (it) to me.’ (Lo_que_hizo_ayer_ir_a_Chanintía-ET2012-09-24-CBR CXXV.1.21)

The suffix -këxun has a secondary interpretation when it is followed by the
enclitic =bi ‘contrast’. In this context, the combination of -këxun=bi keeps the coreferentiality requirement, the O argument of the dependent clause co-refers to the A
argument of the matrix clause, but the temporal relation is switched to simultaneity
instead, (648). Note that this reading is never obtained without the presence of the
contrastive enclitic =bi. However, the combination -këxun=bi may also be interpreted
with a previous-following temporal relation instead of a simultaneous one, (649). In this
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example, the first event of telling occurs before the second event of not telling. Thus, the
sequence -këxun=bi is ambiguous between these two temporal relations. This, in turn,
suggests that the simultaneous temporal relation is implicated because it can be cancelled
at any time, but this is not the case with the previous-following temporal relation. For this
reason, the sequence -këxun=bi is not considered a different grammaticalized form in this
dialect (cf. Zariquiey 2011a:585-588 for the Lower Aguaytía dialect where -këxun=bi is
analyzed as a unit).
(648) porque uni ‘akëxunká
ñu regalá ‘akëxubida
porque uni ‘akëxu=n=ka=a ñu regalá ‘a-këxun=bi=id=a
because kid=A/S=VAL=3A/S thing gift
do-O>A:PE=CONT=EVID=3A/S
tania.
tan-i-a
feel-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Because the kids want to get the presents when they are giving (them to the
kids).’ (Comunicado_sobre_navidad- MB-2012-11-17-CBR XLI1.1.22)
(649) kanun
kixu
kakëxubi
kaima
ka-nun
ki-xun
ka-këxun=bi
ka-i=ma
tell-A/S≠A/S:FE say-A/S>A:PE tell-O>A:PE=CONT tell-A/S>S:SE=NEG
‘ió [...]
‘i-on
be=HST
‘(They) told me to say (that), but I did not say it yesterday [...].’
(Sobre_aniversario_de_la_comunidad-LIG-20-06-14-CBR.1.16)

8.2.3.2. -kë: O dependent clause = S matrix clause, previous event (O>S:PE)
The suffix -kë indicates that the O argument of the dependent clause is co-referential with
the S argument of the matrix clause and that the event of the dependent clause occurs
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previously to that of the main clause. Thus, the predicates need to be transitive and
intransitive for the dependent and matrix clauses, respectively. The following examples
illustrate the use of this suffix.
(650) anuka
aín
titaribi
naë dëpatamáinu
ënë
a=nu=ka=a
aín
tita=ribi
naë dëpa-tan-mainun
ënë
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS mother=ADD dig burn-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE this
kuakëbiká
uni
chamama
këkixaxa.
kuat-kë=bi=ka=a
uni
cha=ma=ma
kë-ki-ëxan-x-a.
hear-O>S:PE:CONT=VAL=3A/S K.person big=NEG=NEG scream-INTREC.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Then, while his mother was burning the farm, when he had heard (him)i, a big
mani was screaming out.’ (Encontró_hacha_de_kamano-SR-2012-11-09-CBR
LXXVIII.1.8)
(651) anuka
este ëdkëbika
basaka
a=nu=ka=a
este ëd-kë=bi=ka=a
basa=ka=a
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S hmm see-O>S:PE=CONT=VAL=3A/S huasa=VAL=3A/S
uáxi.
u-a-x-i
come-PFV-3-PROX
‘Then, when I saw (it)i, the huasai came.’ (Conversación-RM-VIP-2014-11-06CBR LXVI.192.3)

As in the case of the previous suffix -këxun ‘O>A:PE’, the combination of -kë and
the contrastive =bi triggers a simultaneous interpretation of the events of the subordinate
and matrix clauses keeping the co-referentiality constraint, as in (652). Again, as in the
case of the combination -këxun=bi, the combination -kë=bi does not necessarily obtain a
simultaneous intepretation, suggesting that this meaning is implicated. Thus, the
sequence -kë=bi is not considered as a grammaticalized form in the San Alejandro dialect
(cf. Zariquiey 2011a:585-588).
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(652)

[...] a aribi
‘akákëbi
ai
bëchikë abákëxa.
a aribi
‘a-kas-kë=bi
ain
bëchikë abat-akë-x-a
3 3=ADD do-DES-O>S:PE=CONT 3.POSS offsrping run-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘[...] (that man) wanting to kill (the other man’s) son, his son run away.’
(Historia_de_bagre-PP-2012-11-04-CBR XCIV.1.35)

The switch-reference suffix -kë ‘O>S:PE’ is homophonous with the non-future
nominalizer -kë and both can be used to mark non-final clauses. However, due to the
similarity in their meanings, it is not always obvious to identify which suffix is being
used in a particular sentence. Consider example (653) where the sentence can have two
different interpretations depending on the function assigned to -kë. Note that examples
like (653) are not infrequent in my sample of naturalistic speech. Examples like this one
suggest the historical connection among these two different synchronic suffixes (see also
§8.3.1.1). One could propose analyzing -kë as a single synchronic unit; however, this
analysis would not account for the clear difference in meaning they show, particularly in
the co-referential restrictions. While the non-future nominalizer -kë does not impose any
constraints as to the coreferentiality of the referents, the switch-reference clearly does so.
The only context in which these two suffixes are clearly distinguished is when the verbs
of the dependent and matrix clauses are not transitive and intransitive, respectively, not
allowing for the O to S co-referentiality. In this context, the -kë suffix is understood as
the non-future nominalizer, (654).

(653) bëruánkë
a vece
‘iruima.
bëruan-kë
a veces
‘i-ru-i-i=ma
watch-O>S:PE/NFUT.NMLZ sometimes be-UP-IPFV-N.PROX=NEG
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‘When (we) have taken care of (them)i, (they)i sometimes do not go up.’ / ‘What
(we) have taken care of sometimes does not go up.’ (Cómo_hacer_chacra-ET2012-11-02-CBR XXI)
(654) medio día este Javier Panduro ukë
kwania.
medio día este Javier Panduro u-kë
kwan-i-a
half day hmm J.P.
come-NFUT.NMLZ go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(They) are going when Javier Panduro comes at midday [...].’ (Anuncio-GP2014-06-10-CBR X.1.3), S≠S:PE or an intance of nominalization?

8.2.4. Argument to object
The set of argument to object switch-reference suffixes is comprised of only two
members. These suffixes indicate that any one argument of the dependent clause (A/S/O)
may be co-referential with the O argument of the matrix clause. These two suffixes are
distinguished only by the temporal relation that they encode, either previous or
simultaneous, but not future.

8.2.4.1. -ia: S/A/O dependent clause = O matrix clause, simultaneous events
(S/A/O>O:SE)
The suffix -ia is used to express that any one core argument (A/S/O) of the dependent
clause is co-referential with the O argument of the matrix clause and that the two events
are conceived of as occurring simultaneously to each other, as shown in the examples
below.
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(655) A>O
kana
no
bëchikëkama ‘aia
bëráma ida.
ka=na
no
bëchikë=kama ‘a-ia
bëráma id-a
VAL=1A/S non-K.person offspring=PL do-A/S/O>O:SE before see-PFV
‘I saw (them)i the other they when the mestizo kidsi did it.’
(Comunicado_sobre_el_dengue-MB-2012-11-17-CBR.1.12)
(656) S>O
a kupikana
inmëín mëratia
kai.
a kupi=ka=na
inmëín mëra-t-ia
ka-i
3 for=VAL=1A/S night
find-REFL-A/S/O>O:SE tell-IPFV
‘Because of that, I will tell (him)i when (he)i appears at night.’ (ComunicadoEmilio-2014-06-13-CBR.1.11)
(657) O>O
barí
ëdkáia
nëni.
bari=n
ëd-ka-ia
nën-i
sun=A/S dry-TR-A/S/O>O:SE burn-IPFV
‘I burn (my farm)i when the Sun dries (my farm)i.’ (Lo_que_va_a_hacer-LiG2014-07-04-CBR CXXVIII1.1.16)

In addition to the general function of -ia exemplified above, a few examples of a
diverging function have been found in texts and corroborated with speakers’ judgements.
That is, the suffix -ia has been attested being used to mark the co-referentiality between
any one core argument of the dependent clause and a non-core argument of the matrix
clause, more specifically, the comitative-marked argument, as in (658). While examples
like these are regarded as grammatical, they are not very frequent in connected speech.
For this reason, the suffix -ia has kept the label A/S/O>O:SE instead.
(658) aiaká
abë
mëranáni.
u-ia=ka=a
a=bë
mëra-anan-i-i
come-A/S/O>O:SE=VAL=3A/S 3=COM.S find-REC-IMPF-PROX
‘While (the other jaguar) is coming, (the jaguar) finds (it).’ (‘Inu_mata_a_chaxuET-2012-11-05-CBR CX.1.8)
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The use of the suffix -ia may also trigger a conditional interpretation where the
clause marked with this suffix expresses the condition for the proposition expressed by
the matrix clause, (659). This conditional reading depends on the context and can be
cancelled any time.
(659) në anun
ën
nubikara
ain
paë
në a=nun ë=n
nubin=ka=ra=a
ain
paë
hmm 3=INST 1=POSS belly.button=VAL=INT=3A/S 3.POSS pain
nëtëtia
tanuxu
xëanuxu
‘ai.
nëtët-ia
tan-nuxun
xëa-nuxun
‘i-i
get.lost-A/S/O>O:SE feel-A/S>A:FE drink-A/S>A:FE be-IPFV
‘I am going to drink (the sangre de grado) in order to see if the stomach pain
stops.’ (Tomó_sangre_de_grado- LiG-2014-07-03-CBR.1.26)

Historically, it seems that the innovation of the suffix -ia might have come from a
multi-clause construction in which the first clause constituted a sentence by itself being
marked by the imperfective -i and the non-proximate suffix -a.
(660) ‘unpax xëaia.
‘aëxan.
‘unpax xëa-i-a.
‘a-ëxan
water drink-IPFV-N.PROX do-REC.PST
‘(It)i drinks water. I kill (it)i’ (Elicited)
(661) ‘unpax xëaia
‘aëxa.
‘unpax xëa-ia
‘a-ëxan.
water drink-A/S/O>O:SE do-REC.PST
‘While (it)i is drinking water, I kill (it)i’ (Elicited)
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8.2.4.2. -këtian: A/S/O dependent clause = O matrix clause, previous event
(A/S/O>O:PE)
The suffix -këtian is very rare in Kakataibo spontaneous speech and has been found only
twice in my sample, and only co-occurring with the verb kani ‘grow’. However, older
speakers, but not younger ones, showed evidence of knowing this suffix and its functions
in elicitation sessions. In this context, the suffix -këtian expresses that any one core
argument of the dependent clause is co-referential with the O argument of the matrix
clauses and that the former event occurs prior to the latter event. Thus, the use of this
suffix is only grammatical when the matrix clause is transitive. The following elicited
examples show the different co-referential relations of the arguments in the dependent
and matrix clauses.
(662) A>O
Kasin pikëtiankana
‘aëxa.
Kasi=n pi-këtian=ka=na
‘a-ëxan
K.=A/S eat-A/S/O>O:PE=VAL=3A/S do-REC.PST
‘When Kasii bit you, I killed (it)i’ (Elicited)
(663) S>O
Kasi ukëtiankana
‘aëxa.
Kasi u-këtian=ka=na
‘a-ëxan
K. come-A/S/O>O:PE=VAL=1A/S do-REC.PST
‘When Kasii (the collared-peccary pet) came, I killed (it)i’ (Elicited)
(664) O>O
Kasin pikëtiankana
‘aëxa.
Kasi=n pi-këtian=ka=na
‘a-ëxan
K.=A/S eat-A/S/O>O:PE=VAL=3A/S do-REC.PST
‘When Kasi bit youi, I killed (you)i’ (Elicited)

In addition to the functions of -këtian exemplified above, the same older speakers
allowed for a further non-coreferentiality relation between the subjects of the matrix and
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dependent clauses, as in (665). When compared to the functions of this suffix in the
Lower Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey 2011a:584-585), this last function of noncoreferentiality seems to be an innovation of the San Alejandro dialect, which may be
related to the falling out of use of this suffix.
(665) S≠A
mi ukëtiankana
Kasi rëtëa.
mi u-këtian=ka=na
Kasi rëtë-a
2 come-A/S/O>O:PE K. kill-PFV
‘When you have come, I killed Kasi.’ (Elicited)

8.3. CLAUSAL NOMINALIZATION
Nominalizations are conceived of as the process by which verbs or whole clauses are
turned into noun-like units (Comrie and Thompson 2007; Malchukov 2004; Payne 1997,
among others). The San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo shows four nominalizing
suffixes: -kë ‘non-future’ (§8.3.1.1), -ti ‘future’ (§8.3.1.2), -ai ‘present habitual’
(§8.3.1.3) and -a ‘remote past’ (§8.3.1.4). These suffixes are only attached to verbs,
excepting -kë which may also attach to nouns. Nominalizing suffixes occur instead of
final verbal suffixes from Slots 10 - 12, but they may co-occur with the tense suffixes
(final morphology Slot 9) and also occur in a paradigmatic relation with switch-reference
suffixes.
Nominalizing suffixes in Kakataibo only indicate that a constituent is a
nominalization and the temporal relation of the predicate of the nominalization, but they
do not encode the grammatical function for which the nominalized clause stands (e.g.
agent, patient). Instead, clausal nominalizations usually indicate the function of the target
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argument by a gap (§8.3.2). Clausal nominalizations may target any core and non-core
arguments of the predicate. In addition, clausal nominalizations show a mixed behavior in
that they show internal verbal properties, e.g. hosting any verbal morphology, but at the
same time they show nominal properties, such as taking case and number enclitics.
Although clausal nominalizations show many properties similar to a main clause, e.g.
such as taking verbal non-final morphology and being strictly verb final, clausal
nominalizations diverge in fundamental ways from main clauses in that the former is
used for reference, does not show second-position enclitics and shows an optional
nominative-accusative alignment in addition to the other properties mentioned above.
These differences between these two types of clauses are summarized in Table 44 below.
Clausal nominalizations are very pervasive in Kakataibo connected speech and
they are used for a variety of functions (§8.3.3) some being purely nominal and others
going beyond this. These functions include noun modification (relativization), verbal and
postpositional argument (complementation), verbal modification (adverbial modification)
and they can even stand alone by themselves (insubordination).
Table 44. Properties of main clauses and nominalized clauses

Semantic function
Second-position enclitics
Alignment
Final morphology
Non-final morphology
Constituent order
Nominal morphology

Main clause
Predication
Yes
Split ergativeaccusative
Yes
Yes
V final
No

Nominalized clause
Reference
No
Optional accusative
No
Yes
V final
Yes
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8.3.1. Nominalizing suffixes
8.3.1.1. -kë ‘non-future nominalizer’
The suffix -kë ‘Non-FUTuture NoMinaLizeR’ expresses that the event of the
nominalized clause has a non-future interpretation, which includes past and present
readings. Remember that nominalizers in Kakataibo do not encode the grammatical
function that is targeted by the nominalization, only the temporal reference. Example
(666) shows an instance of the use of -kë with a past interpretation, which is further
specified by the past tense suffix -ëxan ‘recent past’, and (667) shows the use of this
nominalizer with a (habitual) present reading. This nominalizer may be used as eventive
or entity-related, but the latter use is much more frequent in speech. The nominalizer -kë
is used pervasively in the language and is the most attested among nominalizers in my
database.
(666) në xukamaidá
‘uchíti tuñu
bënë
në xu=kama=id=a
‘uchíti tuá=ñu
bënë
hmm kid=PL=EVID=3A/S dog offspring=HAVE husband
bëxankë
a mëtëkëñantoxa.
bëxankë
a më-tëkën-ñanto-x-a
bring-REC.PST-NFUT.NMLZ 3 touch-ITR-other.day-3-N.PROX
‘Hmm, the kids have hit again the other day the pregnant dog that was brought the
other day.’ (Comunicado_sobre_falta_de_gasolina-NN-2012-10-17-CBR.1.24)
(667) uda
‘ixunká
ñuina a ñu inmiñu
u=da
‘i-xun=ka=a
ñuina a ñu inmi=ñu
that=COMP be-A/S>A:PE=VAL=1A/S animal 3 thing blood=HAVE
pikë
a ñu
bisi.
pi-kë
a ñu
bis-i-i
eat-NFUT.NMLZ 3 thing grab-IPFV-PROX
‘Being like that, the one that eats animals with blood (the jaguar) catches that
animal.’ (Conversación_sobre_cacería-DR-PI-ET-2012-11-17-CBR.12.4)
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8.3.1.2. -ti ‘future nominalizer’
The nominalizer -ti ‘FUTure NoMinaLiZer’ is used to express that the nominalized event
or entity has a future tense perspective. This nominalizer may have an event or entity
meaning, but it is much more frequent as eventive in natural discourse having an
adverbial interpretation of purpose. The following examples illustrate the use of -ti as
entity (668) and eventive readings (669), respectively. The use of this nominalizer is also
pervasive in connected Kakataibo speech.
(668) Limanu
kwantika
in
papia.
Lima=nu
kwan-ti=ka=a
in
papi-i-a
Lima=LOC go-FUT.NMLZ=VAL=3A/S tree carry-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The one who will go to Lima is carrying wood.’ (Elicited)
(669) […] ë biti
u kiakana
këkia.
ë bis-ti
u ki-a=ka=na
kë-ki-a
1 grab-FUT.NMLZ u say-A/S>S:PE=VAL=1A/S scream-INTR-PFV
‘[…] I called out saying uuu in order for (people) to get me.’
(Accidente_en_la_pierna-AM-2012-10-16-CBR.1.12)

8.3.1.3. -ai ‘present habitual nominalizer’
The suffix -ai ‘PReSent Non-HABitual NoMinaLiZer’ is very rare in discourse, with
only two attestations in my corpus. Thus, the following description is based mainly on
elicitation. This nominalizer is used to express that the event of the nominalized clause
occurs habitually in the present. As you may recall, the meaning of this suffix may also
be expressed by the general non-past nominalizer -kë. At this point, it is not completely
clear what the difference in their meanings might be and this question still requires more
study. However, it should be noted that the nominalizer -kë is regarded as the unmarked
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option for expressing present habituality in nominalized clauses. The following elicited
examples illustrate the use of -ai.
(670) uni
‘inu rëtëaika
kwani.
uni
‘inu rëtë-ai=ka=a
kwan-i-i
K.person jaguar kill-PRS.HAB.NMLZ=VAL=3A/S go-IPFV-PROX
‘The person who usually kills jaguars is going.’ (Elicited)

8.3.1.4. -a ‘remote past nominalizer’
The suffix -a ‘REMote PaST NoMinaLiZer’ is used to express that the event of the
nominalization occurred further in the past, usually between a year in the past all the way
to the historical and mythical days. In (671), the event of the nominalization took place a
couple of decades ago while in (672) the existence of the Kakataibo ancestors may be
regarded as a couple of generations or even a century ago.
(671) ‘imainu an
kwa
Washiribika
‘ai
‘imainu an
kwan-a
Washi=ribi=ka=a
‘a-i
and
3=A/S go-REM.PST.NMLZ W.=ADD=VAL=3A/S do-A/S>S:SE
unuxu
‘aia.
u-nuxun
‘a-i-a
come-A/S>A:FE do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘And the one who has left a long time ago is going to come to do (that)’
(Conversación_sobre_su_chacra-ET-SR-2012-11-05-CBR.9.23)
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(672) […] nukë
ainsi
nukën
chaiti
‘iá
nukën
ainsi
nukën
chaiti
‘i-a
1PL.O/POSS relative 1PL.O/POSS ancestor be-REM.PST.NMLZ
ëana
nu sota.
ën-ana
nu so-t-a
leave-A/S>A/S:SE 1PL sit-REFL-STAT
‘[…] we live leaving (behind) what our relatives, our ancestors were […]’
(Cómo_comían_antes-LR-2012-12-06-CBR.1.16)

8.3.2. The form of clausal nominalizations
Clausal nominalizations in Kakataibo show a mixed structure that externally resembles
that of an NP whereas internally they show a more verb-like structure. That is, clausal
nominalizations morpho-syntactically behave as both nouns and verbs, which is
manifested in the following general properties. Nominalized clauses may take case (673)
and number (674) enclitics, as NPs do, at the right edge of the nominalized clause. It may
be possible to add other nominal morphology to nominalized clauses, but that has not
been attested in naturalistic data and speakers have different judgements about that
possibility.
(673)

[…] ëdkënkána
ñuina ‘anu bakë
a ‘anu
ëd-kë=n=ka=na
ñuina ‘anu bakë
a ‘anu
see-NFUT.NMLZ=A/S=VAL=1A/S animal agouti offspring 3 agouti
mëratia […]
mëra-t-i-a
find-REFL-IPFV-N.PROX
‘[…] what we see, animals, little agouti, that agouti shows up […]’ (Ir_a_cazarLG- 2012-10-19-CBR.1.41)
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(674) a kuatíma
‘ionkëkama
reuniónnu […]
a kuatíma
‘ionkëkama
reuniónnu
3 hear-FUT.NMLZ=NEG be-HST-NFUT.NNMLZ-PL meeting=LOC
kaina
mi nuka ‘apátankëxu
para mes de octubre
kaina
mi nukan ‘apat-tankëxun para mes de octubre
=VAL=3A/S 2 cacao plant-A/S>A:PE for month of October
injertá ‘ati
‘ai.
injertá ‘a-ti
‘i-i
implant do-FUT.NMLZ be-IPFV
‘Those who did not listen yesterday in the meeting, you have to plant in October
after planting your cacao.’ (Comunicado_sobre_el_cacao-DP-2012-12-16CBR.1.21)

In addition, nominalized clauses internally behave as verbs, the nominalized verb
may receive all the verbal morphology, except those final verbal morphology from Slots
10 to 12. Thus, the verb in a nominalized clause may receive all other verbal morphemes,
including all the non-final morphemes and the final tense morphemes (Slot 9). This is
illustrated in (675) where the nominalized verb nui ‘follow’ with the nominalizer -kë
‘non-future nominalizer’ also has typical verbal morphology attached such as the
associated motion suffix -bian ‘GO.TR’ (Slot 5) and the tense suffix -ña ‘hodiernal 2’
(Slot 9).
(675)

[…] aí
xuta
xanu
a nuibiañakë
ain
xuta
xanu
a nui-bian-ña-kë
3.POSS grandfather woman 3 follow- GO.TR-HOD2-NFUT.NMLZ
nubiañá
‘ixu […]
nui-bian-ña-a
‘i-xun
follow-GO.TR-HOD2-A/S>S:SE be-A/S>A:PE
‘[…] the one that had followed his grandfather’s wife earlier that day following
(her) […]’ (Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.12)
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In addition to taking typical verbal morphology, clausal nominalizations may
show internal arguments, which may or may not be overt, and assign case to them.
However, the alignment system in nominalized clauses is optionally nominativeaccusative, in contrast to the split ergative-accusative alignment in non-nominalized
clauses (§7.1). Constituent order in nominalized clause is always verb-final and there is a
strong tendency to place the A argument before the O argument, as shown for the
argument of the nominalized clause marked by -ti in (667). Furthermore, nominalized
clauses, in contrast to main clauses, do not show any second-position enclitics (§6.1).
(676) […] uidaikára
nun
xanu
ui=da-i=ka=ra=a
nu=n
xanu
INT.PRO=COMP=A/S>S:SE=VAL=INT=3A/S 1PL=A/S woman
mërati
oi.
mëra=ti
o-i
inspire.love-FUT.NMLZ do-IPFV
‘How do we do to find a girlfirend […]’ (Cómo_se_casan-AM-2012-10-18CBR.1.1)

As noted above, nominalizing suffixes only encode the temporal relation of the
event in the nominalized clause but they do not encode the grammatical relation that is
being targeted by the nominalization, as is frequent cross-linguistically. Instead, the
grammatical relation targeted by the nominalization usually occurs gapped. In cases in
which both core arguments are non-overt in the nominalized clause, the interpretation of
which argument is the target of the nominalized clause is ambiguous. In addition, it is
possible for both arguments to be overt, where the targeted argument is not gapped.
Again, in this case, clausal nominalizations of this form are ambiguous with respect to the
target. These alternative ways of forming nominalizations with a specific grammatical
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relation as target are illustrated in (677). In this example, the first nominalized clause has
the A and O arguments overtly occurring even though the nominalization targets the A
argument. This same nominalized clause might also be interpreted as targeting the O
argument, as ‘the trees that have been cut by the mestizo people again.’ In contrast, the
second nominalization in (677) shows the A argument being gapped and, as such, is the
target of the nominalization. Interpreting this nominalized clause as targeting the overt O
argument, ‘the trees that have been being taken out again’ is mostly rejected by speakers.
It should be noted that there are not grammatical restrictions with regard to the
grammatical relation being targeted by the clausal nominalization.
(677) anuká
unikama
[ no
in aserrá
a=nu=ka=a
uni=kama
no
in aserrá
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S K.person=PL non-K.person tree cut.down
‘atëkëbaëxankë ]
[ in
‘a-tëkën-bait-ëxan-kë
in
do-ITR-DUR-REC.PST-NFUT.NMLZ tree
pikutibë́ axankë ]
mëraxa.
piku-tëkën-bait-ëxan-kë
mëra-a-x-a
take.out-ITR-DUR-REC.PST -NFUT.NMLZ find-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Then, the Kakataibo people found those mestizo people who were cutting down
trees the other day, who were taking out trees the other day.’ (Sobre_lindero-SR2012-10-25-CBR.1.31)

When the clausal nominalization targets a non-core argument, the gapping
strategy is not available. Instead, a third person pronoun marked with the corresponding
oblique case enclitic obligatorily occurs in the clausal nominalization, as illustrated in the
nominalized clause in (678). This case-marked obligatory third person pronoun (a=nun
‘3=INST) is required to occur at the beginning, or left edge, of the nominalized clause.
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(678) piá
[ anun
ñuina ‘akë ] […] nukë
xabanu
pia=n
a=nun ñuina ‘a-kë
nukën
xabat=nu
arrow=INST 3=INST animal do-NFUT.NMLZ 1PL.O/POSS chest=LOC
upiti
pia
asi asinkëbë
ida
kwënkëáxa.
upit-ti
pia
asi asin-këbë =id=a
kwënkën-akë-x-a
good-FUT.NMLZ arrow get.in-A/S≠S:SE =EVID=3A/S scream-REM.PST-3N.PROX

‘With the arrow, with what we use to kill animals […], the arrow coming and
coming in our chest, (the young man) screamed out loud, they say.’
(Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.15)

In addition, an optional third person pronoun marked for case may also occur in
clausal nominalizations targeting a core argument. Different from those targeting an
oblique argument, the optional third person pronoun may occur at the beginning or end of
the clausal nominalization. In the following example, the optional third person pronoun
occurs at the right edge of the nominalized clause. The presence of this optional pronoun
is usually interpreted as expressing some kind of contrast. However, more research is
required to explore the semantic contribution of this optional pronoun.
(679) a ëdbaëxankë
anká
kia.
a ëd-bait-ëxan-kë
a=n=ka=a
ki-i-a
3 see-DUR-REC.PST-NFUT.NMLZ 3=A/S=VAL=3A/S say-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Those who saw (it) the other day, they are saying.’ (Anuncio politicoDemetrio.1.73)

8.3.3. Functions of clausal nominalizations
Clausal nominalizations in Kakataibo may have all the functions that nouns have in the
language. This includes heading an NP and, as such, it act as a verbal or postpositional
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argument

in

a

complementation

function.

Clausal

nominalizations

with

a

complementation function have already been illustrated in the previous discussion of
clausal nominalizations in the following examples (667) - (668), (670), (671) - (675),
(678) - (679), and thus will not be further illustrated here. In addition, clausal
nominalizations show a noun modification or relativization function similar to lexical
nouns modifying other nouns. In example (680), the nominalized clause, indicated by
brackets, restricts the reference of the pluralized noun uni ‘Kakataibo person’. Further
examples of the noun modification function of clausal nominalization occur in (676) and
(679) above.
(680) [ an
pibaëxánkë ]
unikama
mi uni
kupionti.
a=n pi-bait-ëxan-kë
uni=kama
mi uni
kupion-ti
3=A/S eat-DUR-REC.PST-NFUT.NMLZ K.person=PL 2 K.person payFUT.NMLZ
‘Those people who have eaten the other day, you (have to) pay’ (Anuncio
político-Demetrio.1.65)

In addition to showing the functions of prototypical nouns, clausal
nominalizations may also serve as verbal modifiers (adverbial modification). This
function has only been attested for -kë ‘non-future nominalizer’ and -ti ‘future
nominalizer’. When the nominalized clause has the -ti marker attached, it shows a
purposive interpretation. In cases when -kë marks a clause being used as an adverbial
modifier, this verbal modifier functions as a temporal adverbial clause expressing a prior
or simultaneous event, as in (681). Notice that in this function, the nominalizer -kë has a
similar meaning and function to the homophonous switch-reference suffix -kë ‘O>S:PE’.
However, they are distinguished by two main criteria. First, the nominalized, but not the
switch-reference, clause may have a past or present temporal interpretation. Second, the
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nominalized clause does not have any co-referentiality requirements, but the switchreference clause does, O>S. In contexts like the one shown in (681) the clause marked
with -kë is ambiguous between the nominalized or switch-reference clause, which is only
disambiguated for the nominalized reading when either of the predicates do not show the
transitivity values to allow a O>S co-referentiality relation. Instances like these ones,
highlight the historical connection between some nominalizing suffixes and some switchreference suffixes where the latter have developed out of the former, by staying as such
or combining with oblique case enclitics.
(681) ‘inu kuni
‘akëbi
a […] abóxi.
‘inu kuni
‘a-kë=bi
a […] abat-on-x-i
jaguar =CERT do-NFUT.NMLZ=CONT 3
run-HST-3-PROX
‘[…] the jaguar wanted to eat (it)i but iti ran away yesterday.’
(Conversación_sobre_cacería-DR-PI-ET-2012-11-17-CBR.1.2)

Finally, nominalized clauses may occur by themselves without a higher level
clause presumably resulting from a process of ‘insubordination’ (Evans 2007). In this
context, the nominalized clause is used for predication, as a clause showing final
morphology but without carrying any of the verb final suffixes. The following example
shows a nominalized clause used assertively expressing a proposition.
(682) [ nu adë́ rabi nun
diosmi
manukë ].
nu adë́ rabi nu=n
dios=mi
manu-kë
1PL truly
1PL=A/S god=DAT forget-NFUT.NMLZ
‘We have truly forgotten about God.’ (Discurso_sobre_iglesia-NN-2012-11-17CBR.1.40)
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8.4. REPORTED SPEECH
Two kinds of reported speech have traditionally been distinguished: direct quotation and
indirect quotation. The first kind of reported speech “evokes the original speech situation
and conveys […] the exact words of the original speaker in direct discourse’ (Coulmas
1986:2) whereas the second type “adapts the reported utterance to the speech situation of
the report situation’ (Coulmas 1986:2). Thus, the fundamental distinction between these
two types of reported speech lies in the point of view of the speaker making the report.
This difference in point of view between direct and indirect reported speech usually has a
concomitant effect on the choice of deicitics (person, space and time) in the reported
speech.
In Kakataibo, these two types of reported speech are clearly distinguished by
morpho-syntactic criteria. Typically, reported speech is introduced by a verb of saying (ki
‘say’ or ka ‘tell’), which occurs at the end of the reported speech. Reported speech
clauses, as nominalized and switch-reference clauses, never follow the main clause verb.
Both direct and indirect reported speech clauses may occur as a full clause by themselves
in the appropriate context. This, in turn, suggests a low index of fusion between the
reported speech clause and its matrix clause (Li 1986).
Direct quotations in Kakataibo are used pervasively and are almost the only type
of quotative speech clause type found in my database. Direct quotative speech in
Kakataibo tends to faithfully resemble the message of the original speaker in terms of the
syntax and deicitic references, but a few deviations to this pattern have also been attested.
This suggests that a directly quoted clause will show all the prototypical properties of an
independent clause, such as obligatory second-position enclitics, having the verb
obligatorily in final position and showing final verbal morphology. Consider the
following example (683) coming from one of the Kakataibo creation myths. In this
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example, the direct quotation, occurring between brackets, displays the validationality
and first person subject second position entlitics, the main clause verb kwën ‘want’ occurs
in final position and is being marked with the final verbal morpheme -a ‘perfective’.
Notice that the validational =ka ‘VAL1’ is used in the direct quotation rather than the
evidential =id ‘EVID’ because it is the grammatical device assumed to have been used by
the original speaker. However, the enclitics =ka ‘VAL 1’, =ri ‘VAL 2’ and =id ‘EVID’
may be used in direct quotations depending on their presence in the original message or
not.
(683) [ ama
aku inmú ‘ikë
ukana
‘a-ti
a=ma aku inmú ‘i-kë
u=ka=na
‘a-ti
3=NEG there below be-NFUT.NMLZ that=VAL=1A/S do-FUT.NMLZ
kwëá ]
kixuidá […]
xanu
mëtunki
kakëxa.
kwën-a
ki-xun=id=a
xanu
mëtun-kin
ka-akë-x-a
want-PFV say-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S woman point-A/S>A:SE tellREM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘“No, I want that, what is down there.”, (the penis) said pointing to the woman’s
(vagina).’ (Cómo_se_creó_la_tierra-DR-2012-11-10-CBR.1.57)

Direct quotative speech is not restricted to whole clauses but may also target
lower-level constituents, in which case the prototypical clausal properties may or may not
appear. In example (684), the quotation only involves the NP chaxu ‘deer’ arguably
functioning as the O argument of a reconstructed copula predicate. In addition, direct
quotations may occur without being demarcated at their right edge by a verb of saying
(e.g. ka ‘tell’ or ki ‘say’), as in (685).
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(684) […] uni
bëná achúi ai
xuta
‘iu
abi
[ chaxu ]
uni
bënat achúi ain
xuta
‘iu
abi
chaxu
K.person young one 3.POSS grandfather owner 3=CONT deer
ida
kixu
ai
banina
mëakëxa
=id=a
ki-xun
ain
banin=na
më-akë-x-a.
=EVID=3A/S say-A/S>A:PE 3.POSS peach.palm=INST hit-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘[…] his own family saying “(that that is a) deer” shot at the young man with his
arrow, they say.’ (Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-11-11-CBR.1.14)
(685) [ makaina
ë
u ni
‘urá ‘aínëákë
ma=ka=mina
ë=n
uni
‘ura ‘a-inëa-akë
already=VAL=2A/S 1=POSS K.person far do-HAB.PST-REM.PST
bëríkunikaina
ë
bëchikë dënënti
‘ai ]
bërí=kuni=ka=mina
ë=n
bëchikë dënën-ti
‘a-i
now=CERT=VAL=2A/S 1=POSS offspring get.ripped-FUT.NMLZ be-IPFV
kakëxa.
ka-akë-x-a
tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(The big spider monkey) told (the man) “You have already been killing my
people. Now you have to finish my offspring.” ’ (Chunan_tita-ET-2012-11-22CBR.1.5)

Indirect reported speech occurs when the message of the original speaker is
modified to fit the viewpoint of the (current) speaker and not that of the original one. This
change in perspective affects the personal, temporal and spatial deictics relations of the
original message, which need to be accommodated to fit the current speaker’s viewpoint.
In my database, almost no clear examples of indirect quotations have been attested in
naturalistic speech. However, speakers judge them as grammatical in the elicitation
sessions. Indirect reported speech clauses may only show the evidential second-position
enclitic =id ‘EVID’, but not the validational enclitics =ka ‘VAL 1’ and =ri ‘VAL 2’. In
addition, the personal, temporal and spatial deixis changes to fit the current speech act
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situation instead of preserving that one from the original speech act. Consider example
(686) below where the sentence uttered by the current speaker differs from the one
uttered by the original speaker in the choice of second-position enclitics (both the
evidential and the subject person cross-reference), the person of the possessive pronoun
(ën vs. ain) and the final verbal morphology. Indirect quotations are more likely to allow
for reconfigurations of the original message. In (687), the current speaker omits the
purpose of going to kindergarten by the original speaker.
(686) A. Original speaker:
kana
ën
juane ‘ai.
kana
ën
juane ‘ai
=VAL=1A/S 1=POSS juane do-IPFV
‘I am cooking my juane’ (Elicited)
B. Actual/reporter speaker:
ida
ain
juane ‘aia
ka
kiaxi.
ida
ain
juane ‘a-i-a
=ka=a
kiaxi
=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS juane do-IPFV-N.PROX =VAL=3A/S say-PFV-3-PROX
‘He said that he is going to cook his juane.’ (Elicited)
(687) A. Original speaker
kana
jardínnu
kirika ‘ai
kwani
=ka=na
jardín=nu
kirika ‘a-i
kwan-i
=VAL=1A/S kindergarten=LOC paper do-A/S>S:SE go-IPFV
‘I am going to kindergarten to study’ (Overheard)
B. Actual/reporter speaker
jardínnuida
kwania
ka
kiaxa.
jardín=nu=id=a
kwan-i-a
=ka=a
ki-a-x-a
kindergarten=LOC=EVID=3A/S go-IPFV-N.PROX =VAL=3A/S say-PFV-3N.PROX
‘He said that he is going to kindergarten.’ (Overheard)
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PART II: INFORMATION STRUCTURE
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Communication takes place via a series of communicative moves by speaker and hearer
in an alternating fashion, updating the information already stored in the common ground
(Stalnaker 1974), which is the set of propositions assumed to be shared by the
participants in the discourse. In order to facilitate the flow of information, the speaker
adapts his/her speech to meet the hearer’s communicative needs at a given point of the
discourse. The field of information structure studies these aspects of human
communication, how information is organized, or packaged (Chafe 1976), in discourse,
in contrast to information itself.
When discussing information structure, three main dichotomies have been
proposed to analyze this area of communication: focus vs. background, topic vs.
comment (or theme and rheme, respectively, in certain traditions), and new vs. old
information. The first dichotomy, focus vs. background, deals with those parts of the
proposition that answer the current question under discussion (Roberts 1996) in the
discourse, the focus, in contrast to those that do not, the background. Chapter 9 discusses
the information structural category of focus in more detail. The second dichotomy relates
to what the sentence is about or what the topic of the proposition is in contrast to the
comment, the information expressed about the topic. The expression of the category of
topic is discussed in §Chapter 10. The dichotomy concerning new and old information
relates to whether the information is introduced for the first time or already given in the
discourse. This last dichotomy is not study per se in this dissertation, but phenomena
related to this distinction has been incorporated into the chapter analyzing topic
(§Chapter 10).
As pointed out by Krifka and Musan (2012:5), “cognitive categories such as the
distinction between unfamiliar and familiar discourse referents, the presence of
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alternatives, and the indication of what an utterance is about, play a role in
communication and hence, in languages universally”. Different languages have
developed different ways to express these information structural categories. These
information-structural devices include variations in pitch, constituent order, specialized
morphological markers, and choice of lexical item, among others (see Krifka and Musan
2012b for a description of the expression of information structure in different languages;
Büring 2010 for a typology of the expression of focus).
The study of information structure has a long tradition, going back to the
pioneering work by von der Gabelentz (1869). However, research on this field has had an
intermittent history, being delimited by landmark works such as Mathesius (1929), Firbas
(1966), Halliday (1967b, coining the name information structure), and Chafe (1976),
among others. It has been in recent decades that the research on information structure has
established itself as a fertile area of inquiry influenced by works such as Jacobs (1983),
Rooth (1985), Krifka (1991), among others.
Within the field of information structure, the research has focused mainly on well
studied languages, such as English, German and Japanese, mainly because of the
availability of comprehensive grammatical descriptions of those languages. This research
focus, in turned, has shaped the theoretical proposals and research questions within this
field. More recently, efforts have been made to analyze the information structure
component of other languages, as in the work by Fiedler and Schwarz (2010) for African
languages and Krifka and Musan (2012b) for a set of genetically diverse languages.
Camacho, Gutiérrez-Bravo, and Sánchez (2010) provide a study of information structure
related phenomena in languages of the Americas. However, the languages spoken in the
Amazon region have largely been overlooked in the literature on information structure,
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mainly because grammatical descriptions of them were not available. Some exceptions to
this general pattern are works by Van Valin and Everett (n.d.), Vallejos (2009, KokamaKokamilla), Storto (2014, Karitiana), who study aspects related to the expression of
focus. The present work addresses builds on this early conversation regarding the
expression of information structure in Amazonian languages by studying the expression
of focus and topic in Kakataibo (San Alejandro dialect). This study describes the
interplay between prosody, morpho-syntax and information structure from a broad
perspective, rather than restricting its focus to a given construction without reference to
other resources relevant to information structure. Thus, this research presents the first
wide-ranging description of the information structure component of a Panoan languages
and one of the first attempts to do so in an Amazonian language.
This study of information structure pays special attention to the methodology for
the collection and analysis of the data because of the high complexity of the phenomenon
and in order to allow for replicability and falsifability. The main source of data comes
from the naturalistic corpus – annotated to the morpheme level – spanning different
speech genera. However, this naturalistic data needed to be supplemented with elicited
data, following Skopeteas et al. (2006), and experimental data in order to control aspects
of the communicative context that affected the realization of focus and topic. In addition,
naturalistic data tends to be scarce and shows a skewed distribution, which in turn may
affect our view of information structure phenomena. The elicited and experimental data
was used to probe new hypotheses and test current analyses. A more detailed discussion
of the methodology followed to study focus and topic are given in the respective
chapters. In addition, this study adopts a quantitative approach to the analysis of
information structure in order to accout for the multiple strategies exploited to express
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information structure categories and inter-speaker variation, and to do so from a
relatively rule-based standpoint.
Kakataibo makes use of both prosody and syntax to express focus (§Chapter 9). In
terms of the prosody, the focused constituent tends to show the highest intensity in the
clause whereas it may or may not also show the highest pitch in the clause. Notice that
exploiting intensity for marking focus does not figure in the available typologies of this
information structure category (Büring 2010) and thus constitute one of the main
empirical findings of this work. In terms of the syntax, different foci types (e.g. narrow
focus, predicate focus) tend to be realized by distinctive linearization patterns, e.g.
narrow focus on the left periphery, and dropping of non-focused constituents. As for the
expression of topic (§Chapter 10), a clear divide occurs between new and change of
topic, on the one hand, and continuing topic, on the other hand, where the former needs
more grammatical encoding than the latter in order to point out to the speaker what the
sentence is about. In addition, continuing topics, but not new or changed topics, tend to
make use of switch-reference suffixes marking same subject. Overall, topics in Kakataibo
tend to occur as the A/S argument of the clause confirming previous studies on the use of
subjects as topics (Chafe 1976; Givón 1975; Kíss 1995), among others.
This study aims at providing a first view at the information structure in Kakataibo
with the intent to stimulate further research into the topic. We here identify several areas
for future research, which would carry our understanding of information structure in this
language (and more widely) beyond the present exploration. For focus, a perception study
would help to confirm that the prosodic and grammatical strategies described here are
exploited by listeners in order to assimilate and organize information. In addition, other
focus types (e.g. selective, corrective, etc.) need still to be described. For topic, the
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prosodic correlates, if any, of this information-structural category still need to be
explored. At the same time, a production and perception study of the expression of topic
awaits further research in order test the results found in the naturalistic data. Finally, an
in-depth study of the interplay between the expression of topic and switch-reference
morphology needs to be addressed, given the main role the latter plays in tracking
referents in discourse.
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Chapter 9. Focus

9.1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of focus has received various interpretations, sometimes even contradicting
ones, throughout its use in linguistic research. Focus has been characterized as expressing
new information (Halliday 1967a; Elisabeth Selkirk 1984), for highlighting and
informativeness (Bolinger 1985) and as a presupposition or presupposition set
(Jackendoff 1972); however, these distinct characterizations make different predictions
about the behavior of focus and posit varied challenges in the way it is operationalized.
While these views on what focus is capture important insights about this linguistic
category, their use in naturalistic discourse may posit serious challenges. In this work,
focus is regarded as a pragmatic concept, since it relates to the communicative goals of
speech participants in the update of common ground (CG), that is, the set of propositions
assumed to be shared by speaker and hearer. As discourse develops by a series of
communicative moves of questions and answers by speakers wanting to know the way
things are, the part of a proposition that answers the current question under discussion
(QUD, Roberts 1996) is considered here as the focus. For instance, the information
expressed by the object constituent in (688) is in focus, indicated by the square brackets
and the subscript F, because it answers the question in (688). Following Hamblin (1973),
the denotation of a question can be viewed as a set of alternatives, which are usually
reduced by the answer to said question. Thus, the category of focus evokes a set of
alternatives that are relevant for the interpretation of a linguistic expression (Krifka 2008;
Rooth 1985, 1992).
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(688) a. What are you reading?
b. I am reading [The Lord of the Rings]F.

This view of focus allows us to operationalize the concept of focus in a more
straightforward manner since it will be equated with the part of the proposition that
answers the QUD. Defined in this way, focus is not necessarily equated with a particular
syntactic or prosodic pattern in isolation; rather, focus may be realized by different
grammatical strategies always depending on the information already present in the
common ground.
In addition, a focused constituent can have different pragmatic functions
depending on its relation to its alternatives present in the common ground. When
alternatives have not been introduced into the CG, the focus has an information function,
as in example (688). Other focus types include corrective focus, when the focus
substitutes an alternative already introduced in the common ground, contrastive focus
(§9.3), when the focus is put side by side with another alternative, and selective focus,
when the focus is picked up from a set of given alternatives.
Another way of characterizing focus is regarding its relation to the syntactic
category over which it scopes (Lambrecht 1994, 2000). A first distinction is made
between narrow focus and broad focus. In a narrow focus construction, the focus is
associated with a singular constituent (e.g. NP, PP). Subject, object and adjunct focus are
instances of narrow focus (§9.2.1). In contrast, broad focus occurs when the focus has
scope over larger constituents such as the VP (§9.2.2), also known as predicate focus, and
the whole sentence (§9.2.3) or all-new focus.
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One of the biggest challenges in studying the expression of focus in naturalistic
data comes from the scarcity in the number of clauses that overtly show the necessary
linguistic context, particularly an explicit triggering question, to determine the focus
properties of a given proposition, e.g. focus type and focus scope. This situation varies
from one speech genre to another, conversation being where more question-answer pairs
occur. However, the number of overt questions is relatively low in comparison to
affirmative clauses in conversations as well. Because of this property of communication
in general, I have concentrated the discussion of this chapter on mainly information focus
since this is the focus type more widely attested in the corpus used here. The other focus
types will also be discussed in this chapter, but to a lesser degree. In order to mitigate to a
certain degree the lack of unambiguous intances of focus in connected speech, an
experiment targeting information focus was run (see §9.2.4 below for further details).
The main goal of this experiment was not merely to establish generalizations based on the
experiment data, but rather to corroborate the generalizations made about the expression
of focus based on the spontaneous data through the use of a more controlled set-up. For
this very same reason, experiments on other focus types were not conducted given that
generalizations were based on a smaller number of instances. In addition, pilot
experiments suggested that the settings for recreating the linguistic context for eliciting
focus othen than information were usually interpreted as something else, e.g a different
focus type.
In what follows, the syntactic and prosodic properties of information focus are
explored in §9.2. The discussion in the first part of this section draws from data found in
spontaneous speech. The second part of this section contrasts the generalizations made
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with data from experimental data targeting information focus. §9.3 discusses the syntactic
and prosodic properties of contrastive focus.

9.2. INFORMATION FOCUS
9.2.1. Narrow focus
Narrow focus, also known as term focus, occurs when the focus has scope over a single
constituent, such as the subject, object, adverb or adverbial phrase. In Kakataibo, term
focus may be expressed by a single constituent or a full clause. The single constituent
strategy seems to be more widespread in everyday speech situations, based on my
participant observation; however, the full sentence strategy is slightly more frequent in
my recorded corpus of spontaneous speech, as summarized in the Table 45 below. Both
strategies, nonetheless, are highly attested. This difference in frequency of the two
narrow focusing strategies in the participant observation and the collected corpus
approach may be due to the formality of the settings of each of these, a more formal
setting usually leading to more instances of full clauses, and the different genera
represented in the recorded corpus, such as procedural texts and traditional stories, in
contrast to the participant observation, where only conversations were represented.
Table 45. Narrow focusing strategies

Full clause
218 (58.76%)

Single constituent
153 (41.24%)

Total
371 (100%)

The single-constituent narrow focusing strategy simply consists of uttering the
constituent that answers the wh-element of the question. This may consist of one or more
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words, without having any of the sentential second-position clitics, such as =ka
‘validational 1’ or =ri ‘validational 2’ and the main clause verb, as illustrated in (689).
(689) a. añukaina
anun
mikinu
baripuni?
añu=ka=mina
a=nun miki-nu
bari-pun-i
INDF.INA=VAL=2A/S 3=INST fish.with.line-A/S>S:FE look.for-HOD1IPFV
‘What did you fish with earlier today?’ (LXII_AP-JP_3)
b. ‘asa.
‘Manioc.’ (LXII_AP-JP_4)

In addition, speakers may add the switch-reference suffix -kin A/S>A:SE to the
focused single constituent, which makes it more sentence-like and is sometimes
translated as ‘it is x’, where x indicates the focused constituent, as exemplified in (690)
below.20 However, notice that having the suffix -kin in the focused constituent does not
imply an exhaustive interpretation of the answer, meaning the given answer is the only
possible one that makes the answer true, as the translation might suggest. Rather, this
suffix simply makes the utterance more clausal.
(690) a. añu
ñunukara
rakataxa?
añu
ñu=nu=ka=ra=a
raka-t-a-x-a
INDF.INA thing=LOC=VAL=INT=3A/S lay.down-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Where is it laying down?’ (LVI_20050703_ET-HB.7)

20

The Lower Aguaytía dialect shows a pair of suffixes -kín and -kán, which meaning is not yet fully
understood but might be related to information structure status (e.g. given information, Roberto Zariquiey,
p.c.). The suffix -kín of this pair may be the one found in these instances of narrow focus instead of the
switch-reference suffix -kin. However, there is currently no evidence to suggest that either -kín or -kán may
be synchronically present in the San Alejandro dialect.
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b. mëdnuki
mëd=nu-kin
soil=LOC=A/S>A:SE
‘(It is) on the ground.’

(LVI_20050703_ET-HB.8)

Likewise, the second-position clitic =dapi ‘uncertainty’, but not other secondposition enclitics such as =ka ‘validational 1’ or =ri ‘validational 2’, can be attached to
single constituents in narrow focus adding some degree of lack of knowledge in the
answer. The switch-reference suffix -kin A/S>A:SE follows the enclitic =dapi when they
co-occur attached to the same single constituent, as in (691).
(691) a. y añu
ñukara
a rabëta
ukë
y añu
ñu=ka=ra=a
a rabët-ta u-kë
and INDF.INA thing=VAL=INT=3A/S 3 two-COL come-NFUT.NMLZ
a ‘ikë?
a ‘ikë
3 be.3.IPFV
‘And what are those two things that have come?’ (CLXXXIII_20150709_APTVP.107)
b. charudapiki.
charu=dapi-kin
crab=UNCERT-A/S>A:SE
‘(Those) may be crabs.’ (CLXXXIII_20150709_APT-VP.108)

Narrow focus may also be instantiated in full clauses, those having a secondposition enclitic and a verb with an obligatory suffix (see §7.3 for more on clausal
properties). Narrow focus is expressed mainly by syntactic terms; prosodic properties
such as intensity and duration also help to identify the focused constituent. Syntactically,
the narrow focused constituent may occur in initial position (692)b, before the secondposition clitic complex, or final position (693)b, after the main verb. This pattern holds
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for both core and non-core arguments. Sentence (694) shows an instance of narrow focus
on an adjunct. Notice that the focused constituent occurs in bold both in the vernacular
and free translation lines in the examples for ease of identification.
(692) a. añu
ñukara
tuiáxa?
añu
ñu=ka=ra=a
tuin-a-x-a
INDF.INA thing=VAL=INT=3A/S hold-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘What did he grab?’ (LV_20150703_ET-HB.137)
b. ‘asaka
tuiáxi.
‘asa=ka=a
tuin-a-x-i
manioc=VAL=3A/S hold-IPFV-3.PROX
‘(It) grabbed manioc.’ (LV_20150703_ET-HB.138.2)
(693) a. añu
ñukara
uní
mikiaxa?
añu
ñu=ka=ra=a
uni=n
miki-a-x-a
INDF.INA thing=VAL=INT=3A/S man=A/S fish.with.line-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘What did the man catch?’ (CVXXXIV-AP-04-10-14.7)
b. ka
biaxa
ñapó.
ka=a
bis-a-x-a
ñapon.
VAL=3A/S grab-PFV-3-N.PROX sábalo fish
‘He caught sábalo fish.’ (CVXXXVI_Focus answers-RB.7.1)
(694) a. añu
ñu
isi tërëkakëra?
añu
ñu
isi tërë-ka-kë=ra
INDF.INA thing rope tie-TR-NFUT.NMLZ=INT
‘With what kind of rope is it tied?’ (LIX_20150706_ET-HB.9)
b. mëranka
tërëkaia.
mëra=n=ka=a
tërë-ka-i-a
rope(sp.)=INST=VAL=3A/S tie-TR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘He is tying it with mëra rope.’ (LIX_20150706_ET-HB.10.1)

Based on a set of 218 instances of narrow focus full clauses from spontaneous
speech, summarized in the Table 46 below, it can be observed that there is a strong
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preference to place the narrow focused constituent at the beginning of the clause, 80.28%
of the attested data. Notice that no instance of narrow focus on the subject was found in
the spontaneous data analyzed here. Furthermore, placing the narrow focus on the object
and adjunct in clausal initial position is statistically more likely to occur than placing it in
final position, χ2(1, N = 218) = 9.622, p = 0.00221, let alone middle position.
Table 46. Narrow focus and focus position

Object
Adjunct
Total

Focus position
Initial
Final
131
42
44
1
175
43

Total
173
45
218

However, the speaker’s age also seems to play a role with regard to the position in
the clause that the narrow focused constituent occupies. As suggested by the table 47
below, older speakers (ages 26 – 80)22 tend to place the narrow focus in clause-initial
position but rarely in final position. In contrast, younger speakers follow the opposite
pattern, they prefer to place the narrow focus constituent in final position and disfavor
having it in initial position. This trend is further confirmed by the statistical analysis run
on this data where a significant interaction is found between the speaker’s age and the
focused constituent’s position within the clause, χ2(1, N = 209) = 52.316, p < 0.001. A

21

Notice that the significant value of the statistical tests presented here have been adjusted using the
Bonferroni-Holm method to counteract the problem of multiple observations increasing the probability of
finding type I error. Thus, the significant results reported here have also been found to be significant under
the conservative Bonferroni-Holm correction of accepted significance level.
22 The age group distinction made here between 26 and 80 years of age is based on the observation that
younger generations, beginning with people who were younger than 26 years at the time the fieldwork was
carried out, began to have a greater and more frequent contact with the Peruvian national society facilitated
by impovements on infrastructure and education, which has had a big impact in the way they use
Kakataibo.
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post-hoc evaluation of the standardized residuals of each cell was used to determine the
contribution of each cell to the noted relationship. It was confirmed again that younger
speakers prefer a clausal final strategy (standarized residual = 5.415) but disfavor a
clausal initial strategy (standardized residual = -2.553). On the other hand, older speakers
show a dispreference to place narrow focus at the end of the clause (std residual = 3.967); no significant interaction was found for older speakers and initial position (std
residual = 1.870), suggesting that there is no preference or lack thereof for this particular
combination of factors. In addition to the speaker’s age, the command of Spanish that the
Kakataibo speakers have also seems to play a role in the position in which the focus
occurs. That is, people who have a better command of Spanish tend to place focus in the
final position while people with a lesser interaction with Spanish follow the clause-initial
approach more frequently.
Table 47. Narrow focus position and age

Initial
Older
131
Younger 40
Total
171

Final
5
33
38

Total
136
77
20923

This pattern seems to suggest that there is a change in progress in the way in
which narrow focus is expressed in this dialect, switching from placing focus on the left
periphery to the right periphery in younger generations. This change may be motivated by
the influence of the local variety of Spanish on Kakataibo in the recent decades, although
this remains to be further studied. Also, it should be noted that other dialects of the

23

Note that nine instances of narrow focus in full sentences do not form part of the data because their
corresponding speakers’ age conflicted with the parameters followed in this work.
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language seem to have only one position for narrow focus; for example, the final position
in the clause, directly after the main verb, is used for focus in the Lower Aguaytía dialect
(Zariquiey 2011a: 713).
Other extra-linguistic factors also seem to play a role in predicting the position of
narrow focus in Kakataibo. Constraints on sentence planning, such as lack of instant
information, usually lead to placing the focus in final position. When this occurs, there
may be, but not necessarily so, a pause as well as an intonational break that separates the
main verb from the final focused constituent. Figure 22, corresponding to sentence (693)
above, illustrates how the focused constituent, in this instance the object NP ñapon
‘sábalo fish’ in final position, occurs separated from the main verb bis-a-x-a ‘catch-PFV3-N.PROX by a pause, highlighted by the red rectangle. In addition, there is an f0 reset in
the first syllable of ñapon after the f0 has fallen down at the end of the verb, as shown by
the f0 contour.
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Figure 22. ka biaxa ñapó ‘He caught sábalo fish.’
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Thus far we have discussed narrow focus when it occurs in a single constituent
within the clause. However, narrow focus may also fall into more than one constituent,
which do not form a higher constituent by themselves. Instances of multiple foci usually
answer questions such as who ate what?, where the subject and object of the
corresponding answer are in focus. Multiple foci has only been attested in full sentences
in my data set, in contrast to narrow focus, which may be expressed by a single
constituent. Instances of multiple foci occurring in clauses without second-position
enclitics or a main verb have not been attested either.

In a clause containing multiple foci, only one narrow constituent may occur in the
clause initial position, the left periphery, while the other focused constituent occurs in
between the second-position clitic complex and the main verb, the middle field position,
as shown in (695). This linearization pattern seems to be the result of a syntax 421

information structure interplay where the syntactic constraint of allowing only one
constituent before the second-position clitic complex leads to one of the narrow focused
constituents occuring in a different position, namely, the middle field, regardless of the
general preference of having the narrow focus in intial position of the clause. It should be
noted that having one focused constituent in clause final position, directly after the main
verb, has not been attested in my corpus for multiple foci, in contrast to instances of
narrow focus on a single constituent.
(695) a. uinanuakara
uina
ransaxa?
uina=nu=a=ka=ra=a
uina
ransa-a-x-a
INT.PRO=LOC=PA.S=VAL=3A/S INT.PRO dance-IPFV-3-N.PROX
‘Who danced where?’ (XCXII_20150614_APT.3)
b. umishanuaka
Untin ransaxa.
umisha=nu=a=ka=a
Untin ransa-a-x-a
carnival=LOC=PA.S=VAL=3A/S Untin dance-IPFV-3-N.PROX
‘Untin danced at the carnivals.’ (XCXII_20150614_APT.4)
The order in which the focused constituents in a multiple foci construction occur
in the clause is independent of their syntactic role. Focused constituents in the answer
usually, but not necesarily, mirror the order the corresponding wh-constituents show in
the triggering question, as shown in example (695) above, for the adjunct and subject
occurring in initial and medial position, respectively. In cases where an adjunct and a
core argument are involved in a multiple foci construction, sometimes the adjuct occurs
in initial position regardless of the place in which the wh-constituent corresponding to the
adjucts occurs in the question. Example (696) illustrates this pattern where the focused
object occurs in the middle position in the answer but in initial position in the question,
whereas the adjunct phrase occurs in initial position in the answer but in middle position
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in the question.
(696) a. añukara
unin
añun
biaxa?
a=ñu=ka=ra=a
uni=n
añu=n
bis-a-x-a
INDF.INA=VAL=INT=3A/S man=A/S INDF.INA=INST catch-PFV-3N.PROX
‘What did the man catch with what?’
(Multiple focus XCXII_20150614_APT.27)
b. pianka
sasa biaxa.
pia=n=ka=a
sasa bis-a-x-a
arrow=INST=VAL=3A/S fish catch-IPFV-3A/S
‘He caught fish with an arrow.’ (XCXII_20150614_APT.28)

9.2.2. Predicate focus
Predicate focus takes place when the verb phrase, the verb and its arguments, fall under
the scope of focus. Questions such as what does s/he do? are expected to trigger this
focus type because only the subject argument is assumed to be shared. For predicate
focus in Kakataibo, only the full clause strategy has been attested in my spontaneous
corpus, as summarized in Table 48. However, note that a verb with obligatory
morphology may occur as the only word in an utterance, e.g. in contrastive focus (§9.3
for more on contrastive focus), but not in information focus. Differences in the realization
of predicate focus triggered by sociolinguistic factors, such as age or gender, or
processing constraints, such as planning, have not been attested, as noted for narrow
focus in §Section 9.2.1.
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Table 48. Predicate focus sentences in spontaneous speech

Transitive
Intransitive
Total

Full clause
28
57
85

In predicate focus clauses, the main clause verb always occurs in clause final
position for both young and adult speakers; no other constituent may follow it. This is a
requirement of the information packaging in Kakataibo, but not a syntactic constraint
since the main clause verb is licensed to occur in middle position as well as in the case of
narrow focus, as shown in the previous section. In addition, the object of a transitive verb
immediately precedes the final verb in predicate focus constructions, as shown in
example (697); the object tends not to occur in initial position. Placing the object in a
non-preceding, non-adjacent position with regard to the main clause verb makes the
clause unfelicitious but not ungrammatical, as in (697)c. Nonetheless, not-in-focus
material is also allowed to occur in the middle field as long as it does not fall between the
verb and its argument(s).
(697) a. añukaina
min
naënu
kwaxu
‘aëxa?
añu=ka=mina
mi=n
naë=nu
kwan-xun
‘a-ëxan
INDF.INA=VAL=2A/S 2=POSS farm=LOC go-A/S>A:PE do-REC.PST
‘What did you do the other day after going to your farm?’ (LX_20121031_ALSR.5)
b. kana
ën
media sacaín
ka=na
ë=n
media saca=ín
VAL=1A/S 1=POSS half sack=EXCL
‘I came grabbing half a sack of my corn.’
c. # ën media sacaínkana bibësiëxá. (Elicited)
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bibësiëxá.
bis-bësin-ëxan
grab-COME-REC.PST
(LX_20121031_AL-SR.5)

In contrast to instances of narrow focus, the initial position of the clause,
preceding the second-position clitic complex, may be left empty, as evidenced by the
answer to (697). However, a non-focused constituent, a topic or given information, may
also occupy that position, as it is shown in (698) below.
(698) a. anukara?
a=nu=ka=ra=a
3=LOC=VAL=INT=3A/S
‘Then? (LXVI_20141106_RM-VIP.13)
b. anukana
‘uxpuni
on.24
a=nu=ka=na
‘ux-pun-i
on
3=LOC=VAL=1A/S sleep-HOD1-IPFV dude
‘Then, I slept earlier today, dude.’ (LXVI_20141106_RM-VIP.14)

When the focus only falls on the verb instead of the whole verbal phrase, verb
focus takes place. This focus type usually occurs when the subject and object arguments
are already given in the discourse and do not answer the question under discussion as in
what did John do to the house? As in the case of predicate focus, verb focus occurs in
situ, in the final position of the clause, and nothing else comes after it. However, the
transitive object is not necessarily overt in verb focus clauses, in contrast to predicate
focus ones. In example (699)b, the subject and object arguments are already part of the
common ground, as they have been introduced into discourse in the previous clause
(699)a when this sentence is uttered. Thus, (699)b can be conceived of as answering the
non-overt question what does the jaguar do to the deer after killing it?, which triggers a
verb focus as an answer.

24

Notice that the word on ‘dude’ functions as a vocative in (698) and is considered to be detached from the
main clause. For this reason, the verb, and not the vocative, is considered to occupy the final position.
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(699) a. nuixuká
chaxu bixu
rëtëi.
nui-xun=ka=a
chaxu bis-xun
rëtë-i-i
follow-A/S>A:PE deer grab-A/S>A:PE kill-IPFV-PROX
‘After following (it), (the jaguar) killed (it) after catching the deer.’
(CX_2011105_ET-1.5)
b. rëtëxuka
pi.
rëtë-xun=ka=a
pi-i-i
kill-A/S>A:PE=VAL=3A/S eat-IPFV-PROX
‘After killing (it), (the jaguar) ate (the deer).’ (CX_2011105_ET-1.5)
Instances of this focus type with a corresponding triggering overt question have
not been attested in my naturalistic corpus. However, the data coming from elicitation
suggest the pattern described here for the spontaneous speech corpus. Furthermore, the
verb focus construction is highly frequent in monologues telling a story or a procedure,
where both the subject and the object often form part of the common ground. For
instance, consider the sentence (700), which comes from a procedural text about working
on a farm. The speaker has been explaining to the listener how to prepare the ground in
order to plant corn. When he has explained this, he utters (700)a, which answers the nonovert question what do I do to the corn? Sentence (700)b also adds information about the
same subject (the listener) and object (the corn). Thus, the clause structure is similar to
the previous one, the verb occurs in final position and the transitive object is non-overt.
However, in the following sentence (700)c, the transitive object occurs overtly and
adjacent to the verb. The presence of the object is necessary in this example because it is
an instance of predicate focus instead, such as what do I do then, where the object arroz
‘rice’ instead of corn is not pressupposed.
(700) a. anúbi
‘apati.
a=nu=bi
‘a-pat-i
3=LOC=CONT do-DOWN-IPFV
‘Then, (you) plant (the corn).’ (XXI_20121102-ET.1.66)
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b. ‘apábaëxaxu
matí.
‘a-pat-bait-ëxan-xun
mati-i
do-DOWN-DUR-REC.PST-A/S>A:PE complete-IPFV
‘After being planting (the corn) the other day, (you) complete (planting the
corn). (XXI_20121102-ET.1.67)
c. matíkaxukáina
anuira
arroz
mati-ka-xun=ka=mina
a=nu=ira
arroz
complete-TRANS-A/S>A:PE=VAL=2A/S 3=LOC=DIM rice
amami
niai.
a=ma=mi
nia-i
3=NEG=DAT add-IPFV
‘After completing (it), then, you plant rice everywhere.’ (XXI_20121102ET.1.68)
Another instance of focus type that occurs in the corpus is one involving the verb
and the subject but not the object. This focus type may be triggered by questions such as
what happened to the object? In clauses having this focus type, the properties of narrow
focus and verb focus are met. That is, the focused subject occurs in initial position and
the focused verbs occurs in situ in final position, as illustrated in (701). Note that the
given object argument may or may not be overt in the clause.
(701) a. uidaikara
sasa ‘ia?
ui=da-i=ka=ra=a
sasa ‘i-a
INT.PRO=COMP-A/S>S:SE=VAL=INT=3A/S fish be-A/S>S:PE
‘How about the fish?’ (LV_20150703_ET-HB.5)
b. charaxaka
sasa bia.
charax=an=ka=a
sasa bis-a
king.fisher=A/S=VAL=3A/S fish catch-A/S>S:PE
‘A kingfisher caught the fish.’ (LV_20150703_ET-HB.6)
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9.2.3. Sentence focus
Sentence focus, also known as all-new focus, occurs when the whole clause acts as the
answer to a given question, such as what is new? Sentence focus usually occurs at the
beginning of a narrative or out of the blue, where none of the proposition is assumed to
be part of the common ground. In Kakataibo, all-new focus sentences show the orders
SV/SOV, as shown in (702) and (703), respectively, from the beginning of two traditional
narratives, which arguably answer the question What happened?.
(702) uni nukën
tainki
achúi xanuñu
uni nukën
tainki
achúi xanu=ñu
man 1PL.O/POSS ancestor one
woman=HAVE
uninkaidá
‘ura ‘iákëxa.
uni=n=ka=id=a
‘ura ‘i-akë-x-a
man=A/S=VAL=EVID=3A/S far be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘A man, our ancestor, who had a wife lived far away.’ (Puruma-ET-2012-1130.1)
(703) uda
‘aidá
nukën
papa diosa
nukë
u=da
‘a-i-id=a
nukën
papa dios=a
nukën
that=COMP do-A/S>S:SE 1PL.O/POSS father god=A/S 1PL.O/POSS
ainsi
nukën
chaiti unimiakëxa.
ainsi
nukën
chaiti uni-mi-akë-x-a
relative 1PL.O/POSS uncle get.created-CAUS-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Thus, our father God created our relatives, our uncles, a long time ago.’
(LXXI_20121026_LR.1.1)

Notice that the subject argument may occupy the initial position of the clause, but
is not required to do so. In fact, there seems to be a speech genera preference for each one
of these options. In traditional stories and narratives in general, all-new focus sentences
tend to show a non-core argument, which has a topic setting function, in clause-initial
position, as shown in (703) above. However, in other types of texts such as conversations
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or expositions, the pre-field position is mainly occupied by the subject instead, as shown
in (704) from an expository text.
(704) nokamanka
no
madari
no=kama=n=ka=a
no
madá-a=ri
non-K.person=PL=A/S=VAL=3A/S non-K.person make.badbanai.
bana-i-i
speak-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The mestizo people are speaking badly.’ (XLIX_20120712_PP.1)

Notice that in all-new focus sentences the verb’s core arguments are required to
be overt, as shown in the examples above. While dropping one or more core arguments
does not make the clause ungrammatical, this difference in the linearization pattern, e.g.
AV instead of AOV, would express a different focus type, for instance, narrow focus on
the subject (as discussed in §9.2.1 above).
While all-new focus sentences usually display all the prototypical properties of a
clause in Kakataibo (see §7.3), some instances of this focus type may occur without the
presence of second-posiiton clitics in connected speech, as illustrasted by (705) coming
from an expositive text about an electrical engine.
(705) ën
sobrino kiáxa.
ë=n
sobrino ki-a-x-a
1=POSS nephew say-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘My nephew said.’ (XL_20140624_DP.1)

In this section, the main syntactic properties for expressing focus have been
described. Different constructions are used for narrow, predicate and sentence focus,
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respectively, although they may be isomorphic in some instances, being disambiguated
by context. However, when considering all three focus types, as summarized in Table 49
below, there are statistically significant preferences for placing the narrow focus in initial
position, rather than final, and the predicate focus in final position, dispreferred in initial
position, χ2(4, N = 359) = 550.37, p < 0.001. Although the speaker’s age played a role in
the position of narrow focus, evidence for considering it relevant for the expression of
other information focus types was not found. It should be noted that due to the relatively
low number of instances of focus in the spontaneous corpus, statistically valid
generalizations about the relation between focus type, focus position and speaker’s age
could not be reached. The next section presents an experiment in which focus was
elicited with the aim of testing the generalizations made in this section in a more
controlled setting.
Table 49. Focus type and focus position in spontaneous speech

Initial
Narrow
175
Predicate
0
Full clause NA25

Focus position
Final
Full
43
NA
85
NA
NA
56

9.2.4. Experiment on information focus
As the reader may have noticed in the previous sections on Information focus, one of the
main challenges in studying the expression of focus in a naturalistic corpus comes from
25

Instances of focus on the full sentence were coded as ‘NA’ since the focus does not fall only on the
initial or final position. This coding, however, allowed for considering all-new focus clauses in the
statistical analysis.
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the scarcity of clauses that can be unambiguously analyzed as having a particular focus
scope. Indeed, this challenge usually emerges from the fact that triggering questions of a
particular focus type tend to not be overt, making it hard to claim unequivocally that a
particular construction expresses a particular focus type or another. In addition, a
particular focus type may be more frequent in spontaneous speech than others, e.g.
narrow focus, perhaps making it difficult to make siginificant comparisons across these
types. One alternative to this challenge is to rely on elicitation, but the shortcomings of
this technique are many, including the difficulty of recreating the communicative context,
e.g. question under discussion and presupposed information, which is one of the most
puzzling for the study of information structure. A more accepted methodology for
collecting further data on focus comes from experimental tasks (see for instance
Skopeteas et al. 2006) where a number of participants respond to the same set of
conditions. In what follows, I describe the methodology and results of an experiment
aimed at obtaining instances of information focus and compare these results to those
obtained from the naturalistic corpus.
For this experiment, twelve Kakataibo speakers (ten male, two female)
participated. All the participants were bilingual in Kakataibo and Spanish, Kakataibo
being the mother tongue of all of them. The speakers’ ages ranged from 15 to 50 years
old. All the recordings were made in the Sinchi Roca Kakataibo native community
(province of Padre Abad, Ucayali region, Peru) using a HN4 Zoom audio recorder at 44k
Hz and an Audio Technica PRO 8HEx hypercardiod headworn microphone.
A set of 25 questions was recorded by a native speaker, who did not participate in
answering said questions. Three conditions were considered in this experiment: narrow
focus, predicate focus and sentence focus. The narrow focus condition was further broken
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down into subject, object and adjunct focus in order to test whether variations occur
across subtypes of this focus type. Table 50 shows the number of recorded questions per
condition. First, participants were instructed to look at a set of pictures one by one. After
they had observed the picture for five seconds, a pre-recorded question related to the
picture was played back and they were asked to answer it only once with a full clause, if
possible, as if they were in a conversation. This process was repeated for each of the 25
pre-recorded questions with a pause of 20 seconds between an answer and the showing of
the following picture. The order in which the questions were shown to participants was
randomized. Answers not involving a full clause, e.g. not having second-position clitics
or a verb with obligatory suffixes, and those that did not clearly answer the question
under discussion were discarded for the subsequent analysis. A total of 221 full clauses
were ultimately kept for this study. Table 51 summarizes the data collected in this
experiment. Lastly, it should be noted that the data in this section was analyzed using the
software R for statistics and Praat for the phonetic analysis (Boersma 2001).
Table 50. Recorded questions for experiment

Narrow focus
Predicate Sentence
focus
Subject Object Adjunct focus
3
3
3
8
8
Table 51. Tokens per experimental condition

Focus type
Narrow Subject
focus
Object
Adjunct
Predicate
Sentence

Recorded
36
36
36
96
96

Discarded
7
7
20
20
25

Analyzed
29
29
16
76
71
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For narrow focus, it was found that there is a strong tendency to place the focused
constituent in initial position, Fisher’s exact p = 0.006, based on the data from Table 52
below. In addition, the subject argument always occurred in clause-initial position when
in focus whereas the object and adjunct grammatical relations may occur in initial and
final position of the clause. These findings confirm those based on spontaneous speech.
Furthermore, the data suggests that the strategy of placing the focused constituent in the
initial position is shared among younger and older speakers. However, there was not a
statistically significant relation between the speaker’s age and the position of the focus in
the clause, Fisher’s exact p = 0.508, in contrast to what was found in the spontaneous
data. In order to control for the influence that the grammatical function of the narrow
focused constituent might have in these results, a logistic binary regression was run
suggesting that younger speakers have a 96.4% probability more than older speakers to
place the narrow focused constituent in final position, shown in Table 53.
Table 52. Narrow focus position in experimental
settings

Table 53. Narrow focus and age in experimental
settings

Subject Object Adjunct
Initial 29
22
12
Final 0
7
4

Initial
Final

Older
27
3

Younger
36
8

In the case of predicate focus, all of the 76 full clauses analyzed showed the
focused element in final position. This is true for answers having both transitive and
intransitive predicates. Note that the transitive object always occurred directly preceding
the final verb. These properties of predicate focus are consistent with those found in the
spontaneous data set as well.
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Analyzing the data from narrow and predicate focus in this experiment, as
summarized in Table 54, shows a statistically significant relationship between focus type
and its position in the clause, χ2(1, N=150) = 108.09, p < 0.0001. A follow-up non-linear
regression test26 suggests that narrow focus is preferred to occur in initial position
whereas predicate focus preferably is placed in final position. At the same time, there is a
dispreference for placing the narrow focus in final position and the predicate focus in
initial position. In addition, a significant interaction between the speaker’s age and the
focus position in the clause was not found for this data set, χ2(1, N = 150) = 1.0388, p =
0.3081, based on the dat from Table 55.
Table 54. Narrow and predicate focus in experimental settings

Narrow Predicate
Initial 63
0
Final 11
76
Table 55. Focus position and age in experimental settings

Initial
Final

Older
27
29

Younger
36
58

26

Notice that the statistical tests results of significance have been adjusted using the Bonferroni-Holm
method given the multiple comparisons run increasing the probability of a Type I error.
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In the case of all-new focus, the constituent order strongly tends to be SV/SOV
where a non-core argument may also occur in the middle field position. Note also that the
subject NP occurs in the initial position of the clause, directly before the second-position
clitic complex.
In general, the results of this production experiment of focus confirm certain
trends found in the spontaneous speech data such as narrow focus being marked in the
clausal peripheries, in situ predicate focus expression and a SV/SOV linearization pattern
in all-new focus clauses. At the same time, the main difference found between the
spontaneous data and the experimental data is that the speaker’s age did not appear to be
significant when analyzing both narrow and predicate focus all together in the
experimental settings. However, recall that the speaker’s age was statistically siginificant
with regard to the position of the focus in both spontaneous and experimental settings
suggesting a change in progress in the way narrow focus is signaled in Kakataibo.

9.2.5. Focus expression and prosody
In addition to the syntactic strategies for expressing focus discussed in the previous
section, prosodic properties such as intensity and duration, but not pitch, also help in
identifying the focus in a clause. In order to study the role the prosodic properties of
intensity and pitch play in signaling focus in Kakataibo, it is necessary to define a
reference point with which to contrast them. Clauses showing focus on the whole clause
tend to be uttered when no further information about them is assumed to be present in the
common ground (see §9.2.3 for all-new clauses), in contrast to narrow or predicate focus
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sentences where a part of the information is assumed to be shared. In this sense, all-new
focus clauses are more ‘neutral’ making them suitable to act as our reference point for
analyzing prosody. Note that from here on after the prosodic properties of all-new focus
sentences will be referred to as ‘neutral intonation’.
Intensity and pitch were measured in the middle point of the corresponding vowel
in order to assure consistency of the measurements. Intensity was found to occur in the
initial, middle and final position of the clause27, as can be seen in Table 56. However,
there is a statistically significant preference for having the highest intensity point at the
beginning of the clause, chi-square goodness of fit, p < 0.001, and a dispreference for
placing it in the final position of the clause. Figure 23 below shows an instance of a
sentence focus clause where the highest intensity point occurs in the lexical constituent in
initial position. Notice that intensity is signaled by the solid green line and the highest
intensity point is highlighted by the ellipse. As for the pitch, it can also occur in initial
and final position, as shown in Table 57, the tendency being to place it in initial position.
However, there is not a significant interaction with regard to the position in which it
occurs in the clause, chi-square goodness of fit, p > 0.06. Figure 23 and 24 below show
the highest intensity pitch in the initial and final position, respectively. Figure 23 has the
highest pitch in the second position =ka whereas Figure 24 displays it in the final verb.
These properties of sentence focus clauses, highest intensity in initial position and no
preference for the highest pitch, will be regarded as ‘neutral’ for the purposes of
analyzing the other focus types next.

27

Note that there were six intances of highest intensity in the middle position of the clause. However, these
observations were not significant for the general results reported here. Thus, they were removed from this
table in order to preserve consistency across them, which did not influence the general findings presented
here.
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Table 56. Highest intensity position – sentence focus

Table 57. Highest pitch position – sentence focus

Intensity
Initial Final
Sentence
41
15

Pitch
Initial Final
Sentence
35
21

Intensity(dB)

Figure 23. katunka ‘uchiti nui. (CLXXXIII_20150709_APT-VP.70)
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Figure 24. ënkana kwaëxa. (Trabajo como teniente municipa-JB-20121027.1)
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For narrow focus, the highest intensity point may fall in the initial or final
position of the clause, as summarized in Table 58. As shown for sentence focus, the
initial highest pitch may fall on the lexical item or the second-position clitic. Figure 25
shows an instance of the highest pitch in the focused object occurring in initial position
whereas Figure 26 displays the highest pitch in the final verb. The ellipses in the figures
show the point of the highest intensity. Notice that when the highest intensity occurs at
the beginning of the clause, then, intensity declines throughout the clause. In contrast,
when the highest intensity occurs in final position, intensity at the beginning of the clause
has a more flat pattern.
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Intensity(dB)

Figure 25. ‘asaka tuiaxa. ()LV_20150703_ET-HB.138.2)
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(706) ‘asaka
tuiaxa.
‘asa=ka=a
tuin-a-x-a
manioc=VAL=3A/S hold-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘He grabbed manioc.’
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Figure 26. innuka sotaxa (LVI_20150703_ET-HB.234).
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(707) innuka
sotaxa.
in=nu=ka=a
so-t-a-x-a
tree=LOC=VAL=3A/S sit-REFL-PFV-3-A/S
‘It sat down on a tree.’

Narrow focus shows a statistically significant preference for placing the highest
pitch in initial position, chi-square goodness of fit p < 0.001, following the same ‘neutral’
pattern described for sentence focus, based on the data in . However, there seems to be a
relation between the position of the narrow focus, either initial or final, and the position
of the highest intensity, based on the data displayed in Table 58. That is, the odds of the
highest intensity point being initial increase 3.6 times when the focus constituent occurs
in the initial position according to the generalized linear model, β= 1.2810, SE= 0.5235,
z= 2.447, p = 0.0144. In contrast, the probability of the highest pitch occuring in final
position increases by 73% when the narrow focus occurs in final position compared to
when the focus is initial, β=1.2810, SE= 0.5235, z = -2.447, p = 0.014400.
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Table 58. Intensity spontanoeus

Narrow

Intensity
Initial Final
182
27

Table 59. Intensity position and Focus position

Intensity
Initial Final
Narrow Initial 152
19
focus
Final
30
8

These results suggest that intensity plays a significant role in signaling focus in
Kakataibo. In other words, the highest intensity tends to accompany the narrow focused
constituent. When the narrow focused constituent occurs in initial position, the favored
syntactic strategy for marking focus, the intensity pattern does not change with regard to
the ‘neutral’ intensity pattern of sentence focus since it occurs clause-initially. However,
the pitch does show a different pattern from the ‘neutral’ one when the narrow focus is
placed clause-finally.
Other factors such as the speaker’s age do not play a significant role with regard
to predicting the position of the highest intensity in the clause, p = 0.70, based on the data
shown in Table 60. This result suggests that both older and younger speakers tend to
follow the pattern for placing intensity just described. While the switch of the narrow
focus to the final position of the clause is a change led by younger speakers, there is not
yet such a change involving the intensity marking of focus. This, in turn, may suggest
that focus position and position of the highest intensity are two independent aspects of
narrow focus marking in Kakataibo.
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Table 60. Intensity and age

Intensity
Initial Final
Older
121
15
Younger
61
12

As for the highest pitch point in the clause, it may fall in the beginning or final
position of the clause in instances of narrow focus, as summarized in Table 61. Notice
that the changes in the pitch are usually small in terms of variation in hertz in the corpus,
as suggested by the figures above. However, the pitch is statistically preferred to occur in
the initial position of the clause, chi-square goodness of fit p < 0.001, causing the narrow
focus pitch to follow the ‘neutral’ pitch pattern. Even so, the position in which the highest
pitch occurs does not seem to be related to the position that the focused constituent
occupies, according to the data presented in Table 62. These results suggest that the
highest pitch may co-occur with the narrow focused constituent, when this is clause
initial; however, pitch does not necessarily signal narrow focus because it does not
significantly co-occur with it in final position, contrary to what was found for intensity
(cf. Valle 2014). In addition, the speaker’s age does not show a significant effect with
regard to the position of the highest pitch point in the clause, based on the data shown in
Table 63, contrary to what was seen for intensity.
Table 61. Pitch spontaneous

Narrow

Table 62. Highest pitch position – narrow focus

Pitch
Intial Final
132
77

Pitch
Initial Final
Narrow Initial 109
62
focus
Final
62
15
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Table 63. Pitch position and speaker’s age

Pitch
Initial Final
Older
89
47
Younger
43
30

For predicate focus, the highest intensity point may fall at the beginning or end of
the clause, as summarized by Table 64 below. When the highest intensity falls in the
initial position, it may fall on a lexical item, such a noun, or the clitic complex occurring
as the first element of the clause. Figure 27 illustrates an instance of the highest intensity
on a lexical item, indicated by an ellipse, while Figure 28 shows the highest pitch on the
clitic. Notice that the final verb may show the second highest intensity point, as suggested
by the tables below. While the highest intensity may occur in either of the clause
peripheries, there is a preference for having it in initial position χ2(1, N = 85) = 8.5765, p
= 0.003. Thus, intensity in the predicate focus clauses does not occur in the same position
as the focused constituent. This, in turn, suggests that intensity does not indicate predicate
focus in Kakataibo. Notice that the speaker’s age does not play a predicting role in the
position of the highest intensity either, according to the data shown in Table 65.
Table 64. Intensity and predicate focus position

Predicate
focus

Table 65. Intensity position and speaker’s age

Intensity
Initial
Final
56
29

Older
Younger
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Figure 27. Ka chunkira pi. (Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_I-APT-VP-2015-07-09-CBR.10.)
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With regard to the pitch, it does not seem to have a preferred position in the
clause, which is consistent with the lack of preference for the pitch position in the other
two focus types analyzed above. On the other hand Figure 28 above shows the highest
pitch in the initial position in the switch-referenced marked verb. Given that the predicate
focus only occurs in the final position, no interaction is found between the focus position
and the position of the highest pitch (Table 66). In addition, the age of the speaker does
not help in predicting the position of the highest pitch either, according to the data
presented in Table 67.
Table 66. Pitch posiiton in predicate focus

Table 67. Pitch position and speaker’s age

Pitch
Initial Final
Predicate
45
40
focus

Pitch
Initial Final
Older
27
18
Younger
31
9

In summary, there is a strong preference to place the highest intensity point in the
clause initial position (‘neutral’ pattern) in all three focus types. Since narrow focus tends
to occur in initial position, intensity usually co-occurs with the focus constituent when
having narrow scope. However, predicate focus, occurring in clause-final position, does
not tend to co-occur with the highest intensity point. Nonetheless, there is a statistically
significant trend with regard to the position of the focused constituent and the position of
the highest intensity point in which they tend to co-occur when all the three focus scopes
are considered, χ2(2, N = 350) = 17.663, p = 0.001, based on the data shown in Table 68
below. This, in turn, suggests that intensity plays a central role in expressing information
focus in Kakataibo. In contrast, pitch does not seem to be significant in the expression of
focus for any of the focus scopes reviewed in this chapter.
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Table 68. Intensity and focus position

Focus
Initial
position Final
Full

Intensity
Initial
Final
152
19
86
37
41
15

Focus and prosody in experimental data
This section describes the prosodic properties of information focus from the same
experiment discussed in §9.2.4 above in order to contrast the prosodic properties of focus
from naturalistic data discussed in the previous section. As in the previous section, the
discussion will start with the sentence focus in order to determine a departing point of
comparison with which to then contrast the prosodic properties of focus with another
scope.
In sentence focus, the highest intensity tends to fall on the first constituent of the
clause, which also includes the second-position clitic complex. Thus, the highest pitch in
the clause may fall on either the lexical item or the second-position clitic complex and the
second highest point in intensity usually falls on the final main verb. Figure 29 shows an
instance of this pattern. Recall that the solid green line indicates intensity. The highest
intensity point falls on the noun kanak ‘thunder’ occurring in clause-initial position and
highlighted in the figure by the ellipse. Notice that intensity increases again in the final
verb after falling on the object, which occurs in middle position. Figure 30 shows an
instance of the highest intensity occurring in the second-position clitic =ka ‘validational’
instead. Again, the green solid line indicates intensity and the ellipse indicates the highest
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(708) kanakanka
‘iti
madoia.
kanak=an=ka=a
‘i-ti
madá-o-i-a.
thunder=A/S=VAL be-NMLZ do.badly-FACT-IPFV-N.PROX
‘The thunder is destroying a house.’ (Focus answers-JP.15)
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‘iruia.
‘i-ru-i-a
be-UP-IPFV-N.PROX
(Focus answers-LG.6)

With regard to pitch, it follows a similar behavior to intensity in which it may fall
on the clause initial constituent, either the lexical item or the clitic complex attached to it.
In addition, the highest pitch may also fall on the clause-final verb as well. When the
1.365

e (s)
ɡ a

highest pitch occurs in initial position, the second highest pitch may occur on the final
tʃ

verb and then fall on the last syllable of said verb. I remind the reader that pitch is

a x ʊβ i si

indicated by a red dashed line in the figures. Figures 29 and 30 above show instances of
highest pitch in the intial position in the clause. Notice that the second highest pitch
ocurrs on the final verb in Figure 30 above.
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As in the data from spontaneous speech, the patterns for intensity and pitch
described here constitute tendencies rather than absolutes, as in Table 69 and Table 70
for intensity and pitch, respectively, suggest. In the case of intensity, there is a
statistically significant strong preference for the highest intensity to ocurr in the initial
position of the clause, χ2(2, N = 71) = 47.52, p < 0.0001. As for the highest pitch in the
clause, there is a statistically significant preference for it to occur in initial position, χ2(1,
N = 71) = 8.80, p = 0.003. Note that this preference, however, is much less strong than
that found for intensity. These properties of sentence focus match those described for
‘neutral’ in the previous section.
Table 69. Intensity position in sentence focus

Intensity
Initial Middle Final
Sentence
50
4
17

Table 70 . Pitch position in sentence focus

Sentence

Pitch
Initial Final
48
23

As discussed in §9.2.1 on Narrow focus, narrow focused constituents tend to
occur in the clause peripheries with a strong preference for appearing in the initial
position. In clauses having a narrow focused constituent, the highest intensity point tends
to coincide with the position of the focused constituent both when the focused constituent
occurs in the initial and final positions of the clause. Figure 31 illustrates an instance of
narrow focus on the object, which occurs in clause initial position. Notice that the highest
intensity point in the clause occurs in the first syllable of the nominalized verb bama-kë
‘die-NFUT.NMLZ’, indicated by an ellipse. In contrast, the highest intensity point lands
on the focused object constituent occurring in final position in Figure 32 below. Notice
that there is not a pause separating the verb in middle position and the final object, which
may have suggested a reset of the pitch in the last constituent or an afterthought. This
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behavior suggests that even though there is a strong tendency to place the highest
intensity in initial position, χ2(1, N = 74) = 28.60, p < 0.0001 (based on table 71 below),
as well as the ‘neutral’ intensity pattern, this prosodic feature may follow a different
tendency by occurring in final position when the narrow focus also occurs there.
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Figure 31. ñu bamakëka pi. (Focus answers-LG.16)
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(710) ñu
bamakëka
pi.
ñu
bama-kë=ka=a
pi-i-i
thing die-NFUT.NMLZ=VAL=3A/S eat-IPFV-PROX
‘It is eating a dead animal.’
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(711) unika
mikiaxa
sasa.
uni=ka=a
miki-a-x-a
sasa
man=VAL=3A/S fish.with.line-PFV-3-N.PROX boquichico
‘The man fished boquichico fish.

In terms of pitch, it also tends to occur in initial position in narrow focus
sentences but to a lesser degree than intensity, χ2(1, N = 74) = 10.60, p = 0.001,
according to Table 71, showing a ‘neutral’ pattern. While the highest pitch co-occurs
with the focused constituent in initial position, it is much less frequent in final position
regardless of whether the narrow focus occurs clause-finally. This is illustrated in Figure
32 where the highest pitch occurs in the second-position clitic complex but the focused
object occurs at the end of the clause. Thus, the prosodic properties of narrow focus in
this experiment match those of narrow focus in spontaneous speech according to the
results shown here.
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Table 71. Intensity narrow focus experiment

Table 72. Pitch narrow focus experiment

Intensity
Initial Final
Narrow
60
14

Pitch
Initial Final
Narrow
51
23

In contrast to sentence and narrow focus, predicate focus clauses tend to have the highest
intensity point in the last element of the clause, which was mainly the verb in the sample
clauses, χ2(2, N = 76) = 20.40, p < 0.001, based on the data shown in Table 73. This
result contrasts with that found in the spontaneous data, where the highest intensity tends
to fall in the initial position. One possible factor leading this difference in the way the
highest pitch behaves might be that the initial position of the higher frequency of
predicate focus clauses is empty in the experimental data. A follow-up study experiment
controlling for this variable (empty vs. filled initial position) may be needed to account
for this divergent pattern. As for the pitch, the highest point may fall in any position of
the clause, as depicted in Table 74, with a preference of occurrence in the initial position
of the clause, χ2(1, N = 76) = 4.26, p = 0.038, which may or may not be occupied by a
lexical constituent. Thus, the intensity seems to align with the focused constituent in
predicate focus clauses whereas the pitch follows the ‘neutral’ pattern of occurring in
initial position. This pattern is illustrated in Figure 33 and 34 below. In Figure 33, the
highest intensity point falls in the first syllable of the final verb chakamia ‘make fall
down’, whereas the highest pitch point lies on the second position clitic complex. In
contrast, in Figure 34 the highest intensity and pitch co-occur in the final verb banai
speak-IPFV ‘is speaking’.
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Table 74. Pitch predicate focus experiment
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Figure 33. uninka in chakamia. (Focus answers-JP-5)
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(712) uninka
in
chakamia.
uni=n=ka=a
in
chakat-mi-i-a
man=A/S=VAL=3A/S tree fall.down-CAUS-IPFV-NPROX
‘The man is cutting down a tree.’
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(713) ka banaia.
ka=a
bana-i-a
=VAL=3A/S speak-IPFV-NPROX
‘It is screaming.’

When considering the position of the highest intensity with regard to the type of
focus scope, a significant result is found for narrow and predicate focus, χ2(2, N = 210) =
21.847, p < 0.001 based on Table 75, suggesting that the focused constitutent co-occurs
with the highest intensity in the clause. This result matches that for narrow focus in
spontaneous speech, but differs from the results found for predicate focus. In contrast, no
significant interaction between pitch and the focus scope was found in the experimental
data, which further supports the findings coming from the spontaneous data.
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Table 75. Intensity in experimental settings

Table 76. Pitch in experimental settings

Intensity
Initial Final
Narrow
60
14
Predicate
32
37
Sentence
50
17

Pitch
Initial Final
Narrow
51
23
Predicate
40
29
Sentence
48
19

In summary, the evidence shown from both sets of data suggests that intensity,
but not pitch, expresses focus in Kakataibo. However, intensity is used to express focus
mainly in narrow focus and to a certain degree in predicate focus regardless of the
position in which the focused constituent occurs. Although the use of intensity to indicate
predicate focus was found to be significant in the experimental settings, it did not appear
necessary in the spontaneous data. A follow-up experiment addressing this difference is
yet to be conducted. All-new focus as well as narrow focus showed the highest pitch in
initial position, suggesting that this is the default position for intensity. As for the pitch,
no evidence was found to relate this prosodic property to the expression of focus in
Kakataibo in either of the sets of data analyzed (cf. Valle 2014). It is important to note
that in the work presented in Valle (2014) observations of narrow focus were restricted
to the initial position only, which may have affected the distribution of this feature in the
analyzed categories.

9.3. CONTRASTIVE FOCUS
Contrastive focus constitutes a pragmatic use of focus that occurs when the information
unit in focus stands in opposition to some information unit assumed to be present in the
common ground (Krifka 2008, see also Selkirk 2008, 2002; Zimmermannn 2008). That
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is, contrastive focus adds information to a proposition that already contains information
for that slot, in contrast to information focus that fills an empy information slot. For
instance, speaker 1 in uttering (714) assumes that the destination of speaker 2 is Austin.
However, speaker 2 updates that information by contrasting it with Houston.
(714) Speaker 1: Did you fly to Austin?
Speaker 2: No, I flew to [Houston]F.

In Kakataibo, contrastive focus is expressed using most of the same syntactic and
prosodic strategies as information focus (see previous section) with a few characteristic
properties of this pragmatic use of focus. Clauses showing contrastive focus may show,
but need not, the contrasted constituent negated by the general negator =ma. This negated
constituent occurs before the information unit being introduced in contrast to that which
is negated. Example (715) shows an instance of contrastive focus using the negation
strategy. The answer in (715) shows three clauses. In the first, the answer anumakin ‘not
there’ is offered to the question in (715). However, the speaker then realizes that this
answer does not hold, so he negates it in the following clause nukë inca anumama ‘our
Inca is not there’. Finally, the information badinu ‘on the grass’, contrasting with
anumakin, is provided, occurring in bold for ease of identification.
(715) a. nukë́
inka anukara
sotaxa?
nukën
inka a=nu=ka=ra=a
so-t-a-x-a
1PL.O/POSS Inka 3=LOC=VAL=INT=3A/S sit.down-REFL-PFV-3NPROX
‘Where was our Inca sitting?’(IV-ET-HB-2015-07-05 LVIII.41)
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b. anumaki.
nukë
inka anumama […]
a=nu=ma=kin.
nukën
inka a=nu=ma=ma
3=LOC=NEG-A/S>A:SE 1PL.O/POSS Inca 3=LOC=NEG=NEG
badinuka
nisaxi.
badi=nu=ka=a
nis-a-x-i
grass=LOC=VAL=3A/S stand-PFV-3-PROX
‘(He) is not there. Our Inca is not there. He is on the grass.’ (IV-ET-HB-201507-05 LVIII.42.1-2)

Notice that the constrastive focused constituent in the previous example occurs in
the initial position, before the second-position clitic complex, as was described for
information narrow focus. Similarly to that focus type, contrastive narrow focus may
occur in the initial or final position of the clause. Example (716) shows an instance of
contrastive focus occurring in the final position.
(716) a. añu
ñukara
non
a ‘aia?
añu
ñu=ka=ra=a
no=n
a ‘a-i-a
INDF.INA thing=VAL=INT=3A/S non-K.person=A/S 3 do-IPFV-NPROX
‘What does the mestizo person do?’(AP-04-10-14 CLXXXIV.8)
b. noma.
anka
‘ikë
chuna.
no=ma
a=n=ka=a
‘ikë
chuna
non-K.person=NEG 3=A/S=VAL=3A/S be.IPFV.3 spider.monkey
‘(That is) not a mestizo person. That is a spider monkey.’(RB CLXXXVI.8.1)
As in information focus, constrastive focus may occur as a full clause (see §7.3.
The structure of the clause and the clausehood continuum ), as shown in the previous
examples, or as a single constituent, as in (717). Nonetheless, it is hard to establish at this
time whether there is a preference for either strategy due to the low number of
spontaneous observations ( < 50) of this focus type. Statistical analysis of this data set
was not run, as the validity of the results might be compromised by the small sample size.
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(717) a. ya uidai chuparibikara
ya ui=da-i
chupa=ribi=ka=ra=a
ok IND.PRO=COMP=A/S>S:SE cloth=ADD=VAL=INT=3A/S
anu
rakataxa?
a=nu
raka-t-a-x-a
3=LOC lay-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘So, on what kind of clothes is it sitted?’(IV-ET-HB-2015-07-05 LVIII.125)
b. colchaínki.
colchama.
tuálladapiki.
colcha=ín-kin.
colcha=ma. tuálla=dapi-kin
blanket=EXCL-A/S>A:SE blanket=NEG blanket=DUBT-A/S>A:SE
‘(On) blankets only. Not (on) blankets. (On) towels, maybe.’ (IV-ET-HB2015-07-05 LVIII.126.1-2)

In contrast to information focus on the predicate (§9.2.2 above), predicate
contrastive focus may occur as a full clause, as shown in previous examples, and as a
single constituent as well, shown in (718). In this example, it is implied that the pigüicho
bird ate. This information, which has just been introduced into the common ground, is
being corrected with that of (718), where no second-position clitic is present.
(718) a. chukë
bakëdapi […] pibaiti
chukë
bake=dapi
pi-bait-i
pigüicho baby=DUBT eat-DUR-A/S>S:SE
kwënikara
sotaxi?
kwën-i=ka=ra=a
so-t-a-x-i
want-A/S>S:SE=VAL=INT=A/S sit.down-REFL-PFV-3-PROX
‘Did the baby pigüicho sit down wanting to eat’ (IV-ET-HB-2015-07-05
LVIII.57)
b. pimikëmaki.
pi-mi-kë=ma-kin
eat-CAUS-A/S/O>O:PE=NEG-A/S>A:SE
‘(They) did not feed it.’(IV-ET-HB-2015-07-05 LVIII.58)
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As discussed in §5.5 on verbal morphology, Kakataibo uses verbal suffixes to
encode aspectual and temporal information such as yesterday, two days ago, etc. When
this type of information is the target of contrastive focus, the same strategy used for focus
on the verb (§8.2.2 above) is used. That is, a clause is used where the only elements in it
are the second-position clitic complex and the final verb. The verb of the clause showing
contrastive focus displays a different aspect/tense suffix than that of the triggering
question, as in (719).
(719) a. bërikara
ëchitia?
bëri=ka=ra=a
ëchit-i-a
now=ADD=VAL=3A/S take.off-IPFV-NPROX
‘Is he taking (it) off now?’ (I-APT-VP-2015-07-09-CBR LIV.387)
b. ka
ëchíaxa.
ka=a
ëchit-a-x-a
VAL=3A/S take.off-IPFV-NPROX
‘He (already) took (it) off. (I-APT-VP-2015-07-09-CBR LIV.388.1)

In terms of prosody, a noticeable increase in intensity, and usually pitch,
compared to the preceding phonological constituent, occur in the contrastive focused
constituent. This increase in pitch and energy also lowers rapidly after reaching its peak.
Figure 35 shows an increase in both intensity and pitch of the contrastive focus
constituent mëd=nu ‘on the ground’ compared to the preceeding negated constituent. The
right side of Figure 35 displays the pitch and intensity contours, respectively. Even
though the change in pitch and intensity on the focused constituent is relatively small in
terms of hertz and decibels, respectively, this change is clearly sharper than that found on
information focus, which usually showed a somewhat flat contour (see §8.2.1. above). In
addition, notice the sharp decrease of both pitch and intensity in the second-syllable of
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Figure 35. ‘unpaxnumama. mëdnu. (I-APT-VP-2015-07-09-CBR LIV.52)
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Table 77. Focus position and position of highest intensity

Initial highest intensity
Initial focus 150
Final focus 21

Final highest intensity
8
14
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Chapter 10. Topic

10.1. INTRODUCTION
The category of topic is one of the linguistic concepts that have been interpreted in a
number of different ways in the linguistic literature. The most widespread way of
conceptualizing topic relates to ‘what the sentence is about’ (aboutness topic) (Gundel
1988; Lambrecht 1994; Reinhart 1981, among others). Under this view, topic is
metaphorically conceptualized as a file card where information about it is stored
(Reinhart 1981; Vallduví 1990). For instance, in a conversation about John, the sentence
John married Mary can be considered as adding information to the file card ‘John’.
Similarly, in a conversation about Mary the sentence Mary married John can be
conceived of as adding information to the file card ‘Mary’. Other views on what topic is
have equated it with the psychological subject (Chafe 1976) and with old and given
information (Firbas 1966). In addition, the topic of a sentence has been considered as the
part of a sentence that carries the lowest communicative dynamism by some Prague
School scholars (Firbas 1970, among others). Under all these different views of topic
underlies the idea that topic is comprised by an atomic concept. However, Jacobs (2001)
challenges this idea by arguing that topic functions as an umbrella term for family-related
phenomena that has been identified as topic in the literature, which includes at least four
different properties: information separation, addressation, semantic subject and framesetters.
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As shown in this succinct overview, there is still ample debate on what topic is,
which, depending on the particular view of topic that one follows and the particular way
in which that conceptualization is operationalized, may affect the analysis and results of
an investigation. For the research presented in this chapter, topic is regarded as ‘what the
sentence is about’, following one of the most accepted views on the subject, which
equates with Jacob’s addresation topic property (Jacobs 2001). An example of what is
considered here as a topic is presented in the Kakataibo mini-dialogue in (720). In this
short exchange, the sentence (b) in (720) adds information about the Kishonero dog’s
offspring since more information about them is requested in the question in (a). Although
the characterization of topic assumed here may leave out some phenomena that could be
regarded as topical (e.g. frame setters), methodological constraints, such as corpus size
and number of variables, prevented having a wider scope for this first study on Kakataibo
topics. This study aims to lay out a first approximation for the study of topic in
Kakataibo, and any other Panoan language, that future research will be able to expand
upon and address other phenomena related to topicality.
(720) a. añukara
Kishonero bakëkama
‘aia?
añu=ka=ra=a
Kishonero bakë=kama ‘a-i-a
INT.PRO=VAL=INT=3A/S K.
offspring=PL do-IPFV-IPFVN.PROX
‘What are the Kishonero (dog’s) offspring doing?’
b. aku ‘uchítika
ukëmo ukuáxa.
aku ‘uchíti=ka=a
ukëmo uku-a-x-a
this dog=VAL=3A/S inside get.piled-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘The (Kishonero) dog’s (offspring) are resting inside.’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_IV-ET-HB-2015-07-05.97.3-98.1)
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What the sentence is about, or the topic of a sentence, may have different relations
to the information already stored in the common ground at the time the communication
takes place. Following Givón (1983), at least three different kind of topics can be
identified according to their relation to the information already present in the common
ground. Probably the most pervasive kind of topic in connected speech is the continuing
topic, that is, the topic that has already been introduced into the common ground and
corresponds to the topic of the previous sentence. In contrast, new topics occur when a
referent achieves topical status for the first time in the discourse. Thus, new topics tend to
encode new information but they may also express discourse old/given information. The
third kind of topic corresponds to change of topic, meaning a referent that had topical
status in the previous discourse but is different from the topic of the last sentence. As
such, change of topic corresponds to old information.

The way these three types of topics have been operationalized in this research is
presented next. Consider the short extract in (721) taken from a spontaneous Kakataibo
text. Notice that the topic appears underlined in the vernacular and free translation lines
when being expressed by an overt NP. Sentence (a) corresponds to the opening of the text
and introduces a new topic, ‘inu ‘jaguar’, which occurs underlined for ease of
identification. The following sentence (b) adds more information about the jaguar
expressing a continuing topic, which is grammatically elided, as does the following
sentence (c). In sentence (d), the referent chaxu ‘deer’ obtains topical status by
introducing a new topic. Notice that chaxu is already old information in sentence (d)
since it had been introduced as new information in a non-topic function in sentence (c).
This topic is kept for a number of sentences, (e), (f) and (g), until a discourse-new new
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topic is introduced in sentence (h). Based solely on this example, we can observe that
continuing topics behave differently from new topics in that the former tends to be elided
whereas the latter tends to occur as an overt constituent. This, the grammatical expression
of topics, is one of the main questions that this chapter aims to answer.
(721) a. ‘inunka
‘inu=n=ka=a
jaguar=A/S=VAL=3A/S
‘A jaguar is standing up.’

nisia.
nis-i-a
stand.up-IPFV-N.PROX

(New topic)

b. kwania.
kwan-i-a
go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The jaguar) goes’.

(Continuing topic)

c. kwankika
chaxu mërai.
kwan-kin=ka=a
chaxu mëra-i-i
go-A/S>A:SE=VAL=3A/S deer find-IPFV-PROX
‘(The jaguar) finds a deer while going.’

(Continuing topic)

d. mërakinka
chaxu kwania.
mëra-kin=ka=a
chaxu kwan-i-a
find-A/S>A:SE=VAL=3A/S deer go-IPFV-PROX
‘The deer walks away while (the jaguar) finds (it).’

(New topic)

e. an
nui
‘ikë
kwania
baka=nu. (CT)
a=n nui-i
‘i-kë
kwan-i-a
baka=nu.
3=A/S follow-A/S>S:SE be-NFUT.NMLZ go-IPFV-N.PROX water=LOC
‘What the jaguar follows goes to the water’.
f. bakanu
kwa.
baka=nu
kwan-a.
water=LOC go-PFV
‘(The deer) went.’

(Continuing topic)

g. bakanu
asinia.
baka=nu
asin-i-a
water=LOC go.in-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The deer) goes into the water’.
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[…]

(Continuing topic)

h. kwantamainuka
nukën
chichi
bakanu
kwan-tan-mainun=ka=a
nukën
chichi
baka=nu
go-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:S=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS grandmother water=LOC
nain-i-i
nain-i-i.
(New topic)
shower-IPFV-PROX
‘While (the deer) is going away, the water’s mother is taking a shower on the
river.’ (Nuken_chichi-ET-2012-11-05-CBR-1.1-1.7, 1.11)

Cross-linguistically, topic is realized by different morpho-syntactic and prosodic
properties or a combination of them. The morphological marking of topical constituents
figures as a prominent feature in the study of languages such as Japanese (-wa, Kuno
1973; Vermeulen 2012, among others) and Korean (-nun, Choi 1984; Lee 1996, among
others). Other languages have been characterized as having a specialized topic position in
the clause, more frequently at the clause’s peripheries, where the topic needs to occur,
such Turkish (e.g. initial position of the sentence, Erguvanlí 1984:37), or other
specialized positions in the clause, as is the case of Hungarian (e.g. right before the main
verb, Gyuris 2012; Kíss 1981). Yet other languages use phonological clues, such as f0
variations (Italian, Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007) or pause insertions (Vietnamese,
Michaud and Brunelle 2016), to signal the topical status of a referent.

Given the wide array of grammatical and phonological ways in which topic is
signaled cross-linguistically, the main aim of this chapter is to identify the morphosyntactic means of expressing different kinds of topics (e.g. new, continuing) in
Kakataibo. This general question breaks down into more specific ones such as the
relationship between the topical status of a constituent and its position in the clause or
whether there is a preference for a given grammatical relation (e.g. A or S) to occur in
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topic function. The specific questions regarding the marking of topic addressed in this
study are further discussed in the methodology section (§10.2) below. The study of the
phonological clues, if any, of the topic expression in Kakataibo fall beyond the limits of
this research due to the high variability found on this phenomenon and thus awaits future
study. The general methodological decisions followed in this study of topics in Kakataibo
naturalistic texts are discussed in section §10.2 and the results of this study are presented
in section §10.3. A summary of the findings and general discussion of topic in Kakataibo
occurs in section §10.4.

10.2. METHODOLOGY
The present reseach aims at studying the grammatical expression of topic in Kakataibo.
As noted in the previous section, three kinds of topics are considered in this research:
new topic, continuing topic and change of topic. Thus, the main goal of this chapter is to
identify the morpho-syntactic strategies that are used to express each of these types of
topics in the language. The study of the expression of topics here is restricted to six
morpho-syntactic parameters, presented in (722), which were chosen because of two
main reasons. The first corresponds to the typological tendencies by which topic is
expressed cross-linguistically. Namely, continuing (or more accessible) topics tend to
have less overt coding than new (or less accessible) topics (Givón 1983), which motivates
the grammatical encoding and type of NP parameters here. Similarly, languages tend to
place the topic constituent at the clause’s peripheries (Primus 1993 and references
therein), which motivates the position in the clause parameter. In addition, it has been
claimed in the literature that topics tend, but do not need to, occur as the syntactic subject
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of the sentence (Chafe 1976; Givón 1975; Kíss 1995, among others). The parameter of
grammatical relation aims at investigating this in Kakataibo. On the other hand,
language-specific features to Kakataibo emerge after impressionistically studying the
data. In Kakataibo connected speech, topics may occur when they are overtly expressed
in either the main or subordinate clause. The type of clause topic occurs in parameter
aims at identifying whether there is a preference for placing the topic in either of these
kinds of clauses. Finally, as discussed in section §8.2, Kakataibo has a very complex
system of switch-reference suffixes, which combined with nominilizng suffixes (§8.3)
serve to track reference throughout discourse. Since referents tracked by these suffixes
show topical status in many instances, the parameter of subordinating morphology
attempts to explore the relationship between the use of those suffixes and the topical
status of the referents.
(722) Morpho-syntactic aspects to encode topics
Grammatical encoding
Type of NP
Position in the clause
Grammatical relation
Type of clause
Subordinating morphology
Each of the parameters presented above have their own (sub)levels, or different ways of
being realized, that are explained next. The specific (sub)levels of each parameter and
their number emerged from the observational analysis of the corpus in more preliminary
research and, in this way, represent those categories with the relatively highest level of
occurrence in the dataset, discarding those levels without attested observations in the
sample. The parameter of grammatical encoding aims at discovering the grammatical
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marking that a topic receives in the sentence. At least seven levels of the grammatical
encoding parameter have been identified, as shown in (723), and represent more or less
overt coding of the topical constituent. The first three levels (e.g. Zero, 2CL and SR) are
mutually exclusive with all other levels in the sense that a topic was coded as being
expressed by that sub-level only when no other way of expressing the topic was found in
the sentence. However, the remaining levels were coded as quasi-mutually exclusive in
the sense that they were coded as such when no other level or way of expressing topic
was present in the sentence. The exception to this was that they could co-occur with the
bound second-position enclitic subject pronoun since this is required by the syntax of
Kakataibo rather than being only dependent on information structure.
(723) Grammatical encoding
Less coding

More coding

Zero
Bound second-position enclitic subject pronoun (2CL)
Switch-reference suffix (SR)
Pronoun
Switch-reference suffix plus a pronoun (SR pro)
Full NP
Nominalizing suffix plus a pronoun (NMLZ pro)

The second parameter, type of NP, aims at looking deeper at the kinds of overt
marking of topics when they are realized by an NP. Again, the levels of this parameter
classify the overt coding from less complex, such as (bare) noun as in chaxu ‘deer’, to
more complex structures such as complex NP, as in ani chaxu ‘big deer’, to the most
complex structure involving a noun, with or without a modifier, plus a co-referential third
person pronoun (see Zariquiey 2011a:718-721 for a discussion of the use of this kind of
construction as 'highlighting' mechanism), such as (ani) chaxu a ‘that (big) deer’.
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(724) Type of NP
(Bare) noun > Complex NP > Noun plus a third person pronoun (Noun 3p)

The third parameter of topic realization relates to the position in the clause in
which the topic occurs when it is overt. Based on the preliminary research, three main
positions for topic have been identified: initial position, middle position and right
preceding the final verb, as shown in (725). The initial position corresponds to the
prefield position (see §7.4), the initial position preceding the second-position clitic
complex. The middle position corresponds to the middle field, the position in between the
second-position clitic complex and the final main verb, with the caveat that the topic is
separated from the final verb by a constituent (XP). In contrast, the (right) preceding verb
position occurs next to the final verb without any constituent (XP) intervening between
them. Note that topics have not been found to occur in the right periphery of the clause in
the corpus studied here.
(725) Position in the clause
Initial position:
Middle position:
Preceding verb:

Topic =2CL ____
V
____ =2CL Topic XP
V
____ =2CL ____ Topic V

The fourth parameter explores the grammatical relation that the topic of the
sentence displays. For this parameter, the core grammatical relation A, S and O in
addition to a general non-core grammatical relation have been considered. Furthermore,
the subject of a copula verb has also been included in this study due to its relatively high
frequency in the corpus.
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The last two parameters relate to more language-specific phenomena. The
parameter of type of clause in which the topic occurs aims at exploring the observation
that overt topics may occur in the main or subordinate clause of a sentence. Thus, this
parameter has only two levels: main clause and subordinate clause. The second languagespecific parameter, subordinating morphology, explores the use of switch-reference and
nominalizing morphology to express topics. Remember that switch-reference suffixes
(see §8.2) can be divided into those that express co-referentility and those that do not
(different subjects, §8.2.2). Those that express co-referentiality may be further divided
into those that express co-referentiality among subjects of the target and subordinate
clauses (same subjects, §8.2.1) and those that express co-referentiality between
arguments expressing a different grammatical relation in each of these clauses (argument
to argument, §8.2.3 and §8.2.4). In addition, the non-future nominalizer -kë may be used
to mark clausal nominalization that may function as adverbial modifiers (see §8.3.1.1). In
this use, the nominalizer -kë may or may not indicate co-reference between arguments of
the nominalized clause and the target clause. Thus, this parameter aims at exploring
whether there is a preference or not for one of these particular sets of switch-reference
suffixes or nominalizer, as shown in (726), to express a particular kind of topic. The
prediction is that same-subject switch-reference suffixes are used more frequently with
continuing topics whereas different subjects and argument to argument switch-reference
suffixes are more frequent with new and change of topic.
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(726) Subordinating morphology
Same subject (SS)
Argument to argument (ARG to ARG)
Different subjects (DS)
Nominalizer (NMLZ)

In order to study the expression of new, continuing and change of topic with
regard to the six morpho-syntactic parameters just discussed, a sample set consisting of
22 texts (number of sentences=546, min=100 approx) was chosen for the tagging of each
of the categories. These texts were produced by fourteen native speakers of Kakataibo (2
female), whose ages range from sixteen to more than eighty years old. The texts had
already been transcribed, translated and annotated to the morpheme level before this
study of topic began. The set of texts come from different speech genera such as
traditional stories, everyday conversation, informational speech, and procedural texts in
order to account for the possible influence that speech genera practices may have on the
identification and expression of topic. These texts were chosen mainly because the
referents occurring in them could be unambiguously identified in all of their sentences,
which contrasts with the situation in some texts in which the exact identity of some
referents in a given sentence could not be established unequivocally by native speakers of
the language. A second criterion for chosing this sample set of texts was the average
complexity of the sentences contained within them with regard to the number of clauses.
Thus, texts containing in average of five or more clauses per sentence were not chosen
for this research because of the relatively large amount of information units occurring
within them and the effect it could have on the morpho-syntax and prosody given that
many other factors may influence them. This particular kind of complex sentences occur
very often in texts narrating a traditional story told by older speakers. Sentences of the
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length of (727) are not uncommon in Kakataibo speech, but they were not considered for
the research on topic given the complexity they posit for the study of the information
structural category of topic. The analysis of sentences like the one provided below awaits
further study when the basic principles governing the expression of topic are better
understood.
(727) kain kain kain kain kainkëbëbi nukuá pikuá ‘atia kumúmo kumúmo kumúmo
baka ‘i pikuá pikutiakaidá ëdkëbiidá uni ‘akë bëná rabë bëná rabë ‘aidá uni
‘akëxu ënu rabë rabëkaidá pikuá pikuti ‘aidá ënë ënë ‘irua kwarua kwarukë ‘aidá
kwarukë ‘aidá maxë ëdkë maxë uá pia a rabëxu piakë uni ‘akëxu pia ama uni
‘akëxuñumakana ‘ai mejorkana ën kanioti bisi kixunkana diná uinabikaidá ‘atia
pia nana pikuá pikukë ‘aidá tara mikaramina ‘ai në minkaramina ‘ai ë naënua
madói minkaina bakanua pikuá chinánua pikuá kakë ‘aidá mësuima kanira kanira
mëisuma kanira kanira mëisuma kanira kanira ëdakaidá kaibiidá ‘atiakaidá
kiákëxa.
‘Waiting, waiting, waiting, when (he) had waited, (they) arriving, (they) coming
out, then, bubbling, bubbling, bubbling, coming out from being in the water, when
(he) saw (them) when (they) were coming out, two young kids coming out,
coming out, then, these (two) going up (a tree), when (they) had gone up (the
tree), when (the kids) had seen (the) achiote, eating the achiote’s flower, when
(they) had eaten (it) between the two, the kids eating (it), “No, I do not have kids,
I better get (them) to raise (them) up”, saying (it), (he) thought, whoever coming
out leaving (their) arrows (behind), when (they) had come out, “you would have
been (them), you would have been (them), (you) are destroying my garden, you
came out from the water, (you) came out from the hojarasca (inside the water),”
when (he) had told (them), growing up without parents, growing up without
parents, telling like this, then, (they) said (it).’ (Cuento_de_sirena-CB-2012-1129-CBR.1.16)

In order to identify the topic of each sentence in the selected corpus of texts, two
native speakers were asked to judge each sentence and decide what referent of those
present in the proposition the sentence was about. These two native speaker coders of
topic had previously worked with me in the analysis of the grammatical component of the
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language and, thus, had certain familiarity with linguistics work. Furthermore, these two
speakers were trained in using traditional tests to identify the topic (Gundel 1975;
Reinhart 1981), such as the what about x test or tell me more about x. However, it should
be noted that applying these tests is not unproblematic and sometimes may identify a
non-topical element as a topic and also miss to identify a topical element as such (Prince
1984; Ward 1988). When coding for topicality, the two speakers looked sequentially at
each sentence in a text in order to provide them with some context. When analyzing each
sentence, they were presented with a set of options of possible topics that occur in that
particular sentence in order to delimite the set of possible topics to the sentence level.
Speakers judged the sentences independently in separate sessions of analysis. Although
there were some instances of disagreement among these speakers with regard to what the
topic of a sentence was, the Kappa test, which measures the interrater (=speaker)
agreement for categorical data, shows that overall they had a good level of agreement
according to this test (Kappa = 0.635) when identifying the topic of a sentence.

Once these sentences were tagged for the variables (e.g. type of topic,
grammatical expression, etc), the data was analyzed statistically using the freeware R (R
Core Team 2015). More specifically, the type of topic variable (e.g. new, continuing and
change) was used as a predictor of the likelihood of the use of a given level of the six
morpho-syntactic parameters discussed above, which were used as dependent variables.
A Friedman’s test of independence was run for each of the dependent variables at a time
considering one type of topic at a time as well. For the dependent variable (or parameter)
of type of clause, a Wilcoxon test was run instead, as this variable has only two levels. In
addition, both the Friedman’s tests and the Wilcoxon test included the speaker of a
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sentence as a random effect in order to aim to identify a pattern that represents the
language instead of the speech of a given speaker. For those results that showed a
statistically significant effect, a post hoc test analyzing two levels at a time, or a pairwise
comparison, was run in order to identify the exact level of a variable motivating the
significant effect. In summary, these statistical tests attempted to identify the likelihood
of a given grammatical expression of topic according to the topic type that is expressed.
The results of this study are presented in the following section.

10.3. RESULTS
This section presents the results of the analysis of the preferred realizations of topic
according to six morpho-syntactic parameters. Each parameter is discussed distinguishing
between each type of topic. Discussions in each of the following parameter subsections
will address new topic, continuing topic and change of topic in that order.

10.3.1. New topic
In Kakataibo, new topics, those that acquire topical status for the first time in the
discourse, may be expressed grammatically by any of the six morpho-syntactic strategies
considered here for the variable grammatical encoding, as shown in Error! Reference
source not found.. Notice that the Full NP, Pronoun and Nominalization + pronoun were
the most attested in the sample. However, new topics are significantly preferred to occur
overtly in the form of a Full NP, X2 (6, N=56) = 25.38, p<.001. A post hoc test shows that
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new topics are preferred to be grammatically encoded as an NP over 2CL (p<.001),
switch-reference (SR) suffixes (p=.004), SR plus a pronoun (p=.009) and pronoun
(p=.003). Other pairwise comparisons with NP as one of the elements did not show a
significant difference. The use of an independent pronoun to express new topic was the
second highest attested in the corpus (Table 77), but did not show significancy when
compared to other grammatical strategies. Although there is some interspeaker variability
with regard to the way new topics are grammatically expressed, most speakers converged
on using the NP strategy, as shown in Table 78 where each colored line represents one
speaker.
Table 77. Grammatical encoding of new topic

Table 78. Grammatical encoding of new topic by speaker

This preference for the use of an NP to express a new topic is exemplified in (728). This
example comes from a text were the events of the native community anniversary were
narrated. Among the activities performed for this anniversary, a beauty contest was run.
The sentence in (728)a closes a paragraph that had the beauty misses as the topic for a
number of sentences, where information about these misses was added. Then, a new topic
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unikama ‘men’, underlined in the vernacular and free translation lines, is established in
the second sentence in (728) expressed by an overt NP.
(728) a. ‘aiká uda ‘ióxa.
‘ai=ka=a
u=da
‘i-on-x-a
then=VAL=3A/S 3=COMP be-HST-3-N.PROX
‘Then, it was like that.’
b. ‘aika
bërí unikama
desfilá ‘ibaitia
‘ai=ka=a
bërí uni=kama
desfilá ‘i-bait-i-a
then=VAL=3A/S now K.person=PL parade be-DUR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Then, the people were parading.’ (Sobre_aniversario_de_la_comunidad-LIG20- 06-14-CBR.1.21-1.22)

Another instance of the use of an overt NP to express a new topic is found in
(729). This extract comes from a conversation about some pictures that speaker 1 (S1)
and speaker 2 (S2) were viewing. At the time S1 utters his question, a topic (a person
wearing clothes with Kakataibo traditional designs on them) has already been established
and it is regarded as a continuing topic that is assumed to be part of the common ground.
Thus, the first sentence in the answer of S2 keeps this topic as a continuing topic.
However, a new topic is introduced by an overt NP in each of the subsequent sentences,
such as bësi ‘other (person)’ in (729)c, Baxa (a person’s name) in (729)d and ain pasa
‘others, companions’ in (729)e.
(729) S1. a. uida
kuënëkamara
a ‘ikë?
ui=da
kuënëkamara
a ‘ikë
INT.PRO=COMP design=PL=INT 3 be.IPFV-3
‘How are their designs?’
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S2. b. pëi ‘atidapi
‘aia.
pëi ‘a-ti=dapi
‘a-i-a
leaf do-FUT.NMLZ=DUBT do-IPFV-IPFV-N.PROX
‘He is doing it in order to make leaves, I think.’
c. bësika
aín
chupa medio celeste ‘axa.
bësi=ka=a
aín
chupa medio celeste ‘a-a-x-a
other=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS cloth half light.blue do-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Other (one) has put on light blue clothes.’
d. Baxaribika
sotaxa.
Baxa=ribi=ka=a
so-t-a-x-a
B.=ADD=VAL=3A/S sit.down-REFL-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Baxa was sitting down.’
e. y aín
pasadapika
Rubén chai
y aín
pasa=dapi=ka=a
Rubén chai
and 3.POSS other=DUBT=VAL=3A/S R.
brother.in.law
kamadapika
u ‘i.
=kama=dapi=ka=a u ‘i-i
=PL=DUBT=3A/S 3 be-A/S>S:SE
‘And the others, Ruben’s brother-in-law and (other) were there.’
(Conversación_sobre_fotos_estimuli_V_ET-HB-2015-07-06-CBR.254255.5)

In those instances in which the new topic occurs as an overt NP, the use of a simple NP, a
noun without any modifier, is significantly preferred over other kinds of NPs, X2 (2,
N=33) = 13.09, p<.001. The simple NP strategy to express new topics was preferred over
the use of a complex NP (p<.001), one containing a noun modifier, and over the NP plus
a co-referential pronoun (p<.002) strategies. Note that the use of complex NPs to express
new topics was barely attested in the sample corpus (Table 79). In addition, the interspeaker convergence in the use of a simple NP to express new topic is remarkably high,
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as shown in Table 80, at least when compared with other parameters such as grammatical
encoding (see above).
Table 79. Kind of NP of new topic

Table 80. Kind of NP of new topic by speaker

Instances of new topics expressed by a simple NP can be found in (721), (728)
and (729) above. In example (730), the referent kamáno ‘uncontacted Kakataibo people’
is introduced for the first time in the discourse (new information) and is used to establish
a new topic, which takes place at the beginning of the text.
(730) ënë a ë
xëki a mëdi ‘ati
chakatamáinukáidá
ënë a ë
xëki a mëdi ‘ati
chaka-tan-mainun=ka=id=a
this 3 mmm corn 3 tamal do-FUT.NMLZ cut-GO.IMPA/S≠A/S:SE=VAL=EVID=3A/S
este ën
kukúidá
këkia
este ë=n
kuku=id=a
kë-ki-ia
hmm 1=POSS father.in.law=EVID=3A/S scream-INTR-A/S/O>O:SE
kamáno
kuaëxaxa.
kamáno
kuat-ëxan-x-a
non.contacted.Kakataibo group hear-REC.PST-3-N.PROX
‘My uncle heard kamáno people while (people) were cutting down (plants) in
order to make tamales.’ (Encontró_hacha_de_camano-SR-2012-11-09-CBR.1.2)
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Although instances of a NP plus a third person pronoun were found to express
new topics, as shown in the last sentence of (731), it seems that the use of this kind of NP
is preferred to express a kind of contrastive topic. Namely, contrastive topics indicate “an
aboutness topic that contains a focus, which is doing what focus always does, namely
indicating an alternative” (Krifka 2008:267). This property of contrastive topics is
observed in the last sentence of (731), which comes from a text narrating a hunting trip,
where the speaker states in the first two sentences that no animal showed up in the forest
but in the last sentence those referents are contrasted with the otter, which did actually
appear in the forest last night. Then, a NP plus a third person pronoun is used to express
this kind of contrast. However, the expression of contrastive topics goes beyond the goals
of this chapter and the study of contrastive topics in Kakataibo should be investigated in
further research.
(731) a. ‘aibiká
në añu ñubi
mërákëma
‘aibiká
në añu ñubi
mërat-kë=ma
then=CONT=VAL=3A/S hmm what thing=CONT show.upNFUT.NMLZ=NEG
‘ikë
ni ni ka
kia
uni
‘i-kë
ni ni ka
kia
uni
be-N.FUT.NMLZ nor nor =VAL=3A/S say-A/S>S:SE K.person
maxuka
abi
mëratima
‘inëti.
maxun=ka=a
a=bi
mërat-i=ma
‘i-nët-i-i
fox=VAL=3A/S 3=CONT show.up-A/S>S:SE=NEG be-LN-IPFV-PROX
‘But nothing, nor what people call maxun, showed up last night.’
b. ya solamente ka
‘inëtia.
ya solamente ka=a
‘i-nët-i-a
ok only
=VAL=3A/S be-LN-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Ok, there was (nothing) last night.’
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c. este a kana
bakanu
‘ikë
ñorapánanë ëó
este a kana
baka=nu
‘i-kë
ñorapána=në ëo
mm 3 =VAL=1A/S water=LOC be-N.FUT.NMLZ otter=POSS herd
akuni
‘inëtia.
a=kuni ‘i-nët-i-a
3=CERTbe-LN-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(But), what lives on the water, like a big otter, that was there last night.’
(Ir_a_cazar_al_monte_ayer-MG-23-06-14-CBR.1.9-1.11)

The use of complex NPs, those having a nomimal modifier, to express new topic
was barely attested in the data sample. The sentences in (732) come from the beginning
of a narrative about the native community anniversary. In the second sentence of this
example, the complex NP xanu bënat=kama ‘young women’ introduces a new topic in
the sentence.
(732) a. ya kana
nun
nukë́
aniversario celebrá ‘ai.
ya kana
nu=n
nukën
aniversario celebrá ‘ai
ok =VAL=1A/S 1PL=A/S 1PL.O/POSS anniversary celebrate do-IPFV
‘Ok, we celebrate our community(‘s anniversary).
b. ‘aiká
xanu
bënakama participá ‘ai
pikuóxa.
‘ai=ka=a
xanu
bënat=kama participá ‘ai
pikuóxa
then=VAL=3A/S woman young=PL participate do-A/S>S:SE take.outREFL-HST-3-N.PROX
‘Then, young women came out to participate (in the anniversary celebrations)’
(Sobre_aniversario_de_la_comunidad-LIG-20-06-14-CBR.1.1-1.2)

As for the position in the clause in which new topics occur, no significant
preference was found, X2 (2, N=36) = 2.09, p<.35. Actually, new topics were found to
occur in any of the three syntactic positions (initial, middle and preceeding the final verb)
relatively equally (Table 81), but with a slight higher frequency for new topics in middle
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position. In terms of the inter-speaker variation, it seems that speakers individually have a
preferred position for the topic (Table 82), which is more frequent in their individual
speech. However, this inter-speaker variation with regard to the position of new topics
does not allow for picking up any significant preference for either of the studied syntactic
positions for new topics.
Table 81. New topic position

Table 82. New topic position by speaker

Instances of new topic in initial position have been shown in (720), (721), (729)
above. The example (733) also shows an instance of a new topic in initial position, chuna
‘spider monkey’, from the beginning of a narrative where the referent of chuna is
introduced as a topic in the first sentence of text. In the example, the topical status of
chuna is evidenced by the fact that the second sentence in (733) also adds information
about the ‘spider monkey’ and treats it as a continuum topic without the overt mention of
it, which characterizes continuing topics (§11.3.3).
(733) a. chunanká
‘unpax ‘aia.
chunan=ka=a
‘unpax ‘a-i-a.
spider.monkey=VAL=3A/S water do-IPFV-N.PROX
‘A spider monkey is drinking water.’
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b. akadkíka
mëoribi
‘aia.
akadkí=ka=a
mëd=o=ribi
‘aia
sometimes=VAL=3A/S soil=LOC2=ADD do-IPFV-N.PROX
(It) sometimes drinks water from the ground.’ ('Inu_persigue_a_chaxu-ET2012-11-05-CBR.1.1-1.2)
Instances of new topic in middle position have been shown in (728) and (732)
above. In the following example, the new topic ‘inu ‘jaguar’ also occurs in the middle
position, non-adjacent to the final verb. This sentence comes from the same text as the
sentence in example (723) above. The first eight sentences in this text added information
about the spider monkey. However, sentence (734) introduces a new participant, a jaguar,
and makes it the sentential topic instead of the spider monkey.
(734) sokë
‘aibíka
‘inu chuna
so-t-kë
‘ai=bi=ka=a
‘inu chuna
sit.down-INTR-NFUT.NMLZ then=CONT=VAL=3A/S jaguar spider.monkey
mërai.
mëra-i-i
find-IPFV-N.PROX
‘(The spider monkey) was sitting down, but a jaguar finds the spider monkey.’
('Inu_persigue_a_chaxu-ET-2012-11-05-CBR.1.9)

Previous instances of a new topic in the position immediately preceeding the final
verb can be found in (721)d and (730) above. The sentence in (735) comes from a text
narrating the events of a man who had suffered an accident by falling into a trap
accidentally left in the forest by another man. In the first sentence of this example,
information about the man who left the trap is added. However, the second sentence of
this example conveys information about what the judge, the mestizo person, said about
this incident using the NP no ‘non-Kakataibo person’ as the new topic in that sentence.
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(735) a. a ‘amikë
uni
mëratima.
a ‘a-mi-kë
uni
mëra-t-i-i=ma
3 doCAUS-NFUT.NMLZ K.person find-REFL-IPFV-PROX=NEG
‘The man who has made (him to get into the trap) does not show up.’
b. mërakëbëtámaidá
aí
xanu
ai
bëchikë
mëra-t-këbëtan=ma=id=a
ain
xanu
ain
bëchikë
find-REFL-A/S≠A=NEG=VAL=3A/S 3.POSS woman 3.POSS offspring
bisia
kia
‘aida
no
kixaxa.
bis-i-a
ki-a
‘ai=id=a
no
ki-ëxan-x-a
grab-IPFV-N.PROX say-A/S>S:PE then=VAL=3A/S non-K.person sayREC.PST-3-N.PROX
‘If (he) does not show up, they say, the judge has said that "(they) are going to
detain his wife or his son", they say.’ (Historia_de_hombre_accidentado-ET2012-11-01-CBR.1.13-1.14)

Moving on to the grammatical categories in which new topics tend to occur, the
new topic of a sentence may be expressed by any of the grammatical categories
considered here, including core and non-core arguments. However, there is a statistically
significant preference for new topics to occur as either the A or S grammatical relations,
the grammatical subject, X2 (4, N=60) = 24.11, p<.001, as depicted in Table 83. A
following pairwise post hoc test shows that both the A and S grammatical relations are
preferred over the O grammatical relation (p<.05 for A and p<.009 for S) and over noncore arguments (p<.005 for A and p<.001 for S). However, there is no significant
preference for new topics as either A instead or S or vice versa. Notice that the most
speakers in the sample converge in having the A and S grammatical relations to express a
new topic Table 84.
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Table 83. Grammatical category of new topic

Table 84. Grammatical category of new topic by speaker

Example (736) presents an instance of an S argument introducing a new topic.
The topic of the first sentence is the two boys, which are the main characters of this
traditional story. However, in the second sentence of this example, a new referent
señorita rabët ‘two misses’ is introduced as new topic in S function in opposition to the
previous sentence topic. Further instances of new topics occurring as the subject of the
sentence have been shown in previous examples above, such as (720)b, (721)a, d, h,
(728), (731), (732), (735) for S and (729)S2, (733), (734) for A.
(736) a. nukúki
‘aidá
‘iákëxa.
nuku-t-kin
‘ai=id=a
‘i-akë-x-a
reach-REFL-A/S>A:SE then=EVID=3A/S be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Arriving (there), then (the two boys) were (like that).’
b. señorita rabë́ anu
anu
mërakëxa.
señorita rabët a=nu
a=nu
mëra-t-akë-x-a
miss
two 3=LOC 3=LOC find-REFL-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(Then), two misses appeared there.’ (Historia_de_murciélago-ET-2012-11-16CBR.1.12-1.13)
Although new topics tend to occur mostly as A or S arguments, and as copula
subjects to a lesser degree, expressing new topics as O and non-core arguments does
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occur in the sample but very rarely. The following exchange coming from a conversation
exemplifies the use of an argument in O function introducing a new topic. In the first
sentence, speaker 1 (S1) is asking speaker 2 (S2) to pick up some documents and go send
them. However, the general topic of discourse changes in the sentence uttered by S1 since
the speaker is wondering whether or not the teachers are already present in the
community after the winter break. In order to do so, S1 introduces the referent teacher as
a non-core comitative argument in the second sentence. The fact that the referent teacher
in general is understood as the topic of the sentence is further confirmed by S2 when he
adds more information about individual teachers from the community.
(737) S1
a. […] a bitankëkaina
anu
uti
‘ai
ya.
a bis-tankëkaina
anu
uti
‘ai
ya
3 grab-A/S>S:PE=VAL=1A/S 3=LOC come-FUT.NMLZ do-IPFV ok
‘[…] when you have got (the documents), you have to go there.’
b. y kaina
profersorbë
banakë
‘ai
bano.
y =kaina
profersorbë
banakë
‘ai
bana-on
and =VAL=2A/S teacher=COM.S speak-NFUT.NMLZ do-A/S>S:SE speakHST
‘And you talked talked to the teacher, the one who speaks, yesterday?’
S2
c. profesor Grimaldoká
ënëribi
‘imainu bësi gordoká
ënu
profesor Grimaldoká
ënë=ribi ‘imainu bësi gordoká
ënu
teacher G=VAL=3A/S this=ADD and
other fat=VAL=3A/S 1=LOC
casi
mëratima.
casi mëra-t-i-i=ma
almost find-REFL-IPFV-PROX=NEG
‘This teacher Grimaldo and the other fat (one) almost never show up here.’
(Llamada_telefónica_sobre_documentos-AP-AP-24-08-2014-CBR.58- 59.1)
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Moving on to the next parameter, the type of clause in which a new topic may
occur, either main or subordinate clause, it is found that new topics may occur in either.
In fact, there is not a significant preference for new topics to occur in either type of
clause, (W = 58, p = 0.8905), (n=11), as shown in Table 85. Although, some speakers
have a strong preference for placing the new topic into the main clause, as shown in
Table 86, both main and subordinate clauses may express new topics equally.
Table 85. Type of clause of new topic

Table 86. Ty of clause of new topic by speaker

Example (738) shows an instance of a new topic overtly expressed in the main
clause. This sentence comes from a narrative telling about a family’s hunting trip. In the
sentences preceding the example, information about the family, referred to by we, is
added to the common ground. However, this topic is replaced by chaxu isiribi ‘another
deer’ in the example, although the previous topic is still used as background information.
In contrast to (738), the example in (739) shows the new topic in the subordinate clause.
This is evidenced by the fact that the NP kamáno ‘non-contacted Kakataibo group’
precedes the switch-reference marked verb kë-ki-ia ‘call out-INTR-A/S/O>O:SE’ instead
of preceding the main clause verb kuat-ëxan-x-a ‘hear-REC.PST-3-N.PROX’. Additional
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examples of new topics occurring in the main clause are shown in (720)b, (721)a, d, h,
(728), (729)S1, (730).
(738) ukí ëdkëbiká
chaxu isiribi
itáëxaxa.
ukí ëd-kë=bi=ka=a
chaxu isi=ribi
itat-ëxan-x-a
u-kin see-O>S:PE=CONT=VAL=3A/S deer other=ADD cross.river-REC.PST3-N.PROX
‘When (we) saw (it) while coming back, another deer crossed the river the other
day.’ (Se_fue_a_la_chacra_con_su_familia-SR-2012-11-09-CBR.1.9)
(739) este ë
unan paparibi
aín
në ñu bariribi
este ë=n
unan paparibi
ain
në ñu bari-i=ribi
hmm 1=POSS father.in.law=ADD 3.POSS hmm thing look.for.A/S>S:SE=ADD
kwañáxuribi
kamáno
kwan-ñá-xun=ribi
kamáno
go-remain-A/S>A:PE=ADD non.contacted.Kakataibo.group
këkia
kuaëxáxa.
kë-ki-ia
kuat-ëxan-x-a
call.out-INTR-A/S/O>O:SE hear-REC.PST-3-N.PROX
‘My step-father heard the other day the Kamano people to scream out after he
went (into the forest) hunting.’ (Encontró_hacha_de_camano-SR-2012-11-09CBR.1.7)

The last parameter explored here in relation to the expression of new topics in
Kakataibo relates to the use of subordinating morphology such as switch-refence and
nominalizing suffixes, exclusively or in addition to other morpho-syntactic strategies.
When new topics occur in sentences having more than one clause, any of the
subordinating morphology may occur in the subordinate verb, as seen in Table 87. This,
in turn, suggests that there is not a significant preference for new topics to be introduced
by any of the subordinating morphology considered here when occurring in complex
sentences, X2 (3, N=44) = 5.45, p<.142. In addition, the choice of the subordinating
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morpheme used when introducing a new topic varies greatly by speaker, as demonstrated
in Table 88, suggesting that there is not a preferred strategy, at least in terms of their
frequency.
Table 87. Subordination morphology of new topic

Table 88. Subordinating morphology of new topic by speaker

The most attested subordinating morpheme co-occurring with new topics are the
same subject (SS) switch-reference suffixes, as shown in Table 87 above. Sentences
introducing a new topic with a verb marked with a SS suffix show an overt noun or
pronoun corresponding to the new topic in most cases, demonstrated in (740). Further
instances of the use of a SS suffix with new topic occur in (730)d, (735) above. The use
of the suffix -kë ‘non-future nominalizer’ in the subordinate clause is also compatible
with the introduction of a new topic, as shown in (741) (and see also (734)). Notice that
the use of the -ti ‘future nominalizer’ has not been found in this function in the corpus. As
in the case of the SS suffix, an overt occurrence of the new topic usually happens when a
nominalizer is present in the dependent clause. While the use of different subject (DS,
(742)) and argument to argument (ARG to ARG, (738), (743)) switch-reference suffixes
would be expected a priori to express new topics, they are the least represented in the
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corpus, being DS suffixes the least attested.
(740) ya ënkana
este chapaneá
‘ai
ko.
ya ë=n=ka=na
este chapaneá
‘a-i
kwan-on
ok 1=A/S=VAL=1A/S hmm hunt.at.night do-A/S>S:SE go-HST
‘Ok, I went to hunt at night yesterday.’ (Ir_a_cazar_al_monte_ayer-MG-23-0614- CBR.1.1)
(741) nuikë
‘aiká
este no
bësi bëráma kaxa.
nui-kë
‘ai=ka=a
este no
bësi bëráma ka-a-x-a
follow-NFUT.NMLZ then=VAL=3A/S hmm non-K.person other before tellPRF-3- N.PROX
‘When (the Kakataibo people) had followed (the drunk mestizo person), then,
another mestizo told (the Kakataibo people)’ (Problema_que_pasó_con_jovenesSR-2012-10-25-CBR.1.17)
(742) kwankí
kwankí
ëdkëbiká
chaxu
kwan-kin
kwan-kin
ëd-kë=bi=ka=a
chaxu
go-A/S>S:SE go-A/S>S:SE see-O>S:PE=CONT=VAL=3A/S deer
nikë
anu
chirukama
chirukamaribi
nis-kë
a=nu
chiru=kama chiru=kama=ribi
stand.up-NFUT.NMLZ 3=LOC white.monkey white.monkey=PL=ADD
bana banaxa.
bana bana-a-x-a
speak speak-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘When (we) have seen (it) while going and going, deer that is standing up there
(and) many white monkeys were making and making noises’
(Se_fue_a_la_chacra_con_su_familia-SR-2012-11-09-CBR.1.6)
(743) […] xanu
nëtëmainuidá
aín
tita
xëni
xanu
nëtët-mainun=id=a
ain
tita
xëni
woman disappear-A/S≠A/S:SE=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS mother old
mërákëxa.
mëra-t-akë-x-a
find-REFL-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] while (the two) women disappeared, their old mother showed up.’
(Historia_de_murcielago-ET-2012-11-16-CBR.1.16)
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10.3.2. Change of topic
This section discusses six morpho-syntactic properties of change of topics in Kakataibo.
In terms of the grammatical encoding of change of topic, all of the grammatical strategies
considered in this study were represented in the corpus, as in the case of new topics.
However, a significant preference for using a Full NP to express the change of topic was
found, X2 (7, N=88) = 16.28, p<.024. Nonetheless, this significant preference was shown
to be only applicable to the pairwise comparison between a Full NP and a nominalization
plus pronoun (NMLZ pro, p<.026); other pairwise comparisons involving the Full NP
were not found to be significant. Thus, while there is a preference for having a Full NP to
express change of topic, this preference is considerably less extended in terms of pairwise
comparisons than the preference of new topics as a Full NP, which was significant in
more pairwise comparisons, as showin the previous section. Interestingly, the use of
strategies involving a switch-reference suffix with or without an overt personal pronoun
are highly attested in the sample for this kind of topic, as displayed in Table 89, but
without reaching significance. This pattern contrasts with the finding of new topics where
these strategies were scarcely found. However, this is expected for change of topics since
they already have been introduced and form part of the information already present in the
common ground. In terms of the inter-speaker variability, each of the grammatical
encoding strategies for expressing change of topic was preferred by at least one speaker
(Table 90), which points to the overall lack of preference for any particular strategy in the
language.
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Table 89. Grammatical encoding change of topic

Table 90. Grammatical encoding change of topic by speaker

The use of an NP to express a new topic is exemplified in (744). In the first
sentence, the covert referent ‘the man’ functions as the topic of the clause. However, this
topic is changed to xanu ‘woman’ in the second sentence, which was already given
information in previous sentence. In (744), the change of topic is signaled only by the use
of the switch-reference suffix -këxun ‘O>A:PE’ without any other overt indication of this
change. Thus, the topic my wife in the first sentence changes to I in the second sentence
of (735). In this example, the exact reference of the changed topic comes from the
semantics of the argument-to-argument switch-reference suffix. The use of a free
pronoun to indicate a new topic is shown in example (746) where the first person plural
pronoun is used as a change of topic in the second clause in contrast to the topic of the
first sentence ë=n kuku=kama=ribi ‘my uncles’. Note that the relatively high number of
pronouns to signal change of topic come from pronouns referring to speech-act
participants but not so much as third person pronouns. The high frequency of these
pronouns to express change of topic might be due at least partially to the fact that there
not alternative ways to express these referents, as it occurs with third person referents,
where both nouns and pronouns may be used.
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(744) a. […] ñapó në ëo
‘amainunká
kuëuni
ñapon në ëo
‘a-mainun=ka=a
kuëun-i
sábalo mm different do-A/S≠A/S:SE=VAL=3A/S stab.on.a.stickA/S>S:SE
kwanti
kixuidá
ka
kakëxa.
kwan-ti
ki-xun=id=a
=ka=a
ka-akë-x-a
go-FUT.NMLZ say-A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S =VAL=3A/S tell-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘Then, (the man) told his woman ‘let’s go stab (some fish) while I fish sábalo’.
b. xanu
kwankëxa.
xanu
kwan-akë-x-a
woman go-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(Then, his) wife went (fishing).’ (Abuelo_que_picó_a_su_nieto-ET-2012-1111-CBR.1.6-1.7)
(745) ë
xanu
a ‘atima
‘aida
kixu
ë=n
xanu
a ‘a-ti=ma
‘ai=id=a
ki-xun
1=POSS woman 3 do-FUT-NMLZ=NEG then=EVID=3A/S say-A/S>A:PE
rëtëtima.
rëtë-ti=ma
kill-FUT-NMLZ=NEG
‘aidá
kakëxu
rëtëima
‘inëti.
‘ai=id=a
ka-këxun
rëtë-i=ma
‘i-nët-i
then=VAL=3A/S tell-O>A:PE kill-A/S>S:SE be-LN-IPFV
‘My wife (told me) ‘(we) do not have to kill that, (the otter). Then, after she told
me (that), I did not kill (it) last night.’ (Ir_a_cazar_al_monte_ayer-MG-23-06-14CBR.1.14-1.15)
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(746) […] ën
kukukamaribi
rëúmi
a […] bolainaribi
ë=n
kuku=kama=ribi
rëú=mi a
bolaina=ribi
1=POSS father.in.law=PL=ADD tip=DAT 3
bolaina=ADD
tëëabaiti
uëxá.
tëët-bait-i
u-ëxan-x-a
work-DUR-A/S>S:SE come-REC.PST-3-N.PROX
anukana
nun
kamábi ñantauëxá.
a=nu=ka=na
nu=n
kamábi ñanta-ut-ëxan
3=LOC=VAL=3A/S 1PL=A/S everyone night-DOWN-REC.PST
‘[…] my uncles came the other day while working on the bolaina wood. Then, we
all had a good night.’ (Se_fue_a_la_chacra_con_su_familia-SR-2012-11-09CBR.1.16-1.17)

When an overt NP is used to express a change of topic, either of the three options
considered, e.g. (bare) noun, complex NP, and NP plus a third person pronoun, may be
used, as shown in Table 91. However, the use of a bare noun is significantly preferred
over the other two options, X2 (2, N=33) = 19.58, p<.001. A post hoc analysis shows that
the use of the bare noun is significantly preferred over both complex NP (p<.001) and
over nouns plus third person pronoun (p<.001). The preference for using a bare noun to
express change of topic is highly consistent across speakers, as shown in Table 92, which
suggests that this is the main strategy to express this kind of topic in terms of election of
kind of NP.
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Table 91. Kind of NP change of topic

Table 92. Kind of NP change of topic by speaker

In example (747)b, the bare noun chaxu ‘deer’ is used to express a change of topic from
the previous topic ‘inu ‘jaguar’, as shown in (737)b, which was kept from ten sentences
before. Notice that in this example the switch-reference suffix -kë ‘O>S:PE’ is used in
addition to the bare noun to signal the reference of the changed topic. Further instances of
the use of a bare NP to express change of topic occurred above in (744), (745) and (746).
(747) a. […] chaxu iná bakanu
kwantánu
kixu
chaxu iná baka=nu
kwan-tan-nu
ki-xun
deer let river=LOC go-GO.IMP-A/S>S:FE say-A/S>A:PE
kainia.
kain-i-a
wait-IPFV-N.PROX
‘[…] (the jaguar) waits for the deer wanting to go to the river.’
b. kainkëká
chaxu kwania.
kain-kë=ka=a
chaxu kwan-i-a
wait-O>S:PE=VAL=3A/S deer go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘When (the jaguar) was waiting for (the deer), the deer goes away.’
(Nuken_chichi-MB-2012-11-17-CBR.1.12-13)

With regard to the syntactic position in which the change of topic constituent may occur
in, it can appear in the initial, middle or inmediately preceding the final verb, as shown in
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Table 93. However, change of topic constituents are preferred to occur in the middle
position of the clause, X2 (2, N=27) = 12.07, p=.002. Nonetheless, this preference only
holds when analyzing the pairwise comparison between the initial and middle position of
the clause as suggested by a post hoc test (p<.001); there is not a preferred position for
the change of topic when constrasting the middle and verb preceeding-positions in the
clause. As shown in Table 94, diverse speakers follow different strategies as to the
position of the change of topic.
Table 93. Topic position change of topic

Table 94. Topic position change of topic by speaker

The NP ‘inu ‘jaguar’ in (748)b changes the topic from the topic chuna ‘spider monkey’ in
the previous sentence in (607)a. Notice that the change of topic in (748)b occurs in the
middle position of the clause, in between the second-position clitic =ka ‘validational’ and
the main clause verb. Other instances of the change of topic constituent in the middle
position also occur in (746) and (747)b above. Example (749)b illustrates the occurrence
of a changing topic NP ën papan ‘1=POSS father=A/S’ in the position preceeding the
final main clause verb. The topic in (749)b changes the topic ‘I’ in the previous sentence
in (749)a.
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(748) a. […] chuna
inmú nipakë
sotia.
chuna
inmú nis-pat-kë
so-t-i-a
spider.monkey below walk-DOWN-NFUT.NMLZ sit-REFL-IPFVN.PROX
b. sotamáinuka
‘inu maná ‘ikë.
so-t-tan-mainun=ka=a
‘inu manan ‘ikë
sit.down-REFL-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE=VAL=3A/S jaguar above be.IPFV.3
‘[…] the spider monkey had gone down (the tree) and sits (there). When (the
spider monkey) was sitting down, the jaguar is up (there).’ (Historia_de_chunaMB-2012-11-17-CBR.1.14-15)
(749) a. […] costalnukana
ën
ëdoki
ën
costal=nu=ka=na
ë=n ë=da-o-kin
ë=n
sack=LOC=VAL=1A/S 1=A/S 1=COMP-FACT-A/S>A:SE 1=A/S
ñuma
‘aruakë.
ñuma
‘a-ru-akë
anchovy do-UP-REM.PST
b. […] pretinanin tërëkaxu
a nu biakë
pretina=nin tërë-ka-xun
a nu bis-akë-kë
strap=INST tie-TRZR-A/S>A:PE 3 1PL grab-REM.PSTNFUT.NMLZ
ën
papá
biákëxa.
ë=n
papa=n
bis-akë-x-a
1=POSS father=A/S grab-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] I put the anchovy in the (salt) sack. […] After tying (it) up with the strap,
what we have caught, my father caught (it).’
(Vio_a_los_kamano_cuando_era_niño-AP-2014-08-01-CBR.1.7)

As for the grammatical category, the change of topic constituent significantly occurs as
the A or S argument of the clause, X2 (4, N=44) = 27.20, p<.001, as shown in Table 95.
However, change of topic consituents may also occur as copula subject or O argument
(only one instance), but with much less frequency. A post hoc test shows that both the A
and S arguments are preferred to express change of topic over both the copula subject and
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O arguments (A vs. O, p=.03; A vs. COP SUB, p=.02; S vs. O, p=.02; S vs. COP SUB,
p<.001). However, there is no preference for a grammatical relation when only
comparing the A and S arguments. As shown in Table 96, all the speakers studied make
use of the same strategy of having the change of topic as the subject (A + S) of the clause
without making use of alternative strategies to express this kind of topic.
Table 95. Grammatical category change of topic

Table 96. Grammatical category change of topic by speaker

An instance of topic change encoded by an A argument is presented in (750)b. In this
sentence, the NP nukën chichi ‘1PL.O/POSS grandmother’ expresses a change of topic
with regard to the previous sentence’s topic, chaxu ‘deer’ in (750)a. The use of an S
argument to express change of topic is shown in example (751). Further examples of
change of topic as either A or S arguments occur in (744), (745), (746), (747)b and
(749)b above.
(750) a. abámikënká
chaxu ‘iruia.
abat-mi-kë=n=ka=a
chaxu ‘i-ru-i-a
run-CAUS-O>S:PE=A/S=VAL=3A/S deer be-UP-IPFV-N.PROX
‘When (the jaguar) made (the deer) to run away, the deer went up.’
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b. ‘irutamáinuká
nukën
chichi
‘inu
‘i-ru-tan-mainun=ka=a
nukën
chichi
‘inu
be-UP-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE=VAL=3A/S 1PL.O/POSS grandmother jaguar
idia.
ëd-i-a
see- IPFV-N.PROX
‘While (the deer) goes up, the water’s mother sees the jaguar.’ (Nuken_chichiMB-2012-11-17-CBR.1.18-19
(751) mayakëidá
xanu
a kwaxú
mayákëxa.
maya-t-kë=id=a
xanu
a kwan-xun
maya-t-akë-x-a
return-INTR-NFUT.NMLZ=EVID=3A/S woman 3 go-A/S>S:PE return-REFLREM.PST-N.PROX
‘When (they had come back), that woman returned after going.’
(Historia_sobre_mujer_embarazada-AM-2012-10-18-CBR.1.47)

When the change of topic constituent occurs in a complex clause, no significant
preference was found with regard to placing the topical constituent in either the main or
subordinate clause, W = 55, p=0.2097 (n = 18), even though having the topic in the main
clause was more frequent (Table 97). However, individual speakers show a tendency to
prefer either one of these two options without presenting a uniform pattern, as suggested
by Table 98.
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Table 97. Type of clause change of topic

Table 98. Type of clause by speaker change of topic

Placing the change of topic in the main clause is illustrated in example (752). Sentence
(a) shows a continuing topic ‘he’, which is non-overt. This topic is changed in the
following sentence (b), where the subject NP ain xanu is used as the topic of the sentence
occurring adjacent to the main clause verb and following the dependent switch reference
marked verb ‘i-kin. Recall that every subordinate clause and (most) main clauses are verb
final, which serve as a criterion for assigning the topic phrase in sentence (b) as
belonging to the main clause predicate. In contrast, the change of topic in the second
sentence of (753) immediately precedes the subordinate verb marked for switch reference
kwan-xun, suggesting that the topic constituent belongs to the subordinate clause.
(752) a. ai
xanubë
‘iakëxa.
ain
xanu=bë
‘i-akë-x-a
3.POSS woman=COM.S be-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(He) lived with his wife.’
b. ‘ikiidá
ai
xanu
kakëxa.
‘i-kin=id=a
ain
xanu
ka-akë-x-a
be-A/S>A:SE=EVID=3A/S 3.POSS woman tell-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Living (with her), his wife told (him).’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP-2012-11-04CBR.1.21-22)
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(753) a. […] uni
a ankëri
sin
pikë
uni
a ankë=ri
si=n
pi-kë
K.person 3 finish=IRR2 fire=A/S eat-NFUT.NMLZ
‘itamáinu
mayákëxa.
‘i-tan-mainun
maya-a-akë-x-a
be-GO.IMP-A/S≠A/S:SE return-REFL-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘[…] while the people were exterminating (the demon) that the fire had burnt,
(they) returned.’
b. mayakëidá
xanu
a kwaxú
maya-t-kë=id=a
xanu
a kwan-xun
return-REFL-NFUT.NMLZ=EVID=3A/S woman 3 go-A/S>A:PE
mayankëxa.
maya-t-akë-x-a
return-REFL-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘When (they) had returned, that woman returned after going.’

With regard to the type of subordinating morphology for change of topic, the four
morphological strategies were attested in the sample (Table 99), where the argument to
argument subordinating morphology was the most attested. However, none of these
morphological markers reached significancy, X2 (3, N=36) = 0.96, p=.81. Notice that
even within the same speaker, more than one strategy was preferred, which suggests the
lack of an overall preference for any given morphological marking (Table 100).
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Table 99. Sub. morphology change of topic

Table 100. Sub. morphology by speaker change of topic

The use of argument-to-argument switch reference morphology to signal a change of
topic is illustrated in the second sentence of (754). The first sentence has the NP ‘my
woman’ as topic, which is overtly expressed. In the second sentence (b), the use of the
switch reference suffix -këxun ‘O>A:PE’ not only tracks the reference between clauses
but also helps in expressing the change of topic to the first person in this example. Notice
that no other morpho-syntactic clues signal this change of topic. In example (755), the
change of topic in the second sentence (b) is indicated by the overt NP chaxu ‘deer’ and
the presence of the same subject switch reference suffix -kin ‘A/S>A:SE’.
(754) a. ë
xanu
a ‘atima
‘aida
kixu
ë=n
xanu
a ‘a-ti=ma
‘ai=id=a
ki-xun
1=POSS woman 3 do-FUT.NMLZ=NEG then=EVID=3A/S say-A/S>A:PE
rëtëtima.
rëtë-ti=ma
kill-FUT.NMLZ=NEG
‘My wife “(You) don’t have to kill that. That is not to kill.” ’
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b. ‘aidá
kakëxu
rëtëima
‘inëti.
‘ai=id=a
ka-këxun
rëtë-i=ma
‘i-nët-i
then=VAL=3A/S tell-O>A:PE kill-A/S>S:SE=NEG be-LN-IPFV
‘Then, after she told me, I did not kill (anything).’ (Ir_a_cazar_al_monte_ayerMG-23-06-14-CBR.1.14-15)
(755) a. kwankiká
chaxu mërai.
kwan-kin=ka=a
chaxu mëra-i-i
go-A/S>A:SE=VAL=3A/S deer find-IPFV-PROX
‘Going, (the jaguar) finds a deer.’
b. mërakiká
chaxu kwania.
mëra-kin=ka=a
chaxu kwan-i-a
find-A/S>A:SE=VAL=3A/S deer go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Finding (it), the deer goes away.’ (Nukën_chichi-ET-2012-11-05-CBR.1.3-4)

11.3.3. Continuing topic
Continuing topics are identified by the identity of the current sentence’s topic with the
topic of the immediately preceeding sentence. With respect to the grammatical strategies
to express a continuning topic, all of these have been attested in the sample. However,
there is a statistically significant preference for certain strategies marking a continuing
topic over the others, X2 (7, N=104) = 54.38, p<.001. A post hoc analysis shows that the
strategies that involve the least morpho-syntactic coding, zero marking and secondposition enclitics, are favored to express this kind of topic. Namely, the strategy of
having the continuing topic with zero marking is preferred over the NMLZ (p<.001) and
SR (p<.001) strategies. In contrast, the use of second-position enclitics to signal
continuing topics has a wider preference over other grammatical devices such as NMLZ
(p<.001), NMLZ pro (p<.001) and SR pro (p<.001). No significant preference was found
when comparing the zero and second-position enclitic strategies with each other. Overall,
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these results favor the least grammatical coding for continuing topics and disfavors those
constructions that show more morpho-syntactic structure. However, the use of a Full NP
was also found statistically significant in marking continuing topics over the NMLZ
(p<.001), NMLZ pro (p<.001) and SR pro (p=.013) strategies. The findings in these
particular pairwise comparisons confirm the dispreference for having more grammatical
structure for expressing continuing topics, although this is somehow at odds with the
previously mentioned tendency to have less coding for this kind of topic.
Table 101. Grammatical encoding - continuing topic Table 102 . Grammatical encoding by speaker – continuing topic

Consider the sentences in (756). When sentence (a) is uttered, the two main characters of
the story have already been established as the sentential topic of the inmediately
preceeding sentence and been referred to by the third person plural pronoun ‘they’. Thus,
sentence (a) shows a continuing topic ‘they’, which is not signaled by any morphosyntactic device excepting zero marking. Likewise, continuing topic ‘they’, is kept in
sentences (b), (c) and (d) and is only being referred to by the third person subject secondposition enclitic. These examples illustrate the use of non-overt NPs, thus presenting less
overt grammatical marking, in order to express continuing topics. In contrast, the second
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sentence in (757) shows an instance of a continuing topic being expressed by the full NP
uni a ‘that man’, which expresses the same topic as the previous sentence (a).
(756) a. anúbi
kwankëxa.
a=nu=bi
kwan-akë-x-a
3=LOC=CONT go-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(They) kept going there.’
b. ‘aidá
kwankëxa.
‘ai=id=a
kwan-akë-x-a
then=EVID=3A/S go-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Then, (they) went.’
c. como trescientos
metroín
dapiidá
kwankëxa.
como trescientos
metro=ín
=dapi=id=a
kwan-akë-x-a
like three.hundred meter=EXCL =DUBT=EVID=3A/S go-REM.PST-3N.PROX
‘(They) walked only for three hundred meters.’
d. maënu
kwankë
‘aibiidá
maë=nu
kwan-kë
‘ai=bi=id=a
abandoned.farm=LOC go-NFUT.NMLZ then=CONT=EVID=3A/S
nukuákëxa.
nuku-t-akë-x-a
reach-REFL-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘When (they) had gone to the purma, but (they) arrived (there).’
(Historia_de_murcielago-ET-2012-11-16-CBR.7.10)
(757) a. […] xanunua
pia
tëkëbiani
uni
a
xanu=nu=a
pia
tëkën-bian-i
uni
a
woman=LOC=PA.S arrow hit-GO.TR-A/S>S:SE K.person 3
kwankëxa.
kwan-akë-x-a
go-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘That man (the cheater) left while hitting the arrow on the woman.’
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b. kwaniidá
uni
a nëtëakëxa.
kwan-i=id=a
uni
a nëtët-akë-x-a
go-A/S>S:SE=EVID=3A/S K.person 3 dissappear-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘Leaving, that man disappeared.’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP-2012-11-04CBR.1.17-18)

In the previous subsection it was shown that a full NP is one of the three significant
grammatical strategies used to mark a continuing topic. This finding was surprising
because it did not follow the tendency of having less overt marking for this kind of topic.
The type of NP used to express continuing topics may provide further insight into the
more – less grammatical preference for this kind of topic. For this syntactic criterion, it
was found that there is a statistically significant effect (Table 103) with respect to the
kind of NP used for marking continuing topics, X2 (2, N=33) = 19.44, p<.001. A
following post hoc test showed that the bare NP strategy was preferred over the other two
strategies, complex NP (p<.001) and Noun 3p (p<.001). In turn, the complex NP strategy
was found to be preferred over the Noun 3p strategy (p<.001). Thus, these findings
suggest a hierarchy for the type of NP where the bare NP strategy outranks the other two
and the complex NP strategy outranks the Noun 3p strategy: Bare noun > Complex NP >
Noun 3p. This, in turn, further supports an overall preference for favoring strategies with
less overt marking, of any kind, to express continuing topics. Notice that this tendency is
shared amongst all the speakers in the sample, as suggested by Table 104.
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Table 103. Kind of NP continuing topic

Table 104. Kind of NP by speaker continuing topic

The use of a bare noun expressing a continuing topic is illustrated in the second sentence
(b) in (758) by the NP uni=ribi K.person=ADD ‘people’. In the previous sentence (a), the
topic uni=kama K.person=PL ‘people’ has already been established as a new topic. In
contrast, the second sentence (b) in (759) uni achúi=tan K.person one=A/S ‘one person’
illustrates the use of a complex NP in expressing a continuing topic. Notice that in the
preceeding sentence (a) in (759) the same referent, the man, occurs already as a
continuing topic being zero-marked. Examples like this one (759) raise the question as to
why people express a continuing topic with an overt NP when the co-referential
preceeding topic is not marked at all. There are a number of other pragmatic factors that
may play a roll in this election. For instance, the presence of competing topics in the
common ground, in this example the referent the husband, may motivate the overt
presence of the topic in order to disambiguate between alternative readings. The study of
the influence of this and other potential factors in the overt occurrence of continuing
topics falls beyond the goals of this chapter and needs to be addressed in future research.
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(758) a. ‘aiká
bërí unikama
desfilá ‘ibaitia.
‘ai=ka=a
bërí unikama
desfilá ‘i-baitia
then=VAL=3A/S now K.person=PL march be-DUR-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Then, the people have been marching today.’
b. uniribiká
deporte kuainkëñaxa.
uni=ribi=ka=a
deporte kuai-nakët-ña-x-a
K.person=ADD=VAL=3A/S sport
play-AROUND-HOD2-3-N.PROX
‘The people also played soccer earlier today.’
(Sobre_aniversario_de_la_comunidad-LIG-20-06-14-CBR.1.22-23)
(759) a. bakanua
baká
nunti bakë
uá
baka=nu=a
baka=n
nunti bakë
u-a
water=LOC=PA.S water=INST canoe offsrping come-A/S>S:PE
‘iruakëxa.
‘i-ru-akë-x-a
be-UP- REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘(The man) went up the port coming through the river on a little canoe.’
b. ‘iruxuidá
unpúxu
ëdkëxubi
‘i-ru-xun=id=a
unpu-t-xun
ëd-këxun=bi
be-UP=A/S>A:PE=EVID=3A/S hide-REFL-A/S>A:PE see-O>A:PE=CONT
ain
xanu
uni
achúita nami mëakëxa.
ain
xanu
uni
achúi=tan nami më-akë-x-a
3.POSS woman K.person one=A/S flesh hit-REM.PST-3-N.PROX
‘After going up, after hiding himself, after (the woman’s husband) had seen
(him), (the man) had sex with the (husband’s) wife.’ (Historia_de_bagre-PP2012-11-04-CBR.1.12-13)

When the topic occurs overtly as an NP, it may occur in the initial position, the middle
position or the position adjacent to the main clause predicate. For continuing topics, it
was found that no position was favored to express this kind of topic, X2 (2, N=39) =
0.474, p=.079. However, the position preceeding the main clause predicate was the most
frequently used expressing this kind of topic, as shown in Table 105, but without
reaching significance. In addition, the interspeaker variation was considerable, as shown
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in Table 106, suggesting that the speakers did not have a preferred position for the
continuing topic. Notice in this figure that even the same speaker may use the three
positions almost equally suggesting again no preference for a continuing topic position.
Table 105. Position continuing topic

Table 106. Position by speaker continuing topic

The topic of the first sentence in (760) is a continuing topic ‘the deer’ expressed by the
third person pronoun a=ribi 3=ADD ‘that (one)’. This topic is continued in the second
sentence of (760) and has the continued topic occurring as a overt NP chaxu ‘deer’
directly preceeding the subordinate verb itat-bian-i, suggesting that the topical
constituent occurs in the middle position, and not in the position preceding the main
clause verb. In (761), the continuing topic corresponds to the referent expressed by the
NP ‘inu ‘jaguar’. In the first sentence of this example, the continuing topic does not occur
overtly but in the second sentence it occurs inmediately before the main clause predicate.
Note that in this instance, the topic follows the subordinate verb occurring in the mid
field and immediately precedes the main clause predicate.
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(760) a. aríbi
kwani.
a=ribi kwan-i-i
3=ADD go-IPFV-PROX
‘That (one, the deer) also leaves.’
b. ‘aiká
chaxu itabiani
kwania.
‘ai=ka=a
chaxu itat-bian-i
kwan-i-a
then=VAL=3A/S deer wade-GO.TR-A/S>S:SE go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Then, the deer leaves crossing the river.’ (Nukën_chichi-ET-2012-11-05CBR.1.9-10)
(761) a. bixunká
chaxu rëtëia.
bis-xun=ka=a
chaxu rëtë-i-a
grab-A/S>A:PE=VAL=3A/S deer kill-IPFV-N.PROX
‘After catching (it), (the jaguar) kills the deer.’
b. rëtëxu
chaxu rakábianika
‘inu
rëtë-xun
chaxu raka-n-bian-i=ka=a
‘inu
kill-A/S>A:PE deer lay.down-TR-GO.TR-A/S>S:SE=VAL=3A/S jaguar
kwania.
kwan-i-a
go-IPFV-N.PROX
‘After killing (the deer), the jaguar leaves leaving the deer (there).’
(‘Inu_persigue_a_chaxu-ET-2012-11-05-CBR.1.17-18)

Continuing topics, as in the case for the other kinds of topics, are preferred statistically to
occur as the A or S argument, the subject grammatical relations, X2 (4, N=60) = 22.2,
p<.001, as shown in Table 107. A post hoc test shows that both A and S are significantly
favored over all the other grammatical relations considered in this variable. Thus, the A
argument is preferred to be used for topic over the copula subject (p=.018), the O
argument (p=.035) and non-core arguments (p<.001). Similarly, the S grammatical
relation is favored for expressing continuing topics over the copula subject (p=.022), the
O argument (p=.042) and non-core arguments (p<.001). Notice that this behavior of
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having the continuing topic as the subject of the sentence holds across most speakers,
who show a strong preference for said grammatical relation, Table 108.
Table 107. Grammatical cateroy continuing topic

Table 108. Grammatical category by speaker cont. topic

The following example further illustrates the use of the A grammatical relation to host the
topical constituent. In sentence (a) the topic is changed to the referent of uni=kama
Kakataibo person=PL ‘people’. This referent continues to be used as the topic in the
following sentence (b), where it function as the A argument, the entity that does the
denouncing, even though it does not occur explicitly.
(762) a. ‘iáka
bëráma uni
kama bëráma ñukaxa.
‘i-á=ka=a
bëráma uni
=kama bëráma ñukat-a-x-a
be-A/S≠A/S:PE=VAL=3A/S before K.person =PL before ask-PFV-3N.PROX

‘(The others)i being (ilke that), the people quarrel (the young men) the other day.’
b. anunká
bëráma bëráma denuncí ‘axa.
a=nun=ka=a
bëráma bëráma denuncí ‘a-a-x-a
3=INST=VAL=3A/S before before denounce do-PFV-3-N.PROX
‘Then, (the people) denounced (the young men).’
(Problema_que_pasó_con_jóvenes-SR-2012-10-25-CBR.1.3-4)
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As for the type of clause, main or subordinate, in which the continuing topic occurs, no
statistically significant preference was found for any of these two clause types, W = 62,
p=.062, n = 18. However, the main clause was more frequently used to host the
continuing topic than the subordinate clause (Table 109). Even though either type of
clause did not reach significance, each speaker in the sample seems to place the
continuing topic in a particular clause type on an individual basis (Table 110).
Table 109. Type of clause continuing topic

Table 110. Type of clause continuing topic by speaker

The last parameter to be considered in the marking of continuing topic is the one related
to the type of subordinating morphology found in the sentence. Although the four
different possibilities were attested in the sample (Table 111), only the same subject (SS)
switch reference strategy is statistically favored to be used with continuing topics, X2 (3,
N=44) = 21.93, p<.001. A post hoc test evidences that the SS strategy was preferred over
the three other alternatives: same subject over nominalizer (p<.001), same subject over
argument to argument (p<.001) and same subject over different subjects (p<.001). As
shown in (Table 112), the tendency to use SS markers for continuing topics holds for all
the speakers in the sample while the other strategies are barely attested.
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Table 111. Mophological marking cont. topic

Table 112. Morphological marking by speaker cont. topic

The use of the SS switch reference suffixes with continuing topics was predicted because
the referent of the continuing topic is the same in the previous and current sentence,
which is for what the SS switch reference suffixes are employed. The use of these
suffixes with a continuing topic is clearly depicted in the sentences in (763). When
sentence (a) is uttered, the referent ‘jaguar’ was already introduced as the topic in the
previous sentence and behaves as a continuing topic in this sentence. Notice that in the
three sentences in (763) the topic is not overtly expressed but it is recoverable, in part, by
the SS switch reference suffixes used in the dependent clause in each of these sentences.
(763) a. mëranakinka
chaxu nuiia
mëra-anan-kin=ka=a
chaxu nui-i-a.
find-REC-A/S>S:SE=VAL=3A/S deer follow-IPFV-N.PROX
‘Finding each other, (the jaguar) follows the deer.’
b. nuixuka
chaxu bisia
nui-xun=ka=a
chaxu bis-i-a.
follow-A/S>A:PE=VAL=3A/S deer grab-IPFV-N.PROX
‘After following (it), (the jaguar) grabs the deer.’
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c. bixunka
chaxu rëtëia
bis-xun=ka=a
chaxu rëtë-i-a.
grab-A/S>A:PE=VAL=A/S deer kill-IPFV-N.PROX
‘After grabbing (it), (the jaguar) kills the deer.’ (‘Inu_persigue_a_chaxu-ET2012-11-05-CBR.1.15-17)

10.4. Conclusions and discussion
The main goal of this chapter was to explore the morpho-syntactic strategies used in
Kakataibo to express three topic types: new, change and continuing. The morphosyntactic features considered in this study were selected because of their cross-linguistic
tendency to be used as topic markers and language-specific properties. The results from
the statistical analysis of the data are summarized in Table 113 below. The triple asterisk
sign <***> expresses statistical significance of the preceeding level of the corresponding
variable.
Table 113. Topic types and morpho-syntactic strategies

New topic
Full NP ***

Change of topic
Full NP ***

Type of NP

Simple NP ***

Simple NP ***

Position in the clause
Grammatical relation
Type of clause
Subordinating morph.

No preference
A/S ***
None
None

Middle ***
A/S ***
None
None

Grammatical encoding

Continuing topic
Zero***, 2CL***,
Full NP***
Simple NP***,
Complex NP***
No preference
A/S***
None
SS***

The findings displayed in Table 113 suggest a clear divide between new and change of
topic, on the one hand, and continuing topic, on the other. This contrast is motivated
mainly by the fact that new and change of topic favor having the topical constituent to
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occur overtly as a Full NP whereas continuing topics are more frequently expressed by
zero marking or (subject pronoun) second-position enclitics. Although continuing topics
are also preferred to occur as a Full NP, this grammatical option proved to be favored in
only one pair-wise comparison against nominalizations. This general trend can be
expressed in a more functional way in terms of a continuum presenting at one end less
grammatical coding and at the other end more grammatical coding for topics, as in (764).
The use of more overt coding for new and change of topics satisfies the need of
packaging information in such a way that explicitly suggests a change in the common
ground in order to host the referent that is being constructed as the current sentential
topic. As for continuing topic, there is a tendency in human communication to add more
and more information about the same (continuing) topic. Thus, adding more grammatical
coding to express this expected continuity relation seems uneconomical, which, in turn,
leads to less overt marking for this kind of topic. However, notice that the claim put
forward here that the contrast between an overt and dropped NP indicates the topical
status of such NP needs to be further confirmed by comparing the overt (or not) use of
NPs in contexts in which they do not have a topical status.
(764)

Less overt coding

More overt coding

Continuing topic

New topic
Change of topic

New and change of topics tend to behave alike with respect to most of the paremeters
considered in this research. The only differentiating factor among them is the position in
the clause where they are preferred to occur. That is, change of topics favor the middle
position in the sentence whereas new topics do not exhibit any significant preference.
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Although these two topic types correspond to two different contexts in the common
ground management, they also share the property of creating a sentential topic different
from the one in the immediately preceeding sentence. It is possible that this shared
feature between new and continuing topic may lie behind their very similar grammatical
expression. In addition to these distinguishing features, topics in Kakataibo regardless of
their type show a strong preference for occurring as the grammatical subject of the clause
(A or S argument). This finding provides further support for the cross-linguistic insight
that topics tend to occur in the subject grammatical function (Chafe 1976; Givón 1975;
Kíss 1995, among others). Furthermore, Kakataibo shows a preference for having simple
NPs across topic kinds. This result is somewhat surprising in that it was expected that
new and change of topics would require more complex noun phrases to specify the
reference of this newly construed topic. One possible explanation for this might be
related to the tendency in the language to introduce one information unit at a time, which
fuels the pervasive use of simple NPs. This factor needs to be taken into account in
follow-up research on the complexity of NPs being used as topics in Kakataibo.

The type of clause, either main or subordinate, in which a topic may occur did not prove
to be a predicting factor with respect to topicality of any kind. Furthermore, the
subordinating morphology was only relevant to the continuing topic category. The
prediction that continuing topics would be marked by same subject switch reference
suffixes was borne out of the data and reflects the co-referentiality relation between the
topic of the previous and current sentences. In contrast, the prediction that argument to
argument and / or different subjects switch reference suffixes would be preferred for new
and changed topics was not supported by the data. The assumption behind this prediction
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was that the language would use those switch reference mechanisms to switch topicality
as well. Although this use of switch reference morphology was attested, the statistical
results suggest that that is not one of their primary uses in the language.

The results presented in this chapter suggests that Kakataibo does not make use of
morphological marking for topics nor does it have a dedicated topic position. Although
change of topic favors a middle position for the topical constituent in the middle position,
it is not the case that every continuing topic occurs in the middle position of the sentence
nor that any constituent occurring in the middle position of the sentence is interpreted as
expressing a continuing topic. What seems to be one of the main aspects in the marking
of Kakataibo is the use of (non-)pro-drop, which in turn distinguishes between two main
types of them. In this respect, new and changed topical elements in Kakataibo behave as
(narrow) focused constituents (§9.2.1). However, narrow focused constituents, but not
topical ones, have a constraint to occur at the clause peripheries. Actually, the fact that
topics in Kakataibo do not significantly occur in the initial position and that they never
occur in the right periphery challenges current typologies of topic positions (Primus
1993).

It was only possible to attain the results presented here by following a statistical approach
to the questions of this research. Recall that each level (e.g. initial, final position) of each
variable (e.g. position in the clause) was attested in the sample, which in a more
traditional study have been taken as contradictory evidence (e.g. position in the clause of
a topic constituent), which in turn could have led to a dead end in this research. However,
this study aimed at finding significant tendencies in the corpus rather than delving in the
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study of only a few sets of exemplar sentences. Since both linguistic and pragmatic
factors affect the speaker’s choice of the grammatical strategy used to express a given
topic, it is expected that more than one strategy to express this information structural
category will be attested in a naturalistic sample. However, methodologically it is
important to recognize that there is not always a one-to-one relation between form and
function, but rather there could also be one-to-many and many-to-one. The results of this
data further support the one-to-many relation between function and form.

This research offers the first focused study of the expression of topic in Kakataibo and in
a Panoan language. Thus, the initial results presented here will need to be further tested
and confirmed in future research in Kakataio as well as in other languages of the family.
One of the most obvious ways of testing these results is to expand the data set, following
a similar methodology for the coding of topic and the grammatical categories. In
addition, a follow-up study is needed to further investigate the use of a Full NP in
continuing topics, something that was found to be unexpected due to the tendency in
Kakataibo to give less grammatical coding to this topic type. One possible way to study
the conditions under which a Full NP is used to express a continuing topic would be to
add other predictors such as the referential distance, e.g. humanness, animacy, etc., which
may motivate the presence of the overt NP in order to avoid ambiguity with other
competing referents for the topical status. In addition, future research needs to fill the gap
in studying the prosodic correlates of topic, if any, in Kakataibo. It is hoped that this
study inspires further research in the area of information structure and topicality of other
Panoan languages, in particular, and Amazonian languages, in general, in order to gain a
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more in-depth cross-linguistic understanding of how these categories function in nonIndo-European languages, which have been traditionally the focus of these studies.
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Chapter 11. Conclusions

This dissertation has investigated the grammar and information structure of the
San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo, a Panoan language spoken in the Peruvian Amazon.
This chapter discusses the major findings and contributions of this work and brings up
issues for further research.
As discussed throughout this dissertation, phonological, morpho-syntactic and
semantic variations are found in the San Alejandro dialect with respect to the Lower
Aguaytía dialect (Zariquiey 2011a), the other dialect of Kakataibo for which a
grammatical description is available. In terms of the segmental phonology, San Alejandro
Kakataibo shows innovations in the series of approximants, some of which partially
derive historically from fricative segments still attested in other dialects. Furthermore, the
series of affricates found in other dialects of the language has changed in the San
Alejandro dialect, which has both added and dropped members of this series. Regarding
prosody, the major distinguishing feature of this dialect is the possibility for the acoustic
features of duration and pitch to not correlate with stress in the syllable. Certain roots also
show lexical stress assignment.
Regarding morphology, there are some morphemes attested in this dialect that
have not been found in other dialects, such as the ‘affective’ marker =í (§4.4.3.4).
Similarly, some morphemes occurring in other dialects have either being lost (e.g. -kun
‘real’, -tín ‘same size’, Zariquiey (2011a)) or never developed (e.g. the second-position
enclitic =nuna ‘first person plural’) in the San Alejandro dialect. Beyond differences in
the morphological inventory, cross-dialectal variation is also found in the allomorphic
patterns of the same morphemes in different dialects and the factors that motivate them
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(e.g. number of syllables, preceding segment, etc.). Furthermore, inter-dialect variation
has also been documented in the semantics/function of a morpheme, even when it has the
same form in different dialects, as it is evidenced by the ‘affective’ verbal morphemes -i
and -a (termed ‘addressee’s perspective’ markers in Zariquiey’s work (2011a)).
Syntactically, the San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo shows a very strong
tendency to have the main-clause verb in final position, with postverbal constituents
being highly infrequent (less than 1% of the total sentences). This contrasts with the
Lower Aguaytía dialect where position of the main clause verb seems to be more flexible.
Another interesting inter-dialectal difference is related to the position in which a clause
marked with a switch-reference suffix may occur in relation to its target clause, the clause
it modifies. That is, switch-reference clauses occurring in the initial position of the clause
may modify the immediately following clause or the final clause, but this does not seem
to be allowed in other dialects of the language.
Semantic and functional differences were found in the meaning of particular
morphemes as well as in more grammaticalized constructions (e.g. V-ti ‘i ‘circumstantial
modality, §5.6.2). For instance, second-position enclitics expressing sentential meanings
(e.g. =ka ‘validational 1’, =ëd ‘evidential’) behave slightly different and form distinct
paradigms in the Kakataibo dialects described. Another case in point is related to the
formation of augmentative nouns, which depending on the dialect may be formed with a
synthetic or analytic construction.
By providing a grammatical description of the San Alejandro dialect of
Kakataibo, this dissertation contributes to a better understanding of the Kakataibo
language and the variation that occurs within it. In turn, this dialectal comparison helps to
shed light on the diachronic processes that may have taken place in the language, and
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thus provides additional insights into current grammatical patterns. One such area is the
development of subject cross-referencing second-position enclitics from independent
pronouns in Kakataibo, something which has not occurred in any other Panoan language
(Valle 2016). However, the number of these enclitics varies across dialects – some
dialects having one more of these enclitics than other dialects – which helps us
understand the process by which they grammaticalized. Nonetheless, research on the
other dialects of Kakataibo (e.g. Sungaroyacu) is yet to be conducted in order to better
understand these aspects of the language. In addition, this work highlights the importance
of further study the dialects of those Panoan languages for which grammatical
descriptions are currently available, in order to answer these questions.
Cross-dialectal information from Kakataibo may also prove useful in better
understanding the grammar of Panoan languages more generally from a diachronic
perspective. This study of the San Alejandro dialect of Kakataibo is crucially important in
understanding some of the switch-reference suffixes in Panoan languages. That is, in this
dialect of Kakataibo the non-future nominalizing suffix -kë is also sometimes ambiguous
with a switch-reference reading, which suggests a grammaticalization path from the
former to the latter and which may also be applicable to other Panoan languages. Such
developments in Panoan languages are yet to be explored.
The second part of this dissertation provides a detailed description of the
expression of focus and topic in Kakataibo. This work constitutes the first attempt to
analyze such categories in a Panoan language, and is also one of the few efforts to do so
for any Amazonian language.
As for the expression of focus, Kakataibo exploits both syntactic and prosodic
properties, which vary according to the type of focus being expressed (e.g. narrow,
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predicate). Syntactically, focus can be expressed in situ and ex situ, as constrained by
syntactic requirements. In terms of the prosody, the main clue for expressing focus is
intensity, not pitch as it has been documented for different languages. Generalizations
based on more studied languages prove to be able to capture the basic properties of the
Kakataibo focusing strategies, such as giving prominence to the focus (Truckenbrodt
1995) and exploiting the clause’s peripheries to this end (Van Valin 2005; Zubizarreta
1998), which in turn informs the grammatical analysis. At the same time, the wide array
of focusing strategies found in Kakataibo problematizes the unitary and cohesive status of
focus as an analytical tool (see also Matic and Wedgwood 2013). That is, the Kakataibo
data encourages a more nuanced understanding of this feature, in order to account for its
triggering the wide variety of focus-related patterns that have been surveyed here. Further
research on typologically divergent languages will be necessary to further to test the
findings of Kakataibo and their implications for a theory of focus.
The study of topic in Kakataibo in this work was restricted to the morphosyntactic realm only, and it was found that syntactic strategies play a role in expressing
topic in this language. Furthermore, a clear syntactic divide occurs setting apart new and
changed topics from continuing topics, which could be related to the degree of
predictability of the target referent to be used as a topic. Topics in Kakataibo tend to
function in the clause as the subject (see also Chafe 1976; Givón 1975, among others).
Notice that there is not a preferred position for topics in the language, with a slight
preference to have it in the medial position for changed topics. Rather, the overt presence
of an NP or not plays a central role in topic expression and identification in Kakataibo.
The study of information structure in this work paid special attention to
methodological decisions, in light of the often ‘slippery’ pragmatic / functional nuances
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of the categories under analysis. The methodological choices followed in this work aimed
at allowing the results of this study to be replicable and falsifiable, in order to further
inform research into information structure more generally. At the same time, laying out
the methodological approach followed here intends to stimulate future research of this
component of language in other languages in order to gain a better understanding of how
focus and topic are realized cross-linguistically. While making such decisions may
facilitate cross-linguistic comparison, it is also possible that constraining our
methodology may lead us to overlook other phenomena that play a role in the packaging
of information. It is necessary to further develop ways to articulate these approaches to
studying information structure. Finally, the present study of information structure
followed a statistical approach rather than a categorical one in order to account for the
data, which more frequently than not show high degrees of variability. Thus, most of the
results show tendencies or statistical preferences. The methodological choice of basing
the analysis mostly on naturalistic speech rather than elicited material also motivated the
need to apply statistical analyses analyses.
In sum, this dissertation makes a two-fold contribution: it deepens our
understanding of the Kakataibo language and its dialectal variation, and it adds to our
broader understanding of how information structure may be encoded and investigated.
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